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Despite the generalised image of comuneros of the Southern Andes 
of Peru as living in poverty, a closer examination of the daily lives of 
the campesinos provides a more dynamic perspective. Some house-
holds claim that their lives are improving, others that their lives are 
the same, while many report that their situation have worsened. What 
are the factors that contribute to social mobility? This study focuses 
on the way local perceptions of well-being and poverty influences life 
choices. 

The author presents ethnographic material from fieldwork conducted 
between 2002 and 2005 in three Peruvian communities of Cusco, 
which are Mosocllaqta, Yanampampa and Jilayhua. The notions of 
poverty and well-being are context dependent, therefore a multi-case 
study of households in these three communities were conducted. The 
study revealed that local notions of a ‘better life’ is not only related 
to making a living, but it is also related to past experiences. Accor-
dingly, these experiences can vary between communities. A focus on 
the processes in which local perceptions and aspirations are shaped 
provides a comprehensive view on the different consequences these 
aspirations have on comuneros’ struggle to achieve a ‘better life’. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

If development is seen not just as growth of GNP (or as increases in some other 
inanimate objects of convenience), but more broadly, as an enhancement of freedom and 
well-being of people, then cultural issues can figure among the ends of development as 
well as among its means (Sen 2000b: 17). 

The aim of this study is to explore local perceptions of poverty and well-being in the southern 

Andes of Peru, and to analyse how these perceptions influence people’s capabilities in their 

struggle to improve their lives. Rather than using static notions of poverty, I apply more 

dynamic concepts such as vulnerability and social mobility while exploring comuneros’ agency in 

their struggle to achieve well-being (see also Zoomers 1998). Here, I define agency as the 

‘capacity to act and bring about change’ (Sen 2000a: 19), judging change in terms of people’s 

own values and objectives; thus, much attention is paid to local perceptions (i.e. what is a 

‘better life’ according to people’s criteria?).  

 Central to this exploration of comuneros’ agency in improving their lives is Amartya Sen’s 

notion of capability: ‘Substantive freedoms to choose a life one has reason to value’, or 

‘freedom to achieve various lifestyles’ (Sen 2000a). Whereas many poverty studies focus on 

capability deprivation in terms of income and/or resources, I use the broader conception of 

‘horizons, orientations and aspirations’, or what Appadurai calls ‘capacity to aspire’ (2004). If 

capabilities are central to development, then it is important to explore the way that local 

perceptions influence the movement of people in and out of poverty. 

 Thus, the objective is to gain a better understanding of social mobility.1 To do so, I analyse 

how different perceptions of well-being and poverty have been shaped in interaction with past 

and present experiences in three comunidades in the southern Andes of Peru, and how these 

influence the aspirations and capabilities of comuneros in their struggle to achieve a better life. 

Aspirations differ from community to community, and this is reflected in the way comuneros 

and comunidades struggle to improve their situation. 

Background: poverty and livelihoods in the southern Andes of Peru 

Recent research shows that instead of taking an undifferentiated situation of mass poverty as 

‘the problem’ and looking for solutions to it, the problem should be reframed. Anti-poverty 

                                                
1 Social mobility is defined in this study as the movement of people in and out of poverty, based on local 
perceptions of poverty and well-being. 
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policies often speak about the poor as a structural category. However, defining the poor on 

the basis of fixed criteria (income, consumption) does not allow us to see the dynamics of 

impoverishment or poverty alleviation, that is, the movement of people in and out of poverty. 

Viewing the poor as victims who need a kind of treatment prevents us from considering them 

as people with agency, with complex motivations, expectations and actions (Fischer and 

Benson 2006: 155) that are based on their own experiences and lives. The concept of poverty 

should be regarded as geographically, historically and culturally specific (Zoomers 2006: 1037). 

 Despite the growing recognition that poverty cannot be reduced to unidimensional and 

static indicators, in poverty debates the poor are often still described as victims who are 

characterized by a number of deficiencies, thus neglecting the multidimensionality, variability 

and dynamics of poverty. This also applies to the comunidades I studied, in which the 

majority of the population are classified as living in poverty. 

 According to Peru’s National Institute of Statistics and Informatics (INEI) – which 

measures poverty levels in terms of the Canasta básica de consumo (basic consumption needs of a 

person)2 – the highest incidence of poverty can be found in the rural Andes region, where 

83% of the population are classified as living in poverty (see table 1).  

 

Table 1. Poverty levels according to poverty line (source INEI 2002) 

In trying to explain this high incidence of poverty, reference is often made to structural 

factors, such as deficient macro-economic policies (price instability, low wages, etc.), 

                                                
2 Poverty lines are based on the basic consumption needs of a person, which in the case of Peru is 2,318 
kilocalories per day. This measurement is considered more accurate than the measurement of poverty based on 
unsatisfied basic needs (housing, electronic equipment, etc.), which consider variable criteria. For instance, the 
basic needs in urban areas are different from those in rural areas. Basic consumption needs calculated in relation 
to poverty lines of USD 74.3~42.1. For more information on the methodology of measurement see 
http://www.inei.gob.pe. 
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environmental limitations (land productivity, climatic conditions) (Lehmann 1982; Orlove 

1977) or lack of infrastructure or restricted market access. When ‘structural limitations of the 

poor to escape the situation that reproduces their poverty’ (Figueroa, Altamirano et al. 1996; 

Sojo 2001; Valdivia 2003) are mentioned, much attention is also paid to the characteristics of 

the population. According to Sheahan and Gavilano (2001: 157), there is a relationship 

between the indigenous population (who speak Quechua and work in agriculture) and the 

incidence of poverty. Describing rural poverty in Peru, Sheahan (1999: 112) states: ‘Poverty is 

highest for people in rural areas, for those with low level of education, and for those whose 

maternal language is Quechua or other Indigenous languages.’ Many scholars have noted that 

in the past, the problem of the poor was the problem of the Indio and the campesino (Mayer 

2001; Gonzales de Olarte 2003). 

 However, explanations that focus on structural factors and/or features of the population 

present limitations because they do not provide an insight into the dynamics of the daily lives 

of comuneros. As Sen (2000a) argues, an analysis of poverty in terms of structural factors or 

poverty lines does not allow us to look at the different causes that lead people into poverty. 

An exploration of the different local perceptions of well-being and poverty and the ways in 

which these influence the capability of people to escape poverty can provide a better 

understanding of the dynamics of poverty. 

Agency and livelihood studies 

The view of the poor as victims has been contested by livelihood studies that emphasize the 

agency of the poor. According to the adherents of the sustainable livelihood (SL) approach 

(DFID, FAO3), the population plays an active role in coping with poverty (Carney 1998). This 

approach demonstrates how people actively make use of the local resources that are available 

to cope with poverty and take advantage of the context in which they live. The SL approach 

puts specific emphasis on the agency of people in their use of available resources. It focuses 

on what people have, rather than on what they do not have (Carney 1998; Moser 1998: 1; 

Kaag, Berkel et al. 2002: 4), based on the following definition:  

A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (including both material and social resources) and 
activities required for a means for living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and 
recover from stresses and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and 
in the future, while not undermining the natural resource base. (Carney 1998: 4) 

                                                
3 The UK’s Department for International Development, which is responsible for development and the reduction 
of poverty, and the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations. 
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The framework is based on the resources or assets that make up a person’s livelihood. These 

assets are (ibid.: 7): natural capital (land, water, wildlife, etc.), financial capital (credit, pensions, 

etc.), physical capital (basic infrastructure, e.g. transport, water, communications), human 

capital (good health and the skills, knowledge and ability to perform labour) and social capital 

(social resources on which people draw for their livelihoods, e.g. membership of groups, trust, 

access to wider institutional society). The policy focus is on trying to increase people’s 

capability by ‘expanding people’s options and choices’ through increasing their asset 

availability (ibid.: 12).4  

 In relation to the agency of the poor, new proposals have been developed as ‘ways forward 

in development research’ (Arce and Hebinck 2002; Kaag, Berkel et al. 2002), which raises 

questions about how the perceptions of actors in relation to future orientations should be 

studied (Kaag, Berkel et al. 2002: 2). It has been contended that the term ‘strategy’ puts too 

great an emphasis on the rational and strategic choices of the individual, while in reality the 

marginal conditions under which they live do not allow for such choices: human behaviour is 

not always intentional and much of what people do is unplanned. Some therefore prefer to 

use the term ‘pathways’ to refer to the choices that unfold through the individual’s interaction 

with the environment and are guided by past experiences (Kaag, Berkel et al. 2002). Others, 

such as Arce and Hebinck (2002), have criticized the livelihood approach’s use of the term 

‘capital’ as being too economic. They propose the use of the term ‘styles’, which puts more 

emphasis on the goal-oriented actions of an actor, which can vary depending on the context. 

The notion of farming styles, for instance, refers to ‘the result of goal oriented actions and 

related strategies … as actors’ projects carried out in particular historical contexts and arenas’ 

(Arce and Hebinck 2002: 7). The notion of styles has been applied to other fields, such as 

social security, where habitus is seen as influencing people’s livelihoods and thus leading to 

certain types of style (Nooteboom 2003). While the terminology may differ, all of these 

discourses contribute to the multidimensional view and analysis of poverty from the actor’s 

perspective. 

                                                
4 In the case of Peru, studies of peasant economies and the livelihoods of comuneros have brought to the fore 
the diversity in comuneros’ ways of coping with poverty and vulnerability. Caballero, J. M. (1981) Economia 
Agraria de la Sierra Peruana. Lima: IEP, Gonzales de Olarte, E. (1987) La lenta Modernización de la Economía 
Campesina. Diversidad, Cambio Técnico y Crédito en la Agricultura Andina. Lima: IEP, Kervyn, B. and C. Ayllu (1989) 
"Campesinos y Acción Colectiva: La Organización del Espacio en Comunidades de la Sierra Sur del Peru." Revista 
Andina 7(1): 7-60, Zoomers, A. (1998) "Estrategias campesinas en el Surandino de Bolivia: diversisdad y dinamica 
de la vida campesina." in A. Zoomers (ed.) Estrategias campesinas en el Surandino de Bolivia intervenciones y desarrollo rural 
en el norte de Chuquisaca y Potosí, pp. 13-33. Amsterdam: KIT, Bebbington, A. (2000) "Reencountering 
Development: Livelihood Transitions and Place Transformations in the Andes." Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 90(3): 495-520, Kay, C. (2004) "Rural livelihoods and peasant futures." in R. Gwynne and C. 
Kay (ed.) Latin America Transformed: Globalization and Modernity, pp. 232-250. London and New York: Arnol and 
Oxford University Press Inc. 
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 While the positive elements of the SL approach are acknowledged, the approach has been 

criticized for failing to approximate the power inequalities that influence the access of poor 

people to assets. As the SL approach recognizes (Farrington, Carney et al. 1999: 8):  

… aspects of the intellectual coherence which the SL approach enjoys in the abstract are challenged 
in the real world, not least by the pervasive political marginalization of the poor and the distorted 
power relations which restrict their access to capital assets.  

While livelihood studies stress the agency of people, studies that focus on the power side of 

poverty tend to emphasize how difficult it is for people to escape the conditions that 

reproduce their poverty (Oyen 2002: 1-2).  

Agency, culture and unequal power relations 

When culture is mentioned in anthropological studies, it is often to stress the uniqueness of a 

cultural phenomenon and the need to preserve it from change. Some studies on the Andes 

take an extremely romantic view of Andean culture, in which the harmonious nature of 

reciprocity and cooperation is highlighted (Apffel Marglin and PRATEC 1998). An immediate 

conclusion is that these values need to be preserved and conserved. However, the harsh and 

dire reality of the poor in the comunidades contrasts greatly with the romanticized image that 

results from these views on the life and culture of comuneros.  

 Poverty-oriented research, on the other hand, focuses more on livelihoods and people’s 

struggle to cope with vulnerability, and tends to see cultural issues as hindering development. 

In his ‘culture of poverty’ thesis, Lewis (1970) argues that because of their marginalization and 

powerlessness, the poor often have no choice but to adapt to the existing situation, thus 

creating apathy and a lack of aspiration. Some of the traits emphasized are feelings of 

‘marginality, of helplessness, of dependence, and of inferiority’ with ‘little ability to defer 

gratification and to plan for the future, a sense of resignation and fatalism’ (ibid.: 73). 

Although Lewis emphasizes the importance of context in the origin of this subculture of 

poverty, he stresses that once this culture of poverty has been formed, it is transmitted from 

generation to generation, reinforcing cycles of poverty and making poverty more difficult to 

escape from. For Lewis, this culture of poverty determines the poor’s lack of agency to change 

the conditions that lead to poverty. Although Lewis’s thesis has been heavily criticized as a 

reified concept of culture and for not taking into account the social and political context, 

which led to ‘blaming the victim’ (Valentine 1971), his ideas remain influential.  

 To the extent that attention is paid to power relations, the most common conclusion is that 

poor people have limited agency in terms of their choices and aspirations. Bourdieu (1984) 
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provided us with a better understanding of how power relations play a role, by showing how 

in France the lower classes have internalized the tastes of the upper classes. He uses the term 

‘cultural capital’ to refer to the cultural goods and services (which include educational 

credentials) that create social differences. He points to, for instance, verbal ability, general 

cultural awareness, aesthetic preferences, information about the school system, and 

educational credentials (Swartz 1997: 74-75). Culture is produced and defined by dominant 

groups, and is imposed on the poor through formal institutions, such as schools. It is through 

these institutions that the subaltern classes come to perceive the values and norms of 

dominant culture as being their own, even if this perpetuates their subordinate position. The 

cultural capital of the dominant classes becomes hegemonic. In other words, these dominant 

ideologies become internalized and part of their habitus. As Bourdieu (1984: 384) observes: 

… there is no realistic chance of any collective resistance to the effect of imposition that would lead 
either to the valorization of properties stigmatized by the dominant taxonomy, or to the creation of 
new, positively evaluated properties. Thus the dominated have only two options: loyalty to self and 
the group (always liable to relapse into shame), or the individual effort to assimilate the dominant 
ideal which is the antithesis of the very ambition of collectively regaining control over social 
identity…  

Here, Bourdieu draws attention to the unequal power relations between hegemonic and 

subaltern groups. He argues that the institutionalization of the reproduction of inequalities 

and people’s habitus tends to create preferences that limit their capacity for change. Similarly, 

Fischer and Benson (2006) show that the aspirations of subalterns are influenced by 

hegemonic notions of a better life, which is based on capital accumulation. For them (ibid.: 

80):  

… hegemony is not fundamentally about cultural domination; it is about moral orientation, the 
pursuit of happiness and well-being, desires and aspirations, and conceptions of normalcy and the 
good life. Hegemony succeeds when the things that people are concerned about are brought into 
line with the pursuits of making money and the benefits realized by a slice of the stream of 
humanity.  

Fischer and Benson explore the reasons why Guatemalan farmers enthusiastically engaged in 

the newly introduced broccoli production. Broccoli production was alien to the everyday lives 

of these farmers, because they do not eat broccoli. In addition, the growing of broccoli as a 

cash crop involves great risks.5 The researchers (ibid.: 51) therefore contend that farmers’ 

involvement in broccoli production cannot be explained by past experiences alone, but instead 

                                                
5 Given that broccoli is primarily an export product, engaged in global markets, it is very vulnerable to price 
fluctuations. These farmers are the most vulnerable when prices fall. Fischer, E. and P. Benson (2006) Broccoli and 
Desire. Global Connections and Maya Struggles in Postwar Guatemala. Stanford: Stanford University Press. p. 61. 
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has other influences such as ‘…competing models of development and progress, multiple 

expressions of modernity, and convergent and divergent senses of what “better” means across 

locations’. In other words, the farmers’ desires often relate to the ways in which they frame 

their future (ibid.). In turn, this future is closely related to notions of modernity, development 

and progress, which can be considered part of hegemonic culture. In the case of the 

Guatemalan broccoli farmers, people’s desire to achieve something better is a result of the 

combination of past experiences of violence and poverty, and of institutions and of images 

that derive from the media or migration. In the context of discussions of cultural capital, 

Fischer and Benson thus maintain that these people have come to assimilate the cultural 

imagery of hegemonic groups (in the context of capitalist hegemony) as their own. This 

process is also reflected in their aspirations.6 The limitation of people’s agency to change their 

subordinated position due to their acceptance of hegemonic ideologies is thus central to their 

discussion.  

Local perceptions of well-being as influencing capability 

In development policies, poverty and culture are still regarded as having little connection 

(Alkire 2002: 23). An approach that brings these two together can provide new insights that 

are in tune with people’s livelihoods. Recent studies that focused on the livelihoods and 

capabilities of the poor stress the importance of local perceptions. Bebbington (1999) provides 

a framework that expands the view of capital from mere economic resources to capabilities, as 

defined in Sen’s terms. Bebbington argues that the concept of capital as used by the SL 

approach should be seen in relation not only to material value, but also to individuals’ 

perceptions of well-being and the resources they have to achieve this: 

We therefore require a notion of access to resources that helps us to understand not only the way in 
which people deal with poverty in a material sense (by making a living), but also the ways in which 
their perception of well-being and poverty are related to their livelihood choices and strategies, and 
the capabilities that they possess both to add to their quality of life and also to enhance their 
capabilities to confront the social conditions that produce poverty. (Ibid.: 2022)  

According to Bebbington, capital should be analysed not only in its material sense, but also in 

respect of the degree to which the various kinds of capital are related to conceptions of well-

being and capacities to ‘confront the social conditions that produce poverty’. He provides a 

framework that links livelihoods with larger processes of inequality and power. His study, 

                                                
6 He explains this through the incorporation of the term ‘limit points of hegemony’, explained as ‘constituting a 
horizon – this horizon being “hegemony”, a horizon of intelligible thought, limiting in advance what can be seen 
or heard, what is desirable, what counts as true’ (ibid. p. 82). 
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which is based on the way assets influence capabilities, adds another type of capital to the list 

of capitals. In this framework, people need five types of capital, that is: produced capital (e.g. 

money, infrastructure), natural capital (e.g. animals, land), human capital (e.g. capacity to work, 

education, information), social capital (e.g. family, comunidad, social networks) and – the 

addition – cultural capital (e.g. cultural practices related to the place of residence). Bebbington 

explores agency not only through the capitals of the SL approach but also in relation to the 

way in which people perceive the changes that take place in their environment, and how these 

perceptions allow for capabilities to fight the mechanisms that reproduce poverty (Bebbington 

2000). In his view, assets are not only resources that help people to make livelihoods, but are 

also means that allow power and agency to act and change the mechanisms that reproduce 

poverty.  

Research questions  

In my attempt to contribute to a better understanding of the link between local perceptions 

(as expressions of cultural capital) and the way people and communities ‘act’, I focus on 

people who, according to their own criteria, have managed to achieve a better life and have 

undergone upward social mobility. The following is the central question that guided my 

research: how do local perceptions of poverty and well-being influence the capabilities of 

comuneros to deal with poverty and improve their situation? 

 In order to further elaborate my research question, I formulated several sub-questions, 

namely: what are the local perceptions of poverty and well-being? How are these perceptions 

shaped? What are the differences between the various families and/or comunidades? How do 

these differences influence the capacity of households and/or comunidades to achieve a better 

life? 

Some conceptual considerations 

In studying local perceptions of well-being and poverty, and analysing the factors that 

influence the livelihood paths of the various households I studied, I apply the metaphor of 

‘snakes’ and ‘ladders’ (as put forward by Room (2000). Ladders are events that people consider 

as helping them to improve their lives, while snakes are those that are perceived as affecting 

their lives negatively. 

 Although Room’s analysis is based on the situation of Western countries, it is useful for the 

purpose of the present study because it attempts to bring together the discourse on social 

exclusion that is taking place in advanced societies, and the debates on livelihoods and 
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opportunities that are taking place in the context of developing countries, thereby emphasizing 

the need to expand discussions of social exclusion to include the resilience of the poor. Room 

advocates a broader approximation of social exclusion that is not limited to the exclusion of 

one group by another, but brings social exclusion closer to the people’s daily experiences. He 

thus prefers the definition of social exclusion as a degradation of living conditions that is 

virtually irreversible in the absence of ‘disproportionate interventions’ (ibid.: 411). 

Nonetheless, he also criticizes approaches to social exclusion for failing to consider the reality 

of poverty, as there are only very few cases of long-term exclusion (ibid.: 413). 

 Borrowing the insights gained from the livelihood approach, Room prefers the view of 

vulnerability rather than poverty and considers assets as central in determining the resilience 

of the ‘poor’. However, rather than focusing on the capacity of people to cope with 

adversities, Room stresses the importance of looking at opportunities (‘ladders’) as well as the 

assets that allow people to take advantage of these ladders (‘passports’) (ibid.: 417). For Room 

this distinction is needed when considering policies, since it is important to provide not only 

‘buffers’ to deal with snakes but also passports to stimulate upward mobility. These metaphors 

are important as they stress the dynamisms of poverty as well as the importance of context in 

the ability of people to deal with snakes and ladders. 

 According to Room (ibid.: 422), the metaphors of snakes and ladders may be applicable to 

an entity that is larger than the individual. In this way, the notion of the vulnerability of 

individuals and households can be extended to a whole group of people. The past experiences 

of the whole group are thus an important factor that determines the livelihoods that 

households pursue in order to achieve a better life. 

 The capabilities required to fight the mechanisms that produce poverty should be seen in 

relation to whether local perceptions of poverty and well-being allow the construction of 

locality or only reproduce power inequalities. Appadurai (2004) reminds us that although we 

cannot talk about a culture of poverty, there is a relationship between culture and poverty. 

According to him, studies of poor populations reveal several similarities. While some have an 

ambivalent relationship with the dominant society, resistance is shown in subtle forms (e.g. 

irony, distance, cynicism about these norms); others conform to the norms that perpetuate 

their own degradation. The poor are ‘survivors’ who look for ways ‘to optimize the terms of 

trade between recognition and redistribution in their immediate, local lives’ (2004: 65). 

Capabilities, according to Appadurai, are related to power – to the ability to create a 
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neighbourhood, community or locality that is context generative rather than context 

dependent (1996: 193).7  

 Local perceptions are important in determining the capability of people to fight the 

mechanisms that reproduce poverty. Notions of a better life are not objective: they are 

dependent on past experiences, on interactions with institutions and on images that come 

from the media (Fischer and Benson 2006). Therefore, in exploring local perceptions of 

poverty and well-being and the way in which these perceptions allow capability, we need to 

consider all these factors. How are local perceptions formed? How do they influence the 

different paths of households and comunidades? And how do they allow or not allow for 

fighting the mechanisms that produce poverty? That is, to what extent do local perceptions of 

poverty and well-being provide comuneros with the ability to choose between the notions of a 

better life that allow the creation of meaningful localities, neighbourhoods or communities, 

and the notions of a better life that reproduce power inequalities?  

Research design and methodology 

This study comprises the case study of three communities in the southern Andes of Peru. 

Case studies are empirical investigations into contemporary phenomena that utilize an all-

encompassing method of data collection and analysis (Yin 1994: 13). Stake (1998: 88-89) 

distinguishes between three types of case studies: the intrinsic case study, the purpose of 

which is to gain a better understanding of a particular case without trying to construct 

generalizations; the instrumental case study, in which the case is of secondary interest but 

supports and facilitates our understanding of something else (e.g. an existing theory); and the 

collective case study, which involves the extension of an instrumental study to several cases. 

Thus, this study can be considered a collective case study: the focus is not so much on the 

particularities of a specific case, as on analysing and qualifying generalizations that are often 

made in relation to livelihoods in the Andes. According to Bebbington (2000), ‘working at a 

regional level, it becomes more possible to narrate stories that do more justice to human 

agency while, at the same time, being clear on structural constraints’ (ibid.: 514). 

 In this research project, I pursued a triangulation of data collection by combining different 

techniques. I collected most of the data during an 11-month period of fieldwork; the methods 

                                                
7 According to Appadurai, the production of locality or neighbourhood is important because it allows the 
creation of local subjects, whose actions acquire meaning and historical potential. The importance of locality lies 
in the relationship of power between localities and dominant societies. Those who are able to maintain locality, 
meaningfulness and historical continuity are those neighbourhoods that have the capacity to aspire. Appadurai, 
A. (1996) Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. Pp. 
178-199. 
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I employed included participant observation, photo elicitation, informal interviews, surveys, 

semi-structured interviews and life-story interviews. I also carried out semi-structured 

interviews and informal talks, in order to make a selection of communities and to develop an 

understanding of the situation of the households in terms of experienced changes and social 

mobility. During a second phase of fieldwork, I participated more intensively in communal 

activities. This resulted in a survey of 168 families, a photo elicitation survey among 92 

individuals and semi-structured interviews with 48 families. I selected from these 48 families 

the 20 that I considered the most accessible and the most representative of dynamic or static 

families for life-story interviews.  

 I conducted my research in some of the poorest rural areas in the department of Cusco, in 

the provinces of Acomayo and Canas, which are 110 km from Cusco (the old capital of the 

Incas) and cover an area of 285.5 km2. Between 1979 and 1990, this area was part of the 

project area of PRODERM (Programa de Desarrollo Regional de Microcuencas), an 

integrated rural development project financed by DGIS/EU8 (Zoomers and Geurten 1991; 

del Carpio, Cavassa et al. 1992). During the past two decades, people have had to cope with 

macro-economic change (crisis), violence (Sendero Luminoso) and institutional change 

(centralization under Fujimori), in addition to climatic problems (droughts, floods, El Niño). 

All of these factors contributed to the major changes that people experienced with respect not 

only to their livelihood strategies, but also to poverty levels and their ability to achieve social 

mobility. 

 After what seemed like many long weeks of visiting the different communities, I finally 

selected three comunidades that were representative of the diversity in the Andes but that 

showed different development paths. For practical reasons, I chose localities that were 

accessible by public transport and comunidades that comprised between 150 and 300 

households (i.e. that were small enough to get to know). 

 All the communities I studied are poor peasant communities (from here on referred to as 

comunidades). Their situation was even more marginal about 20 years ago, when accessibility 

was restricted due to a lack of paved roads. The improvement of the infrastructure, access to 

education and markets, increasing national and international migration, the influence of mass 

communication and so on are all elements that have affected social mobility. 

 The comunidades are about a 30-minute drive from each other, and all are situated at an 

altitude of 3600 – 4000 metres; however, they also show differences. Mosocllaqta is a relatively 

isolated place without much governmental and/or NGO intervention, and is one of the 

                                                
8 Directorate General for International Cooperation (part of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs). 
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poorest comunidades in the area. Yanampampa is relatively better off in terms of accessibility 

and institutional presence (having road access and being supported by development 

organizations), but neither comunidad has access to irrigation; comuneros depend on 

subsistence farming, often in combination with temporary migration. This is in contrast to 

Jilayhua, which has access to irrigation, acted as a pilot community for various development 

organizations, and has comparatively good road access and more favourable development 

opportunities. 
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Map A. Research area 
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Map B. Researched comunidades and accesibility 
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Direct observation: fieldwork 

Being a second-generation Japanese Peruvian, I presented myself as a student–researcher of 

anthropology who lives in the Netherlands and was working on a thesis.9 Most people in the 

comunidades in which I conducted research accepted my participation in their daily activities. 

People were quite willing to recount their daily activities because they felt that I was genuinely 

interested in their lives, as reflected by the many positive remarks they made. The reactions, 

however, differed according to the comunidad. In some comunidades it was not particularly 

common to see a foreign person walking around, unless he or she was an NGO worker or a 

religious missionary. During the first phase of the fieldwork, I was an unknown foreigner and 

people used to avoid me or ask who I was looking for; it was therefore difficult to get to know 

people.10 The people who were most open to me in the beginning were those in the 

comunidad who were Protestant and thought of me as a possible representative of the church. 

As the people of the comunidades started to understand the purpose of my stay, they became 

more open to my presence. However, I first had to introduce myself to the president of the 

comunidad and request permission to conduct research there.  

 After my presence in the comunidad had been authorized by the assembly (people would 

not have accepted me without that authorization), I started to participate in the daily activities, 

accompanying people when they took their animals to pastureland, milking cows, helping to 

peel potatoes or doing faenas alongside them. I was able to reduce the distance that separated 

the ingeniera from a compañera (which is what they call each other).11 Some women invited me to 

their houses for breakfast or to have a chat, and we would converse while peeling potatoes. It 

was usually during these informal talks that I caught up on the gossip and the daily happenings 

in the comunidad. I was able to get close to the women – but only to those who could speak 

Spanish, because I was unable to follow conversations in Quechua, the native language.12 My 

                                                
9 In Peru, there is a stage of study known as the practicas, which is a phase during which students are required to 
write a final paper based on their practical experience in order to earn a Bachelor’s degree. 
10 In Mosocllaqta, for instance, I later learned that they considered me a ‘terrorist’, since they had experienced 
one incursion by terrorists during which the mayor was executed in the main square. Some people would jokingly 
tell me that they thought I was one of Fujimori’s spies. I am a second-generation Japanese-Peruvian, which is the 
same background as the former president Alberto Fujimori (1980-1990). However, in the long term, the fact that 
I am a Japanese-Peruvian seems to have helped me to gain acceptance into the comunidad. This was better than 
being perceived as foreigner, albeit one who spoke the same language. 
11 In the beginning, people referred to me as ingeniera, as most NGO workers are called, or arquitecta. When I said 
that I was not an engineer, they started to call me señorita. This epithet was also based on the fact that I joined in 
their faenas, feasts and agricultural activities. 
12 Although I had taken some language courses and I was able to follow a great deal of their conversation, I had 
not learnt enough to carry out interviews in their language. While most of the men and younger women spoke 
fluent Spanish, most of the older women were monolingual in Quechua, and I had to take translators (students 
from the university, or younger boys or girls from the same community) to assist me with the interviews. 
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status as a student also changed when my husband13 joined me for a few days. After his 

appearance, people knew I was not a single woman but a wife, and this increased both my 

credibility and the openness of the women in the comunidades. These changes in attitudes 

also occurred after comunidad festivities, as the whole comunidad would talk about how I had 

danced, and they would approach me asking ‘How do you feel today?’. 

 In most of the communities I was able to rent a room in a family house, usually the room 

of one of the children who had moved to a nearby city to study. In Mosocllaqta, I stayed in 

the house of my compadres (I became a godmother to one of their sons). Thus, I was able to 

participate in the activities of the comunidad and in the lives of the families with which I 

stayed. 

 Although people became accustomed to my presence, interviewing people was difficult 

throughout my fieldwork. For instance, home visits were often unsuccessful, because people 

were too busy. The day for these families started at 06.00, and people did not return from the 

fields until 17.00. This reduced the amount of time available to interview people.  

 I gradually came to accept that going to a person’s home only to find the house empty was 

part of the process of conducting fieldwork. If a person said ‘I was about to go to the chakra’ 

or ‘I was about to pasture the sheep’, I would ask whether I could accompany them. I soon 

learned that this was the best way of interviewing people.  

 The comuneros found my walking around the comunidad a strange phenomenon. It is 

unusual for people to just wander around. One woman quipped that her daughter, who had 

just graduated from secondary school and was now looking for a job, had said that she too 

would like to have a job like mine; after all, one just had to walk around. It also helped that 

people knew that I was going to hand in a report about the research I was conducting in their 

comunidad. 

 All in all, the fieldwork and the data collection proved difficult, yet the data I acquired by 

carrying out ‘walking interviews’, attending the assembly and participating in comunidad 

activities yielded a broad understanding of the people and their social environment. 

Photo elicitation 

During my research, I used the photo elicitation method to identify local criteria of well-being 

and poverty. In their Visual Anthropology: Photography as a research method, Collier and Collier 

(1999) reveal the benefits of photographic material and how it can be useful in interviews, as 

photographs can serve as ‘…communication bridges between strangers that can become 

                                                
13 My husband is Dutch and speaks basic-level Spanish. 
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pathways into unfamiliar, unforeseen environments and subjects’ (ibid.: 99). This method of 

data collection helped me to approach people in the communities, because they like to look at 

photographs. While carrying out the photo elicitation survey, people who were just passing by 

would often come to take a peek and then start talking about the photos. I soon learned that 

people were willing to give up some of their precious time for interviews in exchange for a 

photo. They often spontaneously approached me if they knew that I had some with me.  

 These photographs were most useful when trying to identify a participant’s opinions about 

criteria of rich and poor. The three pictures I used are photos that I took in Cotahuasi, 

Arequipa while writing my Master’s thesis (Miyashita 1998): 

 

 

Photo 1. Working in the field doing ayni (Azusa Miyashita) 
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Photo 2. A family with cattle (A. Miyashita)

 

Photo 3. A grandmother and her grandchildren (A. Miyashita) 

I showed the participants the photos and asked whether the families in them looked rich or 

poor. The responses varied from ‘They are poor, like us’ to ‘They are better off, because they 
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live in a greener area’. This provided clues to and hints about the significance of the 

participants’ definition of poverty. 

 A similar technique I applied was a short survey inquiring about criteria of well-being. For 

this, I used hand-drawn cards rather than photos. After an initial period of informal chats with 

people, I made cards that illustrated the various resources that are important for their lives, 

such as agricultural products, animals, education, training, migration, work, money, domestic 

appliances, bicycles, feasts, pastureland, water, land, religion, family and house. I then asked 

the participants to make a priority list of which were the most important. I carried out the two 

surveys in a combined form with 92 people in the three communities. 

Interviews 

I distinguished dynamic households (those that were experiencing social mobility) from static 

households (those that were seen as remaining poor or rich) by asking 15 people, mostly the 

heads of families with whom I had better contact after some weeks of getting to know them, 

to give me the names of poor or rich families that were experiencing upward or downward 

social mobility, so that I could visit them. I then drew up a list of those who had been 

mentioned the most often. 

 As noted, informal talks and interviews generally worked best in a natural setting while 

doing something together, like walking to the field, eating lunch or taking cows to pastureland. 

Since taking notes or using a tape recorder would have disturbed this natural setting, I noted 

down these talks as soon as possible after the interview had finished, and did so somewhere 

where people could not see me. Writing things down was generally regarded as suspicious and 

interviews proceeded more smoothly without the presence of tape recorders. All interviewees 

were promised anonymity; thus the names presented in this study have been changed. 

Semi-structured interviews 

For the families whose names were supplied by the comuneros, I followed a semi-structured 

interview guide to ask about the most significant changes that had led them to upward or 

downward mobility, how they had dealt with those changes, whether their prospects had 

improved and what they would like to do in the future. Using these questions as a guide, I was 

able to ascertain the most important events in terms of ladders and snakes and to determine 

the assets that had enabled them to deal with these events. I simultaneously asked questions 

about their aspirations for the future and what kinds of decisions they had made with respect 
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to, for example, investments. I conducted a total of 48 interviews, each of which lasted about 

30 minutes. 

 Since these were personal interviews, the respondents preferred to be interviewed in their 

own homes. All participants were asked whether the interviews could be tape-recorded and 

notes taken. Some preferred only notes to be taken. Experience showed that the tape-

recorded participants usually forgot about the presence of the recorder. At a later stage, people 

became aware that I was giving photos to respondents to thank them for their time; from then 

on, people did not mind talking to me as long as the interview took place during breakfast and 

did not take too long. 

Life-story interviews 

I selected 20 representative cases from the semi-structured interviews to conduct a life-story 

interview. According to Atkinson (1998), a life story is: 

… a fairly complete narrating of one’s entire experience of life as a whole, highlighting the most 
important aspects. A life story gives us the vantage point of seeing how one person experiences and 
understands life, his or her own especially, over time. 

These interviews took between one and about four hours; sometimes it was necessary to split 

an interview into two sessions. The interviews, all of which were tape-recorded, revealed not 

only the various events and experiences that the respondents had undergone, but also their 

experience as a life project, which included the influence of people around them, the changing 

environment and the kind of past events that had come into play when they had had to take 

important livelihood decisions. The goal of this was to explore the ‘livelihood trajectories’ (de 

Haan and Zoomers 2005: 43), ‘… reporting typically about the outlines of behaviours … try 

to penetrate into a deeper layer of beliefs, needs, aspirations and limitations’ (ibid.).  

 According to Carmen Escalante, co-author of Gregorio Condori Mamani, the quality of a life-

story interview is determined by the degree of trust that one develops with the interviewee 

(personal communication, October 2002). Although I selected the most representative cases 

of upwardly and downwardly mobile households, the quality varied according to the level of 

trust that I had gained with these people. Most of my interviews began with the question: 

‘Where would you like to start the story of your life?’ While some of the interviews were not 

very different from an in-depth interview (i.e. they required a considerable amount of 

intervention on my part), others flowed more smoothly. As Atkinson (1998) comments about 

the ‘transformative’ power of life interviews, these interviews often left me wondering about 

the privilege of being able to carry out such an interview, and about the great responsibility 
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that it entailed. I recorded all the interviews, having promised to handle with care the 

information provided and to give the interviewees a copy of the transcribed text. 

Survey 

I conducted the survey during the last phase of my fieldwork, in order to cross-check 

households’ material assets and see whether or not this was in line with their classification as a 

poor or a rich family. The survey covered 168 households in the three communities; two 

university students helped me to carry it out. The information I cross-checked included 

general demographic data about the household (composition, life-cycle, religion, membership 

of the comunidad, education, work, land possession, etc.) and its approximate annual income 

(in the year of the survey, i.e. 2002), including, for example, the number of livestock animals 

sold, remittances, agricultural production and off-farm income. A significant finding was that 

income or possessions were not decisive with regard to the way in which the participants 

defined the criteria for determining whether someone is rich or poor.  

 

To summarize, the methodological approach – namely the use of case studies – allowed me to 

gain a broader view of the differences between the three communities; this would not have 

been possible had I focused on only one comunidad. This approach, however, also had a 

downside: I was not able to make an in-depth study of one comunidad as a case study, and the 

degree of acceptance in these communities differed. Although it is difficult to make 

generalizations, the selected comunidades are representative of the diversity that one 

encounters when studying the Andes.  

 Data triangulation proved very useful; most information was based on direct observations 

and interviews. This was checked by using additional sources of information, which helped me 

to establish that most people had recounted events truthfully (which was often also evidenced 

by their strong emotional responses). The confidence I acquired during the fieldwork made 

me constantly reflect on my responsibility to present this information in a way that may make 

a contribution to those who believed in my capacity to make a small difference to their lives. 

Organization of the book 

This book is divided into three parts and eight chapters: Part I (Chs 1 and 2) comprises the 

introduction. Part II (Chs 3 and 4) concerns local perceptions of poverty and well-being, and 

the snakes and ladders that play a role in people’s social mobility. Part III (Chs 5 - 7) deals 
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with people’s struggles to achieve a better life at the community level, and ends with my 

conclusions. 

 In Chapter 2, I present the historical and geographical context of the communities I 

studied, analysing the notion of comunidad in relation to the nation-state, but also making a 

distinction on the basis of their access to natural resources. I describe the relation between 

comunidades and haciendas over the course of time, as well as their geographical 

circumstances (access to resources). This chapter provides the background to the various 

dynamics that are explained in subsequent sections. 

 Chapter 3 deals with local discourses of poverty, well-being and social mobility. Based on 

the well-being surveys and photo elicitation I conducted, I explore the local perceptions of 

poverty and well-being, which can only partly be explained by assets such as land and 

livestock. Having good social relationships in the comunidad is usually the most important 

determinant.  

 In Chapter 4, I use the snakes and ladders metaphor to explore the events that are 

considered as affecting social mobility. I illustrate the events that have influenced the 

livelihood paths of households that are considered poor, better-off, or upwardly or 

downwardly mobile, and the way they have coped with these events. Through analysing life 

stories, I come to the conclusion that multitasking is increasingly important in the livelihoods 

of the comuneros. I analyse why only part of the population is capable of benefiting from the 

new opportunities, while others cannot take advantage of them. 

 My focus in Chapter 5 is on the importance of education as a ladder. While in the previous 

chapters attention is paid to local perceptions in relation to livelihoods, in this chapter I focus 

on the importance of status (through access to citizenship and modernity) in local perceptions 

of poverty and well-being. I describe the background to the important changes that have taken 

place in the field of education and the way these changes have influenced the livelihoods of 

the comuneros. The way education is perceived as a ladder, however, differs per comunidad, 

thus showing the importance of context and past experiences in perceptions of ladders. 

 Chapter 6 explores the different paths to modernity, as illustrated by consumption. While 

modernity is an important component of a better life, what modernity is and the shape it takes 

depend on the past experiences of comuneros and their interaction with the context. Some 

notions of modernity have been adapted to the daily lives of the comuneros but some have 

not, thus creating more frictions and tensions in the comunidades. 

 In Chapter 7, I illustrate the way a comunidad can become a community that allows not 

only access to resources but also the re-creation of identity and recognition. I present the 
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specific case of communal struggles in the appropriation of symbols for the benefit of 

tourism. Past experiences have taught comunidades to see collective action as an asset that 

allows them to take advantages of collective ladders.  

 In Chapter 8, I present my concluding remarks and bring together the theories and 

discussions that I put forward in the preceding chapters. 
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Chapter 2 

The comunidad in context 

It was 13:55 when I arrived at the stop in Cusco where I was supposed to board the bus 
to Yanaoca. Had I been looking for the place for the first time, I would have walked right 
past the red/blue iron doors and the Garaje sign painted on them. However, I knew the 
place from my first round of fieldwork and I recognized the Altiva Canas bus, which was 
waiting for passengers at the corner of the garage, next to the cars parked there. The bus 
was supposed to leave at 14.00 and passengers were already putting their bags of potatoes, 
beans, flowers, etc. on board, so I had to hurry. I put my bags in the back and found a 
seat by the window. We finally left at about 14.30. 

I enjoyed looking at the scenery from the bus; I hadn’t seen it for six months. It was the 
beginning of June, so the landscape was not as green as it is in the rainy season. After an 
hour, the bus stopped at Urcos, and ten or so women and children approached us trying 
to sell various kinds of food (papas, rellenas, pescado frito, ponche) and drink (mostly sodas). 
Those passengers who bought something paid the sellers by throwing their money out the 
windows. After about 5 minutes, the bus continued along the highway towards 
Combapata, stopping from time to time to pick up more passengers. I took pleasure in 
watching the waters of the Vilcanota river, which accompanied us through Quiquijana, 
Chuquikawana and Checacupe to Combapata.  

At Combapata, the bus left the highway and drove into the town. On Saturdays the place 
is full of people buying or selling at the market – the region’s largest – but it was a 
weekday and the main square was almost deserted; only five ambulant vendors were there 
selling fruit. We left the square, crossed the river – which continues its course to Sicuani – 
and started our ascent from 2500 m to 3800 m, a trip that takes about 45 minutes.  

We reached the 3800 m mark and drove into Chacamayo, passing the turn-off to 
Mosocllaqta. The scenery that lay before me was as impressive as I had remembered: 
Pampamarca lake covers the whole pampa up to Pampamarca. Once past the lake, the 
driver had to keep slowing down or sounding the horn, since many comuneros were 
bringing their cattle back to their homes along the main road. A comunera tried to herd her 
cattle aside so that the bus could get past.  

After Pampamarca, we drove past comunidades that are right on the road: Pampamarca, 
Pabellones, Jilayhua and Yanaoca. In Yanaoca, I recognized the adobe houses and the 
shops: most things looked the same as they had when I’d last been there, more than six 
months previously. The bus stopped in front the Altiva Canas office. As I got off, I felt 
the cool, dry air against my skin. I looked around, but there was almost no-one on the 
street except the people who were welcoming those who had just arrived on the bus. I 
was tired from the 3-hour, 133-km trip, but excited to be back. 

This chapter introduces the comunidades of Jilayhua, Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta. It 

provides the background for discussions on differences in comuneros’ struggles for improving 

their livelihoods. Throughout this book, I argue that the comunidad has an important impact 

on comuneros’ struggles for social mobility, not only because of location, geography, etc., but 

also because the interaction between comunidad and state has defined comuneros’ struggles 
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for status and identification. As mentioned in the introduction, the distance between these 

comunidades and the nation is not only geographical but also exists in people’s minds. In 

order to illustrate this distance, I present the comunidad in relation to the larger context of the 

nation. I simultaneously demonstrate the importance of the comunidad in accessing resources. 

The comunidad indígena as legacy of the two republics  

In this section I provide the background for understanding local perceptions in relation to the 

past experiences of comunidades vis-à-vis the nation. Although the position of comunidades 

in relation to the nation is common to the three comunidades, there are some differences 

between them when it comes to specific local experiences. 

 The comunidad indígena – which preceded the comunidad campesina – has its origins in the 

colonial period, when for administrative purposes the Spanish crown decided to create two 

republics: one of the Español, the other of the Indio. These two worlds were represented in the 

specific rural context by the hacendado14 and the comunidad.15 Although land was usually given 

to Spanish conquistadores in the form of a gift (merced), some Spanish encomenderos16 simply 

appropriated public and indigenous lands (Burga 1979: 74).  

 In the seventeenth century, the hacienda became the main colonial institution in rural areas 

and an important provider of agricultural products to the city and the mining industry. 

Because hacendados found it easy to get land but difficult to find labour, their power and 

wealth depended on the number of labourers they had at their disposal (Burga 1979: 76). For 

the indigenous people, the hacienda became one of the few places where they could obtain 

cash, which they needed in order to pay their tributes to the corregidores.17 The mita18 was 

another service that the indigenous communities had to provide for the Spanish crown. As the 

requirements for paying these tributes and the mita were quite difficult to meet, indigenous 

people employed several strategies to avoid having to do so (Burga 1979: 77). One way of 

                                                
14 The hacendado is literally a landowner, but in the context of the southern Andes was referred to as gamonal, as 
hacendados had control of political power. Flores Galindo, A. (1986) "Que es el Gamonalismo? (Extracto del 
libro "Buscando un Inca: identidad y utopia en los Andes")." in C. Montero (ed.) La escuela Rural. Variaciones sobre 
un Tema, pp. 113-120. Lima: FAO.. 
15 The comunidad was an institution, created by the Spanish administration during the colonial period for the 
administrative purposes. Its origins go back to original ayllus or to reducciones (concentration of dispersed 
indigenous populations in specific land concentrations). Burga, M. (1979) "La sociedad colonial (1580-1780)." in 
M. Azul (ed.) Nueva Historia General del Peru, pp. 63-85. Lima: Mosca Azul Editores. 
16 Spanish authority in the colonized land in charge of controlling the indigenous population 
17 The corregidor received a salary from Spain, but his wealth depended on the cash he received from the selling of 
cloth, labour for the extraction of gold and silver, coca leaves, grazing cattle, etc. However, Spalding explains 
how the corregidor’s need of money later shifted from payment in goods to payment in money. Indigenous 
people had to get this cash by engaging in salaried work or selling off their land. For more information, see 
Spalding, K. (1974) De indio a campesino cambios en la estructura social del Perú colonial. Lima: IEP.  
18 Payment in the form of work that indigenous people had to provide to the crown. 
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avoiding the payments was to leave the comunidades (as they were the basis for controlling 

both tribute and mita) and joining the hacienda in yanaconaje. Joining the hacienda as yanacona 

allowed them the special privilege of not having to pay tribute or go to mitas, but obliged 

them to work on the haciendas. 

 The relationship between the comunidad and the hacendado has often been considered 

one of conflict,19 which led to the numerous indigenous rebellions that took place in the 

highland Andes. Especially the Tupac Amaru rebellion (1780) strengthened the image in the 

national imagination of the Indio as violent and savage (Flores Galindo 1988). From then on, 

the Andean comunidad became the prototype of the violent and uncivilized ‘other’.20 This 

even had repercussions on the way the independence movements took place, as Poole (1994: 

16) states: 

Lingering memories of the Tupac Amaru rebellion also cast their shadow over the Creole elites in 
Lima, lending both independence and the ensuing process of nation-building a distinctive character. 
Lima’s elite resisted independence from Spain in large part out of fear of the Indian and African 
American soldiers who accompanied the liberating armies. After independence as well, recurrent 
panics shook Lima as rumours of Indian violence spread, renewing long-standing colonial fears of 
Indian revenge and slave revolt.  

During the independence movements, the urge to keep a distance and sharpen the boundaries 

became especially clear (Larson 2004). In Latin America the construction of the nation was 

based on the creation of the Indio as the antithesis to citizenship and modernity (ibid.: 17). In 

this context, the elite appropriated notions of modernity and civilization in order to legitimize 

the category of Indio, which came to represent all that was negative, namely traditional and 

uncivilized, and therefore dirty, ignorant, lazy, violent and passive (Orlove 1998; Colloredo-

Mansfield 1999; Stephenson 1999). 

 After independence, the official division between the república de Indios and the república de 

Españoles disappeared. However, the organizational framework remained the same, 

strengthening the view of the Indio as uncivilized. The hacendados succeeded in expanding 

and consolidating their power in rural areas.  

 The state, whose presence in the area was limited because of the difficult access, depended 

on the hacendados to control the mass of the excluded indigenous population (Flores Galindo 

                                                
19 Jose Luis Renique explains that the relationship between hacendado and comunero was not always bad. For 
instance, he mentions that in Puno, the relationship between hacendado and colono was almost one of ‘partners’, 
and this explains the lack of conflicts in Cusco. While in Cusco these movements were ideologically shaped, in 
Puno people preferred the path of economic development, in what Renique calls ‘emergencia del cholo’. Rénique, C. 
J. L. (2004) La batalla por Puno conflicto agrario y nación en los Andes peruanos 1866-1995. Lima: IEP etc. 
20 In contrast to communities in the northern Andes, those in the southern Andes – especially in Puno and 
Cusco – are seen as the centre of indigenous movements. 
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1986: 113). Hacendados therefore came to fulfil many of the official positions as 

representatives of the state (Poole 1994: 101) and thus gained a virtual monopoly of power – a 

situation that was to last until the twentieth century.21 

 Important changes took place towards the end of the nineteenth century, as the state 

increasingly felt the need to include the Indio in national discourses. This need became 

especially salient after the country’s dramatic defeat in the war against Chile (1879). The 

country needed the Indios to participate in and contribute to the maintenance of the territory. 

It wanted to create both a nation that was as modern as those of the other colonial powers 

and an identity that would include the mass of the indigenous population. While in countries 

such as Mexico the notion of mestizaje was created as a unifying national identity, in Peru 

inclusion and modernization of the country were sought by renaming the Indio ‘campesino’.22 

 This inclusion of the Indio in the nation was based on the ideological movement known as 

indigenismo.23 The indigenista movement was led by intellectuals and politicians in an effort to 

improve the situation of indigenous populations and to incorporate them in the context of the 

nation. In this effort, the indigenous past was romanticized and appropriated, while the 

contemporary Indios were labelled ‘ignorant’ and ‘passive’ (De la Cadena 2000). They created 

the view of the Indio as victims of abuso by gamonales,24 who could ‘abuse’ the ‘defenceless’ 

indigenous populations because they monopolized power. While the indigenista discourse 

allowed the incorporation of the Indian in the national project, it was as a subordinate subject 

because of their lack of education. Indios became mestizos as soon as they received an 

education (ibid.).  

                                                
21 Furthermore, the wool industry flourished vigorously at the end of the nineteenth century, especially in the 
higher provinces of Cusco and Puno.21 The commercial wool activities allowed the rise of a new type of rich 
mestizo hacendado who was able to profit from the wool activities. Larson, B. (2004) Trials of Nation Making. 
Liberalism, Race and Ethnicity in the andes, 1810-1910. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
22 According to Mallón, Latin American countries took different paths in order to achieve this national identity 
depending on the historical context of each. For instance she argues that in the case of Mexico they were able to 
create a mestizo identity that unified the country, creating the image of a mestizo ‘core’ and an Indian ‘periphery’. 
In the case of Bolivia, she states that the indigenous population was able to construct an alternative project based 
on the indigenous. In Peru, on the other hand, the term mestizaje failed to become a term that would unify 
mestizos and Indios. Mallon, F. (1992) "Indian Communities, Political Cultures and the State in Latin America." 
Journal of Latin America Studies 24: 35-53. 
23 For more information about the indigenismo movement in Cusco, see De la Cadena, M. (2000) Indigenous 
mestizos the politics of race and culture in Cuzco, Peru, 1919-1991. Durham, NC: Duke University Press. For the impact 
of indigenismo in provincias altas, see Poole, D. (1994) "Peasant Culture and Political Violence." in D. Poole (ed.) 
Unruly Order. Violence, Power and Cultural Identity in the High Provinces of Southern Peru, pp. 247-273. Boulder: 
Westview Press.; for a broader account of indigenismo in the Latin American context, see: Baud, M. (2003) 
Intelectuales y sus utopías indigenismo y la imaginación de América Latina. Amsterdam: CEDLA. 
24 Although they were landowners they were called a gamonal in the context of indigenismo. Under this 
movement, the gamonal was seen as those who were abusing the monopoly of power, abusing of the campesino, 
leading to the many protests and revolts that were originating in the rural areas. For more information about the 
origin of the notion of gamonales, see Baud, M. (2003) Intelectuales y sus utopías indigenismo y la imaginación de América 
Latina. Amsterdam: CEDLA. pp. 40-47.  
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 In the twentieth century, some governments incorporated indigenismo thinking in their 

policies. The first to do so was the Leguía government, which gave official status to the Indio 

in the national context. In the context of the crisis of the República Aristocrática and the 

growth of the middle classes, Leguía’s goal was to end the oligarchic elite’s monopoly on 

power and to include the middle class and, symbolically, the indigenous class (Contreras and 

Cueto 2000: 119). Leguía’s policies included the legal recognition of indigenous communities; 

he created an indigenous affairs section in the Ministerio de Fomento, formed the Patronato 

de la Raza indígena, created the Day of the Indio, and set up agricultural centres and technical 

schools in rural areas; all these policies affected the power of the gamonales (Contreras and 

Cueto 2000: 221).25  

 Besides institutional changes, internal tensions in the system of the hacendado also led to 

the decrease in the hacendados’ power. The hacendados were not able to provide the colonos26 

with sufficient land due to population growth (Sanchez Enríquez 1981); this resulted in 

conflicts and in increased discontent among peasants, a situation that was generally 

appropriated by the leftist parties for the advancement of their goals (Rénique 2004). This led 

to a number of peasant mobilizations in the 1950s and 1960s. Some uprisings in the northern 

part of Cusco had an impact at the national level. 27 These movements, although highly 

ideological (they were promoted by university students and graduates) (Contreras and Cueto 

2000: 303; Rénique 2004: 162), pressured for an agrarian reform. 

 The unrest caused by these uprisings led to the land reform of 1968-9. This reform is 

known as the ‘most ambitious’ agrarian reform in the history of Latin America (Seligmann 

1995: 1). The continued violence in the southern Andes of Peru was seen as a threat to the 

stability and development of the country and to the military government of Velasco. Velasco’s 

goal was to bring an end to this unrest by implementing an authoritarian project of the 

‘guided’ modernization of the country (Contreras and Cueto 2000: 307). Internal social 

movements and unrest were seen as a serious ‘internal threat’ that needed to be countered. It 

                                                
25 The recognition of indigenous communities in the constitution of 1920 was the beginning of a long-term 
process in which indigenous communities secured their landholdings, which was one of the principal claims 
behind the revolts that developed in the rural areas in the twentieth century. In 1925 there were 59 recognized 
communities, and in 1930 there were 321. Glave notes how in the higher communities of the area ‘la mayoría de 
las organizaciones, de distintas maneras, se presentaron con sus documentos y sus datos para ser oficialmente 
reconocidas’ (ibid.). In general, ‘las organizaciones sociales y económicas campesinas de la zona … acudieron 
masivamente ante la nueva puerta abierta para ellos en su integración y defensa’ Glave, L. M. (1990) "Los 
Campesinos Leen su Historia: Un Caso de Indentidad Recreada y Creación Colectiva de Imágenes." Revista de 
Indias(190): 809-849.. 
26 Those working hacendados’ lands. 
27 For instance, in 1965 there was a movement in la Convencion labelled as guerillero; it was led by Hugo Blanco, a 
Trotskyist with international experience. This forced the government to carry out a limited agrarian reform. 
Contreras, C. and M. Cueto (2000) Historia del Perú Contemporaneo. Lima: IEP. 
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was thought that one way to do so was to eradicate the structural causes of social injustice 

(ibid.2000: 309). 

 With these goals in mind, Velasco renamed the ‘Day of the Indian’ the ‘Day of the 

Campesino’ (and renamed ‘Indian communities’, ‘campesino communities’), made Quechua 

an official language, incorporated the figure of Tupac Amaru in new school books and 

introduced ‘an entire cultural style, from visual arts to music, that brought “Andean” content 

to the fore’ (Yepez 2000: 44). Although this inclusion of the campesino and Indian symbols 

was only symbolic, it had important repercussions in the consciousness of the campesinos. 

Leguía and Velasco, influenced by the indigenismo movement, attempted to calm the social 

unrest originating from this situation by incorporating the Indio in their modernization 

projects.  

 The agrarian reform envisioned the creation of cooperative enterprises. Expropriated land 

was assigned to production cooperatives (CAP) in highland campesino areas (and to larger 

‘agricultural societies of social property’ (SAIS) in higher potential coastal areas). The agrarian 

production cooperatives were worked by former permanent workers on haciendas, who were 

expected to work the land collectively. However, large part of the rural population did not 

qualify for membership (Seligmann 1995: 59-60).  

 The agrarian reform also resulted in changes in the communal stature. Under the slogan 

‘The land is for those who work the land’, the comunidad discouraged the membership of 

comuneros who farmed lands on a sharecropping or absentee basis. According to Seligmann, 

‘the reform was designed to enhance capitalist development and respond to peasant unrest in 

order to avoid social revolution’ (ibid.: 68). It was a ‘modern’ social project designed to reduce 

the social unrest in rural areas.  

 However, the inclusion of the campesinos was not continued by subsequent governments. 

The first democratically elected president, Fernando Belaunde Terry (1980-85), steered the 

country through a technocratic turn, whereby the emphasis was put on modernization and 

economic development. The campesino was seen as being gradually absorbed by 

modernization, and less attention was paid to social issues. It was in this period that the 

activities of Sendero Luminoso became more pronounced, leading to the further 

marginalization of the comuneros as they were grouped under the label of potential 

terrorists.28  

                                                
28 Fujimori restored the policy of ‘Mano dura’, namely applying extreme punishments to people without fair trial, 
as life imprisonment and accusations of ‘betrayal of the nation’ could be applied to almost anybody. It was during 
this period that campesinos’ meetings were easily labelled as ‘terrorist’ activities. 
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 In the current situation, almost two centuries after independence and multifarious political 

changes, the comunidades are still seen as playing a marginal role in the national or regional 

economy. Although the comunero was included in the discourse of campesino during the 

Velasco government, this inclusion was only partial, allowing the comuneros some space for 

manoeuvre but failing to change the negative terms of recognition (Seligmann 1995). The 

comunidad has been central in the construction of the ‘modern project of the state’ but has 

never been able to recover from its negative terms of recognition, that is, as the ‘other’ – rural, 

traditional and poor.  

Past relationship of the comuneros with hacendados in the specific case of 

comunidades  

In this section, I briefly explore the way the national developments mentioned above impacted 

comuneros in their daily lives in the three comunidades. Comuneros express this in terms of 

their relationship with the hacienda system. The information is based mainly on comuneros’ 

oral stories (it was difficult to find any document related to this period). This is why I talk 

about the relationship of the comuneros with hacendados rather than about the origin of 

comunidades.  

 As some scholars mention (Paponnet-Cantat 1994; Poole 1994; Seligmann 1995; Manrique 

2002; Rénique 2004), most comunidades in the southern Andes had some sort of relationship 

with the haciendas.29 However, informal talks with comuneros revealed that the relationships 

between the comunidades and hacendados varied greatly depending on the comunidad. While 

the comuneros of Jilayhua and Yanampampa had worked closely with haciendas, the 

comuneros of Mosocllaqta had not. Whereas Mosocllaqta (free community) did not have a 

direct relationship with hacendados,30 Yanampampa and Jilayhua show very different histories 

with respect to how they acquired their land, which is mainly explained by relational factors. 

 In Yanampampa, for example, the comunidades obtained their lands peacefully by 

purchasing it from the neighbouring hacienda. Before purchasing the land, the comunidad of 

Yanampampa was known as Carahuasa.31 The comunidad was small (covering only some 80 

                                                
29 In the case of the reducciones, for instance, comunidades often had to coexist with landowners who had received 
land from the Spanish crown as a reward for their colonizing activities in the form of repartimientos.29 In an area 
where access to labour was difficult, these comunidades became the landowners’ main source of labour, which 
the comuneros provided in return for certain provisions, such as the right to use the land or pasture their animals 
on it. Winder, D. (1978) "The Impact of the Comunidad on Local Development in the Mantaro Valley." in N. 
Long and B. Roberts (ed.) Peasant Cooperation and Capitalist Expansion in Central Peru, pp. 209-240. Austin: 
University of Texas.  
30 Informal talk with Señor Ccahua, ex-president of the comunidad of Mosocllaqta and ex-mayor of the district. 
31 Traduced from the Quechua, it means ‘back without hair’ and is an expression used to refer to a poor person. 
Interview, 15 Jan. 2004, Señor Paucar, Yanampampa. 
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hectares)32 and the comuneros depended on the hacienda for access to pastureland. The 

hacienda was led by an old widow, who is remembered by the comuneros as being ‘nice’.33 

Individual comuneros decided to purchase the land from the beneficiencia when it was 

advertised in the El Peruano newspaper. Sixty-three socios got together to buy the land and then 

gradually paid off the loan.34 The 15 comuneros who did not join in the purchase of land had 

heard rumours about an agrarian reform; thinking that they would be able to get the land free, 

they decided not to join the others in purchasing it.35 In 1963, the then president of the 

comunidad had gone to Sicuani to investigate the rumours about the selling of the land. He 

had then visited the Inspección de energías y minas (energy and mines inspectorate). With the help 

of a lawyer, the comuneros were able to get the land title for the comunidad, and the title 

included the land of the hacienda.36 The process started in 1963, but was not completed until 7 

March 1970.  

 This is very different from the case of Jilayhua, where the comuneros have bitter memories 

of how their land was gradually appropriated by the hacendados. They were increasingly 

relegated to marginal land, and access to pasturelands had been dependent on their 

relationship with the hacendado.37 There was not much they could do, especially as they were 

illiterate and could not protect themselves against illegal land usurpations. The situation 

changed with the advent of the agrarian reform, which provided the legal framework for 

comuneros to reclaim their lands. Some hacendados, knowing that they did not have legal 

rights to land, decided to negotiate with the community before state institutions could 

intervene,38 and comuneros initially agreed to this. However, after some time the hacendados 

tried to use personal favours to hold on to their land. This is when some comuneros decided 

to resort to the judicial system. This, though, required investing both money and energy, and 

not everybody was able or willing to do so. The comuneros were greatly divided: some were in 

favour of reclaiming the land, while others who had good relationship with the hacendados 

did not want to change their favoured position. 

                                                
32 Interview, 3 Feb. 2004, Señor Paz, Jilayhua. 
33 According to the comuneros, she did not have children and thus treated the comuneros as her children. She 
was willing to leave the land to the comuneros if any of them would have gone to pay her a visit when she was 
sick. Interview, 3 February 2004, Señor Pinto, Yanampampa. 
34 The cost of purchase was a total of half million soles, which was divided among the socio, each with 2,000-3,000 
soles. The beneficiencia allowed the comuneros to pay this amount gradually from the profit they made from 
working these lands. 
35 The descendants of these 15 comuneros are now suffering the consequences of their parents’ actions, as they 
are struggling with a lack of land. 
36 Interview, 3 February 2004, Señor Pinto, Yanampampa. 
37 Interview 3 Sept. 2003 with Señor Arroyo, Jilayhua. 
38 Ibid. 
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 The comuneros who were in favour of reclaiming land through judicial processes decided 

to finance their efforts by forming a cattle association. Each comunero was required to donate 

one sheep and one calf to the association. Only those who were willing to contribute to this 

association would be able to go through the process of reclaiming their lands through the 

judicial system. There were 15 judicial procedures, and the comuneros received assistance 

from asuntos indígenas.39 The association was formed by 50 comuneros (who are now known as 

the ‘old members’); the comuneros who did not contribute would not have the right to access 

the lands the association reclaimed. The cost of financing the legal process is something that 

comuneros remember bitterly: I was often told that ‘All we had were trials’ and ‘We worked 

just for that; all our profits went into it’.40 

 After a struggle that continued for about ten years, the association finally regained their 

lands.41 Señor Arroyo described watching their animals going onto ex-hacendado lands:  

Since that moment we have entered the pampas with our animals. To all the pastureland … to all 
that pastureland you see below. It was an unforgettable moment [with emotion]. To enter the 
pasture with all our animals, when all our animals were grazing in the mountains. 42 

The comunidad now has access to larger areas of pastureland as result of the judicial processes 

that they won in the past. 

 Thus, each of these comunidades has a different history of interaction with hacendados. 

Jilayhua and Yanampampa had conflicts with the haciendas, while Mosocllaqta did not. The 

nature of the interaction with the haciendas was not the same for Yanampampa and for 

Jilayhua: in Yanampampa the land was purchased from the ex-hacendado without major 

conflicts, whereas the comuneros from Jilayhua had to fight the hacendados in order to 

reclaim the lands they saw as having been unfairly taken away from them. As I show in 

subsequent sections, these different experiences with land owners have an important impact 

on perceptions of poverty and well-being, but most importantly on comuneros’ struggles to 

improve their lives. The comunidad is important in providing a sense of shared experience, 

and this is reflected in collective past experiences.  

                                                
39 Field notes 30 Oct. 2002. Informal talk with Señor Puma, Jilayhua. 
40 ‘todo era juicio no más’ and that ‘Para eso no más trabajábamos, para eso no mas ganábamos’ 
41 The process of reclaiming land was not only a judicial struggle, but also involved physical violence and threats. 
Señors Arroyo, Puma and Huanca, who led the legal struggle to reclaim land, commented on the many threats to 
their persons. A bullet shot at Señor Puma just missed his ear; hacendados imprisoned him and poisoned the 
water he drank. Señor Huanca was often taken to jail under suspicion of being a ‘terrorist’; due to a lack of proof, 
however, they had to let him go. Señor Arroyo recounted being followed by the ahijados of the hacendados with 
pistols in their hands. 
42 Interview 3 Sept. 2003 with Señor Arroyo, Jilayhua. ‘… desde ese momento hemos entrado con nuestros animales. A todos 
los pastales...a toditos esos pastales. Era pues un recuerdo pero inolvidable (emoción)...Entrar con todos nuestros animales a los 
pastales cuando todos los animales estaban pastando en los cerros...’. 
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The comunidad in the daily lives of comuneros 

The livelihood of comuneros is not only about recognition and sharing collective experience, 

but also about access to resources. In this context the comunidad should be regarded as a 

crucial institution that provides access to natural resources and as a basis for subsistence. Even 

though the comunidad plays a marginal role in the context of the nation, it has remained an 

important institution that protects indigenous rights and guarantees access to resources. As 

such it is recognized as an official institution with legal representation. According to the 

Peruvian Constitution (1979), comunidades campesinas are:  

Organizaciones de interés público, con existencia legal y personería jurídica, integradas por familias 
que habitan y controlan determinados territorios, ligadas por vínculos ancestrales, sociales, 
económicos y culturales, expresados en al propiedad comunal de tierra, el trabajo comunal, la ayuda 
mutua, el gobierno democrático y el desarrollo de actividades multisectoriales, cuyos finales se 
orientan a la realización plena de sus miembros y del país.43 

The comunidad is central to the comuneros’ livelihoods as it provides access to important 

resources, such as land, water and labour. This is reflected in the way comuneros massively 

chose to officially register the comunidades when given the opportunity (the comunidades of 

Yanampampa and Jilayhua have been recognized since the reform of 1968-9).44  

 Comunidades are now officially recognized and are an important source of resources. 

However, as we have seen, the relationship between resources and comuneros differs greatly 

according to the comunidad (Mossbrucker 1990:97). Most of comunidades have different 

types of land: arable land (used by individual households for crop farming) and pastures (often 

used collectively by the comuneros); and land under descanso (left fallow) (De la Cadena 1986; 

Cotlear 1989; del Castillo Pinto 2004). Mayer (1989) observes that the ‘old’ systems of 

collective rotation and/or temporary use has gradually been replaced by permanent and 

individual use, thus increasing the parcellation and minifundization of land. While each 

household decides what to produce on its own piece of arable land, the comunidad decides 

                                                
43 ‘Organizations with legal existence. Integrated by families speaking and controlling specific territories that are 
united by ancestral, social, economic and cultural bonds. These bonds are expressed in a communal property of 
lands, communal work, mutual help, democratic government and development of diversified activities, oriented 
towards the full realization of its members and the country.’ My translation 
44 According to the 1994 National Agrarian Census (CENAGRO), there were a total of 5,680 registered 
comunidades (campesinas and nativas) in Peru – and the number is increasing, as there are still comunidades that 
are not registered. The census confirms that the greatest number of peasant comunidades are located in the 
southern Andes, with the greatest concentrations in Puno (22%) and Cusco (16%).44 It was only with the 
promulgation of the new constitution in 1993 that communal property became inalienable by law; until then, land 
in comunidades could not be sold to third parties for any reason. Since 1993, comuneros can sell their lands as 
long as they have the approval of two-thirds of their comunidad del Castillo Pinto, L. (2004) "La titulación de 
tierras de propiedad de comunidades campesinas en el Perú." Bulletin Landreform, Land Settlements and Cooperatives 1: 
111-119. 
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what should be cultivated on the land that is rotated. The comunidad also decides on the 

control of pasturelands, the organization of faenas and the types of punishment. In this 

context, Mayer (ibid.: 66) notes that the function of the communal organization is that of 

achieving a consensus among diverse interests and determining the rules and conditions 

concerning work in production zones.45  

 Although practices may vary from comunidad to comunidad, rules and institutions are 

defined by law: the general assembly is the highest authority in the comunidad to enforce 

communal regulations, and its members must be elected every two years. 46 The communal 

authorities usually include a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer and vocal (member of 

the general assembly who acts as a messenger). These authorities, together with the juez de paz 

(local judge) and teniente gobernador (local police), also form the local justice system.47 These are 

non-remunerated positions, but those who hold them acquire status and legitimacy in the 

comunidad. Membership of the comunidad is restricted to those who were born in the 

comunidad, the children of those born in the comunidad and those who have become 

integrated in the comunidad.48 Although the official membership is determined in a clausula, 

the communal assembly is quite free to decide whether or not to follow these rules. The 

official list of the members of the comunidad – the padrón of the comunidad – must be 

updated every two years, and it is during these re-padronamientos that comuneros are required to 

pay the accumulated fines49 of the previous two years. There are also cases of comuneros who 

decide not to re-padronar because they are unable to pay these fines.50 Rules of membership of 

forasteros (member coming from other comunidades) differ from comunidad to comunidad. 

                                                
45 ‘La función de la organización communal es la de llegar a un conseso entre los diversos intereses y determinar las reglas y 
condiciones para trabajar en las zonas de producción’.  
46 Urrutia explains how the system of varayoc, which was central in the administration of the comunidades, was 
replaced in 1921 by the ‘modern’ system of authority called personero de la comunidad (communal authorities). For 
more information about this shift, see Urrutia Ceruti, J., A. Araujo, et al. (1998) "Las comunidades en la region de 
Huamanga 1824-1968." Peru: el problema agrario en debate SEPIA II: 429-467. 
47 This is considered an alternative justice system, which with its local knowledge and mastery of the language is 
considered capable of dealing with small local problems. For more information on local forms of knowledge, see 
Drzewieniecki, J. (1995) Indigenous People, Law and Politics in Peru, Washington, D.C.: LASA. 
48 According to national law, in order to be a ‘qualified comunero’, a person must be head of a household or of 
adult status, have stable residence in the comunidad of no less than five years; not be member of another 
comunidad, be registered in the comunal padrón and meet other requirements established in the communal 
statue. An ‘integrated comunero’ is a man or woman who as a ‘partner’ becomes a member of the comunidad, or 
a man or woman who is older than 18 and who requests to be admitted and is accepted by the comunidad. 
Article no. 5, Ley General de Comunidades Campesinas No. 24656, 13 April 1987. 
49 If comuneros do not attend assemblies or perform communal work (faena), they are fined a certain amount of 
money. The amount differs per comunidad, but in the research area the sum was 5 soles. As these fines 
accumulate for two years, this often becomes an amount that comuneros are not able to pay, and are not able to 
become part of the new padrón. 
50 Field notes 17 Oct. 2005. Informal talk with Señor Ccoto. 
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Location, settlement pattern and institutional presence 

The location of a comunidad and its settlement pattern are important because they determine 

the comunidad’s access to resources. There are important differences between comunidades in 

terms of market access, urban concentration and presence of institutions, and in terms of their 

agro-ecological situation (and access to resources) and the diversity of economic activities. The 

following is a short characterization of the comunidades I studied. 

Jilayhua 

Jilayhua’s location is relatively favourable in terms of market access. It is about 130 km from 

Cusco but close (about 30 minutes by foot) to the town of Yanaoca, which is the capital of the 

province of Canas. The Fujimori government (1990-2000) constructed an asphalted road to 

connect the main cities, Cusco and Puno. From there, the local municipality (1999-2002) built 

the partly asphalted road that connects the main Cusco–Puno highway with Yanaoca. This 

road passes through Jilayhua, enabling easy access to transport to either Yanaoca or Cusco. Its 

location next to the road that directly connects to the markets of Cusco, Combapata, Sicuani 

and Yanaoca reflects the comunidad’s degree of economic activity. 

 The settlement pattern of Jilayhua is dispersed. I first arrived in Jilayhua with a staff 

member from the Instituto de Manejo de Aguas y Medio Ambiente (IMA),51 which is 

headquartered in Cusco. They have a branch office in Tungasuka, which is not far from the 

comunidad. They offered to take me to the comunidad by car, but left me at some of the 

clustered houses in the area, saying ‘I think this is the most populated sector of the 

comunidad’. I was in a pampa,52 and the houses were dispersed.  

 I later learned that the comunidad was divided into four sectors, namely Pauchi, Collana 

Pujio, Hachasuri and Pueblo. The place I had gone in the beginning (Hachasuri) was the most 

populated. The other three sectors are clearly separated from each other: Collana Pujio is 

about 1 km away, Pueblo is about 2 km away (in Yanaoca) and Pauchi is on the other side of 

the road, about 1 km from Hachasuri. The houses themselves were also separated from each 

other, and many had fields (canchones) between them. In Jilayhua, arable land is relatively scarce 

(unirrigated lands (secano) mainly used for subsistence farming).  

                                                
51 An NGO that was created as follow-up to PRODERM’s projects in the area of water and environment 
management. The activities of the NGO are explained later in the chapter, in the section about the community of 
Yanampampa. 
52 Grassy plains. 
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Photo 4. Comunidad Jilayhua, sectors Hachasuri, Ccollana Pujio, Pauchi  

 

Photo 5. Comunidad Jilayhua, view from the road  

In comparison with the other comunidades, Jilayhua has received relatively much support 

from development organizations such as SIPA,53 PRODERM,54 IFOCC,55 IAA,56 

                                                
53 Servicio de Investigación y Promoción Agraria, from the Ministry of Agriculture, now INIA (Instituto 
Nacional de Investigación Agraria). 
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PRONAMACHCS57 and, recently, ARARIWA.58 The presence of the state/development 

institutions has helped Jilayhua not only in its struggle to reclaim lands from hacendados, but 

also in its struggle to develop dairy production (PRODERM) and improve irrigation. In 

addition, Jilayhua is the comunidad that has enjoyed the greatest presence of Protestant 

missionaries.59 

Yanampampa 

Although Yanampampa is closest to Cusco (about 110 km) and is connected to it by an 

asphalted road, the comunidad is more isolated than Jilayhua: it takes 20-30 minutes to get to 

the closest market, Pomacanchi.60 To get to the comunidad from Cusco, one needs to take the 

asphalted Cusco–Puno road and turn off at Puente Chuquikawana. From there, another 

asphalted road connects the Cusco-Puno highway with Acomayo. This is the road that passes 

through Yanampampa. However, although this road allows direct access to Cusco, access to 

other markets (such as Combapata, Sicuani or Yanaoca) is difficult because of the limited 

number of taxis and buses that go to these places.  

 The settlement pattern of Yanampampa is concentrated. I saw the comunidad for the first 

time on my trip to Pomacanchi in 2002. Once past Chuquikawana bridge, the bus starts its 

ascent along the winding road to even higher altitudes, from 3300 to 3600 m. After 20 

minutes, the bus reaches Pomacanchi lake and the first comunidad that comes into sight is 

Yanampampa. It is located on the shores of the lake, and the road divides the comunidad into 

two. The comunidad is spread out along the road for about a kilometre. Comuneros often 

have to walk long distances to reach their fields. 

 

                                                                                                                                              
54 Proyecto de Desarrollo Rural en Microregiones. This was an integrated rural development project that received 
financial and technical support from the European Economic Community and the Dutch government (DGIS) 
and was carried out by the Netherlands Economic Institute together with the Peruvian government between 
1979 and 1990 
55 Instituto de Fomento de la Comercialisación Campesina. An NGO which was providing credit services to 
households in the comunidad. 
56 Instituto para una Alternativa Agraria. An NGO which is working together with the Federación Departamental 
de Campesinos de Canas (FDCC). The IAA is an NGO, which as its name suggests, is trying to look for 
alternative ways of development, trying to incorporate knowledge that is already existent, and with low 
investment costs. 
57 Programa Nacional de Manejo de Cuencas Hidrográficas y Conservación de los Suelos. A programme of the 
Ministry of Agriculture that brings support to rural comunidades for the better management of soil and water. 
They have supported projects related with land conservation, forestry development and rural infrastructure. In 
Jilayhua they have supported for example with the implementation of irrigation through sprinkler project 
58 Asociación Arariwa para la Promoción Técnico-Cultural Andina. The oldest national NGO. 
59 According to the survey I carried out, in the comunidad 29% of comuneros belong to religions other than 
Catholic. 
60 Although Pomacanchi is one of the most populated comunidades in the region, it is the capital of the district 
of Pomacanchi and does not have the importance of a capital of the province, such as Yanaoca. 
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Photo 6.  Comunidad Yanampampa 

 

Photo 7. Comunidad Yanampampa - View from the road 

Several development institutions have been present in Yanampampa, for example ADRA 

OFASA61 and CARITAS.62 PRODERM was also present in the comunidad but the number of 

                                                
61 Agencia Adventista para el Desarrollo y Recursos Asistenciales. This NGO was no longer active at the time of 
my fieldwork. 
62 International NGO related to the Catholic Church. 
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projects was limited.63 More important was the intervention by IMA,64 which provided follow-

up after the closure of PRODERM; it established its office in the comunidad which meant 

that the comunidad had access to the services (technical assistance related to water) and – 

more importantly – that people could get a job (i.e. construction work, guard jobs, warehouse 

work). At the time of the fieldwork, only PRONAMACHCS was active, although ARARIWA 

and CORREDOR Puno-Cusco65 were extending their activities to the comunidad.  

Mosocllaqta 

Mosocllaqta (which is about 123 km from Cusco) is a relatively isolated comunidad. A road 

passes through the comunidad, but it is unpaved and does not lead to any major cities. When I 

visited it for the first time, I got a combi from Combapata, got off at the turn-off to 

Chacamayo, and from there walked the 2 km to Mosocllaqta. Although there is a minibus 

from Combapata to Mosocllaqta, it runs only once a week. Comuneros have to walk to 

Chacamayo to get a bus to Yanaoca or Combapata-Cusco. 

 Mosocllaqta has a concentrated settlement pattern. Being the capital of the district, this 

comunidad is quite urban, with a town hall, church, police station and main square. The 

houses are built next to each other; the agricultural fields are located outside the centre of the 

town. Mosocllaqta is relatively extensive in terms of surface area and some of the plots are a 

two-hour walk away (the parcels are farther away than is the case in the other two 

comunidades). 

                                                
63 del Carpio, O., A. Cavassa, et al. (1992) El Impacto de los Proyectos de Desarrollo en Sierra. Cusco: CBC. pp. 64 
64 Instituto de Manejo de Agua y Medio Ambiente 
65 A Project designed to stimulate the development of the departments of Cusco and Puno, financed by Fondo 
Internacional de Desarrollo Agrícola (FIDA) y el Fondo Nacional de Cooperación para el Desarrollo Social 
(FONCODES) 
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Photo 8. Comunidad Mosocllaqta 

 

Photo 9. Comunidad Mosocllaqta; view of the main square 

 

Being an independent comunidad, Mosocllaqta is rather isolated and hardly receives support 

from state organizations and/or NGOs66. With the exception of a number of food aid 

programmes (i.e. ADRA OFASA, CARITAS), there are not many NGOs. At the time of the 

fieldwork, the only institution present there was PROMANACHS. The comuneros often 

                                                
66 It was not included in the PRODERM area, since it was kept as a ‘control comunidad’ del Carpio, O., A. 
Cavassa, et al. (1992) El Impacto de los Proyectos de Desarrollo en Sierra. Cusco: CBC.. 
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complain that they have been forgotten. Since becoming a district in 1984, however, 

Mosocllaqta has enjoyed the presence of official institutions such as the police, the health post 

and the municipality. The municipality has become the main provider of jobs in the 

comunidad, partly because it now receives a larger budget through the presupuesto participativo.  

Natural environment and economic activities 

A comunidad’s geographical location, land resources and water availability influence its 

activities. In Yanampampa (alt. 3300-3600 m) and Mosocllaqta (alt. 3400-3800 m) livelihood is 

mainly based on crop farming (usually in combination with cattle raising, fishing and 

migration, as is shown below). Jilayhua is the highest (3900-4100 m) of the three comunidades 

and the possibilities for crop farming are therefore relatively more restricted. It is too high for 

the production of maize; only potatoes, barley, beans and wheat can be produced there. 

However, thanks to irrigation, Jilayhua – despite suffering from more hail and frost – is able to 

specialize in dairy production. More specifically, the following activities are important 

elements of daily life: 

Crop farming and livestock production 

The climatological conditions for crop farming in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta are relatively 

favourable, especially on the lower fields; the lakes moderate the temperature, and the 

comunidades suffer less from hail or frost than comunidades at higher altitudes. 

 Land availability and quality is relatively favourable in Yanampampa. During an interview, a 

comunero told me that ‘this is a land chosen by god’. He was referring to the quality of the 

land and the diversity of products that it provides the people in the comunidad, for example 

potatoes, beans, wheat, barley, quinoa, kiwicha and maize. 

 People in Mosocllaqta (alt. 3400-3800 m) also produce a wide variety of crops (maize, 

beans, barley, wheat, etc.) on their lower fields. The comuneros said that they are able to 

produce anything except ‘pumpkins’.67 Irrigation in both comunidades is, however, very  

limited and those lands that can be irrigated are generally used for the production of maize. 

 In Jilayhua, crop farming is less important – people mainly cultivate for own consumption, 

and the range of crops is restricted.  

 The following three charts show the agricultural calendar in each of the three comunidades. 

                                                
67 An expression comuneros use. In practice there are more products such as fruits that cannot be produced at 
such altitudes, but they mentioned ‘pumpkin’ as one of the few products that cannot be produced. 
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Chart 1: Agricultural calendar – Yanampampa (2002 survey) 
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Chart 2: Agricultural calendar – Mosocllaqta (2002 survey) 
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Chart 3: Agricultural calendar – Jilayhua (2002 survey) 
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Livestock production (creole) 

Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta concentrate on crop farming, although most households also 

produce livestock. Among the most important livestock are cattle, sheep, pigs, chickens, 

horses, donkeys and guinea pigs. People often engage in livestock as a ‘savings system’ 

(Mitchell 1991) and/or use this as a buffer to cope with crisis. 

 

Photo 10. Grazing creole cattle in Mosocllaqta 

 

Photo 11. Grazing creole sheep in Jilayhua 
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The cattle produced in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa are mainly creole. The survey showed 

that only 4% and 8% of the households in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa, respectively, were 

working with vacuno mejorado68 (mostly used for fattening). The number of households involved 

in pig production is increasing, and in 2005 several comuneros were looking for ways to 

receive training in pig production. Besides these activities, sheep raising is still an important 

activity (except in Jilayhua, where the number of households producing sheep is decreasing). 

Fishery 

In addition, fishing is another very important activity for Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa. It 

was promoted by the Ministry of Agriculture, which introduced young fish – mainly silversides 

(pejerrey) – into the lakes. Each of these two comunidades has a fishery association. These are 

not communal organizations, but they bring together people who are engaged in fishing so 

that they can collectively agree on such issues as securing the lake from outsiders (by taking 

turns to guard it) or asking the ministry to introduce more young fish.69  

 The Yanampampa fishery association was established in 1998; when I was there, it 

comprised 29 households that fished and 5 that were commercial fish sellers. The members 

invest in their own equipment, such as nets and boats. The amount of fish they catch depends 

on the time of year (there is a closed fishing season), but the average take is about 2 kg per 

day. Some years, however, people complain about the lack of fish in the lake (they catch only 

1 or 2 per day). The commercial sellers buy the fish for, for example, 2 soles in the comunidad 

and sell it in Cusco or at another market for 3 soles.  

 

Photo 12. Comunero from Mosocllaqta fishing 

                                                
68 Half pedigree cattle. 
69 Every year the number of fish decreases dramatically, and the Ministry of Agriculture provides young fish to be 
introduced into the lake. One important role of the association is to ask the Ministry on time. 
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Trout production was encouraged in Mosocllaqta, but the trout did not reproduce well. 

Silversides were therefore introduced into the lake; these are now providing the comuneros 

with reasonable catches. There is a fishery association both for Pampamarca lake (8 members) 

and for Mosocllaqta lake (32 members). Since the first lake is freshwater and the second is 

salty, fish from the latter are preferred for their taste. To ensure that the fish can reproduce, a 

closed season has been introduced; nevertheless, the number of fish seems to be diminishing. 

As in Yanampampa, it is the fishers and the sellers who benefit, not the comunidad.  

Dairy production 

In Jilayhua, the possibilities for crop farming are thus less favourable; crops are farmed only 

for consumption. However, thanks to irrigation, Jilayhua (despite suffering from more hail 

and frost) has been able to specialize in dairy production. The availability of irrigation and the 

switch to dairy production resulted from a combination of factors. First, in Jilayhua the 

comuneros were able to switch to dairy production because of the existence of a strong cattle 

association. This association has a special status in the comunidad, as the association fought to 

reclaim lands from landowners.70  

 Second, Jilayhua benefited from external institutions. Pedigree cattle were introduced into 

the region only around the 1970s, following the arrival of PRODERM. Faced with the limited 

productivity of the land, dairy production was seen as a good alternative and the project 

started with the introduction of ‘improved pasture’ (instead of natural pasture).  

 Third, Jilayhua benefited from an irrigation project that was carried out for the whole 

micro-basin (microcuenca) of Jabonmayo, bringing water to all the comunidades on the shores 

of the river. This irrigation system, which works by gravity, provides half of the comunidad 

with access to water. In 2000, work was begun on an irrigation project that employs asperción 

(sprinkling) and now provides water to the higher areas of the comunidad. 

 Along with the introduction of improved pasture (which required irrigation), the 

comuneros (supported by PRODERM) started to raise pedigree cattle; most people have half-

pedigree cattle (vacuno mejorado), because pure breeds have difficulty in adapting to the Andes 

climate. In 2003, the association had about 14 cows and 7 bulls; however, they were trying to 

reduce the number of cattle, since they want to switch to household production. There are 

about 50 households, and they take turns grazing and milking the association’s cattle and 

                                                
70 The creation of this association dates back to when a group of people decided to form a cattle association in 
order to finance judicial processes in order to reclaim land from the landowners. Those who were willing and had 
the capacity to contribute resources became members of the association, thus obtaining the right to use the 
pasturelands reclaimed from the landowners. This land was later parcelized and allocated to its members, and 
they and their children now have the right to use their parcels. 
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cleaning out the stalls. Most of the families make cheese and sell it in Yanaoca; they keep the 

profit for the household. Members of the association claim that the comunidad benefits from 

the association since it gives comuneros access to sementera (see photo below).71  

 

 

Photo 13. Jilayhua’s cattle association’s pedigree cattle and sementera brought from Puno 

Other activities 

Some households in the three comunidades are also engaged in other activities, such as the 

commercialization of cattle or fish, working as tailors or running kiosks, and/or performing 

transportation activities (operating taxis or renting out lorries and cars). These activities are 

usually practised by those who are relatively better off (comuneros who are in the position to 

invest); those who do not have the necessary resources tend to become temporary migrants. 

As mentioned, most people are characterized by multitasking and are simultaneously involved 

in various tasks and jobs, most of which are related to agriculture. Temporary migration 

mainly takes place between January and May, the agricultural low season; such migration is 

more common in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta than in Jilayhua.  

                                                
71 Possibility of cross-breeding with pure blood cattle from the association. 
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Photo 14. A kiosk in Mosocllaqta 

 

Photo 15. Tailor comunero Mosocllaqta 

This section described the differences between the three comunidades in terms of location, 

settlement pattern, institutional presence and level of activities. The basic information is 

summarized in the following table. 
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 Jilayhua Yanampampa Mosoqllacta 

Accessibility 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Concentration 
 

++ 
Next door to Yanaoca, 
capital of Canas 
province. Paved road 
connecting Combapata 
and Yanaoca runs 
through the comunidad. 
Three hours from 
Cusco. 
Dispersed 

+/- 
Far from a dynamic 
town.  
Paved Chuquikawana– 
Acomayo road runs 
through the comunidad. 
 
Two hours from Cusco 
 
Concentrated, large 
distance to parcels 

-- 
Capital of the district. 
Two km of unpaved 
road from Chacamayo 
(then connects with 
Combapata–Yanaoca 
road).  
Three hours from 
Cusco. 
Concentrated, large 
distance to parcels 

Institutions ++ 
Workers of Reforma 
Agraria, SIPA, 
PRODERM, IFOCC, 
IAA, 
PROMANACHCS, 
ARARIWA,  
Evangelists 

+ 
IMA, CARITAS, 
ADRA-OFASA, 
CARITAS, 
PRODERM, IMA, 
ARARIWA, 
PROMANACHCS, 
Corredor Puno-Cusco 

-- 
(mainly related to food 
aid)  
CARITAS, ADRA-
OFASA, ARARIWA, 
PROMANACHCS,  
Corredor Puno-Cusco 

Environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Irrigation  
 
 
Economic activities 
 

Suni alto (3800-4100 
m), harsh climatic 
conditions (hail and 
frost).  
 
 
 
 
++ 
Good  
 
Vacuno mejorado and 
dairy production, 
commercialization of 
cattle, kiosks, lorry 
business 

Suni bajo (3450-3800 
m), milder climatic 
conditions.  
 
Proximity to lake 
ameliorates climate. 
 
 
-- 
Poor 
 
Crop farming, cattle, 
limited fishing, 
commercialization of 
cattle, kiosks and 
migration 

Suni alto (3800-4000 
m), milder climatic 
conditions (occasional 
hail and frost).  
Proximity to lake 
ameliorates extreme 
climate conditions. 
 
-- 
Poor 
 
Crop farming, cattle, 
fishing, 
commercialization of 
cattle, kiosks and 
migration 

Table 2 – Characterization of comunidades 

Final remarks 

I started this chapter with a reference to the distance between the three comunidades and the 

city of Cusco, and more generally between the comunidades and the nation. I then described 

how this distance is related to the past and the present of the comunidades. In the first 

section, I located the comunidad in relation to the nation, where I argued that the 

comunidades were constructed by the colonial state as the prototype of the Republica de 
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Indios – as the ‘other’ – and over the course of time the comunidad has remained the 

institution that represents the Indio. In other words, their inclusion has been in negative terms 

of recognition; when the terms were positive, as during the Velasco government, their 

inclusion was as campesinos, but this inclusion was only symbolic.  

 In the second section, I gave a characterization of the comunidades in terms of location, 

access, environment, activities and institutional presence. It showed that there are considerable 

differences between the three communities with respect to their past experiences and in terms 

of their potential for achieved and future development. The comunidad of Jilayhua has 

undergone the most significant changes in terms of economic activities. While Yanampampa 

and Mosocllaqta have a more favourable circumstances for crop farming (due to ecological 

circumstances), Jilayhua’s location close to the market, access to irrigation and degree of 

intervention have given the comunidad a greater degree of social mobility. These differences 

form the background for the rest of the analysis, which focuses on local perceptions of 

poverty and well-being (Chapter 3) as well as on processes of social mobility (Chapter 4) and 

the comuneros’ struggles to improve their lives (Chapters 5-7). 
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Chapter 3 

Local discourses of poverty, well-being and social mobility  

‘You’ll have to sleep here,’ Señora Condori said when she saw how dark it had become 
outside. I’d been too busy with the interview to notice the time: it was already 18.30. ‘You 
never know what may happen at night – especially to women.’ I could see her smiling at 
me in the light of the one candle she had burning. I glanced at the rusty door. The walk 
back to Yanaoca would take 45 minutes, and I couldn’t be sure of finding a car that would 
give me a ride – and waiting in complete darkness for a lift was not an attractive option. I 
accepted her kind offer and took another sip of chamomile tea. I would continue my 
pleasant conversation with Señora Condori and her three sons.  

It was difficult to write in my notebook without light. I asked Señora Condori why she 
didn’t have electricity while all the surrounding houses seemed to. ‘We do not have 
electricity because we cannot pay for it,’ she replied. ‘We do not even have potable water. 
I know I should install electricity, but where would I get the money from?’ When I asked 
how much it would cost, she said that installation charge was 15 soles.72 She was a single 
mother with three sons, one aged thirteen, another six and the youngest four. The only 
land she could use was that surrounding her house, about 15m2 of it. Her five recently 
bought guinea pigs were her only livestock. She said that she earned agricultural products 
for consumption by working for other families, for example, taking care of sheep, helping 
to harvest potatoes, sometimes collecting bosta,73 and knitting and selling underskirts. 
However, there was no work at the moment and she could barely meet her family’s 
everyday needs. 

When it was time to go to bed, she picked up the candle and we went to the other room, 
the bedroom. I then saw that there were only two beds, and that she was preparing one 
for me. She and her three sons were going to sleep in the other bed, and I felt a little 
uneasy about taking a bed from them. Yet I gained some comfort when I saw how happy 
the children were that they would be able to sleep with their mother. As we were settling 
down, we talked about TV programmes, and the children asked me whether the scenes in 
such films as Rambo are real. ‘We would like to buy a TV when we have the money’, 
Señora Condori said. 

When I had talked to Señora Condori about her livelihood, I did not doubt that she lived in 

poverty. However, when I conducted fieldwork and asked people in the comunidad to identify 

‘poor’ households, Señora Condori’s name was not mentioned. Her poverty was seen as a 

temporary matter that would solve itself. She was a hard worker and she was young and had 

the support of her sisters, who were doing well in the comunidad. She was only in this 

situation as a result of having had appendicitis, but was already recovering. In fact, she had 

been able to borrow money from family and neighbouring comuneras. Although it was not 

easy, after she recovered she managed to find work washing clothes for NGO staff based in 

Yanaoca, and sometimes she demands money from her ex-husband to feed their two children. 

                                                
72 1 euro = 3.5 soles in 2003. 15 soles would buy roughly 300 pieces of bread. 
73 Cow manure. 
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She said that after she recovers fully, she will send her children to their father so that she can 

migrate and find work. 

 The case of Señora Condori shows that it is not an easy task to define what local 

perceptions of poverty are. For instance, is poverty related to a scarcity of money, land and/or 

livestock? Or is it related to a lack of labour and/or to the inability to deal with vulnerability? 

For Señora Condori, poverty was a lack of financial resources; for the other comuneros, 

however, it was the inability to work and a lack of access to social networks. Poverty has 

different faces, and local perceptions of poverty are flexible, changing and shifting, and can 

only be studied in interaction with the wider world (Baumann 1999; Cannesa 2005).  

 From this perspective, local perceptions of poverty have to be approached as discourses.74 

Cannesa (2005) reminds us that generalizations about local discourses often overlook the 

agency of local people, who in practice not only assimilate or reject dominant discourses, but 

are also able to adapt or change them. Local discourses choose and appropriate elements of 

dominant discourse according to local interests and circumstances. Even when presenting 

local perceptions of poverty and well-being as discourses, they cannot be discarded because 

they are often real in the eyes of those who adhere to these discourses (Baumann 1997) and 

they influence comuneros’ ability to deal with change. These discourses reflect the importance 

of comunidad and social relationships in local perceptions of well-being and poverty. 

 The chapter is divided into two sections. The first deals with local perceptions of poverty 

and well-being, based on the interviews I carried out among individual households. The 

second section analyses the criteria that were mentioned when asking households about their 

social mobility.  

Poverty and well-being in relation to wakcha 

Local perceptions of poverty and well-being in the context of the comunidades stress the 

importance of norms of reciprocity and social capital. This would seem to confirm the 

importance of the Quechua word for poor – wakcha, which in Spanish means orphan. 

Communal values stress the importance of social networks and access to labour. A historical 

study carried out by Spalding (1974) reveals the importance of the availability of labour in 

gaining access to resources in the context of comunidades. 

                                                
74 I use the definition of discourse used by Baumann, namely ‘a way of talking in speech and, just as importantly a 
way of social action’. Baumann, G. (1999) The multicultural riddle. Rethinking national, ethnic, and religious identities. 
New York: Routledge. P. 93. 
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… a person with many kinship ties had more labour at his/her disposal for helping in the 
production. This meant more opportunities for wealth and power. In fact, in this context wealth 
could be defined as effective kinship ties, or the possibility to mobilize the assistance of one’s own 
relatives. The Quechua word wakcha which means ‘poor’ is translated in XVI century dictionaries as 
‘orphan’.75 

People in the comunidades traditionally relied on mutual help to carry on with life. In order to 

work the fields, build houses, organize festivities, support the elderly, etc., comuneros depend 

on social networks. While in Spanish the word pobre (poor) has lost its link to the centrality of 

the social network in the Quechua context, an exploration of the local perceptions of poverty 

show that this link is still relevant. Many people refer to widows and to those who are living 

alone as poor, and access to labour continues to be an important aspect of the livelihoods of 

the comuneros: Señora Condori was not considered poor, not only because she could rely on 

the social networks of the comunidad but also because she was regarded as having the 

potential to improve her situation. 

 Communal values that stress the centrality of reciprocity and social networks have 

contributed in the livelihoods of the comuneros, as they allow comuneros to access labour in 

non-monetized economies and a context of marginality. The reliance on this type of 

cooperation continues in the form of aynis76 and mink’as,77 even after the introduction of a 

monetized economy (Morrée and Nieto 2002). In the comunidades studied, ayni and mink’as 

are still practised. It is a generalized perception that the poorer the people, the more they have 

to rely on each other’s help. Those comuneros who had the most difficulty getting a 

complementary income relied the most on ayni and mink’a. For instance, a comunero who 

was considered poor told me how most comuneros depend on ayni, while only those who 

                                                
75 ‘...la persona con muchos parientes tenía una cantidad mayor de fuerza de trabajo disponible para ayudarla en 
el trabajo productivo, y, por lo mismo, mayores oportunidades de riqueza como de poder. Efectivamente, en este 
contexto la riqueza podía ser definida como lazos efectivos de parentesco, o la habilidad de movilizar la asistencia 
de la propia parentela...la palabra quechua wakcha que significa “pobre” es traducida en los diccionarios del siglo 
XVI como “huérfano”.’ My translation. 
76 Defined by Mitchel as ‘balanced reciprocity used to obtain services and goods’, which can be called upon not 
only for agricultural work but also for weddings, funerals, construction of houses, etc. For more information, see 
Allen, C. J. (1988) The hold life has coca and cultural identity in an Andean community. Washington: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, Skar, H. (1997) La gente del Valle Caliente. Lima: Fondo Editorial de la Pontificia Universidad 
Catolica del Peru, Mayer, E. (2001) The articulated peasant household economies in the Andes. Boulder, CO: Westview 
Press. 
77 Similar to ayni but payment can also be made in the form of goods. It is composed by larger groups of people 
and more food and drink is offered than in ayni, giving it a festive tint. For more information, see Orlove, B. 
(1977) "Inequality Among Peasants: The Forms and Usages of Reciprocal Exchange in Andean Peru." in R. 
Halperin and J. W. Dow (ed.) Peasant Livelihood. Studies in Economic Anthropology and Cultural Ecology, pp. 201-214. 
New York: Sr. Martin´s Press Inc. 
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have some kind of work are able to pay jornal.78 Ayni is generally practised by those who have 

fewer resources, because this is the best way they can secure labour (Mitchell 1991: 64).  

Centrality of social networks in access to resources 

The survey I carried out revealed the importance of social networks, which have important 

implications for people’s access to all kinds of resources (and will finally be reflected in 

material assets). In response to the question what criteria they use for making a distinction 

between the poor and the better off, the comuneros gave the following answers:  

 

Considered better off Jilayhua Yanampampa Mosocllaqta 

1. Those who have vacuno mejorado 12   

2. Those who have livestock  10 10 

3. Those who have land 3 6 7 

4. Those who have land and livestock/cattle 1 5 5 

5. Those who have work other than agriculture 2  1 

6. Those who have land, livestock and profesión   1 

7. Those who have education 1   

8. Those who work 1   

Considered poor Jilayhua Yanampampa Mosocllaqta 

1. Those who do not have cattle/vacuno mejorado 6   

2. Those without livestock  10 6 

3. Those who have little land 6 6 8 

4. Those without livestock or land  5 5 

5. Those working only in agriculture 4  4 

6. Those in communities without water 2   

7. Those living alone 2   

8. Those who drink 2   

9. Those who do not work hard enough 1  1 

10. Those who do not like to try new things 1   

11. We are all the same  4 1 

Table 3 – Local discourses of poverty and well-being (own survey 2003) 

                                                
78 The main forms of access to labour in the comunidades are through ayni, mink’a and jornal. Jornal is a 
payment for the help they receive. It is usually accompanied by food and drinks. According to Skar, the 
difference between jornal and ayni lies in the degree of trust. While ayni is usually done among kin, jornal does 
not necessarily involve family members. One day one could be the one who pays, and the next day the one who 
pays can work as jornalelo. In Skar, H. (1997) La gente del Valle Caliente. Lima: Fondo Editorial de la Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica del Peru. While in the case of jornal, people do not need to be kin or related, they cannot 
get people just with money, as ayni is often preferred to jornal. Especially in times of labour shortage (e.g. 
sowing; see Ch. 2) people who pay jornal also talk about having to beg (suplicar) people to help them, or often rely 
on distant relatives, even if it is through jornal.  
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The survey reveals the importance of resources (such as land and livestock) in local 

perceptions of well-being and poverty. However, several comuneros pointed out the 

importance of having alternative sources of income – in the words of the comuneros, ‘doing 

something other than agriculture’.  

 Migration and alternative sources of income have provided many people in the Andes with 

the chance to improve their lives (Zoomers 2002). However, this does not mean that land and 

livestock and/or having resources in the comunidad are no longer important. For many 

comuneros, the comunidad is a ‘safety net’ (Winder 1978; Mitchell 1991; Zoomers 2006) and 

access to communal resources (e.g. water, land, livestock) provides the basis for subsistence. 

Especially at times when the economic situation becomes worse, people often choose to 

return to the comunidades in order to gain access to basic resources. Some comuneros make 

this explicit by referring to the fact that comuneros are better off in relation to those living in 

the cities, since one can at least find food in the comunidades, while in the cities one has to 

‘work even to eat’. For instance, one comunera told me why she had returned to the 

comunidad. She had been in Lima for three months, and: 

… it is really sad to see people there with nothing to eat. Here, at least you have something to eat, 
even if you do not have work. In the city, if you have no work, you have no food. Agriculture then 
is the basis for surviving, at least you have something to eat …. Life and work in the fields are hard, 
but one has food.79  

Even though ‘land’ and ‘livestock’ are often mentioned as important indicators of poverty, it is 

important to stress that this will ultimately depend on ‘social capital’. This is illustrated in the 

following section: a social network is essential in accessing all the resources necessary for 

building a livelihood. 

Access to land 

Although land is considered important in all three comunidades, an in-depth look at the 

livelihoods of comuneros reveals that social networks are essential for access to land. Having 

sufficient land is an important criterion not only for determining agricultural production but 

also for other activities such as dairy production, which requires large areas of improved 

pasture. A person who is commercializing cattle needs at least one hectare of pastureland for 

three improved cows.80 A reason often given for not engaging in the production of vacuno 

                                                
79 Field notes 12 Sept. 2003, Yanaoca 
80 Informal talk with Señor Condori, Jilayhua 
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mejorado is a lack of land. With limited land, they are usually not able to use their land for 

anything other than crop farming, as reflected in the comments of Señora Mendoza: 

I only have very little [land]. A little only …. they have given me a little only. From Caritas. I attend 
their meetings (…) but looking at my fields, I do not have [much land]. Maybe what I learn could 
be used for something later, I think, for raising cattle. ‘You should always learn’ they say and gave 
me that little pasture. But if I had [land], I would work a lot.81 

Those who do not have much land will not invest in the production of pasture, as their 

priority is the production of food crops (for their own consumption),82 even if they have 

access to irrigation. Households that have only a limited amount of land (such as Señora 

Mendoza’s household) give priority to the production of maize in the little irrigated land they 

have, since it is a product that can be either sold or consumed. Pasture is used only for feeding 

livestock, which in the case of Señora Mendoza would mean using the little land she has for an 

animal that is not destined for her own consumption.  

 People with insufficient land can improve their situation by renting and/or purchasing 

land.83 In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta those who do not have sufficient land, first rent it 

(generally those with income through migration or other non-agricultural activity) or 

sharecrop (generally those without income) and then gradually purchase land of their own. 

Much will depend on, however, the availability of financial resources. Señor Malqui, for 

instance, did not have sufficient land (the little land his mother had in Mosocllaqta had to be 

divided among three brothers). He said that ‘in the maize fields we only have twenty furrows. 

Almost the length of our patio …. Just that. And that is not enough for three siblings’.84 The 

way he now gets access to land is by renting it from the comunidad (sometimes the church or 

the municipality) with the income he gets from his work as a baker in Cusco. ‘There is no 

other hope, since we do not have land. What is important is that we have money …. Because 

if you do not have money, you cannot rent either.’ He then added: ‘I thank God that I have 

learned a profesión’.85 

                                                
81 Interview 24 Jan. 2004 with Señora Mendoza, Yanampampa. ‘Poquito no mas [tengo]. Pero no...me han regalado un 
poquito no más. De Caritas, hasitito no más. Mirando a la chakra, no tengo siempre señorita. De repente más tarde puede ser algo 
digo, para criar ganado, siempre debo aprender...diciendo me regalo esito pastito.[...] Pero si tuviera, […]...mucho trabajaría’ 
82 Informal talk with Señora Mendoza, Yanampampa 
83 For a more detailed discussion of strategies related to life cycles, see p. 68. 
84 Interview 7 Dec. 2003 with Señor Malqui, Mosocllaqta. ‘…en el maizal, a penas tenemos 20 surquitos. Mas o menos el 
terreno del patio...estito. Asi no mas. Y eso para tres ya no nos alcanza’ 
85 Interview 7 Dec. 2003 with Señor Malqui, Mosocllaqta ‘No hay otra esperanza como nosotros no tenemos tanto terreno. 
Solamente lo importante es que no me falte plata [...]. Porque cuando no tienes plata no te dan tampoco.’ Gracias a Dios que he 
aprendido esa profesión’. 
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 Some households choose to work land al partir,86 so that they do not have to pay cash. 

Many Yanampampa comuneros, for instance, have moved to nearby towns and left their lands 

to others (al partir). Señora Mendoza does not have much problem finding land that she can 

work al partir, as many people are looking for a responsible person for sharecropping. She 

told me: ‘I sharecrop. So that I have access to all products …. People know that I work. 

Always. … If you sharecrop you have a lot of land. In that sense I do not have any 

problems’.87 Having a good relationship with other comuneros is therefore important in 

accessing lands.88  

 While these households aim to purchase some land in the future, it is becoming 

increasingly difficult to buy since prices are rising. Señor Mendoza: ‘Now we have to pay 13 

soles per square metre. Before we had to pay two or three cows, but now people are only 

accepting money.’89 

 Access to land, however, depends not only on financial resources but also, and especially 

on a good relationship with the owner of the land.90 As a comunera from Yanampampa said, 

when a piece of land is for sale, it is the family and friends who get the information first. 91 In 

Jilayhua, where land is scarce, Señora Ccoto told me how an old comunera decided to give her 

land to somebody who was not even a family member. As she was not cared for by her 

children because se asquean (they found her disgusting),92 it was Señor Ccoto who took care of 

her. In the end the lady wanted to give some land to Señor Ccoto. This led to heated 

discussions within the comunidad, but the lady insisted, so he was given a small piece of land 

(the rest was for her children). In general, it is considered almost impossible to get access to 

land without being family of the owner or having good contacts, and purchasing land is often 

forbidden. 

                                                
86 Sharecropping. The owner of the land provides the land, and the sharecropper provides the labour. The 
product is then shared between the two groups. This strategy is practised by those comuneros who live in the 
cities, who come back to the comunidad to pick up the production. Although in Yanampampa are a little more 
than 100 households that are registered in the comunidad, a big percentage are non-residents, meaning they live 
in the city while sharecropping their lands. 
87 Interview 24 Dec. 2004 with Señora Mendoza, Yanampampa. ‘... al partir hago. Para que no me falte nada. [...] Como 
siempre ven que trabajo, me vienen siempre. [...] Al partir hay bastante terreno. No. No hay problema de eso señorita’ 
88 Although a lot has been written about the hierarchical nature of sharecropping the research shows that also the 
poor in the context of the comunidades leave their lands for sharecrop when they need access to labour. As 
young households are able to advance in their family cycle they would gradually be able to access more land. In 
this sense, I consider sharecropping or renting of land, as a strategy that young households tend to engage in the 
access to land, something temporary. 
89 Interview 31 Jan. 2004 with Señor Mendoza, Yanampampa. ‘[ahora cuesta] 13 soles el metro cuadrado [...antes] 
calculadamente era para 2 vacas, 3 vacas asi. Ahora por metro cuadrado estan vendiendo’ 
90 In Yanampampa, selling of land occurs mostly because of permanent migration than because of necessity. 
91 Field notes 8 Oct. 2005. 
92 Field notes 30 Sept. 2003. Informal talk with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua. 
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Access to livestock 

While possession of livestock is considered the most important criterion for defining well-

being and poverty, the ability to manage livestock depends not only on financial assets but 

also on social assets. Most households raise different types of livestock because of the benefits 

that each type brings. Livestock is considered a mobile savings account for campesinos 

(Lehmann 1982; Gonzales de Olarte 1987; Weismantel 1988; Mitchell 1991). As soon as 

money becomes available, they invest it in an animal; when they are in dire need of money, 

they sell their animals.  

 In the Andes, having different kind of animals provide a certain kind of security, but it 

requires investing time and labour, something that not all households are able to do. This is 

illustrated by Señor Gutierrez, who lives alone and can hardly provide the labour required to 

take care of all the duties: 

Of course, in those times I used to work well. But now that my wife has died, I work less. This is 
because there is nobody to help me. For me alone … I have to cook for my pigs, for my guinea 
pigs, for my chickens; I also have to take my horse and my cattle to the hills for pasture … I have 
to come back at 8 in the morning, sometimes at 7. After leaving my animal in the hills, I have to 
take the horses. … Afterwards, I have to work. Then I have to leave again; before 3 I have to go 
into the hills to get my cow. Then I have to go for my horses. I have to cook again for the pigs. I 
have to feed the guinea pigs, fetch pasture for the chickens, hens … like that. It is too much for me 
alone. I have to wash myself, cook for myself, like that. Sometimes I do not have time.93 

Creole cattle are relatively easy to combine with other activities, as they generally eat natural 

pasture and comuneros usually just take them somewhere until late in the afternoon, when 

they go and collect them. Some comunidades have organized turnos for grazing the cattle from 

the households of the comunidad.94  

 Access to pastureland largely determines the quantity and the kind of livestock that can be 

kept. People who do not have pastureland do not have cattle. In Jilayhua,95 the non-members 

of the comunidad always complain about the limited access they have to communal 

pastureland: ‘I do not have any cattle. That’s because I do not have any pastureland. Even if I 

                                                
93 Interview 25 Jan. 2004 with Señor Gutierrez, Yanampampa. ‘claro aquellas fechas trabajaba bien. Pero ahora que se ha 
muerto mi señora, estoy bajando un poco. Ya que no hay nadie quien me acompañe. Es que para mi solito...tengo que cocinar para 
mi chanchito, para mi conejo, para mis pollitos, también mi caballo, mi vacuno tengo que estar botando...tengo que regresarme a las 8 
a veces estoy regresando a las 7. Del cerro botando el animal, y a otra parte tengo que llevar el caballo. [...]. Después de eso tengo que 
trabajar. Ahora tengo que estar yendo antes de las 3 o las 3 tengo que ir al cerro a recoger mi vaca. Después de regresar tengo que 
regresar por mis caballos también. Otra vez tengo que estar cocinando para el chancho. Otra vez tengo que estar dando para el conejo, 
pasto, para los pollos, para las gallinitas...así señorita. Muy atroz es para mi señorita. Tengo que lavarme, cocinarme, así señorita. 
A veces no tengo tiempo’ 
94 This implies that instead of each household grazing their cattle, four people take turns watching them. 
95 It was only in Jilayhua that strict membership rules applied, and there were a large number of non-members 
who were considered ‘marginalized’ from the comunidad. 
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had sheep, the comuneros would tell me that I cannot graze on communal lands. They do not 

want it. They do not want it.’96  

 Income through cattle is usually achieved through engorde de ganado (buying cattle, fattening 

them up and selling them for a higher price). Although this enables comuneros to make as 

much as 100 soles profit, it requires a three-year investment. Some comuneros have better 

techniques for fattening cattle, such as feeding them barley. However, what is considered 

more productive by most comuneros is the raising and selling of other livestock, such as 

sheep, pigs, guinea pigs or chickens, since it takes less time to fatten them and they are easier 

to purchase. Señor Gutierrez:  

... sheep are not the same as cattle. Of course, cattle you can just leave grazing, but you have to wait 
three or four years before you can eat them. However, sheep are already bigger after only one year. 
You are left with wool, small parts, the head, you are left with manure … and the meat you sell if 
you need money, you take it to the market, you are left with nothing. All the leather you sell and 
you are only left with manure. Cattle on the other hand, you have to wait four, five years to sell … 
and while you graze them, the costs, feeding, the use of ojota, the use of your clothes and the dirt 
you have to wash …. No. It is not enough. Cattle are not the same as sheep. Sheep are good.97 

In some comunidades, such as Mosocllaqta, the number of sheep a household has is an 

important criterion for considering whether it is a better-off household.98 Sheep are 

considered most profitable, since people can graze them on communal land and raise them in 

large quantities. The more sheep one has, the better off one is considered to be. Many of 

those in the comunidad who had received a higher education could thank their parents for 

selling the family’s sheep (for around 40 soles per animal) to finance their schooling.99 Their 

proximity to the market of Combapata enables them to sell their sheep easily, providing 

people with some income in times of need. The prices of livestock, however, undergo the 

same fluctuations as the agricultural prices and some comuneros said that having livestock is 

not enough to achieve upward social mobility. 

                                                
96 Interview 6 Sept. 2003 with Señora de la tienda, Jilayhua. ‘No no tengo nada de ganado. Es que no tengo pasto. Los 
comuneros dicen cuando tengo ovejita así, no puedo llevar al campo. No quieren siempre. No quieren, no quieren.’ 
97 Interview 25 Jan. 2004 with Señor Gutierrez, Yanampampa. Ovejas no son lo mismo que Ganado. Claro que el ganado 
lo puede uno dejar pasteando, pero tiene que esperara tres, cuatro años para comer. Sin embargo ovejas, uno espera un año, y está 
grande. Te deja lana, pequeñas partes, la cabeza, el guano...y la carne puedes vender cuando necesitas dinero. Lo llevas al mercado y 
todito lo has utilisado. Toda la lana la vendes y te deja solo el guano. El ganado sin embargo, tienes que esperar 4, 5 años para 
vender...y mientras que los pasteas, los costos, la alimentación, el gasto de la ojota, de tu ropa y la suciedad que tienes que lavar. No. 
No es lo mismo, ganadono es lo mismo que oveja. La oveja es buena. 
98 This is the comunidad with largest number of concentration of sheep in one household; some having more 
than 200 sheep in the comunidad. 
99 Interviews 2 Dec. 2003 with Señor Paz and 28 Dec. 2003 with Señor Uribe . The survey showed that some 
families were able to get up to 2000 soles in income in 2002 for the selling of sheep. The amount, however, will 
depend on the number of sheep sold. When the comunidad of Mosocllaqta decided that the number of sheep 
should be limited to 100, several households decided to sell their sheep. 
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 An important condition for the raising of sheep is the availability of family members who 

can spend the whole day tending the sheep. Sheep raising requires a big investment in time 

and energy, especially when there are a large number of sheep, as they need to be taken to 

distant places where pasture is available. Households with children are generally better able to 

raise sheep as they can dedicate more time to this activity. Another possibility is to make use 

of the extended family: I know of a single comunera in her 30s in Yanampampa whose 8-year-

old cousin from the neighbouring comunidad was living with her so that he could help her 

with the pasturing of her sheep. Young families often do not have much livestock because 

they do not have children to take care of the animals, and because taking care of animals is 

difficult to combine with migration (as sheep require an investment in time, something that is 

not possible when one is absent for two or three months). 

 In comparison with these labour-intensive animals, guinea pigs are seen as requiring less 

time and less labour. This is often presented as the reason households start this activity. This 

was especially the case in 2005 in Jilayhua, when an NGO (Arariwa) arrived at the comunidad 

to provide training in the production of guinea pigs. Several households started raising guinea 

pigs. According to one comunero, the meat was meant for export to Europe, Japan and Asia; 

he also said that the low cholesterol content is the reason for its popularity. The guinea pigs 

are skinned and the meat is frozen and exported.100 The benefit of the production of guinea 

pigs is that one only needs to feed them in the morning and in the afternoon, and clean their 

cage every 10 days.101 The production of guinea pigs for export, however, is only possible for 

households that produce improved pasture, as improved guinea pigs require improved 

pasture. 

 The fact that comuneros consider their life in the comunidad as better than life in the cities 

(where they have to work in order to be able to eat) reflects the importance of land and 

livestock as a safety net, as was also reflected in the survey. However, access to land and 

livestock in the comunidades is also dependent on access to labour. In the following section I 

explore a different approach to local perceptions of poverty, one that reflects the importance 

of access to labour. 

Importance of labour 

The importance of social capital in local perceptions of poverty was stressed when making the 

distinction between the static and more dynamic households in relation to their poverty. There 

                                                
100 Field notes 15 Oct. 2005. Informal talk with Carlos. 
101 Ibid. 
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appeared a clear relationship between poverty and the availability of labour. Those who were 

considered poor were generally those who had a limited ability to work, such as old people, 

widowers or alcoholics.102 This is also reflected in the often heard statement that the poor are 

‘those who do not work’. ‘Waking early in the morning’ was given as an answer when they 

were asked for the reason why some households improve while others do not. To them, the 

fact that they were getting up at 04.00 was the reason they were working longer and harder 

than other households, which get up at 07.00. The ability to work is dependent on a number 

of factors. 

 First, age is considered as having an important influence one’s ability to work. Aged 

comuneros are more vulnerable, since they are not able to participate in mechanisms for 

accessing labour. There were some old people in Jilayhua;103 for instance, Señor Contreras, 

who said he was 83. His wife had died some years previously; one son had migrated to Puerto 

Maldonado (in the jungle). His married daughter lives in the comunidad, but because she has 

children she cannot take care of her father. She sometimes visits him and helps him with some 

activities, such as taking care of his cow and helping him work his land. He therefore lives 

alone, in a half-finished house that his son had started to build before he went to the jungle. 

He can barely take care of himself, as he has problems with his sight. The most he can do is 

take care of two sheep, which are tied to a rope. When I asked him whether he would like to 

have cattle, he said: ‘The cattle are for my burial .... when I die they [his daughter’s family] will 

sell them.’104 His son has a house in Cusco, but Señor Contreras does not want to leave the 

comunidad.105 When his wife was still alive, he was quite successful in raising cattle, but now 

that he has to depend on his son-in-law to do his business, things have worsened; for example, 

he was robbed on his way back after selling cattle at Combapata market. He had not been able 

to recover from this (as he is not able to work or migrate) and is keeping his last cattle to pay 

for his burial. He is dependent on the help of his daughter and his situation is not likely to 

improve. 

 Young comuneros are generally more capable of recovering from negative events, even if 

they are living alone. If one has the ability to work or invest in social relations, one is able to 

overcome difficulties, as was illustrated by the case of Señora Condori (Chapter 2). Although 

she was still recovering from her operation, she had been able to work by doing the laundry 

                                                
102 This was reflected in the research of local criteria or poor and better off. 
103 Old people were traditionally taken care of by their children, but in Jilayhua there were several old people who 
were living by themselves because their children had migrated and there was nobody left to take care of their land 
and their cattle. 
104 El ganado es solo para mi entierro ... Cuando me muera ellos [refiriendose a su hija] ya lo venderán. 
105 Interview 21 Oct. 2003 with Señor Contreras, Jilayhua 
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for NGO staff in Yanaoca and thus repay her loan. She told me: ‘If it will earn us some money 

… we have to take them to the river … almost five blankets we have washed.’ She also earned 

some extra money from knitting wool underskirts.106 This is also the case of young widow 

comuneras such as Señora Choque, whose husband was killed by lightning. For her, working 

to pay back their debts is more difficult because she needs to do work both inside and outside 

the comunidad. Being a member of the comunidad means that she needs to be present both in 

the comunidad and at faenas. Even though it was difficult, Señora Choque was able to migrate 

to the jungle to work in the commercialization of fruits or to go to the lake to fish.  

 Second, the composition and size of a family are important indicators of comunero’s ability 

to work. Incomplete families – especially widows and widowers – are often poor. When a 

person is old or alone, they are dependent on others and are not able to reciprocate work. The 

activities of men and women are generally seen as complementary (Allen 1988; Skar 1997; 

Morales 1998). During ayni, men are often working in the fields while the women are in 

charge of cooking, preparing chicha, etc. (Allen 1988). Only when these three elements (work, 

food and drinks) are present will people come for ayni. The role of women – namely as those 

who cook and prepare the food and chicha – is therefore considered crucial in getting people 

to help in one’s field. For widowers it is difficult to find someone to cook for ayni, and for 

widows it is difficult to find labour for ayni. In both cases, labour reciprocity through ayni is 

difficult. A person who lives alone is greatly limited in his or her ability to mobilize labour, 

especially if he or she is old. 

 Widowed women have even more difficulties in reciprocating work. Señora Ayala, for 

instance, has a hectare of land but is unable to find people to work it. In her case it is not so 

much age that is a handicap (she is only in her 50s) as the fact that she is a woman (and drinks 

too much). When she does ayni, only women come in return. Her only way to get people to 

turn up is to pay them some cash. However, even when a woman pays, it is difficult for her to 

get assistance as, in the words of the comuneros, ‘People talk behind their backs’. Señora 

Ayala said that: 

It is difficult ... difficult to find people for the field. They only come when you give them some 
money. I ask people from Ccolliry [a neighbouring comunidad] or my neighbours. I pay them 5 soles 
per day. I sometimes help and then people [women] also to come help me’.107  

                                                
106 ‘Pero si hay plata, vamos ... temos que cargar al rio…casi 5 frazadas hemos lavado’ (ibid.). 
107 Interview 11 Sept. 2003 with Señora Ayala, Jilayhua. Dificil…dificil encontrar gente para la chakra. Solo vienen cuando 
les pagas. Yo les suplico a la gente de Ccolliry o a mis vecinos y les pago 5 soles el dia. Yo ayudo de vez en cuando, y las mujeres 
vienen a ayudarme entonces. 
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In Señora Ayala’s case, she is able to pay jornal because she receives remittances from her 

daughter who is working in Lima.  

 Third, alcoholism is seen as hindering one’s ability to work – and as a reason why 

households are unable to improve. While alcohol consumption is considered a form of 

reciprocity when working the chakra (Allen 1988: 148),108 it is seen as hindering one’s ability to 

work if too much is consumed. A comunero’s reply when asked about the issue of alcohol 

was: ‘There are two or three families that do not improve because of alcoholism. They do not 

work, only drink.’109  

 This may be illustrated by the way comuneros talked about an alcoholic comunera. The 

person who was most often identified as alcoholic and poor is Señora Pongo from Jilayhua. 

She is a widow of almost 80 who lives alone in Jilayhua. She is known by the community as an 

alcoholic. She came to the community as a yerna and was given some land. She had two sons, 

but the older one left for a neighbouring community to live with a woman, and her youngest 

son died of an illness. Señora Pongo said that her life worsened after the funeral of her son. 

Although she gave this as the reason for starting to drink alcohol, her neighbours said that 

they think she had been drinking before. According to her neighbours, Señora Pongo forgoes 

food so that she can buy alcohol; they often see her lying on the ground in her kitchen. 

Although she is fine when she is sober, she starts cursing people and saying bad things as soon 

as she starts drinking. This is why her neighbours have stopped offering her help. It was 

revealing to see how many people agreed in their perception of Señora Pongo as poor.  

 Thus, the importance of social capital is reflected in local perceptions of poverty and well-

being. The access to resources and the capacity to use them depend greatly on the capacity of 

a household to mobilize labour, through family members or by having a good relationship 

with the comunidad. It is not land or livestock possession that makes a person poor or better 

off, but his or her capacity to work and to mobilize labour (see also Zoomers 1998). 

Pathways to mobilizing labour 

Comuneros must have access to sufficient labour if they are to improve their lives. The ways 

comuneros are able to mobilize labour depends greatly on the good relationships and status 

that a household has in a comunidad. The following came to the fore as important strategies 

                                                
108 Those who did not drink alcohol during chakra work were even marginalized, as in the case of evangelical 
members in Yanampampa. A comunera told me how people complained about her not drinking. ‘You will surely 
buy your hacienda by just looking, since you do not drink ... so they talk.... you will buy a car, they say.’108 
109 Informal talk with comunero, Jilayhua. 
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for maintaining good relationships: holding fiesta cargos, holding communal political functions 

and (for those with more assets) compadrazgo ties. 

 First, for younger generations the fiesta cargo system110 constitutes an importance step they 

have to take in order to be recognized by the comunidad. Contributing with such a fiesta is an 

important way for new members to create acceptance in the comunidad. Fulfilling such a 

responsibility is a huge burden on a young member of a comunidad, and comuneros usually 

try to meet this requirement through migration to get the money necessary to finance such an 

activity.  

 This was the case with the members of the Mendoza family, who needed to build their lives 

in the comunidad and considered it crucial to have a good relationship with the comuneros. 

Señor Mendoza decided to invest in social capital by doing the cargo for the comunidad, even 

though it was difficult for him financially. According to him, he had to do it so that ‘people 

would not criticize me or talk behind my back’. He had to migrate to the jungle to accumulate 

capital to pay for the cargo. As it is easier for comuneros to accumulate capital through 

migration when they do not have family; they therefore prefer to take responsibility for the 

cargo while they are still young.  

 For Señor Mendoza, doing the cargo was an important investment, as it opened the doors 

to the comunidad’s labour resources. In fact, as Señora Mendoza confirmed, they would have 

no trouble accessing land through sharecropping, as they were known as hard-workers and 

were accepted comuneros. Being active in cargos is a condition for acceptance into the 

comunidad; these investments are necessary in order to achieve social mobility, according to 

the norms of the comunidad. 

 Another way to gain prestige and/or access social networks is to perform communal 

functions in the comunidad. However, many comuneros are not able to perform these 

functions because they rely on income sources outside the comunidad, which requires 

travelling. Performing a communal function demands two years of constant involvement in 

comunidad meetings and activities, making it difficult for households that opt for temporary 

migration or to practise a profesión outside the comunidad.  

 The case of Señor Ccoto illustrates the demands that are put on someone who has to 

choose between remaining a comunero (focusing mainly on agriculture, with an orientation 

towards the comunidad) or becoming a professional (with a more external orientation). When 

Señor Ccoto had to make this choice, he decided on a combination of working for the 

                                                
110 A kind of sponsorship of the communal fiesta. Responsible for the expenses that are involved in the 
preparation of the religious celebration for the communal patron. In Yanampampa this celebration is carried out 
once a year. It is considered a way of distributing wealth to the comunidad. 
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municipality of Canas and working with his fellow comuneros in the comunidad (instead of 

pursuing higher education). At the time, joining the cattle association required the payment of 

a 5,000 sole fee.111 Furthermore, a new member had to show the seriousness of his 

involvement in the association by participating in all communal and association activities.112 At 

the same time, Señor Ccoto held various comunal offices, which also required a time 

investment.113 As a result of his involvement in all these activities, he gained access to 

important pasturelands as well as status in the comunidad; this was reflected in the fact that he 

had twice been chosen as president of the comunidad. However, he was only able to do this 

because the income from dairy production provided him with an alternative to migration.  

 Thus, for those who wanted to access labour and resources in the comunidad, holding 

office was an important way to achieve status in and a good relationship with the comunidad. 

However, this was not an option that was open to comuneros who had to migrate frequently 

or who were working as professionals; it is increasingly difficult to find comuneros who are 

willing to hold office. Nevertheless, holding office will remain important as long as resources 

in the comunidad continue to be an important basis for people’s livelihoods. 

 Another important element in discussions of well-being are compadrazgo ties. While 

reciprocal work, taking fiesta cargos and holding comunal offices are ways to access resources 

that are based on the comunidad’s norms of reciprocity, compadrazgo is a form of reciprocity 

that is not limited to the comunidad. The number of compadrazgo and padrinazgo 

relationships114 generally provides an indication of the degree of prestige that a person enjoys 

in the comunidad. While those who are chosen as padrinos must provide general support 

(financial or in the form of labour) for the ahijados in times of needs, the ahijados and 

compadres often reciprocate by providing labour. While some comuneros also choose 

compadres from outside the comunidad, padrinazgo is one way that better-off comuneros try 

to access labour and improve their status and acceptance in the comunidad. 

 The case of Mosocllaqta illustrates the difficulties that comuneros may have to overcome in 

order to preserve their access to the resources and maintain good relationships. The few who 

                                                
111 It is difficult to estimate what 5,000 soles was worth at the time since the sol’s value has fluctuated greatly, but 
at the time of the fieldwork the exchange rate was 3,5 soles for 1 Euro. In her words anyhow, 5,000 soles was harto 
(much). 
112 Interview 29 Sept. 2003 with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua. 
113 He was also able to do all this because shortly after deciding not to study to become professional he was fired 
from the municipality, therefore being able to dedicate 100% to the activities of the comunidad, while combining 
with temporary migration. 
114 Skar makes this distinction. Both refer to quasi-family relationships established through ritual; padrinazgo 
refers to the relationship between padrinos and ahijados (inter-generational), where the padrinos become 
responsible for the spiritual development and education of the ahijado, while compadrazgo refers to the 
relationship between padrinos and actual parents (intra-generational), where a relationship of mutual help is 
established. 
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had chosen to migrate or learn a profesión did their best to avoid giving rise to gossip in the 

comunidad. According to one comunera (the wife of a teacher in the comunidad), they are not 

even able to buy new clothes for their children because people would start talking. Señor Soto 

shares the same experience, choosing to invest his money in the construction of a house and 

in a lorry business outside the comunidad, because he does not want to be criticized by the 

comunidad.115 He said that he had consciously chosen to live in a simple house and to not 

spend much on clothes; he added that ‘people sometimes think I’m able to do all this because 

I work in the municipality. But I earn only 400 soles a month’.116 He is afraid of becoming the 

target of hechizo,117 which is was what happened to his sister, who is now living in Lima and has 

started a clothing business. All the compadres of Señor Soto are from outside the comunidad 

and he is thinking of moving to the city once his job as regidor is finished. 

 Those who do not live in conformity with the comunidad’s norms are often left with no 

choice but to leave the comunidad or live on its margins. I present the cases of Yanampampa 

and Mosocllaqta to illustrate how comunal values and norms can be a restrictive factor, 

limiting the comuneros’ freedom to engage in activities. 

 The case of Señor Puertas – a yerno from Yanampampa – illustrates the life of a person 

whose activities are hindered by a lack not only of labour but also of acceptance in the 

comunidad. Señor Puertas came to the comunidad from Chosecani. He married later in life, 

having been active as president of the comunidad of Chosecani (his own comunidad) and 

spending a long time living and working in Lima, where he had gone when he was 8 years old 

after his parents died. As an enterprising person, he immediately saw the comunidad’s 

potential, namely its strategic location close to the lake. He suggested to the assembly that a 

communal fish farm should be started. His suggestion was rejected, however, because they did 

not want to listen to anybody from outside the comunidad.118 But Señor Puertas did not give 

up: he could not see any other way to improve his life, as the agricultural land was too 

fragmented.119  

 Señor Puertas therefore started a fish farm on his own. He bought the right to use the 

water from the Ministry of Agriculture and set up a one-man enterprise. He and his wife (his 

children are older and are working in Cusco) dug three pools in which to raise trout. Although 

it took him a while to learn how to raise trout, a year later he had 10,000 trout. However, it 

                                                
115 Field notes 9 Nov. 2003. Informal talk with Señor Soto.  
116 Compared to teachers, who can earn up to 900 soles per month. 
117 In English, a ‘spell’. According to him the curses that are cast on them by comuneros causes viento – a 
symptom that even the hospital was not able to understand or cure. The only person able to help a person who 
has viento, according to the comuneros, is the curandero. 
118 Interview 1 Feb. 2004 with Señor Puertas, Yanampampa 
119 Ibid. 
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was when he started to become successful that his bad luck started. One time, his fish were 

poisoned120 and he lost 10,000 trout. He had to borrow 2,000 US dollars from IMA in order to 

pay back the loan he had received to buy the fish. Another time, comuneros opened the sluice 

of the dam that channelled the water to his fish farm. Although a net he had made let the 

water through and held back most of the trout, he decided to limit his production: 

In the end, I thought I cannot raise such large quantities of trout. I should raise some, let’s say, 
2,000 or 3,000 trout only for consumption by the family. I can no longer raise 100,000, 200,000, 
because if there is another attempt like this I will not able to afford it. I can’t any more. There is 
that risk.121 

He said that he still faces a big problem, namely opposition from the comunidad: ‘I’ve had 

people from other comunidades coming to see my experiences and wanting to learn from 

them. However, nobody from this comunidad has come.’122 He said that he is often attacked 

when he speaks out during communal assemblies; people say that ‘this man must not 

dominate the comunidad’. Señora Puertas, tears in her eyes, joined the conversation: ‘They are 

still treating us badly … but we are not doing anything against them.’ Señor Puertas would like 

some assistance with their fishing activities, but nobody in the comunidad can or wants to 

help him. Now the trout are consumed only by the household or are given to those from 

other comunidades who come to work as day labourers (to do jornal).  

 In 2005, Señor Puertas constructed a special fogón (hearth)123 that allowed the smoke to 

escape from the room.124 He was then approached by an NGO that had heard rumours about 

it and was asked to teach other comunidades to make these fogones. He is proud that he is paid 

for teaching other comunidades to make these special fogones. 

 The case of Señor Puertas illustrates how his failure to conform to communal norms 

restricts his social networks and access to labour, while his ability to diversify his activities is 

also hindered. The consequence is that he has to lead a marginal role in the comunidad, and 

his activities are limited to what he can do without help from other members of the 

comunidad. He is virtually leading a life outside the comunidad, and not participating in 

reciprocal relationships. His initiatives are hindered by other comuneros. While communal 

                                                
120 Señor Puerta’s version. Ibid. 
121 Ibid. ‘Entonces a las finales, yo dije, ya no puedo criar cantidad de trucha. Debo criar unos, digamos unos 2,000 o 3,000 
truchas solamente para consumo de la familia. Ya no puedo criar 100,000, 200,000 porque si hay otro atentado venenoso me 
quemo. Ya no puedo. Hay ese riesgo.’ 
122 Indeed when inquiring other comuneros about Señor Puertas, they acknowledge the fact that he is isolated 
and marginalized because comuneros are jealous. Informal talk with comuneros in Yanampampa. 
123 Kitchen hearth that is made of adobe and burns bosta, guano or wood. 
124 The smoke created by the kitchen fogón is considered unhealthy as it tends to create a thick layer of smoke, 
leaving soot on the walls. 
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norms of reciprocity allow access to labour and to the resources of the comunidad, this can 

conflict with the individual aspirations of the comuneros and their engagement outside the 

comunidad.  

Final remarks 

In this chapter, the exploration of local perceptions of poverty and well-being at the level of 

the household showed that there is no single local perception; what is often reified as local 

perception more often reflects a communal value or discourse. Perceptions of poverty and 

well-being vary in space, and communal values (which define local definitions of poverty and 

well-being) influence the capacity of comuneros to adapt to changing conditions.  

 Local perceptions of poverty and well-being as reflected in local discourses stress the 

importance of labour. However, they also reveal the importance of social capital, which is 

important in gaining access to resources. Being a hard worker and maintaining good 

relationships within the comunidad facilitate access to the comunidad’s resources, but can 

conflict with comuneros’ increasing need to diversify their activities by engaging in activities 

outside the comunidad. While some comuneros solve this problem by leaving their 

comunidades, comuneros who depend on the resources of the comunidad have no choice but 

to conform to its norms.  
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Chapter 4 

A dynamic view of poverty: snakes and ladders 

During my first visit to Yanampampa in 2002, I talked with Señor Cornejo in his kiosko 
(kiosk), one of the many in Yanampampa. The products displayed in his shop were 
limited to some condiments, flour, bread, shampoo, beer and a few other items in very 
small quantities. Señor Cornejo told me that kioskos are not profitable, because there are 
too many of them in the comunidad. His kiosko was more of a storage place for products 
for the household’s own consumption, and it was one of his many activities besides 
agriculture. When there was less agricultural work, he looked for temporary employment 
by, in his words, ‘knocking on the doors of institutions’. He said that ‘There is no work 
and agricultural products are too cheap’. He was one of the few people in the comunidad 
who considered the commercialization of cattle to be the only alternative in the light of 
declining agricultural prices and the scarcity of jobs.  

On my second visit (in 2003), it was Señor Cornejo’s wife who greeted me from behind 
the counter of the kiosko. Although the items on display had not changed much, she told 
me with a smile that their lives were gradually improving. They had just started the only 
bakery in the comunidad. Both she and Señor Cornejo were very excited that they now 
had a daily income to fund their children’s education. Although the costs associated with 
the installation of the oven and the purchase of the machines had been quite high, they 
had bought them without the need for credit. They proudly declared that they had saved 
up the money because they did not like getting credit: they had seen too many people get 
into trouble because of it. They combined cattle rearing with a job as ‘watchman’ when 
the IMA opened its office in the comunidad, and from this and the income from the 
shop, they were able to save money.  

One big problem with the installation of the bakery had been finding a good maestro to 
help them build the oven. They had been lucky, however, as they had heard from one of 
Señor Cornejo’s acquaintances that there was a good maestro in Sicuani, and he had 
agreed to build the oven for them. Señor Cornejo had worked in a bakery when he was 
young and was able to use this knowledge to bake his own bread. When I visited their 
bakery, I was taken to a four metre square room containing a dough-making machine, an 
oven that was almost the size of the entire wall, and a table in the middle upon which the 
bread was made. I talked with Señor Cornejo while he baked the bread and his wife 
helped him to prepare the dough. ‘This is much easier work than agriculture,’ he said as 
he took a dozen loaves from the oven with a big wooden palette weighing about five 
kilos. They were just starting their business and had yet to find any clients. He admitted 
that there is a lot of competition at the level of the district and that it would be a tough 
business. Both husband and wife smiled as we discussed their business; they were full of 
hope.  

When I called on Señor Cornejo during my third visit (in 2005), he welcomed me from 
behind the counter with his usual friendly smile. ‘Otra vez por acá, señorita?’ he said. I 
learned that he had had an accident: he had fallen from the tricycle that he used to 
distribute the bread. He injured his head and was taken to the hospital, where he remained 
unconscious and hospitalized for some days. The transport by ambulance to Cusco, the 
operation, the bed and the medicines cost a total of 4,000 soles. They were able to pay this 
sum, but only after getting collective credit from an NGO, from which he borrowed 
2,000 soles. Family members lent him another 2,000 soles. At the time of my visit they were 
busy trying to pay back the money. Although the bakery business was doing well, the 
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accident had turned their lives upside down. ‘Hemos fracasado totalmente,’ they said, tears in 
their eyes.  

While the previous chapter focused on local discourses of well-being and poverty, especially in 

relation to communal norms and values in access to the resources of the comunidad, in this 

chapter I explore the local perceptions of social mobility and the factors that play a role in the 

shaping of these perceptions. 

 This chapter is based on the in-depth interviews and life-story interviews that I carried out 

in order to uncover the changes that had affected the comuneros’ livelihoods.125 By making a 

distinction between households that have achieved social mobility (dynamic households) and 

the more static households,126 I explore the events and/or circumstances that comuneros 

identified as helping them to improve their lives – I call these events ‘ladders’ – and those that 

are perceived as affecting them negatively, which I call ‘snakes’.  

 Change and experiencing social mobility is the norm rather than the exception in most 

comunidades; the case of Señor Cornejo is only one example of the kinds of events that 

influence social mobility. In better times, Señor Cornejo had been able to save money and 

invest in a bakery, which brought economic improvement to his daily life. However, his 

accident forced him into fracaso, or negative downward mobility. Without any form of 

insurance, his accident cost him almost 4,000 soles (3,800 for the surgical intervention and 180 

for the ambulance), which is 400 times the daily income he receives from selling bread. 

Whether he and his wife will be able to recover financially from this very much depends on 

future events, such as his rehabilitation, his bakery business, agricultural production, family 

members, their health, education, and so on. If the accident had not happened, Señor Cornejo 

would have been able to enjoy the profits of his business and could have invested in further 

activities, thus further improving their lives. As this example illustrates, people’s livelihoods 

are far from stable; changes in their situation can have a variety of effects on their livelihoods.  

 The chapter is divided into two parts. The first deals with the adverse circumstances in 

which the households operate (i.e. adverse environmental conditions, declining soil fertility, 

low prices etc.) and that are common to the Andes region. The second shows how different 

households respond to these adverse circumstances in different ways and with different 

results. 

                                                
125 As I mentioned in my methodology chapter (Ch. 1), I carried out 48 interviews with households considered 
poor, better off, improving or experiencing downward social mobility. From these, I took 20 representative cases 
to carry out a life-story interview. 
126 Here I use the word ‘static’ to refer to households which were seen as remaining ‘rich’ or ‘poor’. However, as I 
argue, they were also vulnerable to changes in the context. 
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The context: adverse circumstances and increasing vulnerability 

Studies of peasant economies and rural poverty claim that campesinos have become more 

vulnerable (De Janvry quoted in Loker 1999: 29). This study confirms that due to a number of 

trends the vulnerability of households has indeed increased. The factors that people in the 

comunidades say have affected their livelihoods include the deterioration of natural resources 

and adverse environmental conditions, including increasing land scarcity and overgrazing; the 

increasing scarcity of jobs; and the fall in agricultural prices. These factors were mentioned by 

the comuneros in all the comunidades, even though the gravity of the situation varies from 

place to place. 

 The deterioration of ecological conditions has direct implications for daily life: it is more 

difficult to find firewood and crop production is declining. In Yanampampa, where most 

people rely on wood for cooking, people complained that the distances they had to travel to 

find wood had increased considerably.127 Complaints about decreases in the quality of crop 

production were mainly heard in Jilayhua, where for many years the comuneros had used 

fertilizers.128 Production had been good for the first couple of years, but then suddenly 

decreased. Now they said that they were not able to get the nativa potatoes, which they could 

have obtained some years previously.129 For the people in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa, the 

decline in production quality did not seem to be a significant issue; they said that everything 

grew in these communities and they had not introduced the use of fertilizers as extensively as 

those in Jilayhua had. 

 Another issue brought up by many respondents was overgrazing. This is a common 

problem in the communities, and I encountered several discussions about the need to restrict 

the number of cattle or sheep put out to pasture. The need to limit the number of sheep a 

household can keep was often mentioned. In the case of Mosocllaqta, for instance, the 

number of sheep was limited to 100 per household, due to the danger of overgrazing the 

natural pastureland.130 

 The kinds of negative events that were echoed by all members of the comunidad were the 

adverse (and variable) weather conditions; for example, the lack of rain and the frequency of 

hail or frost. Worries about these kinds of problems usually start in December, particularly in 
                                                
127 While in the higher communities bosta or cow/sheep manure are used, in the community of Yanampampa 
people used wood because of difficulty in getting ‘dry’ manure. 
128 Before the comunidad embraced cattle production, they were working with crop farming and were 
encouraged to use fertilizers by PRODERM for this activity. This led to the deterioration of their soil, and 
production becoming an extra stimulant for comuneros to switch to cattle production. 
129 Field notes 29 Aug. 2003 Yanaoca. Informal conversation with Señor Ancco. There were many others who 
echoed his concern. 
130 Interview 30 Nov. 2003. President of the community 2002-3, Mosocllaqta. 
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those communities that lack irrigation. The sowing season usually begins with the first drops 

of rain (before this the land is too hard for planting and the seeds dry out if people are unable 

to water them).131 However, due to increasing variability, planning is increasingly difficult: 

nobody knows whether those first few raindrops herald the start of the rainy season or yet 

more days of dry weather. Most people wait to start planting until they see other comuneros 

planting. 

 In communities with extended irrigation infrastructure (like Jilayhua) the lack of rain does 

not present a major problem, but being at an altitude of 4,000 metres means that frost and hail 

are serious problems. A hailstorm can destroy the entire year’s crop and is therefore the event 

that those living in Jilayhua fear most.132 Many people gave the frequency of hail and the risk 

of losing one’s harvest as a reason for switching to livestock, an activity that is less affected by 

hailstorms. Señor Ancco, the president of the irrigation committee, said that ‘we cannot afford 

to lose all our work and production to this [hail]’. He told me that the comunidad is planning 

to extend the irrigated area with sprinklers (to be used as pastures for cattle farming); the 

higher parts that rely on rain should be used for growing crops for personal consumption. 

 Comuneros try to cope with these adversities by diversifying their agricultural production 

to different zones, so that if one area is affected they can still rely on the unaffected areas. This 

was especially the case in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa, where they still manage altitudinal 

zones ranging from 3,600 to almost 4,000 metres above sea level, which allows them to 

produce a variety of products (using different agro-ecological zones as a strategy for risk 

dispersion).133  

 Another trend that is perceived as negative by the comuneros is the increasing 

minifundization of land. With population increases and the continued distribution of land 

among siblings,134 the land is becoming gradually fragmented and divided into distant areas 

within the comunidad. The problem of land scarcity and fragmentation is a major problem in 

the Peruvian Andes (see also Sheahan and Gavilano 2001). Comuneros often have to walk 

some distance to be able to work their various plots of land, and the scattered plots make it 
                                                
131 Faced with these climatic events, it became clear that people develop different explanations and solutions. For 
instance, in the event of drought, people take recourse to singing songs and praying. This was a special event. All 
the children from the community gathered together at night in a specific mountain to excitedly sing the following 
song: Señor dame tu agua, tu lluvia para mantener a mis hijos Quiero lluvia. Por favor Señor Mandame lluvia Padre mio (Lord 
give me your water, your rain to sustain my children. I want rain please Lord. Send me rain My Lord). 
132 In the case of hail storms, Señora Ccoto once explained me the reason for them during my early fieldwork. A 
member of the community had argued with his wife at a time most sensitive for ‘hail’. She explained that these 
people were even fined by the Assembly because fighting with his wife had caused the hailstorm. Informal talk 
with Señora Ccoto. 
133 Murra has noted the importance that Andean civilizations have given to the notion of ‘complementarity’ of 
different altitudinal zones as a way of obtaining different sources. See Murra, J. (2002) El Mundo Andino. Población, 
Medio Ambiente y Economía. Lima: IEP, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú. 
134 System of inheritance whereby land is divided among all the children. 
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difficult to intensify the use of the land. Population growth and limited productivity in the 

Andean communities force people to migrate to urban areas (Golte 2001). 

 Due to minifundization and the decreasing prices of agricultural products, many rural 

peasants also do off-farm work (in the form of temporary migration) or seek work in 

neighbouring areas to supplement their agricultural activities (Zoomers 1998; Golte 2001; Kay 

2005). Employment and migration opportunities, however, are also decreasing – a fact that 

was echoed in many of the interviews. Although there was an increasing tendency to migrate, 

people are finding it increasingly difficult to find work, especially in the tropical lowlands. 

Except for their agricultural activities, there are few other jobs. Those who work as teachers, 

in the transportation business, as civil servants, in dairy production and so forth are 

considered the lucky ones. At the same time, however, work as technicians or teachers is not 

as stable as it once was, because temporary contracts have now become the norm rather than 

the exception. Teachers have to move from contract to contract until they are given a 

nombramiento;135 once they have obtained their nombramiento, they are in better circumstances 

and have better possibilities to find work closer to the comunidad, instead of in far away 

places.136 

 Although fluctuation in agricultural prices is normal, a major problem mentioned by the 

comuneros is the low price level. During the government of Alan García (1985-1990), price 

levels were relatively favourable; but these prices dropped considerably after the abolition of 

subsidies and the opening of the market (2001: 103).137 According to Escobal, prices in 1994 

were 52.8% lower than in 1988 (1994:55). The adjustment programme under the Fujimori 

government (1990-2000) sought to put an end to the subsidies and price controls (Gonzales 

de Olarte 1996). Sheahan and Gavilano (2001) note that the price fluctuations that resulted 

from these changes have led campesinos to retreat both to the communities and to a 

subsistence economy. 

 Price drops were large and crop production is hardly feasible. For instance, the price of an 

arroba138 of potatoes dropped from 6 to 3 soles in just one year (2001-2002). However, because 

                                                
135 The process by which one gets a permanent contract for becoming a teacher. Before one can get a permanent 
contract, teachers are generally hired on the basis of temporary contracts. The nombramiento for public schools is 
provided by the Ministry of education after having fulfilled certain criteria e.g. having worked in a school at a 
rural community for some years and fulfilling local aptitude tests. However, recently aspirants to nombramiento 
have to pass a concurso (test) carried out by the Ministry of Education. Opportunities for nombramiento are, 
however, few. For more information see GRADE. Documento de trabajo No. 32 available at 
http://www.grade.org.pe/download/pubs/dt32-maestros.pdf 
136 Legally protected from being unfairly dismissed and has the right to a retirement. 
137 Sheahan, however, notes that at the same time the García government’s economic policies subsidized 
imported products, therefore shedding doubt on the notion that policies were aimed at reducing poverty in rural 
areas.  
138 1 arroba = 25 lb / 11 kg. 
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prices are so low, selling such goods is hardly worthwhile. The sale of agricultural produce is 

simply no longer profitable.139 Mayer (2001: 220) warns that the decline in agricultural prices 

will lead Andean people to retreat from the market and switch to greater subsistence 

strategies, leading to increasing emigration rates as people look for opportunities outside the 

comunidad. This continues to be the current tendency as people seek alternative sources of 

income. 

 In sum, comuneros are suffering from push factors in the form of decreasing productivity, 

population growth and deteriorating climatic conditions, as well as from negative 

developments related to fluctuating prices for agricultural products and the diminishing 

alternatives for employment outside the comunidad (Kay 2004; de Haan and Zoomers 2005). 

While this picture of rural poverty provides a general view of the livelihoods of the comuneros 

as exacerbating their situation, a close look at the experiences of comuneros provides a more 

dynamic view. I look at this dynamism in the following section. 

Ladders and snakes: a dynamic view of poverty 

Although the above-mentioned trends point to an increase in vulnerability, Moser (Moser 

1998: 3) reminds us that it will not necessary lead to homogenous levels of poverty: ‘Although 

poor people are usually among the most vulnerable, not all vulnerable people are poor’. While 

the line dividing the poor from the non-poor is remarkably thin (Mayer 2001: 323), it is 

possible to make a distinction between people who do well and those who experience negative 

mobility. I asked the comuneros to mention the type of events that helped people to 

experience upward social mobility, and those that force people to move in a downward 

direction; their responses provide a dynamic picture of how under similar circumstances 

livelihoods may evolve in different directions. People during their lives have to deal with 

snakes from which they may be saved, whereas others are fortunate in finding a ladder (with 

the risk of falling down). 

Snakes affecting individual households: accidents, robberies, death and sickness 

Whether the comuneros experienced downward or upward mobility is in many cases very 

much dependent on encountering snakes, which may be related to various events and 

circumstances: 

                                                
139 ‘…el problema es como le digo no? Habas, cebada, maiz, no es costoso. Ahorita la arroba de cebada esta en 5 soles. Nunca 
jamas en la agricultura uno puede ser tan rico[...] a pesar de que el campesino produce para el mercado todo. No nos al[canza]. 
Interview 12 Dec. 2003 with Señor Guevara, Mosocllaqta. 
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Accidents 

A first example of a snake that played an important role in the lives of people is accidents. 

Accidents usually have a huge impact on the individual level, as in the case of Señor Cornejo, 

whose plans were changed by his tricycle accident. Although he was able to repay his debts 

through credit, his life was destroyed.  

 Even small misfortunes can have a disastrous effect on a person’s livelihood. Señor Ancco, 

whose household was considered as one that was improving, told me about the tragedy that 

had forced him to migrate to Chincha140 for a while. He had borrowed 100 US dollars from 

the IFOCC141 and left it on a wooden shelf, next to a glass of water. He had then gone out, 

and while he was away, the guinea pigs142 knocked over the money and the glass of water; 

upon his return he discovered that they had eaten all the money. He went to the IFOCC and 

asked for more time to repay the money, but they refused. He still had six months to repay the 

loan. Therefore, against his will, he had to go to Chincha to work as a jornalero so that he 

would be able to repay the IFOCC. However, he said that this had been an awful time for his 

family since he had had to leave them.143 

Robbery 

Robbery is another snake that is often mentioned and that leads to fracaso. Robberies in 

communities that are close to roads are very common, because roads enable people to 

transport the stolen merchandise by car or van. This snake bit Señor Mendoza, who lived with 

his wife and three children; the oldest was in the third year of elementary school. Their shop 

was located along the main road in Yanampampa, one of the first shops that one encounters 

when entering the comunidad. However, at the time of my visit, all they had was some empty 

soda bottles. In addition, the room was flooded with water because of the heavy rain.144 This 

seemed to be a recurrent problem but they did not have any solution to it, since laying 

concrete would be far too expensive. I later learned that this had been quite a successful shop 

and restaurant, as it provided a gathering place for people who came work on projects close to 

the comunidad. According to Señora Mendoza, they used to sell more, but the number of 

clients dropped due to the flooding. Since they do not possess any land, their only way to earn 

some extra money is through some kind of complementary activity. Señora Mendoza had 

                                                
140 Located at about 3 hours drive south from Lima, on the coast.  
141 Instituto de Fomento a la Comercialisación Campesina – an NGO that continued the activities initiated by 
PRODERM in the area of financial support. 
142 Next to sheep, guinea pigs are one of the most important sources of meat. They are usually raised in the 
kitchen and fed on kitchen scraps, such as potato. 
143 Field notes 15 Oct. 2002 Yanaoca; informal talk with Señor Ancco. 
144 Also a snake, which is dealt under ‘trends’ as this is part of changing climatic conditions. 
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thought of starting a chicheria. Indeed, she had all the necessary items for this, including a TV 

and video recorder, which they had bought with the money they were able to accumulate from 

their migration to the jungle. However, the theft of the TV and video recorder had ruined 

their plan to open a chicheria. 

Death 

Death is another important snake. Several comuneros in Jilayhua talked about the impact of 

the death of vacuno mejorado due to timpanismo145 as an event that led them to fracaso. This was 

the case with Señora Barragán, who had lost several of her vacuno mejorado to timpanismo: 

‘Before we used to raise mixed race only…. Then … we started to seed pasture. Then these 

cattle started to die from eating alfalfa, trebol, and so on … their stomachs swelled. How 

many cows have already died? We had beautiful cows, but not any more’..146 

 The death of a family member is of course much more important. This can have long-

lasting negative consequences for a household, not only in terms of the expenses involved in 

arranging a funeral, but also due to the decrease in the household workforce. As explained in 

the previous chapter, the death of the male partner can have an enduring effect on a woman, 

especially because she no longer has access to male labour; particularly older persons are often 

not able to recover from such shocks. In the same way, the death of a husband while the 

children are still young makes it more difficult to recover from such events.  

 The case of Señora Choque, whose husband died during a thunderstorm while fishing on 

the lake, illustrates this well. On my first visit to Yanampampa I got to know Señor Choque as 

the owner of the only three-storey house in the comunidad. He was studying political science 

in Cusco while working as driver. His wife and children lived in the comunidad; his wife 

contributed to his studies through crop growing and fishing activities. Señor Choque proudly 

told me that he had been president of the fishery association, and that at the time there had 

always been fish in the lake, which provided those in the comunidad with some income. It was 

good, he said, since otherwise people had to migrate to find work. I learned that he had once 

been a mayoral candidate, but had not been elected. He had plans to stand as a candidate 

again, and his family was considered as upwardly mobile.  

 When I returned two years later, however, I learned that Señor Choque had died. He had 

been fishing in the lake at night with three other comuneros, and they had been struck by 

                                                
145 Timpanismo is a kind of reaction that cows get when they eat pasture early in the morning. It creates gases, 
leading to their stomachs becoming distended, which can kill the animals. 
146 Antes criábamos chusquitos no mas...Después ya pues[...] pasto ya...hemos sembrado. Entonces, allí comenzaron a morir esas 
vacas, alfalfa, con trébol asi. Todos...se hinchaba la barriga. Cuantas vacas ya hemos matado. Teníamos bonitas vacas...Ahora ya no 
ya. Interview 18 Sept. 2003 with Señora Barragán, Jilayhua. 
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lightning. As soon as I greeted Señora Choque, she started crying and telling me how much 

she was suffering because she did not have any income. She lamented how, after all the money 

she had devoted to the education of her husband, she was left with nothing apart from the 

debts arising from his studies and the house, which amounted to 2,000 soles. She herself had to 

pay off these debts. She had been able to repay 500 soles, but had no idea how she would get 

the rest of the money. There was no work in the comunidad, and she was going to the jungle 

once in a while to buy fruits and sell them for a higher price in Cusco. Her two children were 

eight and nine years old, respectively, and she had to leave them with their grandmother. Her 

children did not like her leaving, but she had no choice: ‘What can I do?’, she said. When the 

fishing season starts, she would stay in the comunidad and dedicate herself to fishing. Now 

that she had to travel so much, she did not have time to do the faenas147 or to take care of the 

cattle and crops. ‘At the beginning I suffered a lot. Although things are a little more stable 

now, I am still suffering a lot.’148 

Sickness  

Sickness is a snake to which nobody is immune. What may at first sight appear to be a simple 

sickness can have serious consequences for a person’s livelihood, since comuneros do not 

have medical insurance. Señora Condori told me what it meant for her to get appendicitis: 

‘It is appendicitis,’ they told me. ‘You have to go to Sicuani for the operation’. Ay...ay, señorita. I 
cried. Terrible. With what money? ... If I do not have money... What would such an operation cost, 
I was thinking. If somebody wants my small house, I’ll to sell it. I was thinking. That man [her ex-
husband], where would he take me, where would that man take my children? But I’ll have to sell the 
house. Otherwise where will I get the money? That is what I was thinking.149  

She had had to find almost 1,000 soles. She borrowed some from her sister; neighbours and the 

comunidad collected some more to help her. In this way she was able to repay the amount. 

However, in order to pay off her debt, she had had to sell all of her animals, plus the mixer 

and the TV she had brought from Yanaoca.150 When I met her for the first time she was still 

recovering from the operation; she told me that she had been left with nothing. Without ways 

                                                
147 Communal work. 
148 Field notes 3 Oct. 2005. Informal talk with Señora Choque, Yanampampa 
149 Interview 18 Oct. 2003 with Señora Condori, Jilayhua. ‘Es apendicitis’ me dicen ‘Tiene que ir a Sicuani a hacerse 
operar’. ‘Ay...ay señorita. Ay he llorado, total siempre’ Con que plata...si no tengo plata. Que cosa...cuanto costara operación yo le 
decía. Mejor...si alguien va a tener esa casita, tengo que vender así no mas pensaba. Ese hombre [referring to her ex husband from 
whom she divorced] a donde me llevará, ese hombre a donde los llevará [children]...pero tengo que vender esa casita. De donde voy a 
sacar esa plata, pues yo me decía  
150 Ibid. 
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of getting any income, and with the expenses for the education of her children, she could 

barely think of how to make ends meet.  

 

These stories show that apart from those who have a stable source of income (e.g. 

profesionales), the livelihoods of most comuneros are vulnerable to snakes. The ability of 

comuneros to deal with snakes, however, is also dependent on the amount of resources they 

have and, most importantly, their ability to migrate and find an alternative source of income. 

Given the vulnerability of their livelihoods, comuneros must diversify their activities in order 

not only to take advantage of ladders but also to deal with snakes.  

Ladders affecting individual households: jobs, migration, dairy production and fishing 

To the extent that people encountered ladders that allowed them to move up, this had often 

to do with their ability to find jobs that they could combine with their livelihoods in the 

comunidad, to accumulate wealth during temporary migration and/or to enter dairy 

production. 

Work opportunities close to the comunidad  

Employment is the ladder most frequently mentioned as having a direct impact on the ability 

of households to achieve upward social mobility. Few comuneros enjoy a permanent 

contract;151 in fact, only teachers and policemen do.152 Although a teacher’s salary is lower than 

the income that can be derived from jobs, working as a teacher is valued because it is the only 

public position that provides job stability (Diaz and Saavedra 2000): once a teacher receives 

nombramiento, he or she is legally protected from unfair dismissal. Teachers with 

nombramiento also have the right to medical insurance and a pension. In this context, 

ensuring that their children had become profesional was regarded as the best inheritance that 

parents could leave their children.  

 It is now harder to become a teacher.153 In the past, access to these positions depended on 

personal connections. This is reflected in the way in which Señor Gomez (a comunero from 

Jilayhua) became a teacher in the neighbouring comunidad of Pampamarca. While Señor 

                                                
151 According to the survey, only eleven comuneros from Jilayhua, three from Mosocllaqta and one from 
Yanampampa were working as profesional. Of these only a fraction have enjoyed a permanent contract since in the 
beginning; they often have to work under temporary contracts. 
152 In this section I consider the case of teachers, as policemen must move to different assignment locations and 
are usually not able to combine this profession with life in the communities. 
153 Explained in previous section about general trends. Since the change in system of nombramiento for 
becoming teachers, access to education has become an important condition in gaining access to a profesión. 
Because of the complex nature of education as ladder, I treat this subject in a separate chapter (Ch. 5). 
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Gomez was in his first year at university, there were many jobs. He had been there for only six 

months when there was a strike that lasted several months (almost a whole semester). He 

became increasingly frustrated and then heard about a vacancy at Sicuani, an institution that 

was hiring people as teachers, even if they had only a secondary education. Señor Gomez went 

to Cusco to obtain his teaching certificate, which he received within a week. He presented it to 

the institute and they immediately gave him a place in a comunidad in Chumbivilcas (a 6-hour 

walk from Jilayhua). He then worked in two other communities for five and four years, 

respectively, before starting in Pampamparca, which is just a 10-minute taxi ride from Jilayhua. 

 Another opportunity for work is in the municipality. Jobs as civil servants are much sought 

after, particularly by people in Mosocllaqta, given that the municipality is located in the 

comunidad itself. However, municipal contracts are usually only temporary. Job opportunities 

are also limited and depend on personal contacts; such jobs are therefore not stable. Señor 

Huayta from Mosocllaqta, for instance, had once earned 400 soles a month by working for a 

communal molino (flour mill); he had got the job because he had connections with the 

comunero who had been appointed mayor. However, when a new mayor was elected, from 

the neighbouring comunidad of Thumi, Señor Huayta was given work as a street cleaner, 

earning only 10 soles per month. Even so, he considers himself fortunate to have some kind of 

income. Municipal jobs (office work or construction) often go to men, while women are 

employed to perform more menial tasks, such as sweeping the square. Yet, even access to this 

type of work depends on personal contacts, favouring men over women.154 In the past, 

working in the municipality was voluntary and involved no remuneration. The switch from 

voluntary work to paid employment was welcomed as a new opportunity for people who had 

access to the capital of the district where the municipalities are located. These positions are 

now viewed as important opportunities to earn a stable income, even if the contract is for only 

five years. Competition for these positions is very fierce, as reflected in the fact that there were 

seven candidates for mayor in municipal elections in a district with just 1335 inhabitants.155 

The municipality provides one of the few opportunities that people have to earn a stable 

income, but access to these positions depends on their relationship with the mayor.  

 In the 2003 municipal elections, seven candidates vied for the post of mayor of the district 

of Mosocllaqta. Although I was not really following the campaign, I was staying at the house 

of Señor Soto, a comunero from Mosocllaqta, while he was running for regidor.156 At the end of 

                                                
154 Informal talk with Señora Condori. Jilayhua. 
155 Source: www.inei.gob.pe. Censo 1993. 
156 Those who support the mayor in his functions. Among their tasks are: proposing projects, standing in for the 
mayor when necessary, performing municipal procurement tasks, participating in ordinary and special meetings 
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the day, he shared his campaign experiences and difficulties with me while eating dinner. He 

said that he had put himself up for election because the mayoral candidate for Somos Peru 

had asked him to. The candidate for mayor was in his early 30s, and although he was from a 

poor family, he had studied at university. Señor Soto did not have any political plans or 

ambitions, but his situation changed when the mayoral candidate asked him to run as the party 

regidor. Señor Soto said that he had to go from house to house, sometimes at night, helping 

the candidate with his campaign. After his party had won the elections, he told me that he was 

happy about the stable income he was going to receive in his new post . There is great 

competition for municipal jobs, and only those with the right connections have any chance of 

getting them.157 

 Another type of work is related to short-term employment, such as that offered by 

development projects. While most people could not take direct advantage of the projects 

introduced by NGOs – such as dairy production, credit, pasturing livestock, training (because 

of a lack of time), etc. – opportunities that came as ladders were related indirectly to the 

creation of work in the comunidad. In the case of Yanampampa, several people benefited 

from IMA’s presence there. Infrastructure projects created construction jobs, the office 

required watchmen, staff from the institution bought goods from the shops, and so forth. 

Apart from the fact that people received training and support, these kinds of jobs were greatly 

valued in the comunidades.158 Nevertheless, these jobs were usually accessible only to the few 

families with which the NGO staff had close contact.159 

 Although some people engaged in other activities – such as commerce, transportation or 

selling textiles,160 wool, wood, leather or bosta – their numbers were limited. Having a profesión, 

working for the municipality or being involved in projects for NGOs were the most desirable 

situations, because of the relatively stable income and other benefits. However, the comuneros 

favoured the acquisition of a profesión, as it provided them with the greatest security of income. 

In this context, access to education was and continues to be one of the most important goals 

of comuneros. 

                                                                                                                                              
of the municipality, maintaining communications with base organizations and neighbourhoods in order to 
propose solution to problems, etc.  
157 People are appointed to these municipal posts through their social connections, and the situation that prevails 
is one of alliances and personal loyalties. In the words of a comunero from Mosocllaqta, people form ‘mafia-like 
groups’. In this community, compadrazgo ties are therefore very important, since they are an important criteria 
for gaining access to these positions. 
158 Interview 17 Jan. 2004 comunera, Yanampampa. 
159 Ibid. 
160 According to the survey, the number of comuneros working with textiles were limited: only two households 
said that they were working with textiles. 
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Temporary migration161 

Studies of livelihoods in the Andes point to migration as important for the diversification of 

activities (Zoomers 2002; Kay 2004). Initial migration (before establishing a family) is central 

to the livelihoods of the comuneros of these comunidades. Most comuneros migrate to a city 

or to international destinations for a longer period of time before they become formal 

members of the comunidad. However, the importance of migration differs per comunidad. 

Migration is considered important in comunidades where comuneros depend on crop farming 

(combined with fishing), such as in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa.162 As mentioned in 

Chapter 2, these comuneros migrate in the period between January and April, when they are 

less busy with activities in the comunidad. In this period, some comuneros go to the jungle or 

to the city of Cusco, as there is not much work available close to the comunidad.  

 In Jilayhua, which was starting to switch to dairy production, migration was mentioned as 

something of the past; some comuneros claimed that dairy production is replacing 

migration.163 However, an increasing number of households maintain a double residence, that 

is, they have a house in the comunidad and one in a city. This is generally done to enable their 

children to go to urban schools, which are considered better schools. 

 Thus, in general terms, migration is an important ladder that helps people to improve their 

livelihoods. Migration not only allows comuneros to accumulate capital to invest in the 

comunidad, but is also an important source of information and experience.  

 This is illustrated by the case of Señor Champi, who had migrated to Lima before he 

returned to the comunidad with his wife from Huaraz to make a living in the comunidad. 

They had some capital,164 which they used to build one of the best kioskos in Yanampampa.165 

While migration is the most common strategy to accumulate capital, the knowledge and skills 

gained in the cities are also ladders that allow for investments in the comunidad. Señor 

Champi earns a considerable amount of money as an accordion player. He learned to play the 

                                                
161 I make a distinction between long-term migration (migration for some years, leaving the land to family 
members or sharecropping), temporary migration (migration during the period that agricultural production is 
low, which is generally three or four months) and initial migration (migration before becoming an official 
comunero, usually while still single). 
162 The survey showed that 34% of the comuneros in Yanampampa had some type of income through migration 
work. This was the comunidad with some cases of transnational migration. Among the countries of destinations 
mentioned were Japan, Spain, Venezuela, Korea and Chile. 10% of the comuneros in Mosocllaqta have some 
kind of income through migration and about 14% of them receive some kind of remittance. 
163 Field notes, 28 Oct. 2002. Interview Señor Martinez, Jilayhua. Only 3% of respondents in the survey said that 
they had migrated the previous year, while 35% said that they receive remittances from family members living 
outside the comunidad. 
164 400 soles which according to her was a lot of money at the time. She lived in the beginning with her mother in 
law and gradually constructed her house and the kiosko. 
165 Interview 18 Jan. 2004 with Señora Champi, Yanampampa 
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accordion in Lima, where he did his military service and then worked for eight years in an ice-

cream factory. He told me how learning to play has helped him in his life: 

[In Lima] I gradually learned to play the accordion. At least I had that interest, dedication. If I had 
not even learned to play accordion, how would I be… I would continue only in the chakra. But 
thank God I learned to play, and, well, I earn my little money. It is incredible, but for only two or 
three days of playing the accordion I earn 400, 500 soles. That is why some people say: ‘What are 
you, a lawyer, an engineer, that you can earn so much in only two or three days?’166 

Migration as a ladder seems to be related not only to the short-term accumulation of capital, 

but also to the experience that comuneros can acquire. In this context, migration to the city is 

preferred to migration to the jungle. Although most households say that what they earn in the 

jungle is only for daily expenses, there are also examples of households that have been able to 

invest in some commercial activities with the income derived from migration to the jungle.167  

 In order to be able to migrate, people are usually reliant on a relative or a compadre/comadre 

to introduce them to a place where this short-term kind of labour is needed. For instance, 

whether one goes to the jungle or Cusco seems to depend on one’s social networks. Those 

who go to the jungle usually do so through contractors,168 or they accompany experienced 

comuneros when the latter return to the jungle.  

 Señor Soto from Mosocllaqta, who used to work in various projects, was proud of the 

engineers and architects who had become their compadres and comadres. He prided himself in the 

fact that he could get work in Cusco at any time because of these contacts.169 Migrating 

without knowing somebody in advance may lead comuneros into situations in which people 

abuse them. Often those who go without connections end up being exploited, for example 

they are not paid or they are forced to work under harsh conditions.170 People generally go to 

stay with relatives or compadres. Having connections outside the comunidad is thus an 

essential prerequisite for migration to the cities. 

 All in all, migration is important in comunero’s access to financial capital, information and 

social capital, and comuneros can migrate long distances, even if – as mentioned in the 

                                                
166 .[En Lima] Poco a poco aprendí a tocar. Por lo menos esa afición, profesión he tenido no? Si no hubiera aprendido siquiera a 
tocar acordeón como hubiera estado...Seguiría en la chakra no más. Pero gracias a Dios he aprendido a tocar, bueno, gano mi platita. 
Bueno, increíble. Por 3 días, 2 días, traigo 400, 500 soles. Por eso algunos nos dicen, que cosa usted son, abogados, ingenieros, para 
que tanto ganen por 2 días, 3 días. Interview 1 Feb. 2004 with Señor Champi, Yanampampa 
167 Señor Mendoza for instance, said that he had been able to accumulate enough money to buy a TV and a video 
recorder. They were thinking of using them to start a chicheria. Those who go to the jungle can earn an average of 
about 900 soles during the three months. 
168 Field notes 22 Oct. 2002. Interview with Señor Calla, Yanampampa. 
169 Field notes 9 Nov. 2003. Informal talk with Señor Soto, Mosocllaqta. 
170 Interview 18 Oct. 2003 with Señora Condori, Jilayhua 
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previous chapter – it can conflict with comunidades’ requirements to do cargos and/or 

maintain strong social relations. 

Diversifying production: 1) dairy production 

Dairy production functions as a ladder, but not in all places. Conditions for dairy production 

are favourable only in Jilayhua. The possibility to start dairy production was created by 

PRODERM during the 1980s; the project has recently been taken over by IAA. These 

projects provided families with credit, in addition to the technology and training required to 

be able to start this activity. A considerable number of comuneros consider their situation to 

have improved since they switched to dairy production.  

 This was the case for Señor Ccoto, for instance. Señor Ccoto showed me the cover page of 

a newspaper supplement,171 which bore a picture of him wearing his apron and making yogurt. 

In the accompanying article, an NGO that was active in the region presents his case as an 

example of a successful campesino in a comunidad that has shown ‘wonderful developments 

in the area’. Señor Ccoto told me that he came from a very poor family, and that he had had 

to migrate to the jungle, together with his brother, in order to pay for his school books. Their 

situation became far better after they switched to livestock production, improved the quality 

of the cattle and started dairy production.172 The yogurt they produce today is especially 

popular: it wins first prize in every competition organized by the municipality. They can sell a 

litre of yogurt for 4.5 soles. They sell about 7 litres a day, and thus have a daily income of about 

31.5 soles, which is quite considerable in comparison to selling agricultural produce (e.g. 3 soles 

for about 10 kilos of potatoes.). Although several comuneros were trying to make the 

transition from crop growing to dairy production, people who do not have enough land, water 

and labour for dairy production are generally unable to do so.173 

 Although Señor and Señora Ccoto were able to benefit from the training and support 

provided by the NGO, Señor Ccoto considers himself the ‘inventor’ from which the project 

took the idea. According to him, he developed the ideas that are now in the plan predial 

introduced by the IAA to promote dairy production to other households; it is based on his 

own creativity and experiences. They have a special room in their house for making dairy 

                                                
171 Mirada, O. (2001) "Cusco contra la pobreza." La Republica. 4 de noviembre del 2001. 
172 Interview Sept. 2003 with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua. 
173 Generally, the agricultural path of development was only available to those who had enough land. There were 
also those who, without much land, have gambled in order to get a milking cow. Nonetheless, these are actions 
that have been taken by those who can afford to take such a gamble, as in the case of Señor Martinez, a teacher 
and comunero from Jilayhua. Although he did not have much land, he bought a cow, which produced a lot of 
milk. He explicitly said that ‘we were very lucky’ in finding such a dairy cow. This was the start of his successful 
dairy production business, which he combined with his teaching activities. 
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products; it is full of awards and photographs of their prize-winning cattle. They have a place 

to make cheese, some gas ovens, and some pans and plastic containers, which he said were 

used for the production of yogurt. His previous experience (he participated in events such as 

Pachamama Raymi174 and travelled to other regions) gave him the insights required to design 

his own modulo for cheese production. His motivation was to find a way of financing his 

children’s education, and he used his experiences and knowledge from training and communal 

livestock enterprises to start his own dairy business. According to Señor Ccoto, the IAA 

supported him in this and transferred his experience to other households and districts. Señor 

Ccoto and other members who work in dairy production regard this transition as a way to 

allow the comunidad to improve. 

 Dairy production is an activity that was made possible by development organizations and 

the collective action of comuneros.175 At the household level, those who had the right 

information and a certain amount of assets176 were able to access this relatively sustainable 

source of income. In the case of Señor Ccoto, this was reflected in the experience he had 

gained through training sessions and travel, as well as in his access to land, the pasture of the 

cattle association and irrigation infrastructure. It is important to note, however, that currently 

dairy production is now considered a household activity, in the past it was a collective activity. 

Diversifying production: 2) fishery 

Other opportunities have also provided temporary ladders for upward social mobility. One of 

these is fishing.177 Thanks to this activity, some comuneros were able to follow higher 

education, which opened the way to become a teacher. This is illustrated by the case of Señor 

Suta, who considers his improved economic situation to be a result of becoming a teacher. He 

remembers his childhood as being full of suffering, with alcoholic parents who sometimes 

                                                
174 A methodology developed by NGOs to promote the propagation of traditional irrigation methods. After 
previous insights that the standard class methodology did not work, the NGOs (mainly PRODERM) decided 
that observation and celebration was a more efficient method of transmitting this knowledge. For more 
information, see van Immerzeel, W. and J. Cabero (2003) Pachamama Raymi. La fiesta de la Capacitación. Lima: 
DEXCEL-MASAL.  
175 Explained in chapter two. 
176 However, being able to produce enough milk to make dairy products and provide a daily supply of milk, not 
only meant that a cow had to yield considerable amount of milk, but also that they needed to have enough cows 
with calves.. A normal ‘criollo’ cattle produces 1 to 2 litres of milk per day. For a cow to be able to give a sufficient 
amount of milk, around 12-15 litres per day, it had to be of improved pedigree and had to get enough pasture. 
Considering that one cow requires almost half a hectare of pasture per year to produce such an amount of milk, 
households with only a limited amount of land were only able to take care of 2 to 3 local criollo cows at most. 
Having pasture required enough water for irrigation the whole year and also enough land to be able to cultivate 
pasture. People usually fulfilled their own consumption needs first and the rest they invested in pasture. Yet for 
most people this was not possible, because they only had a limited amount of pasture. 
177 This activity was started as the result of intervention of the ministry of agriculture in the promotion of this 
activity. For more information please refer to chapter two. 
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forgot to give him something to eat. In terms of possessions: ‘I did not have anything …. 

Only a donkey.’178 However, he always dreamt of becoming a professional, even though he did 

not have the financial means to do so. He became a teacher not only because he had 

determined that he would become something other than a campesino (as his teachers always 

reminded him), but also because of the example his cousins had set: one had studied medicine 

at the university and the other was going to study at the institute in Tinta. Exchanging 

information with them was a trigger for him to try the path of pursuing profesionalisación, even 

though he did not have the resources for this. 

 He was able to finance his studies with the money he earned by fishing in the middle of the 

night.179 However, it meant that he could not help his widowed mother in the fields, even 

though he was the only child:  

When I was studying, I had a terrible life ... there was not even a grain of maize, of beans, wheat, 
nothing.... On Saturdays and Sundays, since I used to work on my research thesis, I was too 
busy…. I had to give priority to my research.180  

I had my net, with that I used to fish in the lake. As I told you, I used to fish at around midnight … 
Yes, I fished. Then the following day, very early, I used to go to Tinta with everything ready. Then I 
could finance [my studies]; I used to sell the fish and I had some money. With that I used to buy 
something. But I did not fish daily. Not daily.181 

Although finishing his professional education did not automatically lead to a stable job, he was 

finally able to get his nombramiento after five years of working under temporary contracts in 

distant comunidades. The acquisition of a nombramiento meant for him the start of a new 

life: ‘From that day on, I felt some security, some tranquillity. I was no longer desperate, I was 

no longer worried’.182  

 Several people said that fishing is a ladder that allows people to achieve upward social 

mobility. However, only a few had been able to take advantage of the large number of fish 

that were available during the first years before the number of fish decreased due to 

                                                
178 Interview 8 Dec. 2003 with Señor Suta, Mosocllacta. ‘yo no tenía nada absolutamente nada [...] un burrito no mas 
teniamos’. 
179 As explained in Chapter 3, this was the time where fishing was not yet commonly practised by the comuneros 
and there was not yet a fishery association. 
180 Interview 8 Dec. 2003 with Señor Suta, Mosocllacta. ‘Cuando estuve estudiando, gravísimo era mi vida[...]no había un 
grano de maíz, de haba, de trigo, nada [...]Los días sábados y domingos, como estaba haciendo mi trabajo de investigación estaba 
muy ocupado [...] yo priorizaba más mi trabajo de investigación.’ 
181 Tenía mi mallita, entonces, con eso pescaba en la laguna. Como te decía a media noche entraba.[...] Si. Sacaba pescadito. 
Entonces la mañana siguiente tempranito, con todo listo, con el pescado me iba a Tinta, entonces financiaba [mis estudios], vendía eso 
y ya tenía mi platita. Y con eso a comprar también algo. Pero no diario pescado. No pescaba diario. Interview 8 Dec. 2003 with 
Señor Suta. 
182 ‘Desde ese momento yo me sentí algo firme, algo tranquilo. Ya no estaba deseperado, ya no estaba preocupado’ 
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overfishing. The availability of fish depends entirely on the albinos183 that were put into the lake 

by the ministry, which were often not sufficient for the large number of people engaged in this 

activity.184 Although several people continue to fish, this activity is now organized in the form 

of an association, which several comuneros have joined, and the availability of fish is very 

limited. This president of the fishery association told me that: 

… before, in Mosocllaqta there were not many fishermen. There were only six, five fishermen, so 
we had a lot of pejerrey. … But not now. Since we are so many. We fish, let’s say… One week ago 
we fished an acceptable quantity. Because there are many fishermen, they fish them all. Now we 
have only a few fish. Little production. Why? People say that there is no more food in the lake for 
the silversides.185 

Having the right information and the right insights186 had enabled Señor Suta to get ahead of 

others and thus take advantage of the opportunities presented by fishing. While fishing 

provided an opportunity for upward mobility to some, today it is regarded something of the 

past. Only those who saw the possibilities of fishing in time profited from this new ladder. 

 In conclusion, if one looks at livelihoods through the metaphor of snakes and ladders, one 

can see that the livelihoods of comuneros are more dynamic than general studies of poverty 

often suggest. Although comuneros seem to be experiencing increasing levels of vulnerability, 

an exploration of the livelihood paths of individual households has shown that some 

comuneros were able to take advantage of new opportunities brought by changes in the 

context and experience that their lives are improving. However, there are many snakes that 

will complicate their ways out of poverty.  

Final remarks  

This chapter explored the dynamic side of poverty through an exploration of households that 

were moving in and out of poverty. While the previous chapter stressed the importance of 

resources such as land and livestock and social capital, the focus on vulnerability stressed the 

                                                
183 Young fish. 
184 In order for people to grow albinos for their own consumption people had to have mallas or construct their 
own piscigranja. This required investment and was seen as risky business. Previous attempts in the community of 
Mosocllaqta had attempted to work with this. Collective efforts from Club de Madres failed when fish turned up 
dead from one day to the other (some people say they were poisoned, others, that there was a change in water 
composition that caused the calamity). Private efforts failed because of the lack of training or their fish being 
poisoned by other people in the community. 
185 ‘[...]más antes, en Mosocllaqta no habían pescadores hartos. Solamente habian seis, cinco pescadores, entonces de lo cual había 
bastante pejerrey. Entonces con eso casi estudiaban para entrar a los institutos. [...]Ahora no. Como somos hartos. Agarramos, 
digamos unos....hace una semana agarramos bien. Después de harto pescadores, se lo acaban. Ahora poco hay. Poco reducción. Por 
que? Porque dicen que en la laguna ya no hay comida, para los pejerreyes’. Interview 3 Dec. 2003 with the president of the 
fishing association, Mosocllaqta. 
186 In Mosocllaqta there was a belief that ‘mermaids’ lived in the lakes and those who entered the water would be 
drowned by them. There were some people who recounted how they sometimes heard the mermaids singing. 
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importance of snakes and ladders, and provided new insights (not everybody suffers equally 

from negative trends): dealing with snakes and taking advantage of new opportunities is 

essential in dealing with vulnerability. Well-being and poverty are related not only to access to 

communal resources and good social relationships in the comunidades, but also to access to 

information, the availability of job opportunities (which is linked to education, see Ch. 5), as 

well as possibilities for the diversification of production (dairy production, fish). According to 

Room (ibid. 409): 

Snakes and ladders do not, however, affect all their victims or beneficiaries equally. In the case of a 
snake, a person will be more or less vulnerable, depending once again on their various endowments, 
which can act as buffers in this particular crisis. … In the case of a ladder, people will be more or 
less able to take advantage of it, depending on how far they have the necessary passports.  

At the level of the household, whether people can make use of ladders and/or survive snakes 

depends not only on the availability of financial assets (money), natural assets (land and 

livestock), social assets (social networks), human assets (education) and physical assets 

(irrigation), but also on whether people have access to information and/or have previous 

experience (collective action). Access to information enabled some of these households to 

perceive new, unexpected events as ladders (i.e. dairy production or fishing). While this 

chapter has dealt with ladders and snakes in relation to the livelihoods of the comuneros, it 

has shown that collective action is also an important determinant. Given the importance of 

‘access to information’ and/or ‘finding a job’, people give much importance to improving 

their children’s level of education. The relevance of education for enhancing social mobility 

(and providing a ‘passport’ to citizenship and modernity) is explored in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Education as a ladder 

When I arrived in Mosocllaqta in 2003, I learned that the comunidad was going to host a 
four-day, UN-sponsored workshop on indigenous peoples: the ‘II Encuentro de Pueblos 
Indígenas Alto Andinas y Amazónicas’.187 I was a little surprised to hear that an event of 
such importance was taking place in a comunidad that had fewer than 150 households 
and could not offer any accommodation, restaurants or public services. I was even more 
surprised because I had not met one person in the comunidad who regarded him- or 
herself as indígena. The comuneros wear factory-made clothes, industrial materials are 
used in house construction and most people speak Spanish. The only aspect that could 
relate them to the term indígena was the Quechua language, which is spoken only by old 
women. I heard that the participants would come from all over the world, not only from 
countries such as United States, Japan, France and Australia, but also from different 
regions of Peru. My compadre enthusiastically told me that all of them would wear 
traditional clothes and perform traditional dances.  

On the day of the congress, the comuneros cleaned the streets; it seemed as though they 
shared the same enthusiasm as my compadre. I learned that they were doing a faena and 
that afterwards they would hold an assembly. When the comuneros had assembled in the 
main square, their brooms still in their hands, I saw that they were discussing something 
very angrily. When I asked a comunero what they were saying, he said that they were 
complaining that they would have to pay the costs of the congress: they had not been 
informed properly about the organization, the purpose of the congress or their 
responsibility for the guests.  

Then the bus carrying the congress participants arrived in front of the square where the 
comuneros were gathered. They remained seated on the steps of the town hall while the 
participants got off the bus. The delegates stretched and smiled to the gathered crowd, 
but no-one smiled back or welcomed them. After realizing the situation, the participants 
quietly headed to the town hall and the comuneros returned to their homes. 

During the meeting the following day in the town hall, a presentation was given by a 
Peruvian representative to the UN. He stood in front of 30 people and said: ‘Don’t be 
afraid to say that you are indigenous. At the UN, the term indígena is used, not 
campesinos.’188 He was referring to the need to be proud of their indigenous identity: it 
was okay to be indígena. He wanted to create new leaders, through the university, as he 
considered education a key for change, not violence and protest as was taking place in 
neighbouring countries. ‘We want a new indigenous movement. We need new leaders. 
That is why ... this university will have as goal the strengthening of cultural identity, which 

                                                
187 The conference was organized by the United Nations and NGOs working on the theme of indigenous rights. 
The goal of the conference was to bring together indigenous people from different regions, not only nationally 
but internationally to discuss the theme of indigenous rights. It consisted of some presentations dealing with the 
theme of cultural rights and several workshops to discuss indigenous people’s demands. Among other themes 
treated were the importance of respect for indigenous health practices and autonomy of education. 
188 ‘...no tengan miedo de decir que son ‘indigenas’. En ONU utilizan el término indígena, no campesinos.’ My translation. 
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will be useful not only for the individual but also for the region, for this town. That is the 
idea ... the international indigenous university in the Andes.’189  

As I sat there listening to his speech, I looked around, wondering what the comuneros 
would make of it and how many participants would identify themselves as indigena. There 
were three participants from Argentina, one from the Machigenga region in the Amazon. 
The Q’eros from the Cusco region190 were the only people wearing traditional clothes. 
The majority of the participants were from neighbouring cities, and all were dressed in 
factory-made clothes. While they came together at this conference for indigenous peoples, 
most people of the comunidad did not have the time or the interest to join in. They 
simply got on with their daily lives. 

This chapter explores the contrasts and interaction between different views on indigenous 

identity and social mobility. It focuses on the importance of education as a ladder in the 

livelihood perceptions of the comuneros, and the different ideas on education inside and 

outside the community. Proponents of intercultural education, such as the UN representative 

in the introduction to this chapter, criticize the formal educational system of Peru as an 

instrument for alienating indigenous populations and destroying their knowledge systems. 

This is a valid point. As I argue in this chapter, the formal educational system is based on 

occidental and urban models of progress and development, which do not fit the reality of the 

comunidades. However, the same problems apply to the projects that aim at implementing 

intercultural education in the Peruvian communities. As several studies on education in the 

lives of the comuneros have shown (Degregori 1986; Ansion 1989; Ames 2002), the proposals 

for intercultural and bilingual education often conflict with the comuneros’ perception of 

education as a social ladder. Comuneros are not so much interested in ideology or political 

correctness, as with the opportunities of education to improve the lives of themselves and 

their children. 

 Education is certainly important as a way to improve the lives of the comuneros and in 

terms of access to resources. However, the perception of education as a ladder that enables 

comuneros to improve their lives cannot be understood as a mere strategy aimed at gaining 

access to resources. Education has wider implications. It is also a means to acquire citizenship 

and to participate in the realms of the national state. In this sense, the importance of 

education for the comuneros must be explored in relation to their past experiences and how 

these experiences are remembered and perceived.  

                                                
189 ‘Queremos un nuevo movimiento campesino, indígena...queremos que hayan nuevos líderes. Por eso [...] esta universidad tendrá 
como meta fortalecer la identidad cultural, y que sea útil no solamente a su persona sino útil también a su región … útil a su pueblo. 
Esa es la idea...la universidad indígena internacional de los Andes’ My translation. 
190 The nation of Q’eros is located near Paucartambo in Cusco. They are a Quechua indigenous population in 
isolated areas of the Andes and therefore considered as maintaining many of indigenous traditions and way of 
life. 
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 Proponents of intercultural education argue that the comuneros’ lack of interest in 

different, less-alienating intercultural education is due to their lack of agency and their 

incapacity to decide what is best for them (García 2003: 101). In their view, comuneros do not 

contradict the hegemonic system of national education in Peru and passively assimilate 

dominant discourses of education. This is much too simple an explanation, one which, 

ironically, appears in its turn to deny agency to the comuneros. An exploration of the link 

between education and local perceptions of a better life within the Andean comunidades will 

allow us to move away from simplistic top-down approaches. It will also allow us to 

understand to what extent the perception of education as a ladder can be related to the 

livelihoods and past experiences of comuneros.  

 This chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, I briefly present the history of 

education and the approaches to education within the Peruvian government and NGOs. In 

the second part, I show how comuneros perceive education as a ladder. Here, I present 

examples from the daily lives of comuneros that illustrate the importance of ‘official’ 

education and their rejection of intercultural education. In the third part, I discuss the 

question whether the acceptance of education as a ladder is the result of assimilation and the 

acceptance of hegemonic ideologies among the comuneros.  

The origins of state education 

Until the twentieth century, the formal system of state education was limited to urban areas 

and, in general, was accessible only to the urban middle and higher classes. Therefore, access 

to education was one of the most important issues of the indigenous struggles that were 

directed to accessing citizenship. The actions of the Comité Pro-Derecho Indígena 

Tawantinsuyu191 in the early 20th century reflect this struggle. This committee, which was 

composed of intellectuals and indigenous leaders, pressed for indigenous literacy and 

citizenship rights (De la Cadena 2000; García 2005). It envisioned an Indian population 

empowered by literacy. From their perspective, the indigenous population did not necessarily 

need to become mestizo when it learned to read and write. The committee believed in the 

possibility of an ‘educated Indio’ – two words that until then had been seen as mutually 

exclusive – an indigenous population that could both be educated and remain indigenous. 

However, when this project became politically dangerous in the later stage of the Leguía 

regime (1919-1930), the committee had to retract. Faced with legal and political prosecution, 

                                                
191 The first indigenista organization, which brought together indigenistas based in coastal and Andean regions. 
According to García it played an important role since it ‘promoted an alternative national project that placed 
indigenous literate and modern Peruvians at its centre’. 
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its leaders changed the tone of their project and again returned to the idea of the ‘ignorant’ 

Indian who, by its nature, was unable to become a useful citizen. After this episode, education 

and being an indígena became mutually exclusive again, effectively putting an end to the 

pursuit of education as an instrument to foster an authentic indigenous citizenship.  

 It was only in the 1940s and, later, during the Velasco government (1968-75) that education 

again became an important state issue. In this period, the influence of anthropological 

research increased, giving a new urgency to indigenista thoughts. In 1946 the Peruvian 

Indigenista Institute was founded and all kinds of cultural programmes were started. This also 

affected the ideas on indigenous education. Two prominent indigenistas played an important 

role in shaping the educational system. Luís E. Varcárcel was appointed Minister of Education 

and José María Arguedas became curator of folklore in the same Ministry (García 2005: 72). 

Under their influence, the government started to implement programmes of bilingual 

education in an attempt to harmonize national integration and cultural diversity.  

 In that sense, the Velasco government was a step backwards. Although it reinforced the 

state’s attention to educational reforms, it promoted revolutionary nationalism more than 

cultural diversity and indigenous culture. The government tried to improve the conditions of 

the indigenous peasant population, but it rejected cultural diversity, for instance replacing the 

term ‘indio’ with ‘campesino’. Velasco explicitly challenged the existing educational system but 

did so from a socialist perspective: ‘The educational reform of the revolution aspires to create 

an educational system that satisfies the necessities of the entire nation; that will reach the great 

masses of peasants, always exploited and always deliberately kept in ignorance’ (Velasco 

Alvarado quoted in García 2005: 75). The crucial objective of the educational reforms during 

this period was that ‘the education offered by the State [must ensure] that no-one shall be 

denied access to education system through lack of resources’ (Bizot 1975: 19). 

 The military-socialist government thus tried to implement concrete reforms that could 

meet the educational demands of the population. By making schooling compulsory, education 

became more inclusive, improving the prospects of achieving access to education for 

everyone. Three additional changes in the educational system were introduced during the 

Velasco government. First, it created ‘educational nuclei’ in the comunidades (NECs)192 that 

played a fundamental role in the decentralization of education. Second, a national programme 

for bilingual education was created in order to promote the implementation of bilingual 

                                                
192 Defined as ‘the basic comunidad organization for the coordination and management of the education services 
and other services used by education, within a specific geographical area, for the promotion of comunidad life’. 
The idea was that the comunidad would take responsibility for the content, orientation, administration and 
direction of education. For more information, see: Bizot, J. (1975) Educational reform in Peru. Paris: The Unesco 
Press. 28-40. 
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education in places where languages other than Spanish were spoken. Third, a law making 

Quechua a national language co-equal with Spanish was passed in 1975. It stated that after 

April 1976 the teaching of Quechua would be obligatory at all educational levels (García 2005: 

75). It is interesting to note that this law thus accepted the cultural and ethnic diversity of 

Peruvian society. However, although Velasco incorporated indigenous elements in state 

policies, in the view of Ames (2000), the intention was not to support diversity but to create 

modern national citizens. According to her, the present-day educational system has its origins 

in the concept of schooling and education that was developed in the second half of the 

twentieth century. In this period, schools and education were seen as tools for the 

construction of modern citizens, as ‘la major manera de garantizar la formación de un nuevo tipo de 

ciudadano capaz de crear una nueva sociedad orientada hacia el progreso’ (ibid.: 17).193 The expansion of 

educational coverage, the teaching of history and geography, the emphasis on civic rituals such 

as marches and the use of national symbols, are evidence of the emphasis on the construction 

of a national identity geared towards progreso.  

 This characteristic of Peruvian education remains to this day, despite discursive changes in 

recent decades. After the fall of the Fujimori government (1990-2000), international pressure 

on the state to support indigenous movements led to the promotion and adoption of 

intercultural education.194 Presidential candidate Alejandro Toledo, who used his indigenous 

origins in his campaign, and his Belgian anthropologist wife, who actively engaged in 

indigenous issues, promoted the introduction of intercultural and indigenous elements into the 

present educational system. During the Toledo government (2001-2006), new laws were 

passed to support intercultural bilingual education (EIB). Following previous experiences with 

EIB, which was carried out as an experimental project during the 1980s, bilingual education 

was implemented only in rural and marginal areas.195 And many question marks can be placed 

regarding its intercultural content. The Curricular Nacional de la Educación Basica Regular 

(National Guide to Regular Basic Education) stressed its ‘humanistic and modern perspective, 

taking into consideration the centrality of the person, the complex educational reality, recent 

                                                
193 ‘The best way to guarantee the formation of a new type of citizen, capable of creating a society that is geared 
towards progreso.’ My translation. 
194 Most observers agree that this was more the result of growing international pressure than of national 
development. 
195 Bilingual education is currently taught in rural schools. Article 20 of the General Law of Education No. 28055 
(2003) states that students should be taught in their mother language and that teachers should also master the 
language. In the case that Spanish is not the mother language, it should be taught as a second language. 
Ministerio_de_Educación (2005-7) La participación de los pueblos indígenas y comunidades rurales en el 
Proyecto de Educación en Áreas Rurales - PEAR. Ministerio_de_Educación: Ministerio de Educación del Perú. 
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pedagogic tendencies and continued advances in knowledge, science and technology’.196 The 

topics that are currently taught at primary and secondary schools are defined by the Ministry 

of Education: 

 

Table 4 Curriculum areas. Source: Ministry of Education 2005 

As can be seen in this overview, the only aspect of the curriculum that reflected interculturality 

was the promotion of bilingual education, which was implemented as a pilot project in only 

some rural areas. In such a context, intellectuals (e.g. the UN representative) continue to 

emphasize the need for an indigenous education. The question is, however, to what extent are 

comuneros interested in a bilingual education? As I show below, for many comuneros 

bilingual education is not the first priority or is even undesirable. 

Education as progreso 

Ames (2002) argues that education gains importance in the context of violence and alienation, 

as people who do not speak Spanish, experience exploitation and discrimination. The power 

of the hacendado was closely related to the comuneros’ inability to read and write, and thus 

their inability to interact with the state. In her study of several communities in Cusco, Ames 

concludes that there is a relationship between education and past experiences of violence. In 

this context, the appeal of education is greater because it is looked upon as the only way to 

escape misery, poverty and vulnerability. As Ames (Ames 2002: 26-27) notes: 

                                                
196 ‘El Diseño Curricular Nacional de la Educación Básica Regular tiene una perspectiva humanista y moderna, toma en cuenta la 
centralidad de la persona, recoge la compleja realidad educativa, las tendencias pedagógicas actuales y los avances incesantes del 
conocimiento, la ciencia y la tecnología.’ 
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La educación escolar sigue siendo hoy, en muchos poblados rurales, la promesa para salir del atraso y la ignorancia, 
de la pobreza y de la discriminación. Para algunos, es la forma de lograr un espacio en la sociedad, de ser reconocidos 
como sujetos de derechos tanto como los pobladores de las ciudades y ser asi objeto de una valoración social positiva. 
Es la posibilidad de ascender socialmente y adquirir un estatus superior… 197 

Having an education means having a brain (to think), eyes (to see and read) and a mouth (to 

talk, express and defend oneself) (Ames 2000: 27). This analysis is reflected in the views of 

most comuneros, for whom education is a way to escape the fate of the campesino. Education 

is for them the most important tool for improving their lives and participating in wider 

society.  

 Studies conducted into local perceptions of education show that education is closely linked 

to an idea developed by Degregori (1986), namely that of the mito del progreso (myth of 

progress). This myth contrasts with the myth of Inkarri.198 Degregori argues that after so many 

centuries of racial mixture, traditional views have been replaced with the mito del progreso, 

whereby people wish to become part of progress and modernity. The school in this context is 

seen as the main tool for the achievement of urban knowledge and practices. In his study on 

local perceptions of education in the Andes, Ansión (1989) concludes that education is seen as 

a trampolín (spring board) that allows social mobility and access to the nation. Degregori (1986: 

52) writes that in this mito del progreso, ‘comuneros dejaron de mirar el pasado…se lanza entonces con 

una vitalidad insospechada a la conquista del futuro y del progreso’. Suddenly doors that had been 

closed were perceived as being opened, creating great enthusiasm and expectations and 

allowing, in the words of Degregori, ‘una ampliación de la cuidadanía’ (ibid.: 53). Education has 

become synonymous with the future and progreso, as it enables social mobility and access to a 

better life. 

 Many comuneros consider the improvement in the access to education as the greatest 

progress in terms of mejoramiento de nivel de vida. Comuneros who still remember the times of 

the hacendados, talk about progress in terms of the new educational possibilities. They are 

excited about the fact that it is now normal for young people to finish secondary education. 

One comunero from Yanampampa recalled that ‘…before the time of Velasco, there was 

exploitation by the mistis. Velasco gave all campesinos access to education. Now people from 

                                                
197 ‘In many rural populations, school education continues to be the promise of an escape from backwardness 
and ignorance, from poverty and discrimination. For some, is the way to achieve a space in society, to be 
recognized as subjects with rights in the same way as those in the cities. In this way, they want to get positive 
social valuation. It is the possibility to ascend socially and acquire a superior status.’ My translation. 
198 A myth that explains indigenous people’s hope for the return of the ‘Inka’. 
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the comunidad send children to school at least until high school’.199 Access to education is 

seen as a path to empowerment and to citizenship.  

 In the same vein, several younger comuneros insist on the importance of education in 

becoming ‘something’, such as professional, and not just remaining a campesino.200 This idea of 

a better life and progreso is closely related to livelihoods and the concrete opportunities to 

improve one’s life. In this context, education is valued because it opens doors to becoming a 

profesional.201 As one comunero said, becoming a profesional is the only way to escape the 

suffering that is related to agricultural production.  

My father always used to … tell me his whole life … how he used to walk, how he suffered, how he 
had to pasture the animals … and he used to say ‘Son, you have to study. You are not going to be 
like me. I have suffered like this, because of the work…. You have to study. You have to become 
professional …. He got us into the university…. My father did not want me to be another illiterate. 
He has left his two children profesionales, and he was content…202 

In this context, becoming a profesional is seen as the ultimate evidence of a better life, which is 

measured by the degree to which the children are able to overcome the suffering and 

vulnerability of their campesino parents.  

Education in the comunidades 

Many academics and intellectuals have complained that education in the comunidades has not 

been adjusted to the daily reality and the needs of the comuneros. This has often had 

alienating consequences. These critical observers hold, therefore, that instead of education the 

Peruvian state has only promoted what they call ‘schooling’.203 In these views, the low status 

of the campesino is constantly reproduced in the educational system and especially in the 

interaction between teachers and students. As Oliart (1999) mentions in her study of the role 
                                                
199 Interview 25 Oct. 2002 with Señor Pinto, Yanampampa. Education was available to some men, and only up to 
4th grade; women usually did not go to school 
200 Interview 8 Dec. 2003 with Señor Suta, Mosocllaqta. 
201 Chapter 3 illustrates the benefits of becoming a profesional, namely the possibility of getting a secure income, 
insurance and access to credit. 
202 Interview 8 Dec. 2003 with Señor Suta, Mosocllaqta. ‘Siempre me decía mi papá...Me contaba toda su vida.[...] Como él 
andaba, como sufría, como el había andando con los animales.[...]Y me decía que ‘hijo, tú tienes que estudiar. Tú ya no vas a ser 
como yo. Yo he sufrido así y así por los trabajos.[...] Ustedes también tienen que estudiar, tienen que ser profesionales..’[...] Nos ha 
puesto en la universidad. [...]O sea mi papá no quería que yo sea otro analfabeto nada. A los dos [hijos] ya profesionales nos ha 
dejado ya. Contento [estaba]…’. 
203 S. Kemmis makes a distinction between education and schooling. The first concerns the development of 
‘knowledge, values and capacities of individual for self-expression, self-development and self-determination’; and 
‘through the preparation of rising generations, of developing the discourses and culture, social relations, 
institutions and practices, and the material-economic and environmental conditions of a society, in the interests 
of collective self-expression, self-development and self-determination’. The second concerns ‘institutionalized 
processes and practices established in a society to prepare individuals to participate in the cultural, social and 
economic life of the society’. For more information, see Kemmis, S. (2006) ‘Participatory action research and the 
public sphere’ in Educational Action Research. 14(4) p.462. 
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of teachers in schools, the problem of education lies not only in the structure of the 

educational system, but also in the interaction between teacher and student: 

En un contexto de subvaloración y descalificación generalizadas hacia las poblaciones rurales, resultará muy difícil y 
hasta ‘anormal’ para el docente respetar a sus alumnos y tratarlos de manera horizontal simplemente porque se le ha 
dicho que así debe hacerse ahora.... 204 (Oliart 1999: 221) 

In the context of the comunidades, schools thus often help to reproduce the old images of the 

inferiority of the Indio and campesino: the teacher automatically becomes superior to the 

comunero, leading to a hierarchical top-down education. As several comuneros observed, they 

are encouraged to become ‘something else’ rather than remain campesinos. The interesting 

thing is that, as noted, many comuneros also see education as a ladder to another, better life, 

far away from the comunidad. This importance of education as a ladder is reflected in the fact 

that comuneros continue to send their children to school even though it requires a lot of 

sacrifices on their part and they know that finding work as profesionales is difficult.  

 Nowadays, most comunidades have a primary school, and there are secondary schools in 

most district capitals. Some teachers live in the comunidad in which they teach, but most do 

not. 205 All comunidades in this study have a primary school (ages 6 to 11).206 Only Mosocllaqta 

(the capital of the district of Mosocllaqta) has a secondary school. It is compulsory for 

children to attend elementary school, and most do so. The primary school in Mosocllaqta has 

110 students and 7 teachers. The number of students at the secondary school drops 

considerably, as most students go to the neighbouring town of Combapata. The primary 

school in Yanampampa has 101 students and 4 teachers; most students go to neighbouring 

comunidades such as Acopía, Marcaconga or Pomacanchi for their secondary education. Most 

primary and secondary students from the comunidad of Jilayhua commute to Yanaoca, the 

capital of the province. This means that Yanaoca has more students from other comunidades. 

Primary schools have 100 – 400 students and 8 – 20 teachers; one of the two secondary 

schools (Independencia) has 300 students and 16 teachers, while the other (Tupac Amaru) has 

over 600 students and 33 teachers. Of the three comunidades, Jilayhua has better access to 

education because it is close to Yanaoca. 

 The main obstacle that hinders the comuneros’ attempts to fulfil their ambitions, however, 

is the low quality of education. Although access to schools has improved in recent decades, 

                                                
204 ‘In a context where there is a general devaluation and disqualification of rural populations, it would be very 
difficult and even “abnormal” for the teachers to respect the students and treat them as equals just because they 
have been told that this is the way it should be done now.’ My translation. 
205 UGEL is responsible for assigning teachers to comunidades. 
206 The educational system consists of three levels: 1) Inicial (children up to the age of 5), Primaria (6- to 11-year-
olds) and Secundaria (12- to 16-year-olds). 
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the quality of education is still deficient. Several studies have pointed out the low quality of 

education in the Andes compared to that on the coast. This is related both to the higher 

economic solvency of students in the coastal areas (GRADE 2003) and to the poor quality of 

teachers in the rural communities, which is due to the low salaries and the more difficult living 

conditions in the comunidades (Francke Ballvé 1994). The low salaries in public schools has 

led to teachers working at private schools or taking up other activities. Many teachers who are 

prepared to teach for a lower salary are therefore ill-prepared for the demands of teaching in 

these comunidades. In 1994, half of all teachers had not received teacher training; one in five 

had barely finished secondary school (ibid.: 86). The people who choose teaching as a career 

often have two or more other jobs in order to sustain their lives and socio-economic status. 

These teachers therefore have less time to properly prepare curricula and less time to devote 

to their teaching activities. Many underpaid teachers are not very motivated to teach, which 

affects their working attitudes. I noticed, for example, that many teachers regularly arrived late 

at school. 

 The deficient infrastructure of schools also contributes to the low quality of the education 

they provide. While the number of schools in distant comunidades has increased, only three 

per cent of these schools have water, electricity and sewage (Francke Ballvé 1994: 88). The 

content of school books has been adjusted to the rural context, based on previous experiences 

with intercultural bilingual education and official policies of curricular diversification 

according to context (Ames 2001: 48). However, rural schools do not have the resources to 

buy these books. Even when the books are available, many teachers do not know how to 

apply them, and instead rely on the old methods of copying, repeating and memorizing (Oliart 

1999; Ames 2001).  

 Given the low quality of education in their comunidades, most comuneros decide to attend 

schools that provide a better education. However, accessing these schools requires both extra 

money and extra time. Some comuneros establish a double residence, maintaining their house 

in the comunidad while building a second one in Cusco. Once children are old enough to take 

care of themselves, their parents send them off to the second house. The parents then have to 

travel back and forth, combining care for their children, economic activities in the city, and 

taking care of their agricultural production and animals back in their comunidades. Having a 

second house in Cusco is especially important for parents who wish to send their children to 

the Universidad Nacional de San Antonio San Antonio Abad del Cusco (UNSAAC), the only 
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public university in the whole department of Cusco.207 Children must live in Cusco in order to 

attend the academia (preparatory school), before going on to university. Those who have not 

invested in a house in Cusco and do not have any relatives in the city, have to rent an 

apartment in Cusco. This is very expensive. It seems therefore that owning two houses is a 

prerequisite to securing a good education. For a household that does not have a stable income, 

paying rent for a college-age child can be difficult. While the recent development of dairy 

production means that some households in Jilayhua can now provide their children with a 

good education, poorer households are often not able to send their children to school. Many 

children have to work in order to contribute to the household income. However, I know of 

some households that were considered poor but were sending their children to good schools 

in the cities. These households send their children to comadres or to family members in the 

cities. Even elementary-school children are sometimes sent away to these families.  

 Sending children to school often conflicts with the need for labour, especially in young or 

incomplete households. Given the need for labour in the comunidad, comuneros who do not 

have the resources often cannot send their children to school. Once children become old 

enough to work, they often need to migrate in order to contribute financially to the 

household.208 This problem is evident in the case of comuneros who are single parents, like 

Señora Condori. Her three sons – all of whom are younger than 12 – often helped to pick 

bosta or to graze the sheep. This required them to adjust their school attendance according to 

grazing needs. When I returned in 2005, Señora Condori now had an 8-month-old daughter. 

When Señora Condori got a temporary but full-time job as sweeper in the main square, she let 

her children miss school so that they could babysit while she was sweeping. She said that she 

did not want her children to miss school and was sad that this was the only way for her to 

meet the family’s needs.  

 Even when access to education conflicts with the life of comunidades, comuneros consider 

education an important ladder. They want to have an education, even if it conflicts with their 

activities in the comunidad and does not lead to a secure income. They know from experience 

that getting a higher education will not necessarily provide them with a job. Today there are 

too many teachers and técnicos and jobs in the countryside are limited to temporary work in 

                                                
207 Although it was not reflected in the survey, informal talks with comuneros inform the study that there are 
more number of students going to the university in Jilayhua, about 20, one student from Mosocllaqta and two 
from Yanampampa. 
208 This is a great risk as comuneros do not know whether they would be well treated or not. Some comuneras 
explained who they are end up becoming domestic workers instead of being sent to school when sent to some 
comadres. Some can end up working in the streets. For a more detailed information of the kind of life they can 
lead, see Steel, G. (2008) Vulnerable Careers. Tourism and livelihood dynamics among street vendors in Cusco, Peru. Ph.D. 
thesis. CEDLA. 
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projects run by NGOs.209 A comunero from Mosocllaqta told me: ‘We all strive to send our 

children to higher education, but there is no more work.’ Nevertheless, when speaking about 

the future of his three children, the comunero expressed his desire to make his children 

profesionales, ‘otherwise they will have to work in the chakra, and that is a hard life’. While he 

acknowledged the lack of jobs, he still considered that educating his children was the most 

important.  

Reactions to bilingual and intercultural education 

We already saw that the reaction of comuneros to bilingual and intercultural education is not 

necessarily a favourable one. Some comuneros have resisted the introduction of bilingual and 

intercultural education into their comunidades, while others have used the opportunities 

brought by intercultural projects to improve their livelihoods. These different views can be 

seen as a reflection of the different experiences and daily lives of the comuneros. The 

following section illustrates the background to these different reactions in the comunidades. 

Resistance 

The study that García (2005) carried out in a comunidad of Ocongate reveals the way that 

government and indigenous intellectuals promote the implementation of bilingual education. 

For the supporters of bilingual education, bilingual and intercultural education means ‘the 

promise of a more equitable, diverse and respectful society’. For the comuneros, however, 

education is in the first place seen as a way to overcome marginalization (García 2003: 101). 

They do not believe that bilingual education will improve their everyday lives. When they were 

faced with the comuneros’ opposition to bilingual education in Ocongate, the supporters of 

bilingual education claimed that the comuneros do not know what is best for them (ibid.: 108) 

and imposed top-down defined bilingual education policies. According to Garcia, the attitude 

of the supporters of bilingual education illustrates the paternalistic attitude of development 

and government agencies. They often talk for the indigenous peasant population without really 

understanding their reality, instead of starting a conversation with them. Although these 

agencies impose bilingual education on the comuneros, many indigenous intellectuals send 

their children to French or English lessons instead of Quechua lessons. (ibid.2005: 99). 

García’s study shows that the promotion of bilingual and intercultural education is often 

perceived as foreign to the interest of the comuneros. 

                                                
209 Field notes 10 Jan. 2004. Informal talk with a tecnico agropecuario yerno of comunera in Yanampampa  
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 This is also reflected in the case of the comunidades I studied. Some government officials 

and intellectuals see learning Spanish as alienating and as hindering personal development, 

especially among those whose mother tongue is not Spanish. In contrast, comuneros attach 

great importance to the learning of Spanish and computer skills. They do not consider the 

teaching of Quechua in schools as an improvement. Most of the people I interviewed even 

actively opposed it. Many of them expressed the belief that speaking Quechua would only set 

them back and increase their marginalization. For instance, when I interviewed Señor Ccalla 

while he was working in the chakra, he said that he opposed the introduction of Quechua. His 

children were also working in the field, even though it was a weekday. He complained that it 

was a study day for teachers, and therefore another day lost for his children. He said, quite 

angrily, that working in the fields means that children fall behind with their lessons, then 

added: ‘And now they are even learning to write in Quechua. That is not necessary: they 

should only teach Spanish.’ It appears that he believed that the children were falling even 

more behind in their studies, because learning Quechua is a waste of time.  

 Instead, comuneros are attracted to schools that teach English. In Pomacanchi there is a 

Catholic school run by Spanish nuns that teaches English, and some comuneros in 

Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa want to send their children there. Even though the school is 

located 90 minutes away, comuneros know that graduating from these schools will increase 

their children’s chances of finding work. 

 In the same way as they welcome the teaching of Spanish and other foreign languages, 

comuneros consider learning computer skills essential for contemporary education. While I 

was at an assembly in the comunidad of Yanampampa in 2003, I listened to the comuneros 

heatedly discussing the departure of the only computer-literate teacher as a real loss. Most 

agreed on the need to have a teacher who is knowledgeable in computers; otherwise the 

computer would become a white elephant. In their views, computer skills are essential to 

children’s education. Some suggested organizing a competition to find someone. In the end, 

they decided to rely on a new teacher who was supposed to be familiar with computers. This 

incident illustrates the importance that comuneros attach to learning computer skills. 

However, it also demonstrates the problems of implementing education that is adapted to the 

demands of the rural population. When I returned to the comunidad in 2005, I learned that 

the computer was still not being used. When I asked the teachers why they were not using it, 

they said that although they knew how to use it, they did not know how to assemble it. The 

comuneros wanted to their children to learn to use computers, because they saw computer 

literacy as essential for getting a job. However, the teachers did not have the required broader 
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skills (e.g. access to technicians or components in the case of a computer fault) to satisfy their 

demands. 

Taking advantage of new spaces created through interculturality 

There are some NGOs in the comunidades that try to incorporate a different approach to 

interculturality. They do not provide an alternative to schools, but they are attempting to 

incorporate local knowledge into the development agenda. The intention of these 

organizations is to incorporate local knowledge into their efforts to encourage development 

projects. Below I present the case of the yachachiq in Jilayhua, based on the ‘campesino-to-

campesino’ methodology.210 This methodology was designed as a way to bridge the gap in the 

communication between technician and comunero. The challenge was to find ways to 

integrate existing knowledge into the formal system and development aid programmes. 

 As noted by van Immerzeel and Cabero (2003: 22), ‘The campesinos … were the key for the 

solution …. Only they could adapt technologies in a way that fit their production and only they had the 

capacity to make it theirs.’211 To overcome communication problems, local ways of knowing and 

training were incorporated. According to Immerzeel and Cabero (ibid.), the ‘educational 

strategy’ of campesino-to-campesino is based on a cognitive structure, which recognizes that 

the learner already has a knowledge base. The basic principle is that the people receiving 

training ‘already has a knowledge base, a cognitive structure, which is acquired before the training process’. At 

the same time, it has to recognize and incorporate  ‘the value of campesino’s culture’ (ibid.: 

40).212 What is required, then, is to value the knowledge that the campesinos already possess. 

The role of the development intervention should be to support them in the systematization of 

their own knowledge and articulation with new knowledge to solve concrete problems (ibid.: 

39).  

 These theoretical discussions were applied in the campesino-to-campesino methodology, 

but the terminology differs per NGO. For instance, the Corredor Puno-Cusco considered 

those campesinos who were chosen to distribute their knowledge as capacitador, while the IAA 

called them yachachiq. Whatever they were called, the interesting thing is that even with these 

methodologies, the comuneros perceived these programmes as being quite different from 

those of the NGOs. They were above all interested in them as an instrument to broaden their 

                                                
210 Developed during the time of PRODERM, with the realization that they needed to promote the ‘soft’ side or 
capacity building side of development intervention. 
211 Los campesinos [...] eran la clave para la ‘solución’. ...Sólo ellos podían adaptar tecnologías de modo específico para sus 
condiciones de producción, y sólo ellos tenían la capacidad suficiente para lograr el ‘anclaje’  
212 [ El campesino] ‘ya posee una base de conocimientos, una estructura cognitiva, previa al proceso de capacitación’  and ‘la 
validez de la cultura de los campesinos’. 
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opportunities to access resources and recognition. In the following, I focus on the case of the 

NGO Instituto para una Alternativa Agraria (IAA),213 which is active in Jilayhua, in order to 

illustrate the gap between comuneros and NGO workers as regards to the need and aims of 

interculturality. The case of IAA is interesting because it is actively encouraging interculturality 

in its development projects, while at the same time pursuing clear ideological objectives.214 The 

IAA wants a revalorization of indigenous and popular knowledge, but at the same time it 

provides a biased and one-sided definition of what ‘popular’ should be. The IAA promotes 

ecological development as popular but has introduced such elements as lombricultura.215 When I 

asked an IAA staff member whether this technology had its origins in the rural culture, his 

response was that it was the result of ‘the ecological movements of the time’.216 

 The IAA has worked closely with the Federación Campesina in promoting productive 

activities in the region, but is also trying to ‘rescue the traditional way of learning’, ‘as in the 

time of the Incas’, when people were taught to do things through practice.217 The organization 

has also carried out the so-called system of Pacha Mama Raymi and capacitadores, which in the 

IAA’s case is given the Quechua name ‘yachachiq’. Comuneros are appointed yachachiqs 

because of their specific knowledge. They receive extra training from the IAA in dairy or 

vegetable production, as well as certain other benefits (such as easier access to pasture seeds 

and services), and are then sent to other comunidades to pass on their experience and 

knowledge. They are not paid for their work although their transportation costs are covered.218  

 While most comuneros are aware of the political interests of the IAA, they see its 

intervention as an opportunity to improve their economic situation. Comuneros who 

welcomed the IAA and became yachachiq chose to do so because it enabled them to access 

resources that were not available through PRODERM. Before they were appointed as 

yachachiq, comuneros needed to fulfil certain criteria. Señora Quispe, for instance, told me 

that the IAA had refused to work with her after the trees they had planted around her house 

were cut down by some comuneros. Although she was not responsible for this, she was 

removed from the list of yachachiqs. After some time, however, the IAA returned, saying 
                                                
213 The initials originally stood for Instituto de apoyo a la agricultura. For more information, see Chapter 2. 
214 Several informants noted the link of the IAA with a leftist party – the Partido Unificado Mariateguista (PUM) 
– which is seen as being motivated by political rather than economic motives. Renique presents a detailed history 
of the origins of the PUM. It was created in 1984 as a united font for leftist parties, namely the Vanguardia 
Revolucionaria (VR), Partido Comunista Revolucionario (PCR) and Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria 
(MIR), which worked together with the Federación de Campesinos, women’s committees and municipalities 
where the Izquierda Unida had won. It aimed to become a popular movement composed of the proletariat and 
regional peasant movements. See Rénique, C. J. L. (2004) La batalla por Puno conflicto agrario y nación en los Andes 
peruanos 1866-1995. Lima: IEP etc. pp. 227-231. 
215 Ecological way of fertilizing the land through the breeding of worms. 
216 Interview 16 Oct. 2003 with IAA staff, Yanaoca 
217 Ibid. 
218 Field notes 13 Oct. 2005. Informal talk with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua 
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‘Let’s work together’.219 She then took up the work of yachachiq again, and now works with 

other comuneros teaching them her experiences. In 2005 she had been selected by the IAA as 

the pilot family in the usage of a solar kitchen and shower.220 Not only was she able to earn 

considerable income through cattle production, but this work gave her status and led to 

recognition by the NGO. Señora Quispe told me: 

In the comunidad, I did not have enough money. Sometimes at Christmas, the association would 
give us 20, 30 soles…. That money, however, was not enough …. the comunidad meant only 
expenses… Only for that we used to pasture sheep…then when the trials ended, we had money to 
buy mills, cars, lorries … also for that. We had to contribute for all of that …. Now [that we are 
working individually with the IAA] we are not so desperate for money. We always have enough 
money to give to our children.221 

Señora Quispe’s case shows that when new spaces are opened for the incorporation of local 

knowledge, these are valued by comuneros as an opportunity to access alternative forms of 

income and to gain recognition, rather than a strong belief in the benefit of campesino 

knowledge. Although current formal education and NGOs are trying to incorporate 

interculturality in their policies, the comuneros only cooperate because they want to improve 

their lives through education and they see interculturality as one more means to do so. 

Different paths to education 

In the previous section we saw that education is perceived as a ladder by many comuneros. 

The question is: to what extent is this perception the result of the assimilation of national 

notions of development? As pointed out in the introduction, proponents of intercultural 

education criticize official education as assimilationist, and argue that the rejection of 

intercultural education by the comuneros is the result of internalization of dominant ideas of 

education. According to de la Cadena (2000), education and economic improvement are the 

best ways to access citizenship, because education has historically been a cultural marker that 

enabled a process of de-Indianization (ibid.: 311-7). According to de la Cadena, however, this 

de-Indianization is not the result of assimilation of dominant views of education but a sign of 

                                                
219 Interview 9 Sept. 2003 with Señora Quispe, Jilayhua 
220 This is a project promoted by the Universidad Católica (Catholic university), which wants to promote their 
renewable energy technologies in comunidades. The peasant federation is trying these out to see whether they are 
adapted to the campesino lifestyle. When they were first introduced in 2003, some comuneros complained that 
the technology was too expensive. 
221 Interview 29 Oct. 2003 with Señora Quispe, Jilayhua. En la comunidad no tenía plata suficiente. De vez en cuando en 
Navidad, así [nos daban] 20 soles, 30 soles... entonces esa plata no nos alcanzaba para nada [...] la comunidad era gasto...Para eso 
no mas pasteábamos ovejas, vendíamos ovejas...después cuando se acabó el juicio, había para comprar molino, carro, tractor...para eso 
también. Teníamos que aportar para todo eso. [...]Ahora [que estamos trabajando individualmente con la IAA] ya no es mucho la 
necesidad de plata. En cualquier momento hay plata para darle a los chicos 
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agency, appropriation and empowerment. The pursuit of education is not the result of 

assimilation. Education is important for comuneros in their wish to access recognition and to 

decrease their vulnerability. However, the ways in which comuneros pursue education differs 

per comunidad.  

The individual path 

In comunidades where the pursuit of education can conflict with other activities in the 

comunidad, education is mainly an individual ladder. In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, for 

example, the tensions between education (as a way to become professional) and communal life 

were very obvious. As explained in Chapter 3, communal norms required the establishment of 

good social relationships in the comunidad and this required investment in communal 

activities. Those who opt for long-term migration or education are not able to fulfil these 

requirements, making difficult their access to labour. We can take the case of teachers as an 

illustration of this tension. They are the only profesionales who are able to stay in the comunidad 

while working. Therefore, the conflict between their lives as profesionales and their lives in the 

comunidad was most obvious. As a teacher the time that one can spend on communal 

activities decreases, because a teacher has to spend eight hours a day teaching. This means that 

teachers are not able to participate in assemblies, faenas or agricultural activities. In 

comunidades such as Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa where there are only one or two teachers 

as members of the comunidad, assemblies are held every month and usually take the whole 

day. Teachers solve this problem by sending other family members to participate in communal 

activities, or if that is not possible, by paying multas (fees). It is thus indispensable for them to 

have a wide social network so that they can get labour in times of need. Most of the teachers 

are men and they often rely on their wives to find a solution for their communitarian duties 

and to make the required payments.222  

 This is illustrated by Señor Suta’s case. His first assignment after his nombramiento was at 

a school in Andahuaylas, which is seven or eight hours by bus from Cusco, from where it 

takes another seven or eight hours by car to get to the school. He had to stay at Andahuaylas 

for two years, after which he was able to transfer to the school in the district of Pomacanchi, 

where he now works. The trip to Pomacanchi takes only an hour by car, but from there he has 

to travel for another four hours. This is why he comes back only at weekends. Considering 

this situation, he would not be able to continue in the comunidad if it were not for his wife, 

                                                
222 Just payment is not enough to secure labour in busy times, as people prefer to do ayni in these periods in 
order to secure labour for their own fields. Besides paying, teachers also need to have a network of family or 
compadrazgo within the comunidad or outside the comunidad to access labour. 
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who takes care of the cattle and agricultural production and participates in communal 

requirements such as faenas and assemblies.  

 Even when they are able to participate in assemblies, profesionales are generally not able to 

hold important communal offices. They are therefore seen by comuneros as being less 

committed to comunidad matters. This is openly regretted by the leaders of the comunidad. 

They feel that they are sacrificing a lot of their time for the sake of the comunidad at the 

expense of their own individual improvement.223 They feel that they have to compensate for 

the absence of the profesionales, who are pursuing their individual interests. Those who pursue 

education have no other choice than to follow an individual path. 

The collective path 

In Jilayhua, however, education is seen by everyone as clearly promoting the development of 

the comunidad. Older people talk about progress in terms of how it has become normal for 

students to finish secondary education, while for them education had been available only as far 

as fourth grade. According to some comuneros in Jilayhua, the greatest progress is the fact 

that most children are able to get as far as high school and that a considerable number of 

them go on to higher education. The comunidad is very proud that so many of its children are 

reaching that level. Education is valued as a collective ladder – a ladder that symbolizes the 

success of the comunidad. In this section I explore the ways in which education came to be 

perceived as collective ladder. 

 As I argued, the importance of the appeal to education as a symbol of modernity and 

citizenship, and as an achievement of the whole comunidad, is rooted in the collective history 

of conflict with the hacendados. For instance, a comunero from Jilayhua provided the 

following answer when I asked him how his life had changed in recent years. 

You know what? As I have told you before, this comunidad used to be a poor comunidad …. all 
this pampa was property of the señores, like the feudal landlords, owners, all the lands, the best 
lands were property of these few señores … Because of this … they had the best lands. The 
campesinos were poor. The few who had any cattle, and not everybody had, pastured them in the 
hills. Those hills did not have any vegetation, so the pasture quality was bad.224 

                                                
223 Interviews with Señors Huanca, Arroyo and Ccoto; all ex-presidents of the comunidad of Jilayhua expressed 
this. 
224 Interview 30 Aug. 2003 with Señor Salas, Jilayhua. ‘¿Sabes que? Como te digo anteriormente esta comunidad era pues 
una comunidad pobre[...]toda esta pampa mayormente lo tenian pues los señores, como señores feudales, proprietarios, todas las tierras 
mejores lo tenian unos cuantos señores[...] Por lo tanto, como [...] tenían la mejor, tierra, los campesinos eran pobres; solamente 
pasteaban sus ganados unos cuantos tenían, no todos también, unos cuantos tenían. Y pasteaban en el cerro. En el cerro los pastos 
eran totalmente pelados, o sea casi no había un buen pastoreo’. 
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The part of the pampas where Jilayhua is located was seen as strategic for hacendados’ 

activities, and the collective memory of the comuneros is that they had to watch helplessly as 

their lands were gradually appropriated.225 This meant not only that comuneros were 

increasingly marginalized to less productive areas, but also that they became increasingly 

dependent on the hacendado for their livelihoods. Those without land had to provide labour 

in order to have access to pasture or access to land for crop farming, and they often ended up 

being exploited or badly treated. A comunero told me what the relationship with the 

hacendado had been like in his parents’ time: 

When a campesino did not greet a misti, so we used to call a person from the town…this is what 
used to do to my father. He may not been able to see, I do not know, he called him Indio, with that 
hatred, like that. ‘Hey Indio, why don’t you greet me!’ So my father had to kneel down and say 
‘Good morning, papay’. He would hit him in his head and kick him… The campesinos had to live 
with such extreme behaviour. It was sad.226 

In the view of Señor Ancco, these exploitative relations were related to the fact that the 

comuneros were not able to read and were ignorant of their rights. That was the source of 

power of the misti in relation to the Indio. Señor Ancco: ‘It was enough for a person to be 

able to sign his name to be considered a decent person, a respectable person. Because nobody 

at that time knew how to read or write.’227 A person who could read and write was able to 

defend himself against the abusos of the large landowners and was able to know his rights as a 

citizen. 

 The hacendados started to lose their monopoly of power only with the advent of the 

agrarian reform. This reform introduced laws that undermined the power of the hacendados 

and introduced changes in the educational system, providing access to education for all. This 

was also the case of Jilayhua. Education was a ladder because it enabled comuneros to use 

legislation against the hacendados. This change, introduced by the government of Velasco, 

made basic education compulsory for all as part of the state’s modernization project.  

 For the comuneros of Jilayhua, the new laws undermined the power of the hacendados and 

were the key for their capacity to take action to reclaim their land. One of the leaders of the 

comunidad who started the reclamation of the comunidad’s lands was Señor Arroyo. He was 

familiar with the process of the reform, because he assisted various training programmes that 

                                                
225 Interview 3 Sept. 2003 with Señor Arroyo, Jilayhua 
226 Interview 19 Jul. 2003 with Señor Ancco, Jilayhua. ‘cuando un campesino no saludaba a un misti, a una persona del 
pueblo se le llamaba, así yo a mi papá, lo han echo así. No habría podido ver, que se no...lo llamo, ‘Indio’con ese desprecio ah. ‘Oye 
Indio ven. Por que no me saludas’. Mi papá se agachaba no? ‘Papay buenos días’. Le mandaba un puñete en la cabeza y un 
patadón...hasta ese extremo han vivido antes los campesinos. Triste era. » 
227 Ibid. ‘Por que también basta una persona, sufiente que firmaba su nombre, era pues, persona descente, persona respetable. Porque 
todititos pues, antes pues no sabían leer ni escribir.’ 
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the government was providing the campesinos about the content of the reform and especially 

the comuneros’ right to their land if the landowners did not have official land titles.228 Because 

of his knowledge of the reforms, he was elected president of the comunidad in 1975. Señor 

Arroyo and two others – Señor Puma (a Protestant comunero with some land) and Señor 

Huanca (a student of pedagogy at the UNSAAC) – became the leaders of the land reclamation 

process. They started a legal process against the hacendados with the intention of using the 

procedures provided by the reform. Once they had prepared a document, they presented the 

inscrito de transacción to the juzgado de tierras in Sicuani, who assisted them with a free lawyer who 

proceeded with the legal requirements.229 In the end, they were able to regain their land by 

using the discourse and content of the legislation that was introduced by the agrarian reform.  

 A study carried out into the impact of official law in indigenous communities 

(Drzewieniecki 1995) reveals how indigenous populations adopted the official language of the 

judicial system in order to demand their rights. According to Drzewieniecki (ibid.: 24), ‘the old 

emphasis on reciprocal obligations began to disappear and was replaced by the modern 

language of law and rights’. In other words, instead of resisting the official judicial system, 

indigenous populations often relied on it to remedy the injustices committed by the 

hacendado.  

 While the laws created by the agrarian reform granted rights to comuneros, it was their 

access to education – and especially their ability to read and write – that enabled them to know 

and demand these rights. Before the agrarian reform, access to education was a privilege of the 

very few;230 now, most of the comuneros’ children finish secondary education – a fact that 

many comuneros are proud of. The increase in the number of highly educated comuneros is 

considered an achievement by the whole comunidad. In Jilayhua, education is not only an 

individual ladder that enables some comuneros to access resources, but also a collective ladder 

that is based on a shared history of collective struggle and that enables the whole comunidad 

to display their citizenship as modern comuneros.  

 One important event that reflects the importance of education as collective identity of 

comuneros is the participation of Jilayhua in the anniversaries of provinces or districts. 

Jilayhua participates every year in the anniversary of Canas. It is organized by the municipality 

of Canas every 15 October and is a big event that attracts all organisaciones de base (base 

organizations) including communities from the province, schools, institutions, teachers and 

medical personnel. The event is held in the main square. All the school students gather around 

                                                
228 Ibid. 
229 interview 3 Sept. 2003 with Señor Arroyo, Jilayhua 
230 Even when they went to school, it was only available up to 4th grade basic education. 
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the square next to the main podium, on which the authorities are seated. When all the 

authorities and representatives of the communities (totalling several thousand people) have 

gathered close to the square, the event starts: the two flags are raised (first the national flag, 

then the Inka flag231) and the national anthem is sung, to the accompaniment of the school 

band.  

 This march, during which the institutions show their respect for the province, takes about 

three or four hours, depending on the number of institutions participating in it. When an 

organization’s turn to march around the square comes, usually after hours of waiting, the 

participants do it wearing a bandelora232 bearing the name of the organization. Appearance and 

organization are considered important, and the municipality has introduced the idea of a desfile 

(marching) competition for the communities. A prize is awarded to the comunidad that makes 

the best presentation, which includes uniforms and organization. 

 This event provides the comunidad of Jilayhua with an important space to display its 

achievements. On the day of the anniversary in 2003, the march of Jilayhua stood out from 

that of other communities. The campesinos wore blue jackets and the women were dressed in 

their blue sweaters and red polleras, and all wore ojotas.  

 

 

Photo 16. Comuneras from Jilayhua. Marching on the anniversary of Yanaoca  

                                                
231 According to Hosoya, the Inka flag was created in the 1920s and was first used as Cusco’s flag in the 1970s. 
232 Flags made of cloth displaying the name of the institution. 
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Photo 17. Comuneros from Jilayhua, marching on the anniversary of Yanaoca  

Next came a group of about 40 people wearing blue suits and formal shoes: the comunidad’s 

profesionales and university students. They represented not only to their contribution as 

campesinos but also to their contribution as profesionales. No other comunidad presented itself 

in this way, and the members were praised for their good presentation during the desfile. They 

won the first prize.233 Comuneros in Jilayhua use these spaces to display their success in raising 

profesionales, but they also construct notions of a modern campesino, through clothing and 

representing their hard work, education and achievements in dairy production. 

 It is clear that the contribution of education to the livelihoods of the comuneros show 

important differences in the three communities studied. While in Mosocllaqta and 

Yanampampa comuneros who favour educational change find it difficult to discuss new 

opportunities and changes, since they often face the resistance of the comunidad, in Jilayhua 

there is more room for discussion and the exchange of opinions. Jilayhua allows teachers to 

participate more actively in communal assemblies by changing the time of the assemblies. 

Here several comuneros work as teachers, so most assemblies are held between 05.00 and 

07.00 to allow them to be present. During the assemblies, not only profesionales but also the 

comuneros with different experiences have the opportunity to discuss and question the 

various opportunities and possibilities that exist in the comunidad. Although profesionales have 

to make a great effort to show their involvement in the comunidad, their contributions and 

participation in the assemblies are recognized, and their presence in the comunidad valued.234 

This is reflected in the case of Señor Martinez, who is now a successful profesional and member 

of the comunidad. He did not have much land or many cattle when he joined it. According to 
                                                
233 In 2004 there were other communities that also appeared wearing jackets. I heard during later fieldwork that 
the first prize had gone to another community. 
234 Interview 28 Oct. 2002 with Señor Martinez, Jilayhua 
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him, it was his participation in the assemblies and the contributions he made to the 

comunidad that influenced the decision to accept him as a full member. In 2005, he was 

working as teniente gobernador,235 and, in general, he was a very much-respected member of the 

comunidad.  

 Thus, there are important differences in the significance of education in the three 

communities. In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, the path to education is an individual one; 

comuneros want an education even if it conflicts with their activities in the comunidad. In the 

case of Jilayhua, the path to education can be individual as well as collective; the comunidad is 

adjusting to the needs of profesionales in the comunidad and comuneros can pursue education 

while continuing their livelihoods in the comunidad. In this context, profesionales can continue 

to pursue their careers while also fulfilling their responsibilities as recognized members of the 

comunidad. Although this choice is not easily available to incomplete or young households, 

such as the one of Señora Condori, it is available for most comuneros in Jilayhua who have a 

slightly better access to resources. One can conclude then that while in Jilayhua the pursuit of 

education is generally accepted, for comuneros of Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta their path to 

education is perceived as an individual endeavour and therefore as conflicting with the life in 

the comunidad. 

Final remarks 

While supporters of intercultural and bilingual education assert the importance of an 

education that better fits the reality of comuneros, many comuneros reject this form of 

education because it does not fulfil their ambitions. This can be comprehended if we 

understand how the perception of education as a ladder is related to the livelihoods and past 

experiences of the comuneros. Even if education does not lead to a secure job, it is seen as the 

main tool for escaping vulnerability as well as for accessing citizenship. 

 However, the aspirations that comuneros have towards education are not without 

problems. The impact of educational investments on their lives in the comunidades is 

significant. The pursuit of education can conflict with the life in the comunidades. The degree 

of conflict, however, differs from comunidad to comunidad. In Yanampampa and 

Mosocllaqta, comuneros pursue education as an individual ladder, even though it conflicts 

with their life in the comunidad. From this perspective, critics of modern education may be 

right when they point to the alienating nature of education. However, this situation is 

                                                
235 Explained in Chapter 2. The local policeman who is elected by people in the comunidad because of his links 
with the municipality and outside institutions. 
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embedded in the history and social context of the comunidad. The case of Jilayhua illustrates 

that in some comunidades the conflict between education and communal life can be solved 

quite satisfactorily. In these circumstances, education can become part of the livelihoods and 

collective identity. Education in Jilayhua contributes to the feelings of pride and success of the 

comuneros, who in recent decades have started to see themselves as modern citizens.  

 The Peruvian highlands thus present different consequences of education as an aspiration. 

While in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta education means conflict with the communal 

requirements of the comunidad, in Jilayhua education is seen as contributing to the identity of 

the comunidad. Rather than generalizations in terms of what is best for the comuneros, an 

exploration of the agency of comuneros in adapting to the circumstances may provide a more 

flexible approach to the complexity of local responses. The decision to opt for education is 

not necessarily the result of assimilation to Western and urban education; it is a more or less 

premeditated choice by comuneros to improve their lives based on their present and past 

experiences. Whereas education does sometimes lead to conflict with livelihoods in the 

comunidades, this conflict is not inevitable. It is clear that in comunidades that have a strong 

cohesion based on a history of collective struggle, education may transcend individual 

ambitions and becomes an element of a collective project to acquire recognition and 

citizenship. 
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Chapter 6 

Modernity as a better life 

After spending almost a month looking for a place to stay in Jilayhua, I finally got some 
good news: the president of the comunidad suggested I rent a room in the house of the 
Callo family, on the outskirts of the comunidad. The household had eight children, but 
most of them were away studying or working, which is why they had some rooms to rent. 
The only children living at the house were Carlos and Esteban. Carlos wanted to become 
a priest, while Esteban was at secondary school and thinking of studying medicine. The 
oldest child was working for an NGO, another was running his own business in Yanaoca, 
two children were studying at the UNSAAC and two were going to an instituto. They very 
proudly showed me their five pedigree cows, but the mother often complained that she 
had to do everything herself, from milking and feeding the cows, to selling the milk. The 
father was staying in the estancia (a house in the high zone) with their other creole cows 
and would not come down to the house until the start if the rainy season. The children 
who were studying returned to the comunidad once in a while to help their mother with 
her tasks. 

The room I took was very neat – it was painted blue, had a bed, a wooden closet and a 
table – unlike the adobe rooms I’ve seen in other houses. The family had a flower garden 
in the middle of the patio, and a gas cooker that they used only rarely. About a month 
after I moved in, the family bought a computer and decided to put it in my room. They’d 
bought the computer in Sicuani for about 300 US dollars, and since they had electricity 
they just needed to plug it in. The computer was fast and could play CDs and DVDs, 
which could be purchased at five soles in Sicuani or at Combapata market.  

Esteban – the youngest son – often came to the room to use the computer, as did his 
brothers and sisters whenever they were at home. They listened to music and watched 
films, and I often sat up with them till 23.00 watching films like The Field with Mel Gibson 
in English with Spanish subtitles, or a live concert in Miami by Sonia Morales.236 
Watching these programmes with them sometimes made me forget that I was in a rural 
comunidad in Peru at 4,000 m doing fieldwork, but it also made me realize for the first 
time the popularity of Andean singers such as Sonia Morales. I watched a DVD showing 
her, wearing a pollera, singing in front of a huge audience in Miami, while Señora Callo’s 
children rejoiced at the music. 

Watching TV or a DVD or using a computer has become an integrated part of the daily lives 

of some comuneros. Migration and non-agricultural labour in the comunidades provide them 

with the financial means to pay for electricity, and an increasing number of people are able to 

obtain access to these modern goods. Even though most of the television programmes are 

alien to the reality of the comunidades, and spare parts for their electronic equipment may be 

difficult to find, the comuneros enjoy being connected to the global world of modernity and 

the promise of a better life offered by new consumption goods. The comunidades, which were 

                                                
236 Sonia Morales is a female singer from Ancash, who sings a modern interpretation of huayno with electrical 
music instruments. She is very popular among Andean youth, and has given international concerts in the USA 
and Europe. She is known as ‘Sonia la internacional’. 
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considered marginal just a decade ago, are now becoming part of the ‘global ecumene’ 

(Hannerz 1992) in which the movement of people, goods and information has become a fact 

of life, introducing the members of the rural comunidades to all kinds of influences of global 

processes of change. 

 This chapter explores the way changes in context and local responses to modernity have 

led to the different patterns of social mobility. Local perceptions of poverty and well-being are 

related not only to past experiences but also to images that come from the market, the media, 

schools, NGOs or tourism, which in turn influence the orientations and aspirations of 

comuneros. Consumption plays an important role in perceptions of social mobility because it 

is a clear and visible expression of a person’s status in the comunidad. Modernity is reflected 

in the life of the comuneros through consumption. The clothes one wears, the house in which 

one lives, the commodities one possesses and the music one listens to are not only related to 

the fulfilment of basic needs, but are also symbols that communicate the place of comuneros 

in relation to each other. Consumption goods are symbols that allow communication (Douglas 

and Isherwood 1980: 457; Bourdieu 1984) and convey some kind of meaning to the ‘other’ 

(Douglas and Isherwood 1980: 95). In the context of the comunidades, consumption has 

always been important because it indicates access to modernity. 

 Several authors have voiced strong opinions about the consequences of modern 

consumption for the rural indigenous population. They have suggested that the consumption 

of modern goods is part of the comuneros’ efforts to de-Indianize (Weismantel 1988; De la 

Cadena 1990). Others have suggested that comuneros are resisting modernity, because they 

see it as a threat to their way of life (Stephenson 1999). Other, often more recent studies 

provide a slightly different interpretation. They suggest that we should analyse the 

consumption of modern goods by the comuneros not as a simple dichotomy between 

assimilation and resistance, but as appropriation and hybridization (Colloredo-Mansfield 1999; 

Long and Arce 2000; Huber 2002). Studies of cultural capital in Latin America have 

emphasized this hybrid character of culture. García Canclini (1992: 17) argues that while Latin 

American people are modern – because modernity has become the central ideology of the 

nation-state – modernity has ‘never reached into everything or touched everybody’ (ibid.: 19). 

One should not talk about one single cultural capital, but about the coexistence of various 

cultural capitals (García Canclini 2002: 84). In the same vein, we could talk about the 

coexistence of different modernities, rather than one uniform, hegemonic modernity. 

Modernity is often complex, dynamic and shaped in interaction, and the different contexts of 

the comunidades can lead to different ways of incorporating modernity into local notions of a 
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better life. An exploration of the changing context of the Andean comunidades may provide 

new insights into the different understandings of modernity. 

 The descriptions presented in this chapter are based on open-ended interviews with 

comuneros about the way they perceive changes as improving or hindering their well-being 

(mejora de condiciones de vida), as well as on observations in the field. Many of them mentioned 

issues like the construction of roads and housing, and changes in food, clothing and music as 

playing important roles in this respect. Others rejected the introduction of elements such as 

Western medicine, which they saw as not contributing to their well-being. Field observations 

also provided insights into the different perceptions of the relation between consumption and 

well-being in the three comunidades. 

 The chapter is divided into three parts. First, I explore the types of activities that enable 

access to modern goods. Second, I introduce the complex ways in which modernity reaches 

the comunidad. Sometimes modernity is related to national discourses of the urban and 

national as modern, but the discourses of NGOs or tourism (in the case of Jilayhua) have 

recently introduced alternative views of modernity. Third, I illustrate the different ways in 

which consumption takes place in these comunidades, and explore how modernity creates 

conflicts or allows adaptation to the livelihoods of the comuneros. 

Access to modernity 

In his study of the culture of consumption in the Andes, Huber (2002) argues that Andean 

comunidades are also part of the culture of consumption, and that the consumption of 

modern goods has become part of comuneros’ daily lives and aspirations.237 However, access 

to modern goods requires financial assets, and in the comunidades such assets can only be 

obtained through migration and dairy production. Comuneros who do not have alternative 

sources of income face almost insurmountable problems in accessing modern goods. This is 

very vividly reflected in Señora Condori’s story about her sacrifices she made in order to 

acquire a TV (Ch. 3). 

 Despite these difficulties, comuneros eagerly try to find means to acquire a TV. While 

television in itself is a modern good, its importance is mainly seen in terms of the access it 

provides to information and modernity. Although the purchase of a TV can be expensive for a 

campesino, comuneros try to acquire one in various ways. This is illustrated by the case of 

                                                
237 Huber uses Belk’s definition of a ‘culture of consumption’ as ‘a culture in which the majority of the consumers 
desire goods that are valued for non-utilitarian reasons such as the search for status, producing envy and the 
search for something new’, adding that consumption is based more on desire than needs. Huber, L. (2002) 
Consumo, Cultura e Identidad en el Mundo Globalizado. Estudios de Caso en los Andes. Lima: Instituto de Estudios 
Peruanos IEP. p. 34 
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Señora Quispe. She is a mother of seven children, and she told me what they had to do when 

her daughter, who was still in elementary school, insisted on having a TV. 

My daughter really wanted to have a television … she used to go to the neighbour’s to watch 
television … he [the neighbour] was the first in the comunidad to buy one. We used to say, how 
would that television work. … but one afternoon they showed me and it was with images and all … 
I took the guinea pigs to Cusco and sold them. I sold each one for 13, 12 soles … and with that I 
bought a television.238 

From Señora Quispe’s account we can see that TVs are very expensive for a comunero. We 

also see how in the desire for modernity different market logics come together. She had to sell 

100 guinea pigs – the most traditional of rural commodities – in order to buy a TV. The 

paradoxes of modernity in the Andean countryside become even clearer when we realize that 

the neighbour had bought a TV even before he had electricity. He told me that in order to 

watch TV, he also had to buy both a generator and a very tall aerial, so that they could pick up 

the signals from Yanaoca.  

 Now that most comuneros have alternative sources of income in the form of migration or 

dairy production, their access to modern consumption goods has improved. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, livelihoods in all three comunidades are derived from alternative sources of income 

(i.e. not only from agriculture), such as fishing, dairy production, migration or paid labour. For 

comuneros in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, migration or remittances have become the main 

alternative source of income, although a few comuneros profit from fishing activities. Several 

comuneros were able to save some of the money they earned by working as migrants and have 

built kioskos (Señor Champi) or bought video recorders (Señor Mendoza) or ovens (Señor 

Cornejo). In Mosocllaqta, extra income can be earned by working for the municipality, 

although this is limited to those who have some kind of relationship with the mayor.  

 Jilayhua also offers non-agricultural activities, especially dairy production, within the 

comunidad. Many comuneros therefore invest the money they have accumulated through 

migration in this sector. The dairy production is providing new opportunities for capital 

accumulation. Señora Ccoto related how her household situation changed after they had been 

trained in dairy production and subsequently were able to invest in pasture: 

[...] in the empresa they used to make cheese. My husband had received training … then he was 
contracted to make cheese. Then … he made cheese there. That suero,239 I remember [we used to 

                                                
238 Interview 29 Oct. 2003 with Señora Quispe, Jilayhua. ‘...mi hija, moría por la televisión...moría. Iba a los vecinos a ver 
televisión....entonces el [el vecino] se compró primerito. Hablando decían, como será esta tele [...] Pero una tarde me llevaron y así era 
con imagen y todo. [...]Los cuy vendí, llevé al Cusco. Allí he vendido [a] 13 soles, 12 soles...entonces con eso me he comprado 
televisión.’ 
239 The residual water that results from the process of making cheese. 
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bring home]. From that we used to make ricotta. Only that, but my children used to fight to eat 
that. Now we have, now we have only cheese, yogurt … [Then I thought to myself] if I could sell, 
my children would grow well. Sometimes we did not have any money. Sometimes crop products, 
such as potatoes, wheat, sometimes from the fields, one or two arrobas we used to sell … at that 
time we used to make little production. If we ate them, we did not have products to sell.240 

Like Señora Ccoto, several comuneros said that their economic situation had improved 

considerably since they had started with dairy production. In the case of agricultural 

production, they can sell their products only at certain times of the year and only when they 

have a surplus. However, this normally occurs when these products are available in 

abundance, which means that their prices drop. 

 The comuneros stress that they now have a daily income through the selling of milk or 

yogurt. For instance, if the price of potatoes is 4 soles per arroba and the price of milk is 1 sol 

per litre, a household that is able to produce 7 litres of milk per day can earn 7 soles a day241 or 

about 200 soles a month, while selling 100 arrobas of potatoes would bring in only 400 soles a 

year. These examples give an idea of the improvement in income that is brought about by 

involvement in cattle production. For households that make yogurt (like Señora Ccoto’s 

household), it is even more profitable, since yogurt sells for 2.5 soles per litre. The Ccotos have 

been able to buy a house in Cusco and finance the education of their two children, who are at 

university.  

 In sum, the life of comuneros has improved greatly since the introduction of dairy 

production. While migration provides comuneros with occasional opportunities, dairy 

production guarantees a more sustainable form of income and thus gives them more chances 

to invest in modern goods. It also underlines the different patterns of consumption across 

comunidades.  

Different modernities 

The rural-urban lives that comuneros lead today because of migration and the constant flux of 

development workers, religious activists and media images have created a new context in 

which they try to make sense of the world (Kearney 1996). The different images of and views 

on modernity increase the complexity of modernity at the local level. While the notion of 

modernity is already complex in itself, the articulation of modernity with local realities makes 
                                                
240 Interview 29 Sept. 2003 with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua. [...] en la empresa mismo, así hacian queso. Mi esposo ha recibido 
capacitación...entonces a él le han contratado para que haga queso. Entonces [...] hacía queso. Ese suero, me acuerdo, [nos traíamos a 
la casa]. Entonces de eso no mas hacíamos ricota. Eso no más. A veces mis hijos estaban quitonéandose para comer. Ahora ya 
tenemos, recién ahora tenemos queso, yogurt. [Entonces pensé]. Si es que vend[iera], entonces, mis hijos crecerían bien. A veces no 
había plata también. A veces, ese cultivo de papas, cebadas, a veces teníamos chakrita, unito dosito...entonces poco [producto] también 
hacíamos. A veces si comíamos [los productos para venta] se estaba terminando ya. 
241 Although this is limited to the period in which the cow is able to produce milk, namely about 10 months. 
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it even more complex.242 Although it is difficult to identify exactly the elements involved in 

these processes, in the following section I show how modernity is understood in different 

ways in the comunidades. First, I focus on what we could call ‘national’ discourses – such as 

Protestantism, the media and education – and how they are reflected in consumption patterns 

on a local level. I then discuss other discourses and images of modernity that are brought to 

the comunidad by tourism and NGOs. While there seems to be a consensus on the notion of 

progreso (as related to the urban, the modern and the Western, as opposed to the rural, the 

traditional and the indigenous), the recent discourses of NGOs are revaluating the indigenous 

and the traditional. 

 In the Peruvian case, as well as in that of other Latin American countries, the idea of 

modernity is closely linked to the process of nation building (Yashar 1996; Baud 2003). In a 

context where the indigenous was perceived as a symbol of atraso and as rejection of the 

national project (Flores Galindo 1990; Larson 2004), the urban elites placed modernity at the 

centre of the national project (Larson 2004: 15). In this process, ethnicity played a central role 

as a marker of distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’, excluding certain groups of the population 

from access to citizenship in terms of modernity. The ideology of modernity and citizenship 

was based on criteria of ethnicity and gender, whereby all things Indian were placed at the 

bottom of the hierarchy (Stephenson 1999; Larson 2004; Cannesa 2005).  

 This view was reproduced through education and the media. We saw in the previous 

chapter how schools normally reproduce urban values and confirm views that stress the 

backwardness of rural life. The urban bias of mass media tends to confirm this view. This 

started with the generalized usage of radio in the comunidades. According to Cueto and 

Contreras, the introduction of the radio was a revolution in the eyes of the rural population, 

because it allowed the comuneros to access unlimited amounts of information. People in 

Jilayhua and Mosocllaqta can listen to local and regional news, as there are two radio stations 

in Yanaoca. In Yanampampa only the programmes of a national broadcaster, which focuses 

on Lima’s audience (RPP), can be received. In any case, the radio tends to reproduce 

hegemonic, urban views in the countryside, although it has opened up the rural world to a 

variety of new influences.  

                                                
242 As de la Cadena reminds us, social differentiation is only possible where non-agricultural income exists 
(closeness to a market, higher degree of education, etc.) or where there is an individualization of production. See 
De la Cadena, M. (1986) "Cooperación y mercado en la organización comunal andina." Revista Andina 4(1): 31-58. 
In the case of Jilayhua this differentiation has been possible through improvement in irrigation and recently 
through the introduction of pedigree cattle. As already explained, Jilayhua is planning to dedicate its activities to 
cattle production, limiting agriculture to non-irrigated areas. In this context, comuneros will be more independent 
from communal consensus regarding what to do with their cattle and their irrigated land. 
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 The television has added another dimension to this pattern. As all the Peruvian TV 

companies are located in Lima, most programmes have an urban context. Of the country’s 

four channels, only one is national; the rest are commercial channels that broadcast such 

programmes as talk shows, soaps, foreign films and foreign productions.243 Again the 

consequences are ambiguous. While television is reducing the distance between the urban and 

the rural, it reproduces urban images and makes the comuneros conscious of the differences 

between the lifestyle in the comunidad and what is presented to them on TV.244 They are 

becoming increasingly aware of the differences between their lifestyles and global lifestyles and 

consumption patterns.  

 Protestantism has also contributed to the view of the urban and modern as synonymous 

with modernity. According to Fonseca (2005), the development of Protestantism in the 

Peruvian Andes cannot be explored as something that is separate from the livelihoods of the 

indigenous populations. Although the Protestant Church saw the Indians as victims of the 

abuses of the hacendados, it considered this a result of their inferior customs and practices. 

The Protestant Church regards the ideology of the urban and modern as superior. It especially 

stresses the importance of hygiene and the need to get rid of traditional customs. While the 

Catholic Church and the state had been tolerant towards the mixing of indigenous and 

Catholic customs, the Protestant Church saw this as evidence of the degeneration of the 

comuneros. The continuation of indigenous practices that involved alcohol, betting and 

promiscuity was something that they vehemently rejected (ibid. : 292). Their efforts focused 

on moralizing the indigena by getting rid of rituals, prohibiting alcohol, emphasizing order and 

hygiene, imposing hard work upon them, and emphasizing honesty and above all education 

(Rénique 2004: 359). While the national discourse appropriated indigenous culture as a symbol 

of the nation,245 the Protestant Church rejected the practices and rituals that they considered 

characteristic of the degeneration of indigenous culture. 

 How do these notions of modernity influence local patters of consumption? Some scholars 

have argued that consumption preferences in the rural areas have been influenced by the 

assimilation of modern and urban patterns. Orlove (1998), for instance, considers the negative 

connotation that is given to the notion of dirt as reflecting this assimilation. The notion of dirt 

                                                
243 Just to give an illustration, these programmes are such as Chavo del Ocho (from Mexico), Niña Maravilla 
(from the USA), Bruce Lee films, Jacky Chen films, etc. All broadcasters are located in Lima, and their 
programmes are generally those that can be purchased cheaply, rather than selection based on content. 
244 When I was invited to people’s houses and was offered food, people would say this is not the kind of food 
you eat, or the type of bed you are used to, making me aware of the perception of difference between their way 
of life and the one that I was leading. 
245 For instance in Cusco, folkloristic practices were promoted as a way to introduce indigenous cultural practices 
to Cusco identity because they were not seen as a threat. For more information on folklore and regional identity, 
see Chapter 8. 
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has been constructed as related to the Indian way of life, and has become one of the criteria 

by which to organize the criteria hierarchically (Colloredo-Mansfield 1999; Stephenson 1999). 

This is then reflected in the goods consumed and used, such as clothing, housing and food. 

Orlove expands this notion of dirt in relation to the whole way of life of people in the 

comunidades, a life that is rooted in the comunidades’ proximity to the earth. It is precisely in 

the context of rural lifestyles that the distinction on the basis of the earth becomes important, 

as mestizos and Indios are connected to the earth, unlike people who live in cities (Orlove 

1998: 220). However, the mestizos who live in the rural areas do their best to distance 

themselves from all earthy things, by using shoes, metal utensils for cooking, etc. In this 

context, ordinary things such as shoes, adobe bricks, clay pots, dirt roads, etc. come to 

symbolize the way of life of the Indian because of the Indians’ proximity to the earth. The 

discourse of Indians’ closeness to the earth is then another discourse of hierarchy, whereby 

‘… the mestizos take the Indians’ proximity to the earth as a sign of their inferiority’. This is a 

literal inferiority since the mestizos stress the inferiority of the earth, thereby representing 

‘distance from the national culture and institutions based in large cities’ (Orlove 1998: 217). 

He thus emphasizes the importance that contact with the earth in terms of goods and 

activities has in the hierarchy of goods.246 

 Although these examples seem to stress the hegemony of urban and modern views on the 

rural, traditional and indigenous, as mentioned in Chapter 3, we should not forget that in the 

case of Peru, there were also moments of inclusion, such as with the Velasco government or 

the indigenista ideas on Inka symbolism. According to de la Cadena (2000), the appropriation 

of these Inka symbolisms did not threaten the distance between the dominant classes and the 

campesinos, but opened avenues for inclusion. Recent alternative discourses related to global 

tendencies (e.g. tourism activities or NGOs) have also had some influence on local notions of 

modernity. These discourses are re-evaluating the value of indigenous and traditional in the 

lives of the comuneros. Tourism appeals to the nostalgic feelings of an increasing number of 

foreign travellers who are seeking authentic and indigenous harmony, which has supposedly 

been lost in the large cities. Tourists are increasingly looking for new destinations (Ypeij 2006: 

13). NGOs such as Corredor Puno-Cusco are also actively promoting what they call turismo 

vivencial, whereby the emphasis is on communally organized tourist activities for the promotion 

                                                
246 However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, we should not forget that in the case of Peru, not all dominant 
discourses were exclusive. There were moments of inclusion, such as with the Velasco government or the Inka 
symbolisms. According to de la Cadena, the appropriation of these Inka symbolisms without threatening the 
distance between the dominant classes and the campesinos was through the emphasis on notions of ‘purity’. For 
more information see De la Cadena, M. (2000) Indigenous mestizos the politics of race and culture in Cuzco, Peru, 1919-
1991. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.  
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of local experiences. Seeing its success in neighbouring comunidades, comuneros are 

becoming aware of the opportunities that an ecological lifestyle is bringing (comunidad 

tourism, ecological production, ecological houses). They also are aware of the potential of 

festivities and folklore to attract tourism. Tourism and the opportunities offered by tourism 

are increasingly perceived by comuneros as presenting an opportunity for development 

(Miyashita 2006). 

 In the same way, many NGOs in the region are promoting new global perspectives on 

modernity and an ecological way of life. Ecological ways of life are being revalued as people in 

the cities start to feel increasingly detached from nature. Recent anti-globalization and 

environmental movements stress the importance of the environment and recognize the central 

role that indigenous populations play in it. This is reflected in, for instance, the increasing 

number of people who decide to spend their free time close to nature. Urban people travel to 

far-away destinations in search of green, ecological environments, and in this context 

indigenous peoples are internationally recognized as symbols of ecological protection 

(Cannesa 2006). While the indigenous population is ignored or excluded in local contexts, in 

the global context indigenous culture, and its closeness to the earth, is increasingly valued (and 

romanticized). The global ecological movement is thus providing a language in which local 

practices can be inserted and recognized. These alternative discourses on the value of the 

indigenous and traditional are providing new spaces for access to modernity, especially for 

comunidades that are creating their own hybrid notions of modernity, as Jilayhua is. These 

discourses do not lead so much to the rejection of dominant views of hierarchy of goods, as 

to processes of hybridization and alternative discourses of modernity. 

Displaying modernity through consumption 

Showing one’s success through consumption is sometimes not welcomed. What is and what is 

not accepted in the context of the neighbourhood or locality is a result of internal dynamics. 

In this section I focus on the different ways in which modernity is reflected in the 

consumption of modern goods in the three comunidades. For comunidades with limited 

changes (i.e. Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa) access to modernity is based on Western models, 

while in Jilayhua dairy production and new discourses of modernity have also provided 

alternative views on modernity. But before discussing this, I present the way that modernity is 

reflected in the lives of comuneros.  
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Food  

According to Weismantel (1988), food is ‘one of the strongest of ethnic and class markers; 

consequently, it provides an endless source of metaphorical referents of ethnicity’. It works as 

an important symbol of classification, since it ‘speaks deeply to us about who we are’ and is 

present in our everyday lives. Weismantel shows how different foods are classified in a 

hierarchical organization, in which what comes from outside the community is given more 

value than the local. However, she states that through food we are also able to zoom in on the 

conflicts and contradictions that take place at the local level when people try to make sense of 

the foreign in their daily lives. She summarizes this in the following sentence: ‘White rice is the 

object of desire, but máchica (a type of barley) is the locus of satisfaction.’ In other words, 

white rice is introduced into the diet of the comunidad as part of modernity, while máchica 

stirs the memory and emotions as something traditional and original. But she argues that this 

feeling may change as the context changes. For example, in the future white rice may acquire a 

new meaning, just as máchica has. 

 In the comunidades, there is assimilation and rejection but also appropriation, which 

provides the modern with new, local meanings. While I cannot consider all types of food in 

this analysis, I present some cases where the appropriation of symbols of modernity is 

particularly visible. This process is more clearly present in Jilayhua than in the other two 

comunidades.  

 Comuneros in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta are continuously introducing market 

products into their daily lives. Gascon (1998) states that some products of industrial 

production have the added value of symbolizing an idealized Western world. This is true, for 

instance, in the case of the consumption of beer. The shifts in food consumption reflect the 

important place that modern goods have come to hold in the daily lives of comuneros. They 

have replaced traditionally used goods, because of the value people attach to the new products 

as something ‘special’. In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, for instance, some of the younger 

comuneros consider the introduction of desayuno (a breakfast of bread and coffee or tea) a 

positive change from their usual almuerzo (soup for breakfast). Even though people complain 

about the price of market products, increasing numbers of people have started eating 

desayuno rather than almuerzo. In some households people even differentiate between 

traditional soups (chuño, potatoes, beans, etc.) and those that include different kinds of 

vegetables (carrots, celery, tomatoes, cilantro, etc.) and market products (such as pasta and 

rice). Comuneros consider the last category special, and festivities now include pasta or rice 

rather than potato as a special kind of food.  
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 Another novelty I noticed during festivities and on special occasions was that of beer and 

soft drinks. While beer is rather expensive, locally made soft drinks (such as Condor or 

Sumaq) can be purchased at half the price of, for example, Coca-Cola or Inka Cola. These 

local brands are usually the only ones sold in the comunidades and they are a common present 

to take to parties. At the house of one compadre, I saw the parents of an engaged Protestant 

couple exchange several bottles of soft drinks at their first official meeting. While chicha 

continues to be the most important drink among comuneros, soft drinks and beer seem to be 

replacing it as a symbol of status on occasions where alcoholic beverages are not allowed. 

 However, as Weismantel states, although market products symbolizing modernity are often 

introduced into the comunidades, there are neither blindly nor passively accepted. When I was 

invited for an almuerzo at a house of a family in Mosocllaqta that was celebrating the 

grandson’s alferado,247 I was offered a dish of pasta, rice and potatoes, as well as some salad and 

mate. While we were eating, the comunera who had invited me started to complain that it was 

not the food they used to eat, which was all natural. Foods such as rice and pasta arrived 

following the construction of the road, she said, as it had become much easier to transport 

them. Her brother then joined in the conversation, complaining that it was not the type of 

food he likes: he prefers mashua, oca and chuño.248 As not everybody shared his view, the 

conversation ground to a halt, illustrating the conflicting interpretations of these changes. Not 

all comuneros welcome these products because they consider traditional products more tasty 

and healthy.  

 In Jilayhua, NGOs were introducing alternatives discourses on the benefits of ecological 

production, as something ‘modern’. Whereas the rejection of fertilizers used to be based on 

the explanation that potatoes grown with fertilizers do not taste as good as those grown with 

guano de corral,249 or that they take longer to cook, the explanation now is that ecological 

products are better for one’s health. When fertilizers were first introduced by development 

organizations, the comuneros welcomed them as a solution to the problem of low 

productivity. After some years, however, they noticed a decrease in productivity. Señor Ancco, 

a comunero from Jilayhua: ‘We may have had five to seven years of good potato production. 

Then, now what are we getting? […] We no longer know the traditional products. Only in the 

                                                
247 Same as mayordomo, a person who is responsible for the expenses of feast. At this particular celebration there 
were four young alferados (6-year-olds) and four adult alferados. The adult alferados paid for the bands, while the 
younger ones paid a certain amount to each of the bands so that they would visit their houses. 
248 Field notes 25 July 2003. 
249 Field notes 15 July 2003. Informal talk with Señora Ccoto, Jilayhua. 
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high zones where we did not put fertilizers [do we get potatoes as before]’.250 He said that his 

illiterate mother knew more than the development organizations, since she had always 

complained about the introduction of fertilizers, saying (according to Señor Ancco), ‘Since the 

time I first opened my eyes, I have never seen such stupidities’.251 Interestingly, those who 

continue to use fertilizers often stress that they use them only for those potatoes that will be 

sold at the market.252 

 A shared belief about the negative damages to one’s health is that fertilizers cause cancer, 

and this is why a growing number of people were starting to get cancer. I heard this not only 

from comuneros in Jilayhua but also from comuneros who had migrated to the cities. Señor 

Soto, a comunero from Mosocllaqta, told me the reason his father was still so healthy despite 

his age (he was 74):253 ‘Before, people used to live longer because they ate only organic 

food.’254 In Jilayhua, the Club de Madres was promoting the production of organic vegetables 

as being more nutritious and healthy.  

 With the introduction of these new ecological discourses, what was traditional is becoming 

modern. This is also influencing the discourse that is being used by those who are working as 

yachachiq for the IAA in Jilayhua. It provides the comuneros with an alternative discourse to 

remain modern while rejecting the introduction of new products that are not in tune with their 

daily lives. 

Clothing 

According to Barragán (1997), clothing has been one of the most important markers of the 

boundary between the Indio and the criollo, as well as between the Indio and the mestizo. In 

colonial times, if a man was able to speak Spanish and had some kind of job, dressing in 

Spanish clothes made him a mestizo, which absolved him from the need to pay tribute. 

Barragán argues that it was this strategic advantage that led many Indians to adopt Spanish 

clothing, while those who had interests in the communal activities often continued to wear 

traditional clothing. While in this period the interest in changing clothing was only a strategic 

interest in evading the need to pay tribute, in the discourses of the modern nation, clothing – 

                                                
250 Interview 19 Jul. 2003 with Señor Ancco, Jilayhua. ‘Nos habra dado 5-7 años buen[a papa]. Después ahorita, ahorita, 
que nos esta dando[?].[...]Ya no concemos ya la cosecha antigua. Tan solamete en las alturas donde no hemos puesto fertilizantes 
[dan papas como antes]’ 
251 Ibid. ‘yo hijo desde el momento que he abierto mis ojos, yo nunca he conocido esas tonteras’ 
252 Only better-off households, however, are able to count on extra production for market. Field notes 10 Nov. 
2003. Interview with Señor Pilar, Mosocllaqta. 
253 According to Señor Soto, average life expectancy is 60. 
254 Field notes 27 Nov. 2003. Informal talk with Señor Soto, Mosocllaqta 
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and especially the pollera – has become value-laden, as ‘Andean clothing became synonymous 

with hegemonic conceptions of dirt, a primary trope of disorder’ (Stephenson 1999: 113) 

 The importance of clothing as markers of ethnicity and determinants of hierarchy is 

reflected in the daily lives of the comuneros. This difference is seen especially in the 

interaction between campesinos (comuneros) and vecinos (from the town of Yanaoca), where 

the wearing of polleras has become a marker between indigenous and non-indigenous. When I 

was talking with a mestiza teacher, an ex-director of the night school at Yanaoca, about a 

comunero from Jilayhua who was working as a teacher in Yanaoca, she observed that he was a 

‘good teacher’. However, she immediately added: ‘I was astonished when he once came to the 

shop [which she owns] with his wife. She was a campesina in her pollera! I expected more of 

him.’255 She had thought that this person was a mestizo, as he had higher education and a 

‘good’ appearance. The fact that he had a campesina wife made him less worthy. ‘No wonder 

he had not introduced her to us before!’ she said, a disgusted look on her face. In Peru, 

polleras continue to be the symbol of the Indio, and as such are looked down upon by urban 

mestizos. 

 The low position of polleras in the hierarchy of clothing can be clearly seen in the case of 

young comuneras. While it is still possible to see young women going to high school in their 

polleras, I did not see one person wearing a pollera to an institute of higher education or a 

university. Most wear jeans or track suit bottoms. This is closely related to the prejudices they 

encounter at school or during their higher education, but it can also be seen as the wish to be 

modern among the youth. However, while younger comuneras reject the use of polleras, 

recent interventions by NGOs are bringing a new valuation to traditional clothing. Comuneras 

who are sent to national or international conferences, such as the yachachiqs, are encouraged 

to wear polleras.256 

 In the comunidades most comuneras (except the young ones) who wear polleras make an 

additional distinction regarding the material from which the polleras are made. Especially in 

Yanampampa, the issue of clothing is important because the inhabitants consider themselves a 

mestizo comunidad compared to other neighbouring indigenous comunidades.257 Although 

most of the women wear polleras, they are made of synthetic material. The comunidad does 

not have a tradition of using bayeta258 as in the other comunidades. In Mosocllaqta, most of the 

                                                
255 Informal talk with Señora Concepción, Yanaoca. 
256 Two female congress members from Cusco recently appeared on the news because their had been rejected by 
an airline company for wearing polleras. While this incident created much discussion about the continued 
discrimination on the basis of clothing, it shows that polleras are being proudly used as a symbol of campesina. 
In ‘Legisladoras denuncian haber sido discriminadas por una aerolínea’. El Comercio. 27 November 2006 
257 Informal talk with Señor Saimon, Yanampampa. Interview 5 Jan. 2004 with Señor Paucar, Yanampampa. 
258 Cotton cloth traditionally used for making clothing. 
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old women continued to wear the darker bayeta. In most cases, however, polleras are now 

made of synthetic material such as polyester, which can be bought at the market. In Jilayhua 

bayetas are no longer worn, although they are worn in the poorer and higher comunidades. 

 I was given various reasons for not wearing the bayeta. According to Sana (2006), bayetas 

are no longer used in indigenous comunidades in Ecuador because they are expensive.259 In 

Jilayhua, young comuneras enthusiastically wear their modern polleras when dressing up like 

Ñustas on festive days. These polleras are distinctive in that they contrast vividly with the 

darker polleras worn by the older comuneras. They also differ from the black, red and green 

polleras that in Cusco are often represented in official ceremonies. These dresses use vivid 

colours such as fuchsia and gold as well as flowery motives, which contrast greatly with what 

could be called the traditional polleras. Some people see the use of vivid colours for these 

polleras as a sign of the loss of their traditions and customs.260 However, this innovation may 

have been what allowed its acceptance among young, educated comuneras. Modern polleras, 

which cost about 300 soles,261 are therefore proudly worn by the Ñustas, who in their everyday 

life wear only modern clothes. 

 

                                                
259 Based on a research carried out in Ecuador, she says that the price of the bayeta can be 10 times the price of a 
synthetic material. Lopez Abellán, S. (2006) Change and Continuity: The warp and weft of indigenous dress in Ecuador. MA 
thesis. University of Leiden. pp. 63.  
260 A teacher from Tungasuka (a neighbouring comunidad) trying to explain the need to revive cultural traditions. 
261 About 80 euros. 
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A comunera dressed as Ñusta and her sister going to university 

Clothing is also tightly related to hygiene. The social hierarchy of clothing is determined above 

all in relation to whether comuneros are wearing dirty clothes or ojotas. Comuneros generally 

wear clean clothes when they go to the market or the city, but in their own environment 

where they have to do a lot of agricultural work, they do not, thereby confirming their low 

status as campesino. 

Housing 

The relation between hygiene and modernity is also visible in this discussion on housing styles. 

Stephenson (1999) explains how, according to the Bolivian state, the model house ‘… 

underscores the importance of private rooms, the enclosed latrine, the contained corral and a 

state of cleanliness’ (Ibid.: 130). This is reflected in the importance of toilets, kitchens and 

house styles. Most houses do not have a toilet connected to a sewage system, even though 

toilets are seen as a symbol of progreso and hygiene. In Mosocllaqta, for example, one of the 

first projects to be carried out with the FONCOMUN (Municipal compensation fund) was 

the construction of public toilets, while in Yanampampa the regional government funded the 
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construction of public toilets in order to promote tourism to the lake. Some houses in Jilayhua 

have dry latrines: the waste is constantly covered with ashes from the fogón and the latrines 

themselves are replaced after a certain period. In this community an increasing number of 

households are incorporating dry latrines as part of the plan predial262 of the yachachiqs.  

 

 

Photo 19. Construction of public toilet by Municipality of Mosocllaqta  

 Some houses have an electric cooker or oven as well as a traditional fogón. The fogón was 

an issue of concern for development workers in the region, because they believed that the 

smoke it produce is unhealthy.263 Colloredo-Mansfield notes that in the case of Ecuador, ‘a 

kitchen blackened by smoke and reeking of guinea pigs demonstrated not just the hard 

realities of peasant life but a moral and national failing’ (1999: 60). The fogón did not fit with 

                                                
262 Discussed in Chapter 4, case Señor Ccoto. It consists of a plan where the ecological principle is applied for 
agricultural production as well as the style of the houses. 
263 For a more detailed study of the hearth in development discourse see Antrosio, J. (2002) "Inverting 
Development Discourse in Colombia: Transforming Andean Hearths." American Anthropologist 104(4): 1110-1122. 
Once I joined a scientific school fair organized by a school in Yanaoca. I had joined the event with a staff from 
the IAA, who was active in the area and was explaining me the different ideas that were presented and which 
could be useful in practice. From all the ideas the one that he found the most interesting was an oven made of 
adobe which was designed so that the heat produced could be used for different purposes where finally the 
smoke was led through the pipe outside the house. Although I was not able to witness the results of the 
competitions, Señor Alfredo explained that the smoke made the house ‘dirty’ and was not ‘healthy’ 
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national ideas of modernity and progress. Several of the better-off households had bought gas 

ovens and the gas bottles needed to fuel them; even so, they normally use the fogón: the gas 

oven is something they have ‘just in case’ or for use on special occasions.  

 A recent study by Christien Klaufus (2006) of popular architecture in Cuenca and 

Riobamba in Ecuador illustrates the dynamics at play in deciding what kinds of houses to 

build. The introduction of new architectural styles is not just welcomed and passively watched 

by the local inhabitants, but also provokes a new discussion about the value of existing social 

boundaries (ibid.: 191). A common positive change that people identify as an improvement 

when asked about changes in the comunidad concerns the recent changes in the style of the 

houses. Especially in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa, people point out the newly rebuilt 

houses along the main road, saying that they are made of material noble.264 These houses are 

usually owned by the better off or by those who have achieved upward mobility through 

migration. The fact that they have been able to build these houses is a symbol of their success.  

 However, not all comuneros are able to show their success through the construction of 

houses. In Mosocllaqta one had to be careful about the envy and gossip that such a 

construction could cause. For instance, Señor Soto had the financial means to improve his 

situation (he worked as a maestro de obras), but chose to invest his money in a house in Cusco 

and in lorry activities outside the comunidad. In the comunidad, he deliberately wore old 

clothes and did not maintain his house. According to Señor Soto, he is envied by the other 

comuneros because he is a regidor, and thus chooses to avoid showing his success to the 

comunidad. 

 In Jilayhua, people hold different ideas about what is modern in housing styles. There are 

houses that are considered modern even though they are not built of material noble. The house 

of Señor Ccoto, a yachachiq, can serve as an example: it is painted green and has a vegetable 

garden, and its patio has a flower garden and a sink. The room in which cheese is produced – 

although made of adobe – is stuccoed and painted light blue, and the floor is concrete rather 

than tamped earth. The stones were laid on the patio because otherwise it would become 

muddy during the rainy season, and a concrete floor is more hygienic for cheese production. 

Señor Ccoto designed his house himself, and it is now presented by the IAA as the model 

rural house. Although it was not a reproduction of urban houses, it was seen as hygienic and 

modern. 

 

                                                
264 Literally translated as ‘noble material’ refers to industrial construction material such as cement, bricks, etc. 
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Photo 20. Interior of a house in Jilayhua 

 Señora Ccoto decided to get an electric stove because she wanted an alternative to the 

fogón, which creates a lot of smoke and blackens the upper half of the house. Although she 

now has an electric kitchen, she mostly uses the fogón. They are now considering building a 

modern fogón that will conduct the smoke from the kitchen; such fogónes are promoted by 

development institutions as they regard them as being healthier. 

 All these changes enable the comuneros to build houses using their own resources while 

also making them modern. In sum, recent discourses of ecological trends as modern are 

providing Jilayhua with an alternative way to appeal to the modern. The modern is not 

necessarily related to urban notions, but is adapted to the reality of the comuneros creation of 

a rural modernity.  

Medicine 

Although the recent introduction of ecological discourses is providing the comuneros of 

Jilayhua with new opportunities to appeal to modernity, the relationship between tradition and 

modernity is different in the case of medicine. Although some development organizations see 
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local medicinal practices as traditional and backward,265 many comuneros have more trust in 

local medicine. Postas (health posts) are often viewed with suspicion by comuneros, especially 

in Mosocllaqta, which is the only comunidad to have a posta. People from Jilayhua have to go 

to Yanaoca (a 30-minute walk) for treatment, while those from Yanampampa have to go to 

Marcaconga (a 45-minute walk).  

 Medicine is rejected not only for economic reasons but also because it is distrusted or is 

not considered to fit with the comuneros’ reality. While there are complaints that Western 

medicines are too expensive, that is not the only reason why they resort to natural medicine. 

Below I present the case of Señora Lucia in some detail because she illustrates this point very 

well. One day, Señora Lucia, who was more than 80 years old, came home saying that a spider 

had bitten her while she had been working in the field. The family thought it was nothing 

serious and forgot about it. However, at around five that afternoon, Señora Lucia started 

crying and screaming, so they sent their eldest son to ask a nurse from the posta to come and 

look at her. However, the son came back with the message that Señora Lucia would have to 

go to the posta, because the nurse did not want to come to their house, which was five 

minutes away. As they tried to take Señora Lucia out of her room, she protested, hitting and 

biting people, and nobody dared to touch her. Finally, the nurse came and told them that 

Señora Lucia would die if she did not go to the posta (it turned out that she had been bitten 

by a black widow spider), so they lifted her onto a blanket and dragged her to the posta. Once 

there, she was given her suero and a pain killer. The pain, however, continued, and one of the 

family decided to make her a mate of pig and human excrement, believing it to be more 

efficient than the medicine of the posta. This was something Señora Lucia also welcomed. In 

the end, she recovered – but whether it was the medicine or the traditional mixture that 

helped remains unknown. This incident illustrates the reluctance of some people to rely on 

Western medicine. Like Señora Lucia, many people do not trust Western medicine and prefer 

to use naturistas. 

 Faced with these local practices, official institutions are changing their approach to the 

comuneros in order to get people to go to the postas. Carla, who was head nurse at the posta 

in Mosocllaqta in 2002, told me about the various beliefs that make her work in the 

comunidades difficult. For example, people believe that all sicknesses are viento,266 and so do 

not do much to try to cure them. If a person is under-nourished, they believe that the person’s 

spirit has been possessed, and so there is not much that can be done about it. When it is time 
                                                
265 While some traditional practices have been picked up by the IAA as part of the ‘ecological movement’, this 
has been only selective. In the case of medicine for instance, traditional medicine is not included in their 
discourses.  
266 Sickness that is caused by natural forces and cannot be cured by medical intervention. 
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to give birth, they prefer to do so at home with parteros; the women perform a special 

ceremony and give birth in a standing position.267 Although health institutions do not 

acknowledge these traditions as valid, they have been forced to introduce some of them in 

order to continue their practices. According to Carla, pregnant women are now able to give 

birth in the health post in a standing position and in the presence of a partera.268 Carla 

considers these changes as advances in the medicinal practice. 

 Not only the old but also the young comuneros prefer traditional medicine and are 

suspicious of the Western kind. Señor Vargas, a comunero and teacher from Jilayhua, told me 

how he had once fallen off a bicycle (he had been drunk). He fell badly but was able to reach 

his house. However, the next day, he saw that he was getting some spots – which looked like 

frog spawn – on his right breast. The spots grew bigger by the day, so after asking various 

people for advice, he performed the t’inka269 on the affected part. The next day, he noticed 

that the spots were getting smaller; soon they had disappeared. He asserts that the posta 

would not have been able to help him.270 

 The case of medicine shows that comuneros do not just assimilate dominant urban notions 

of modernity, but resist those elements that they do not consider as fitting their reality. The 

example of comuneros embracing traditional medicine is an example not of modernity but of 

the rejection of modernity. They prefer these practices to modern medicine because they are 

closer to their daily lives. It is their choice to remain ‘traditional’ in this field of their life.  

The consumption of music 

Scholars see music as the site par excellence of hybridization, as its diffusion is freely available 

(García Canclini 1989). It is the market that defines what is modern, providing the consumers 

with many choices. Mendoza (2006) reminds us that the only Andean music that was 

recognized by the state as worthy of being represented internationally in the 1960s was that of 

Yma Sumac, and that Afro music has been promoted internationally as national music instead 

of music from the Andes (ibid.: 208). However, it is the chicha, the cumbia and the popular 

huaynos that are favoured by comuneros today and are the most sold, even though they are still 

depicted by elite groups as vulgar and cheap forms of music. In rural areas, the same conflict 

exists between what Cusqueños call the real huayno (i.e. sung in a soft voice and accompanied 

                                                
267 Field notes 5 Oct. 2002 informal talk with Carla, head nurse of the health post of Mosocllaqta 
268 Ibid. 
269 Rite to the Pachamama 
270 Field notes 2 Aug. 2003 informal interview with Señor Vargas, Jilayhua. 
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by a guitar) and the popular huayno (i.e. sung in high tones and accompanied by an electric 

harp).  

 The young people in the comunidades prefer this latter, hybrid version of huayno. The son 

of the Callo family in Jilayhua, Simon, told me that although he also listens to internationally 

known music (as songs by Shakira), it is this huayno, represented by singers such as Sonia 

Morales and Dina Paucar, that moves him. Paradoxically, the computer has become an 

instrument to get in touch with regional music, more than to access foreign music. For 

example, Simon proudly showed me a music DVD that had been filmed in his comunidad. 

The group was from the region and had chosen Jilayhua for the shoot. Even when young 

people search for modern forms of music, they do not appropriate just Western music, but 

they search for music that reflects their complex reality as rural comuneros who have access to 

education and are living in between the rural and the urban reality.  
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  Photo 21. DVD of Sonia Morales’ concert in Miami 

 In all three comunidades, the younger generations use the consumption of music for 

alternative ways of identification and representation. While getting a better education and 

achieving economic success, the younger comuneros often embrace the new types of music 

such as the cumbia or modern huayno as sung by Sonia Morales, while rejecting their parents’ 

huaynos. As Guaygua, Quisbert and Riveros (2002: 288) argue: 

Sensitive as the younger generation is to new technologies and the current predominance of the 
image, it finds in the cultural and symbolic realm the most adequate and revealing domain to 
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capture and express its cultural difference from ‘others’, and for its search and definition of its 
interior cultural variety.  

While their study applies to the situation of urban youth, the situation in the comunidades 

where images are introduced through different means, is not much different. There is an 

urgent need among the youth to find their own identity in a rapidly changing world.  

 García Canclini (1989) argues that in the flexible and hybrid context of music and 

performances, in which the market plays a central role, the influence of hegemonic groups in 

deciding what is legitimate is limited. While they consider the traditional bands and 

instruments insufficiently modern, they welcome such instruments as the electronic harp and 

singers in polleras and high heels performing on stage. During celebrations, for instance, 

comuneros no longer use traditional groups of music. While the use of the accordion was an 

important step towards modernity 20 years ago, nowadays it is the use of speakers and electric 

instruments that represents innovation. Assisted by mass communication and the radio, 

comuneros from the Andes are able to ‘invade’ the world of music with their tastes, displacing 

the elite’s discourses of what should or should not be ‘legitimate’ culture.  

An analysis: different capabilities in relation to modernity 

In analysing the factors that lead to different displays of modernity, it is important to consider 

not only changes in the context (i.e. new economic activities or discourses on modernity) but 

also the past experiences of the comunidades. Below I show that these differences have led to 

different constructions of modernity. 

 First, the development of dairy production in Jilayhua was an important change that 

enabled comuneros to find alternative sources of income in or close to the comunidades. This 

can be contrasted with Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, where migration continued to be the 

main form of access to modernity. While in Jilayhua the comuneros can make a livelihood in 

the comunidad,271 in the other two comunidades they have to leave the comunidad.  

 Second, access to information and alternative discourses of modernity in Jilayhua (which 

incorporated rural and indigenous and modern elements) allowed comuneros to create hybrid 

forms of modernity. The availability of alternative discourses of indigenous as modern 

introduced by NGOs and tourism, enabled the comuneros of Jilayhua to accept modernity 

without having to rely on official versions of indigenous culture as the antithesis to modernity. 

This can be compared to Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, where modernity was limited to 

                                                
271 While many comuneros from Jilayhua do have a double residence, this is often for those who want to send 
their children to Cusco, rather than to access financial capital as in the case of migration. 
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notions coming from migration, media or education, which were constructed around urban 

occidental models of modernity.  

 Third, the construction of modern campesinos through consumption is related not only to 

the presence of alternative discourses, but also to their ability to appropriate them in ways that 

are meaningful to them. Past experiences of conflict with hacendados and success with dairy 

production influence the capacity of comuneros in appropriating the discourse of a ‘modern 

campesino’. This becomes clear when we compare Jilayhua with Yanampampa. Although 

Jilayhua has also been integrated into the nation, its comuneros are proud to show their 

success as modern campesinos. This pride is related to their success in collectively reclaiming 

their lands from hacendados, as well as to their dairy production. Several comuneros observed 

that learning cattle production skills is valuable in itself and because cattle raising used to be 

the exclusive domain of the hacendados. When I asked Señor Ayala (who had been one of the 

first to start with the introduction of pasture) where he had got the inspiration or desire to 

start this activity despite the fact that it had been very risky, he replied: ‘I had seen them 

[hacendados] do it and had to ask myself “If they can do it, why should it be not possible for 

us also?”’272 The fact that they are successful in producing pasture, half-pedigree cattle and 

dairy production is the realization of their collective aspirations, as well as confirmation that 

they are able to do what the hacendados used to do. Señor Puma (the person who started the 

communal association for cattle), told me how he laughs when electoral candidates wearing 

‘ties and nice suits’ go on campaign promising to improve cattle and the growing of pasture: 

‘These mistis,’ he said with a smile, ‘these electoral candidates are promising things that we – 

we humble campesinos – started doing long ago.’273 This feeling of pride needs to be seen in 

the historical context of the successful struggle against the hacienda. 

 The introduction of dairy production into the comunidad is also contributing to the 

collective self-perception of the comuneros. The opportunities for the development of dairy 

production (through PRODERM) came in the form of collective assistance,274 and the ability 

to organize collectively has been an asset that enabled Jilayhua to benefit from this 

intervention. The association not only received assistance in terms of pasture and received 

training in the production of cheese, improving cattle, etc., but was able to take advantage of 

                                                
272 Interview 27 Sept. 2003 with Señor Paz, Jilayhua 
273 Interview 6 Nov. 2002 with Señor Puma Yanaoca ‘Esos mistis estan prometiendo cosas que nosotros empezamos ya años. 
Nosotros siendo simples campesinos’. A misti is the antithesis of an Indio. It referred not only to hacendados but also 
those living in the pueblos. 
274 Informal talk with ex-presidents of the comunidad of Jilayhua. A study carried out by Geurten on the 
workings of PRODERM also argues that PRODERM sought a communal rather than household approach. For 
more information, see Geurten, G. (1991) Desarrollo Rural Integrado: entre Ambición y Realidad Campesina. Cusco: 
Editorial Andina. 
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other successful experiences with dairy production in Puno. Comuneros needed to take turns 

to pasture the animals, milk them and make cheese. These activities required a lot of time, and 

thus limited the time they could invest in their own household activities.275 However, the time 

and effort invested by all the members of the association meant that they were able to finance 

their judicial processes to reclaim their lands.  

 The association was able to pass on to individual households not only the knowledge and 

experience it had gained, but also the means to put this knowledge and experience to use. 

Individual households received loans to buy pasture, and started making cheese and improving 

their cattle. The association also started to allow the comunidad to pair their cattle with the 

association’s sementera as a way to promote the improvement of cattle.276 As the ex-president of 

the comunidad said, the improvement of cattle to the current level took at least 15 years. Now 

the whole comunidad is able to benefit from these experiences and the comuneros have 

gradually been able to create their own form of modernity.  

 The case of Jilayhua differs significantly from that of Yanampampa as a result of its past 

experiences of successful collective action. Although Yanampampa also received development 

assistance, the assistance did not result in positive experiences. Yanampampa is an ex-

hacienda, but the comuneros did not organize collectively as they did in Jilayhua. As argued in 

Chapter 2, the purchase of the lands of the landowners was not a collective struggle to reclaim 

the community’s lands, but a struggle by individuals to gain access to land. Individual 

comuneros decided to purchase the land from the beneficiencia when it was advertised in the El 

Peruano newspaper. Sixty-three socios bought the land and gradually paid back their loans.277 In 

the case of Yanampampa, it was not the capacity to organize collectively, but the assets of 

each household that enabled the repayment of their debts to the beneficiencia. 

 Added to this past experience there was the failure of a development project in 

Yanampampa. The Club de Madres, which at the time had 170 members, received support 

from the institution ADRA OFASA, which provided the facilities and training for the 

development of a fish farm. 278 Members took turns to take care of the trout and shared the 

tasks. However, this activity ended when the majority of the trout suddenly died. The 

members were left with their debts, as they had not been able to sell the fish to repay their 

                                                
275 Interview 3 Nov. 2002 with Señora Quispe, Jilayhua. 
276 The pedigree cattle of the association which is used to improve the quality of off-springs through cross 
breeding. 
277 The cost of purchase was a total of half million soles, which was divided among the socio, each with 2,000-
3,000 soles. 
278 Interview 30 Jan. 2004, Señora Paucar, Jilayhua 
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creditors. As a result, people started to withdraw from Club activities, leaving it with only 18 

members.  

 These types of failure in collective experiences have led to resistance to engaging in other 

collective activities. Yanampampa also experienced the introduction of vacuno mejorado through 

the IMA, but the comuneros adopted it only when it came in the form of individual loans. 

Households with the means to access the loan acquired vacuno mejorado, but they were unable 

to turn it into a success. The comuneros did not know how to produce the improved pasture 

that is necessary for the development of vacuno mejorado. 279 Many cattle died and the few that 

survived were stolen.280  

 Modernity is thus not only assimilated but is also articulated to the reality of comuneros in 

various forms. In Mosocllaqta – an independent comunidad that has limited access to 

asphalted roads and a limited presence of development institutions – notions of modernity are 

restricted to urban notions of modernity that often conflict with the values of the comunidad. 

Modernity is part of the comuneros’ notion of a better life, but this is often a result of the 

incorporation of models of modernity that are derived from migration, the media or 

education. As such, it often conflicts with communal values and norms that stress reciprocity 

rather than the accumulation of resources. Those who want to display modernity but are 

dependent on communal labour for access to resources, generally do so through investments 

that are less visible in the comunidad, or they invest in activities and modern goods outside 

the comunidad. This is illustrated by several comuneros (e.g. Señor Soto) who choose not to 

display modern clothes or investment in houses, but to concentrate on investing in activities 

outside the comunidad (second house, transportation business, etc.). 

 Models of modernity enter Yanampampa, as in the case of Mosocllaqta, through migration, 

media and education. However, the comuneros of Yanampampa consider their origins as less 

indigenous than those of other comunidades such as Mosocllaqta.281 They are therefore less 

resistant to the introduction of symbols of modernity. As such, differentiation in the 

comunidad is accepted quite easily and comuneros openly introduce signs of modernity into 

their daily lives. Modernity is reflected in their clothing, houses and food, and this appears to 

be a tendency to assimilate elements of urban modernity.  

                                                
279 Interview 18 Jan. 2004 with Señora Champi, Yanampampa 
280 While creole cattle seem to have no problems in high altitudes, improved cattle can only be raised in plain 
surfaces. 
281 Interview 15 Jan. 2004 with Señor Paucar, Yanampampa. According to him the members of the comunidad 
are people from Acomayo, who settled in the area they are in now after the Tupac Amaru rebellion. The fact that 
they are not indigenous is proven by the fact that the first families that arrived in the comunidad were of Spanish 
names. Furthermore, in daily conversations Comuneros from Yanampampa differentiate themselves from a 
neighbouring comunidad that was considered ‘indigenous’. 
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 The great number of long-term migrants and the dependence of comuneros on migration 

(Ch. 4) define views on modernity in the comunidad of Yanampampa. This is illustrated by 

the plan to construct a road. The president of the comunidad convinced the comunidad of the 

benefits of an asphalted road passing through the centre of the comunidad.282 I asked why he 

had different insights from his fellow comuneros: ‘Ah, that is because I lived in Lima for a 

long time. I spent most of my childhood there and suffered a lot working, and that has 

perhaps influenced me.’283 He said that he had seen how things were different in Lima, how 

drinking water, electricity and the road had been beneficial to the well-being of people in 

Lima. He did not want to stay in the city because of pollution and the high rate of criminality. 

He decided to go back to the quiet life in the comunidad. However, when he was president of 

the comunidad he wanted to incorporate the benefits of modernity into his comunidad. As in 

the case of Señor Paucar, people with a long migration experience outside the comunidad are 

bringing with them their ideas about how to develop and improve their comunidad.  

 Jilayhua has access to the most diversified forms of modernity (Protestantism, education, 

media, ecological discourses) and can choose the notion of modernity that best fits the reality 

of the comunidad. Through the appropriation of recent ecological discourses and folklore 

brought by NGOs and tourism, and mixing it with local notions of hygiene, the comuneros 

from Jilayhua have been able to create a hybrid notion of modernity that is a better fit with 

their daily lives in the comunidad. In other words, they are able to keep elements that they 

consider part of their lives – for example, a rural lifestyle in the form of housing, food and 

polleras (even if synthetic) – while introducing elements of modernity, for instance hygiene 

and technology.  

 In sum, if we go beyond the household level, we get insights into the way notions of a 

better life are constructed. These are not individual processes but collective ones, especially in 

the case of the creation of local notions of modernity. If we compare the case of Jilayhua with 

that of Yanampampa, the experience of successful collective action comes to the fore as an 

important asset that enabled a comunidad to appropriate modernity. The case of Jilayhua 

shows that a display of modern forms of consumption does not necessarily create the 

mestizo–indígena tension that is associated with modernity. In this case, comuneros are able 

to display modernity without the conflicts that are apparent in the other two comunidades. 

                                                
282 The rejection was not related to resistance to the road itself, but to the fact that it would require the relocation 
or resizing of many of the houses that were located along the original non-asphalted road. 
283 Interview 15 Jan. 2004 with Señor Paucar, Yanampampa. 
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Final remarks 

This chapter looked at the ways in which modernity is related to local notions of better life 

and, in so doing, revealed substantial differences between the comunidades. The arrival of 

schools, mass media and Protestantism promoted urban notions of modernity. NGOs have 

recently started to introduce alternative notions of modernity that are related to an ecological 

way of life. These different notions are articulated differently depending on the comunidad. 

While in Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa notions of modernity are related to dominant urban 

notions, Jilayhua has appropriated the notions of modernity introduced by NGOs, and thus 

created hybrid notions of modernity.  

 However, it was not only the availability of different discourses of modernity and 

opportunities that enabled Jilayhua to create hybrid notions of modernity. Its articulation with 

its past collective experiences allowed the comuneros to understand modernity as a reflection 

of collective success. In this way, modernity became an integrated part of the identity of the 

comuneros. In the case of Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, modernity continues to be based 

on external urban notions of modernity.  

 Consumption provided the tools to create new identifications. In Jilayhua, comuneros felt 

pride in remaining campesino while also being modern. This allowed a redefinition of 

modernity in which it articulated to notions that better fit the lives and experiences of 

comuneros. Consumption is valued not only because it offers an escape but also because it 

reflects the past experiences of success and, as such, is perceived as part of their own identity. 

 The cases of Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua demonstrate that we cannot talk 

about one modernity in the whole Andes region. Modernity means different things and the 

responses of comuneros towards modernity can hardly be generalized. Modernity, as related 

to notions of better life, can lead to conflicting views, but it can also connect in a meaningful 

way to past experiences. In this sense, this chapter has provided a complex view of modernity 

that illustrates the agency of comuneros in shaping modernity in many different ways. 
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Chapter 7 

From comunidad to community 

The morning before Tupac Amaru Day (4 November), I heard that a festivity was going 
to be held. The decision to organize it had been taken at an assembly the day before, and 
the son of a comunero who was studying at UNSAAC and was a member of the cultural 
association of Caneños in Cusco had arranged for the costumes. I joined in the event 
without knowing what to expect.  

I followed the president of the Club de Madres to the place where the event was 
supposed to take place. Once there, we met next to the monument at Huanccoracay a 
group of musicians who were getting ready for the ceremony. The dramatization was 
taking place in higher parts of the community. After climbing for about 15 minutes, we 
saw some shadows moving and thought that the ceremony had started. However, four 
men dressed in ponchos came down and told us that the dramatization was over. When 
we were almost back at Huanccoracay, we saw some horses being brought to the place of 
the dramatization and we decided to climb up again. Since this was the first time they 
were carrying out the ceremony, nobody knew what to expect. When we arrived, there 
were several cars parked by the road as well as some people dressed in military uniforms 
and suits. Among them, I spotted the mayor and some cameramen. The comuneros of 
Jilayhua were re-creating the capture of Arriaga in 1780.  

Comuneros dressed in ponchos and chullos were descending towards us, shouting at the 
corregidor Arriaga as he tried to escape. He was captured by Tupac Amaru and taken down 
to Huanccoracay with a rope around his neck. As he descended, his followers – some 50 
men and women in ponchos, polleras and ojotas – came after him, screaming. To keep up 
with the events, the authorities and the cameramen had to descend the hills in their suits, 
uniforms and leather shoes, together with the other comuneros. Once at Huanccoracay, 
chairs were prepared for the authorities and the main ceremony was held around the 
monument. Corregidor Arriaga was placed in front of the monument, still with the rope 
around his neck, and the authorities took their seats in front of the monument, the 
comuneros surrounding it. They began the ceremony by raising the flag. There were then 
some speeches and poems. After that, the partying started… 

In the past decades, much has been written about popular culture, rituals and festivities and 

their relation to the state and its efforts to control society (see e.g. Rowe and Schelling 1991; 

Breezley, Martin et al. 1994; Joseph and Nugent 1994). All these studies try to understand the 

political logic of popular celebrations. Are they signs of autonomous development in local 

societies and, to a certain extent, of resistance to the imposition of state rules – or should we 

see them as cultural expressions by which local societies and popular classes are increasingly 

connected and subordinated to the state and its rules and institutions? It is clear that this study 

takes distance from these simple dichotomies. Instead, it aims to understand the individual 

and collective logic and importance of social and cultural manifestations, and their 

consequences for the varied endeavours to improve rural livelihoods and create pathways for 

social mobility.  
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 This chapter focuses on various manifestations of cultural activity in the three 

comunidades I studied. It explores the capacity of the members of these comunidades to take 

advantage of the opportunities created by these activities, especially in the context of a 

changing political and ideological climate in which there is a new state interest in expressions 

of indigenous rural culture. This changing context allows the comuneros to create new 

collective notions of a better life and opportunities that allow the construction of a collective 

‘community’. The collective sense of belonging enabled by this community can create a 

context in which individual comuneros and comuneras are empowered to act collectively and 

socially. This is in marked contrast to the assimilation of state-sponsored projects in the past 

that promoted increasing fragmentation and alienation. This chapter presents and attempts to 

understand the means by which the community is constructed.  

 This construction of a community can have different goals. It can be formulated against 

the state or other communities, thereby creating identity through the creation of boundaries. It 

can also be directed towards better access to resources and recognition.284 In the context of 

the Andes, where the opportunities for individual comuneros to accumulate capital are 

limited,285 this ability to create community is essential not only to take advantage of existing 

opportunities but also to actively create opportunities. The argument presented here is that 

central to this process of construction of community is the appropriation of symbols that 

allow the making and shaping of collective identities (Cohen 1985). Although these symbols 

have been extensively studied in anthropological studies of rituals, in this chapter the focus is 

on the strategic appropriation of symbols of progress by the community in order to gain 

access to resources and citizenship.  

 In this chapter, the terms community and comunidad are seen as two different concepts. 

While ‘community’ refers to agency, collective action and change, ‘comunidad’ is used to refer 

to the legal status of the organization, which is more passive and institutional. The underlying 

idea of this contrast is that some comunidades seem to succeed better in connecting local 

culture to empowering symbols (e.g. modernity, citizenship). The appropriation of these 

symbols allows them in the end to create a community that benefits all its members. In other 

comunidades, this process is absent or takes place at a much slower pace. Here, I illustrate 

these differences by focusing on Jilayhua and comparing it to the other two comunidades. We 

                                                
284 My gratitude to Dr Arij Oweneel, associate professor at CEDLA, who gave me this insight through comments 
on my chapter. 
285 This is true in most peasant economies. See: Kervyn, B. and C. Ayllu (1989) "Campesinos y Acción Colectiva: 
La Organización del Espacio en Comunidades de la Sierra Sur del Peru." Revista Andina 7(1): 7-60, Gonzales de 
Olarte, E. (1996) El Ajuste Estructural y los Campesinos. Lima: IEP. The opportunities increase when comuneros are 
able to organise collectively 
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have seen how comuneros in Jilayhua were able to create a collective identity of campesinos 

modernos through the appropriation of modernity and education. In the following, I show that 

this collective notion of a better life enables the comuneros to take advantage of the 

opportunities provided by tourism and the cultural initiatives undertaken by the state. 

The symbolic construction of community 

Anthropological studies that analyse cultural expressions in the modern world have stressed 

the important role of ritual in the context of global change. Comaroff and Comaroff (1993: 

xx), for instance, present a summary of the development of the study of rituals and argue that 

the emphasis is now on the ‘how’ rather than the ‘what’. In rapidly changing contexts ritual 

often takes a central role in addressing the disjuncture resulting at the local level. The 

importance of rituals, including the use of symbols, in the adaptation of local societies to 

rapidly changing circumstances is also stressed by Appadurai (2002:81), who defines rituals as 

‘a flexible formula of performances through which social effects are produced and new states 

of feeling and connection are created, not just reflected or commemorated’. According to 

Appadurai, these rituals are able to have such power not so much because of their content but 

because of their context, which allows making sense of a world that is increasingly fragmented. 

In the context of globalization, the role of cultural signs becomes ‘the currency of ritual that 

seeks both to preserve endangered values and to give birth to new possibilities’ (1993: xxiii). 

 Many studies stress the mediating role of ritual in helping communities to adjust to changes 

brought by modernity, but they also stress the conflicts that are the consequence of rapid 

societal transformation and how they are played out in rituals. In his study of the Semana 

Santa in Santa María (Colombia), Taussig (1978) observes that ritual has changed from being a 

site of construction of continuity and cohesion, into a site of conflict, due to the growing 

dependence of local people on market mechanisms and migration. For him, the collective 

celebrations of Semana Santa have become sites where commercial success and individualism 

are displayed rather than sites for the redistribution or reinforcement of communal values. In 

other words, the ritual served as a means to reproduce capitalist values within the community 

and a rejection of community. In a context of conflict, rituals do not just promote social 

cohesion, but are seen as the site where ‘conflicts are experienced and evaluated’ (Rowe and 

Schelling 1991: 12). Rituals and festivities can thus be an arena for argument, questioning 

existing power relations, forming alliances and mobilizing opposition (Comaroff and 

Comaroff 1993: xxiii).  
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 Rituals, however, are also able to condense, intensify and motivate local meaning, mainly 

through the use of symbols that mobilize feelings through the appeal to the familiar and the 

local. In his The Symbolic Construction of Community (1985), Cohen focuses on the importance of 

symbols in the creation of communities. According to Cohen, the more a community is 

exposed to transformation and the blurring of boundaries, the more it needs symbols that can 

maintain some sense of meaning and identity. The symbolic cohesion of such communities are 

not given but exist in the minds of people (ibid.: 98). These symbols provide meaning to the 

people involved, as they make them aware that they belong to a community. This creation and 

maintenance of community through symbols is important, because it enables the creation of 

boundaries between ‘us’ and ‘them’. Cohen argues that a community allow its members to 

interpret symbols differently without threatening the existence of the community. Because the 

meaning of these symbols remains the same, their content can be adjusted to changes over 

time. The community does not have to represent exactly the same interests of all members of 

the community, but it can become important in pursuing some common goals that would 

otherwise be difficult to achieve. Such a community thus provides continuity while allowing 

change (ibid.: 91). As expressed by Cohen: 

The suggestion is, then, that people assert community, whether in the form of ethnicity or of 
locality, when they recognize in it the most adequate medium for the expression of their whole 
selves. Such recognition does not imply necessarily that people perceive an exact identity of interest 
between themselves and their community. It could simply be that the community provides them 
with a model for the political formulation of their interests and aspirations (ibid.: 107) 

Cohen stresses that while the construction of boundaries may be strategic and contingent, the 

influence that these symbols can have in terms of feelings should not be underestimated. They 

are important elements of social and political mobilization. 

  In that context, many scholars have stressed the political importance of rituals. Cultural 

expressions address political and ideological issues, both inward and outward oriented. Many 

authors have shown how cultural symbols and rituals are used to define the relations between 

local communities and the emerging state. Hobsbawm and Ranger (1984) have drawn 

attention to the important role of past symbols in the mobilization of ethnic identities and 

national feelings. These are not so much related to primordial feelings or existing traditions as 

the result of the manipulation and political interests of elite groups. These symbols, while 

appealing to the past, address present-day issues of identity and nationalism. They are 

‘invented traditions’ that are strategically used to solve contemporary political and ideological 

problems. As such, they connect the past and the present. 
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 Within local societies, rituals allow comuneros to construct their own views of the world. 

Turino (1993), for instance, explains that a cultural expression like music is also political as it 

allows the redefinition of local identities and the construction of alternative world-views. 

Whereas common sense (in Gramsci’s terms) or habitus (in Bourdieu’s terms) often leads 

people to accept and internalize their subordinate positions, it is through the ‘redundant 

imagery in the full range of semiotic domains (language, music, gesture, visual codes, etc.)’ that 

this common sense is challenged (Turino 1993: 11). This role of symbols in the creation of 

difference and alternative world-views has been especially emphasized in the analysis of the 

position of indigenous populations in Latin America. Several anthropological studies have 

concentrated on indigenous knowledge and forms of learning. They have shown how 

indigenous knowledge is not transmitted through formal schools but through other practices, 

such as escenificacions, weaving, dances and music (Román, Ortiz et al. 1980; Rengifo Vasquez 

1998; Stobart and Howard 2002). These studies emphasize indigenous knowledge – which is 

based on oral and often tacit ways of knowing – as opposed to education through script and 

objective knowledge, which is inculcated at schools. Rowe and Schelling (1991) emphasize the 

importance of rituals in relation to ‘other forms of knowing’, where ‘meanings are registered 

and transmitted without writing’, meaning that ‘encoding is dispersed over a variety of actions 

and locations, which include ritual, theatre, music, pilgrimages, artefacts, narratives …’ (ibid.: 

52).  

 This capacity of agency and resistance in the construction of communities through 

meaningful symbols is the central focus of this chapter. As Sommer (2006: 14) argues in her 

discussion about the importance of agency through culture in the context of exclusion and 

power inequalities in Latin America, ‘[rituals] make just enough trouble to get a rise out of 

people for whom difference had looked like an obstacle to level and to leave behind’. While 

these practices are very valuable in the maintenance of the community and the creation of 

difference, this chapter focuses on the importance of symbols in generating income and 

accessing opportunities for livelihood strategies. Especially in times of globalization, and the 

increasing importance of capitalist modes of production in the comunidades, individualization 

and fragmentation increasingly tend to limit people’s capacity to fight the mechanisms that 

create poverty and alienation (Bebbington 1999; Fischer and Benson 2006). The production of 

locality and community is then seen as the antithesis of fragmentation and alienation, and as 

allowing agency, sociability and reproducibility. In such a context, comuneros seek not only 

difference through the use of alternative symbols and performances and ways of knowing, but 

also to belong to development, modernity and the nation. The comuneros of Jilayhua, for 
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instance, used the symbols of Tupac Amaru to obtain access to modernity and citizenship, as 

well as to get a share of the most lucrative business in the whole department of Cusco, namely 

tourism. The availability of indigenous symbols and the ability of comuneros to appropriate 

these symbols are the subjects of the following sections. 

Tupac Amaru and folklore as national symbols 

The revolt of Tupac Amaru (1780-81) is considered the most important indigenous rebellion 

against the Spanish crown. It is often seen as the only indigenous rebellion that sought 

independence from within. Its defeat meant the end of further open indigenous insurrections. 

While the Tupac Amaru rebellion has today an important place in history books, it was only 

with the advent of the military government of Velasco Alvarado that this event was proudly 

incorporated in national history. Today, all textbooks mention the rebellion of Tupac Amaru 

as the final and most important indigenous rebellion against the Spanish colonial system. For 

instance, a textbook written by Pablo Macera (1984) for secondary schools dedicates a section 

to all the indigenous rebellions that took place during the colonial period. It observes that the 

rebellion of Tupac Amaru can be seen as the culmination of the 112 rebellions that were 

staged against the Spanish between 1730 and 1780 (Macera 1984: 101). For Macera, these 

rebellions were provoked not only by the injustice of the colonial regime, but also by the 

formation of a national indigenous conscience that was different from the national criollo 

conscience: ‘El movimiento Indio era rural, religioso y revolucionario. El movimiento criollo era urbano, 

moderno y reformista’ (ibid.).286 The abuse and oppression suffered during the colonial period 

caused indigenous groups, which had been divided under the Inca empire, to acquire a new 

consciousness and identity, and to create a new ‘invented’ nostalgia for the times of the Inca. 

 In their analysis of the different approaches to history as reflected in the textbooks, 

Portocarrero and Oliart (1989) argue that these new textbooks present a fundamentally new 

perspective on the place of the indigenous population in the Peruvian nation. Whereas until 

now: 

Lorente, Wiesse and Pons Muzzo assumed that the Peruvian was above all a Westerner, and that 
the identification with Colón and Pizarro was more important than the identification with 
Pachacútec or Atahualpa. Peruvians could be descendants from Indios, but from the cultural point 
of view the roots of our identity were, exclusively, there in Europe … Nowadays this situation has 
changed. The development of a nationalist sentiment has implied a rejection of a colonial period. 

                                                
286 ‘The Indian movement was rural, religious and revolutionary. The creole movement was urban, modern and 
reformist’ My translation 
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This period starts to be seen as a kind of opprobrious parenthesis in a sometimes millenarian 
historical continuity (Portocarrero and Oliart 1989: 93).287 

The new focus of indigenous rebellions and the importance that recent textbooks give to 

Tupac Amaru reflect this general tendency to view the colonial period as negative and the 

rebellion of Tupac Amaru as the last indigenous attempt to resist colonial rule. Pablo Macera’s 

textbook even includes the testimony of somebody who witnessed the execution of Tupac 

Amaru, where he is described as extremely strong and independent (as shown in the text box 

below). 

 

 

 

Source: Macera, Pablo (1984) Historia del Peru p. 105.288 

These kinds of view gradually paved the way for official celebrations of the rebellion in 

modern Peru. Although the day the rebellion started is not a national festive day, it is 

celebrated in the city of Tinta (province of Canchis), where the annual festivities attract not 

only tourists but often also the president of the country. This shows that Tupac Amaru has 

become recognized as an important symbol of Peruvian nationalism. The re-evaluation of 

Tupac Amaru may be considered as symbolic for a new interest in indigenous culture in late 
                                                
287 ‘Lorente, Wiesse y Pons Muzzo asumían que el peruano era ante todo un occidental, y que la identificación 
con Colón y Pizarro era más importante a la que podía darse con Pachacútec o Atahualpa. Podríamos ser 
descendientes de indios, pero desde el punto de vista cultural las raíces de nuestra identidad estaban, 
exclusivamente, allá en Europa...Hoy en día esa situación ha cambiado. El desarrollo de un setimiento 
nacionalista ha implicado un rechazo del período colonial que comienza a ser visto como una suerte de 
oprobioso paréntesis en una continuidad histórica varias veces milenaria.’ My translation 
288 Death and suffering of Tupac Amaru (Testimony of a witness) The rebel José Gabriel closed the show. He 
was dragged to the centre of the square. There the executioner cut his tongue, freed his fetters and handcuffs, 
and put him on the floor; tied his hands and feet with four ropes to the girth of four horses. These horses were 
guided by four mestizos to four different places: a spectacle that was not earlier seen in the city. I do not know if 
due to the lack of strength of the horses or because the Indio was indeed made of iron, they could not tear his 
body apart even after long time of pulling his body. So he remained in a state which looked like a spider. This 
lasted so long that the Visitador […] ordered the executioner to cut his head, an order which was followed. My 
translation. 

Muerte y Suplicio de Tupac Amaru 

(Relato de un testigo presencial) 

Cerró la función el rebelde José Gabriel, a quien se le sacó a media plaza; allí le cortó la 
lengua el verdugo y despojado de los grillos y esposas, lo pusieron en el suelo; atándole a 
las manos y pies cuatro lazos, y asidos estos a la cincha de cuatro caballos, tiraban cuatro 
mestizos a cuatro distintas partes: espectáculo que jamás se había visto en esta ciudad. No 
sé si porque los caballos no fuesen muy fertes o el Indio en realidad fuese de fierro, no 
pudieron absolutamente dividirlo, después de un largo rato lo tuvieron tironeando, de 
modo que lo tenían en el aire, en un estado que parecía una araña. Tanto que el Visitador 
[...] despachó de la compañía (desde donde dirgía la ejecución) una orden, mandando le 
cortase el verdugo la cabeza, como se ejecutó. 
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twentieth-century Peru. Although this interest always remained ambiguous, in the sense that 

Peru continued to be presented in Lima as a country of cholos, it symbolized a new view on the 

indigenous heritage of Peruvian society.  

 As in many rapidly urbanizing societies, a new nostalgic interest emerged in the rural 

indigenous practices, often brought together under the term folklore. Mendoza (2001) 

provides us with an illustration of the conflicts that emerged in the twentieth century in 

relation to the role and shape that cultural expressions had in the projects of nationalism or, in 

the case of Cusco, regionalism. Mendoza describes how at the beginning of the twentieth 

century a sharp distinction was made between folklore and what was considered authentic 

Cusqueño, Andean culture. According to Mendoza, this notion of authenticity was related to 

notions of purity and is a product of the romantic view of indigenismo (2001: 90). She 

explains that the notion of folklore was understood by the artistic institutions of the time as 

the product of a decontextualized community, pre-Hispanic, rural and indigenous, and that it 

needed to be anonymous (ibid.: 91). 

 This view of folklore, however, changed as a result of continued interaction between 

indigenista intellectuals and those who were actually performing. Mendoza (2006) illustrates 

how folklore shifted from the static and pure view of artistic expressions to that of a reflection 

of lived culture. This gradual process took place in the context of neo-indigenismo, where 

intellectuals tried to include popular culture as part of the cultural identity of Cusco. Mendoza 

sees it as an attempt by intellectuals to incorporate indigenous culture into regional and 

national imageries. It was especially during the agrarian reforms after 1968 that attempts were 

made to introduce folklore as part of the national project of incorporating indigenous 

populations in the national imagery. Together with the Quechua language, folkloric music was 

broadcast on radio and television, creating spaces for the incorporation of indigenous 

elements in the national sphere (Mendoza 2006: 217). This support stimulated the creation of 

new folkloric groups and institutions, as well as competitions and presentations in this area 

(ibid.: 218). The national recognition and the creation of spaces for inclusion led to the 

rediscovery of locality and a sense of pride in the rural communities that enabled them to 

express their own artistic expressions (Romero 2001: 92-98) without being denigrated or 

laughed at.  

 While this incorporation was only partial, and came to play a secondary role in subsequent 

governments, the increased importance of tourism led to new spaces for the incorporation of 

folklore in the national imagery. Contrary to indigenistas’ efforts to glorify the Inka past 
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through the re-valuation of Inka symbols (Hosoya 1992: 89),289 the emphasis on folklore 

created space for the contemporary culture of indigenous communities (Mendoza 2006: 167-

8). In this context, folklore came to play a central role in the constitution of the region’s 

identity, and also became an important source of pride for those who were participating in 

these folkloric events (Romero 2001; Mendoza 2006). 

 Thus, in the course of the twentieth century indigenous symbols and practices acquired a 

new value and increasingly official institutions started to emphasize the indigenous heritage of 

Peru. In the process, this heritage was incorporated in an effort to create a national identity. 

The new spaces for representation allowed comuneros to maintain and reinforce their own 

cultural practices while at the same time becoming part of modernity. This not only 

empowered their cultural practices, linking it to the modern and the national, but also created 

the possibility of alternative sources of income through tourism.  

Construction and maintenance of community through use of symbols 

García Canclini (2002) warns us about the danger of exaggerating and generalizing the agency 

of comunidades in taking advantage of opportunities for their own benefit. The reaction of 

comunidades can be that of either ‘resignation or the emergence of desire’ (ibid.2002: 209). He 

also reminds us that cultural expressions such as handicrafts and dances may be affected when 

they are introduced to the market. They may become just tools for economic income, rather 

than for cultural expression or the creation community. Canclini therefore chooses to limit his 

definition of popular cultures to those rituals, handicrafts and dances that comunidades 

engage in for their own sake and not for the sake of outsiders (e.g. tourists). In this case, they 

are allowing comuneros to articulate local problems and concerns in ways that make sense to 

them. However, in comunidades that give in to outside groups and interests, culture often 

becomes commodified and does not contribute much to the construction of community. 

 In the following, I explore the appropriation of symbols and the place of popular culture in 

Jilayhua. In contrast to Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, this comunidad’s comuneros were able 

to keep control of their culture and their symbols and use them to access citizenship and 

modernity. 

                                                
289 The Inti Raymi, Machu Picchu or the Inka flag are only some examples 
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Construction of community through appropriation of Tupac Amaru and folklore in 

Jilayhua 

Tupac Amaru 

Although Tupac Amaru Day is not celebrated in Cusco, two regional provinces are in 

continuous conflict over the ownership of the symbol of Tupac Amaru. Tupac Amaru Day is 

officially celebrated in the provinces of Canas and Canchis, both of which claim to be where 

the rebellion started. The problem is that although Tinta is mentioned in the textbooks as the 

place where the rebellion took place, at the time of the rebellion both Canas and Canchis 

belonged to the province of Tinta. After independence it was divided into Canas and Canchis, 

but currently the city of Tinta, which is located in the province of Canchis, claims that the 

rebellion took place there. For this reason, this is the official site of the celebrations, which are 

attended by national representatives, sometimes from Lima.  

 The people of Canas oppose the celebration of Tupac Amaru Day in Canchis, since they 

believe that the rebellion started in Canas, and that Tinta – as a city of mistis – is not a good 

place to commemorate the indigenous rebellion. They claim that Tupac Amaru was not only 

born in the province of Canas, but that as a cacique he started the rebellion here. A statue of 

Tupac Amaru, pointing towards Cusco, stands in the main square of Canas, and this is where 

the municipality celebrates, every 10 October, the anniversary of the revolución. This has 

become a day-long event with the participation of all the communities from the province. All 

institutions and communities participate in the desfile, and there are speeches and poetry 

recitals that stress the importance of the rebellion. Each year in his speech, the mayor reminds 

the public about the historical mistake of designating Tinta as the centre of the rebellion. This 

struggle for the appropriation of the symbol of Tupac Amaru is a struggle to claim a symbol 

that is recognized as being central to the nation. 
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Photo 22. Micaela Bastidas, wife of Tupac Amaru, neighboring comunidad of Pampamarca 

 

Photo 23. Archway to the comunidad of Mosocllaqta, with the drawing of Tupac Amaru 
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Photo 24. Statue of Tupac Amaru in the centre of the square of Yanaoca 

Within this symbolic controversy, the comuneros of Jilayhua – which is located in the 

province of Canas – tried to appropriate the symbol of Tupac Amaru. This served a twofold 

objective: it created the possibility to take advantage of the opportunities provided by tourism, 

and it was instrumental in the creation of an own local identity that presented the community 

as having played a central role in the Tupac Amaru rebellion. These twofold objective led to a 
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festivity that presents a dramatization of the capture of corregidor Arriaga and the start of the 

Tupac Amaru rebellion. 

 Jilayhua is considered the place where the rebellion started. For the comuneros, the 

rebellion is important as they consider themselves as having taken an active part in it.290 They 

are very proud that the rebellion started in their community, more precisely in Hachasuri 

sector. They even have a small monument to remind people of the fact. The monument is a 

cement block located in the comunidad’s higher zones and is inscribed with the statement that 

this is the place where the rebellion started. However, no special activities are carried out at 

the monument. The personality of Tupac Amaru also has a special place in the memory of the 

comuneros of Jilayhua. Many stories concerning the fate of Tupac Amaru circulate in the 

community. The story of the inability of the horses to tear apart the body of Tupac Amaru 

was mentioned by several comuneros, who say that this is the proof of his ‘almost 

supernatural power’. Comuneros also learn at school about the importance of the rebellion. I 

was also told by younger comuneros about the existence of a DVD about the rebellion.291 

Although I was not able to collect any stories regarding the rebellion of Tupac Amaru in 

Quechua, he has an appeal to older generations as the person who tried to fight the Spanish.  

 Although people talk about the centrality of the community in the rebellion, the only 

activity that was linked to the event was the anniversary in Canas, in which the community 

participated. This situation, however, changed in 2003. The change started as an attempt by 

some younger members and children of members of the community to organize a festivity 

centred on the start of the rebellion in the community.292 This was suggested by a young 

comunero during an ordinary assembly of the community on 6 September 2003. He raised his 

hand and requested permission to use the area in Huanccoracay to dramatize the capture of 

the corregidor Arriaga and the start of Tupac Amaru II’s rebellion. He was representing the 

students of Jilayhua at UNSAAC, who were interested in using the area to create their own 

representation and a festivity around the anniversary of Tupac Amaru. This was to be done 

together with a dance association from UNSAAC. There were some interventions by three 

older comuneros, who argued that such a festivity would be very expensive and time 
                                                
290 The whole region has been involved in the rebellion. Mosocllaqta was located on the path from Surimana to 
Tungasuka, and Yanampampa was located next to Sangarara, where the first important victory of Tupac Amaru 
against the Spanish forces took place in the battle of Sangarara on 18 November 1780. I was able to confirm that 
the figure of Tupac Amaru was not just a symbol of the municipality, but that the figure of Tupac Amaru was 
represented on the arch of the entrance to Mosocllaqta, the figure of Michaela Bastidas represented in a wall 
before the community of Pampamarca, which is neighbouring the community of Jilayhua 
291 Title of film ‘Tupac Amaru. La revolución’. DVDs available through illegal copies at five soles. 
292 Lately there has been an increase in festivities around ‘important’ symbols such as the Inka Bridge (Checca) or 
Machu Pukara (Moon festival). Dances and dramatizations are organized in order to attract tourists to the 
community. Some have achieved international recognition, such as the Inka Bridge, but most initiate it with the 
interest of attracting local tourists. 
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consuming. But after one comunero had stressed that it was important to make room for the 

‘dreams’ of the youth,293 the members decided to continue the discussion at a later date. The 

dramatization was later approved by the members of the comunidad during an extraordinary 

assembly. It would take place just before the municipal celebration, which was going to be 

held in the town of Yanaoca.  

 As I mentioned in the introduction, the mayor and several official representatives, as well 

as regional cameramen, attended the event. This was the first time that the community of 

Jilayhua had organized this dramatization, and in his speech the mayor praised the 

organization of the community and thanked the community’s authorities for reminding them 

of the fact that the rebellion had started in their province.294 He said that he wanted to rectify 

history and today they were able to do this in this community and in front of the media. He 

then stressed that the ceremony should be celebrated every year on Tupac Amaru Day, and 

that the municipality would surely support them in organizing the celebration. Finally, the 

mayor invited everyone to join him at the ceremony that was to take place in the main square 

of Yanaoca. 

 It was decided to take the performance as far as Yanaoca, where the official ceremony 

would take place in the Plaza de Armas. Tupac Amaru rode into the square on his horse, 

holding a rope in his hand; the other end of the rope was tied around the neck of the 

corregidor Arriaga. The president of Jilayhua, who was seated next to the major, was asked to 

raise the Inca flag. The mayor once again repeated his speech to all those present. Each of the 

many speeches that followed stressed the fact that the celebration in Tinta was misplaced, as 

Tinta neglected all that was Indian.295 The message that was conveyed was that Tupac Amaru 

belongs to Canas rather than to Canchis. In this context, the introduction of Huanccoracay as 

an additional symbol in addition to Surimana was welcomed by the province. That is why the 

festivity, which was initiated by a group of young members of the community, became a 

provincial event that was to be filmed and shown on television. 

                                                
293 Field notes 6 Sept. 2003 Ordinary Assembly, Jilayhua. 
294 In official texts, such as educational texts, it is stated that the capture of Arriaga happened in ‘Tinta’ 
(belonging to the province of Canchis), however, in Canas it was continuously repeated that this was a mistake, 
and that Tupac Amaru’s day should be officially recognized as belonging to Jilayhua, Canas and not Tinta, 
Canchis.  
295 Tinta is located on the shores of the Vilcanota River, next to the highway connecting Cusco and Puno. Tinta 
is considered a mestizo town when compared to Canas.  
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Photo 25. Tupac Amaru Day: comuneros, mayors and official representatives  
descending the hill where the escenificacion took place 

 

Photo 26. Tupac Amaru Day: official celebration at the site of the monument 
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Photo 26. Tupac Amaru Day: comuneros reproducing the escenificación at the square in Yanaoca 

The organization of the festivity was considered a great success by the comuneros of Jilayhua. 

I heard a week later that the performance had been broadcast by a TV station. Everyone was 

proud of the fact that the community’s name had become well known because of the festivity. 

The authorities of the community admitted that this had been possible only with the support 

of the young members of the community, who organized the dramatization, and the 

cooperation of all comuneros. The interest that the municipality had shown in the event – not 

only by attending but also by incorporating the dramatization in the provincial celebration – 

confirmed the centrality of the community in this rebellion. Even though it was for only one 

day, various actors were able to unite in their claim for a share of the benefits of tourism 

(including recognition). The president of the community summarized his feelings about the 

day by saying that ‘although all the descendants of Tupac Amaru were killed after his death, it 

seems that the blood of Tupac Amaru was spread all over us’.296 The festivity not only created 

new opportunities but also mobilized feelings of pride among the comuneros. 

 According to Anthony Cohen (1985: 50), the strength of symbols resides not in the 

meaning people put into the symbols, but in their capacity to create or strengthen people’s 

‘feeling of community’. This event confirmed the strength of the symbol of Tupac Amaru in 

uniting the community in the organization of this festivity. In terms of organization, it 

                                                
296 Field notes 8 Nov. 2003 Informal talk with Señor Ccoto, Jilayhua 
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required cooperation from its members. While communal activities tend to exclude non-

members of the community or young members,297 this event was open to all people in the 

community. Protestant members were also able to take part in this celebration, as it was 

disengaged from a religious context and did not involve drinking. The more people joined the 

dramatization, the better it was considered to be. For instance, the figure of Tupac Amaru was 

represented by someone from outside the community because of his height and physical 

appearance.298  

 The symbol of Tupac Amaru and the rebellion was thus effective in creating a feeling of 

community. For some, it represented past struggles against the hacendados or mestizos. The 

dramatization represented the effective resistance that communities mounted against the 

Spanish in the colonial period, and against the hacendados in more recent times.299 In this 

sense, it could have been a symbol of resistance. However, for others – such as the authorities 

of the community and municipalities – it symbolized the feeling of regional community 

between highland and lowland residents. In addition, the appropriation of a national symbol 

meant more recognition for the area, which had always been considered marginal. For the 

youth, it was an attempt to engage with the new opportunities that were emerging through 

tourism to appeal to a more international recognition. What was important was the ability of 

the symbol of Tupac Amaru to consolidate these different interests in one imagined 

community. The use of past symbols was a way to produce locality. As expressed by Cohen 

(1985: 103) when talking about the strength of myths: 

… it is the very imprecision of these references to the past-timelessness masquerading as history 
which makes them so apt a device for symbolism and, in particular, for expressing symbolically the 
continuity of past and present, and for re-asserting the cultural integrity of the community in the 
face of its apparent subversion by the forces of change. 

Both the comuneros of Jilayhua and the municipal staff witnessed the emotions that were 

aroused when this symbol was linked to powerful symbols that appealed not only to the past 

but also to the present and the future. The celebration of Tupac Amaru was not something 

that was imposed from the top; instead, it was something that the comuneros of Jilayhua 

could rightly claim as their own. 

 It is interesting to see that while the origins of the festivity were related to the desire of 

some young comuneros to use the symbol of Tupac Amaru for the development of folklore 

and to attract tourists, the strength of the symbolism of Tupac Amaru went beyond these 

                                                
297 For more information on divisions of the community, see Chapter 2. 
298 Field notes 8 Nov. 2003. Informal talk with Señor Ccoto, Jilayhua 
299 For more information, see Chapter 4. 
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original intentions. The importance of the symbol in gaining recognition brought together the 

projects of various marginal groups. The project of the regional government and that of the 

comuneros interlocked in a mutually profitable situation. The symbol of Tupac Amaru was 

powerful in uniting not only the community but also the whole province in their competition 

with Canchis for resources and recognition. 

 The festivity not only allowed recognition but it also allowed access to new opportunities 

provided by tourism. Being part of this rebellion created an empowering feeling that was 

reflected in all the participants. It was related to the comuneros’ efforts to connect to the 

dominant discourse of the nation in order to demand their inclusion in and share of the 

benefits of tourism. Although it is of course impossible to foresee the future consequences of 

this festivity, it certainly mobilized feelings and created connections that until then had not 

been present.  

Folklore and modernity 

In the same way as they appropriated the symbol of Tupac Amaru, the comuneros of Jilayhua 

have appropriated folklore and modernity in their own civic performances. In Jilayhua the 

occasions that allow the display of these symbols seem to be gaining in importance as an 

opportunity to exhibit the successes of the community in demanding more institutional 

support for their activities. Religious rituals (especially cargos), however, are increasingly 

relegated to the private sphere. This has to do with the influence of the past experiences of the 

comunidad in the context of the hacendados, and to Protestantism, where access to education 

and modernity were considered important to the development of the community for access to 

alternative sources of income, rather than internal resources of the comunidad. In this section, 

I explain the factors that led to the limitation of religious practices (cargos) to the private sphere 

and to the active appropriation of symbols of modernity and folklore in the public sphere 

(anniversaries and desfiles).  

 The recent decline of cargos related to communal patron festivities300 may be related to the 

increasing dependence of comunidades on outside institutions for access to resources. Before 

the agrarian reform, the system of ascendancy in a community’s status and prestige was closely 

related to the system of fiestas de cargo of the community and the system of varayoq (Skar 1997: 

265-6). The status and prestige depended on the degree to which a person was able to 

                                                
300 Some communities have a saint or religious symbol which is seen as being the protector of the community. In 
the case of Mosocllaqta their patron is San Juan de Papres and in the case of Yanampampa the cross. The 
celebrations around this patron are generally the greatest in the community, requiring a lot of investment for 
those who are responsible for its finance. 
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distribute his or her economic surplus to the community by participating in these systems. The 

system of varayoq, however, was weakened by the introduction of two pieces of legislation, 

namely the 1905 law that abolished all forms of traditional authorities in Peru, and the agrarian 

reform, which encouraged the continuation of this law (ibid.:266). In the communities I 

studied, the system of varayoq has been replaced by the official cargos defined by the state (e.g. 

president of the community, junta directiva).301 Although in some cases the new system and new 

titles simply replaced old cargo positions, the traditional cargo system was modified greatly with 

the increasing importance of education and connections outside the community (Seligmann 

1997). 

 The more a comunidad is dependent on outside institutions for access to resources, the less 

importance fiesta cargos have in that comunidad. The value of the fiesta cargo, as explained by 

Skar (1997), relied on the prestige that one could achieve through the redistribution of 

resources by taking responsibility for these fiesta cargos. However, in Jilayhua fiesta cargos were 

related to exploitation, abuso and a lack of progreso of the community. This may be related to 

past experiences of haciendas but also to the presence of the Protestant religion, which 

denigrates the veneration of saints and the consumption of alcohol as retarding the 

development of communities. This is illustrated in an interview I had with a comunero, who 

told me why the cargo of Apóstol Santiago has disappeared: 

Did the comuneros celebrate this cargo? No, them [from the town], only them. They celebrated the day 
and the campesinos had to finance it. 

And why do you think that comuneros continued carrying the burden of the cargo? Why? That’s how far 
exploitation reached. Why did they have to kill so many cows and sheep? They had to take them to 
the vecinos [of the town]. But the people from the town did not do that; only those in the 
comunidades. 

When did the cargo end? It ended with the arrival of the agrarian reform. This would have been in the 
1970s. Before the 1970s. From the 1970s we did not have these cargos any more.302 

As the interview illustrates, the cargo of Apóstol Santiago was seen as a form of exploitation, 

for which the comuneros had to sell their livestock and spend their savings in order to carry 

                                                
301 See Chapter 2. 
302 Interview 19 Jul. 2003 with Señor Ancco, Jilayhua.  
[AM: Y eran las personas de la comunidad que celebraban?] No, ellos [los del pueblo] nada mas hacian eso. No hacian de 
la poblacion de Yanaoca, los mistis no hacian tan solamente del campo. Gente campesina no mas hacía este 
cargo.[…] [AM: Y por que cree que eran las personas de la comunidad que hacían el cargo] O sea Por que hacian esto? Por 
que fijese hasta donde era la explotación. Por qué tantos vacunos, ovinos que degollaban. A estos vecinos 
también los llebavan ... pues ... un pedazo de carne... así los matenían pues a los vecinos del pueblo. […]Y la 
población como te digo, la gente de la población no hacía eso. No, solamente [los] del campo.[AM: Cuando 
terminaron estos cargos?] Este ha terminado desde que vino la reforma agraria. Sí. Habrá sido pues en el año 70. Sí. 
Antes del 70 todavía. Desde el 70 ya no había estos cargos. 
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out the cargo for the vecinos. Alcohol was also considered a way of keeping the comuneros in 

ignorance.  

 Because of its proximity to the capital of Canas and its history of conflict with 

neighbouring hacendados, Jilayhua became a fertile ground for the implementation of leftist 

ideologies. One leader of the community had been actively involved in the Federacion 

Departamental de Campesinos del Cusco (FDCC),303 while another was a student at UNSAAC 

and was active in the various demonstrations that were held there.304 Señor Huanca’s argument 

was and still is that cargo festivities do more bad than good, and that it is better to invest this 

money in the education of the children.305 Although Señor Huanca was frowning while he 

explained the reason for the disappearance of cargos, he started smiling when he told me that 

they still celebrate the carnivals and that they are such joyful experiences, with lots of dances 

and singing; according to him, it was for the youth.306 Carnivals, which do not have the 

negative connotations related to abuso and haciendas, are still held by the comuneros as one of 

their most important costumbres. 

 The Protestant religion also played an important role in the decrease in the number of 

fiesta cargos. Another communal leader who led the community through the land reclamation 

process, Señor Puma, is a fervent Protestant and is opposed to alcohol and all form of 

celebrations that are related to saints or patrons. It was when he was president of the 

community that it was decided that ritual practices including rites to Pachamama and cargo 

festivities would no longer be practised in public.307 In a context where leftist ideologies and 

the Protestant religion have found fertile ground, fiesta cargos are interpreted as the main 

hindrance to education and progress. Anniversaries and secular festivities that express 

progress and modernization started to play a more important role. 

 Their view, however, is not representative of the whole community. While for the younger 

generations, cargo festivities are increasingly seen as a burden, for the older and poorer 

comuneros these cargos are moments of joy. Several older informants said that they regret the 

fact that in Jilayhua cargos are no longer celebrated. For instance, Señora Pongo (a widowed 

comunera in her 80s) told me that things had been better when there were cargos. It was ‘nicer’ 

when there were cargos, because there would be food, dances and celebrations, as well as 

chicha and food, so she could go there and eat. She compared it to the present, and 

                                                
303 Peasant Federation of the Department of Cusco, which is closely working with the IAA, closely linked with 
the Partido Unificador Mariateguista. (PUM). 
304 Interview 18 Sept. 2003 with Señor Huanca, Jilayhua. 
305 Informal talk 10 Jul. 2003 with Señor Huanca, Jilayhua. 
306 According to Skar the celebration of Carnival is actually related to Catholic religion, but has received a local 
interpretation. 
307 Informal talk with Señor Ccoto. 
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complained that ‘There is nothing now.’ She said she regrets that these cargos are no longer 

celebrated, and told me that she celebrates them alone.  

 While fewer cargos are being celebrated by the comuneros, civic celebrations are gaining 

importance as a site for display of the achievements of the community, where modern 

elements are displayed as a sign of their success and communal recognition. Anniversaries of 

the creation of the community, for instance, are secular festivities that are encouraged by the 

state. While in the domestic sphere several traditions and customs continue to be practised, in 

public it is modernity that is emphasized. I present the case of Jilayhua extensively as these 

celebrations seemed to play a central role in their appeal for inclusion as modern campesinos. 

 The anniversary of Jilayhua (16 July) is slightly different from other anniversaries, as it not 

only celebrates the creation of their community but is also used as an occasion to display the 

achievements of the community in terms of dairy production. In 2003, the anniversary 

coincided with Señor Ccoto’s first year as president of the community. He was known for his 

creativity and active role in the promotion of the community. Before the day of the 

anniversary, Señor Ccoto told me his plans for the event. He was going to invite NGOs and 

the mayor of Canas. He said me that: ‘He [the mayor] is aware that Jilayhua has always won 

the first prize in dairy competitions and he would appreciate getting to know more about the 

community.’ The anniversary was going to be similar to one celebrated at a district level. For a 

whole week there were going to be various competitions between the different sections of the 

comunidad, and on the day of the anniversary the presents would be distributed. The 

anniversary was seen as an opportunity to show others the community’s successes, and the 

presence of institutions was important as it increased the chance of receiving financial support 

for communal activities. I was able to appreciate the great effort and dedication invested in the 

event. They had prepared an oficio308 to request that I become a madrina for the dance 

competition, which involved the task of judging the dances.  

 The day started with the dance competition. As discussed, folkloric dances were 

incorporated in the city of Cusco through dance competitions as a ‘way to experience 

contemporary culture’ (Mendoza 2001). Each sector of the community wore the typical dress 

of a certain place and performed a dance originating from that place. It was a folkloric event, 

with young comuneros hiring special costumes for the occasion. These were usually hired in 

Cusco and the dances were performed or choreographed by comuneros who had experience 

with dance performances in Cusco.309 Most had experience in competing in the various 

competitions that are held in Cusco, as representatives of the residents of Canas in Cusco. As 
                                                
308 Official letter of request from the community. 
309 Younger comuneros of Jilayhua studying in Cusco. 
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the children of comuneros, they came back to display their artistic abilities in the performance 

of folkloric dances. 

 

 

 

Photo 28. Ccollana Pugio folkloric dance group 

 

Photo 29. Pauchi folkloric dance group 

This was followed by some speeches. The opening speech was given by the teniente-alcalde of 

the community, who talked about the achievements of the community and the achievements 
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in dairy production, as well as the need to support the further development of irrigation 

projects and pasture. The representative of the Cusco region then took the microphone and 

expressed his regret that the president of the region was unable to attend the ceremony; he 

then praised the community for their impressive achievements in terms of dairy production.  

 Then the food – lamb, potatoes and salad – was distributed. After that, they handed out 

the prizes for the various competitions (sports, but also dairy production, such as milk, cheese, 

yogurt and manjar). Most of the authorities left after the main event (the food), but the 

comuneros crowded the centre of the patio for the prize giving. Among the prizes were plastic 

buckets (for milk production) as well as pans and cooking utensils to promote the further 

production of dairy products. After receiving their prizes, people started leaving and the day 

gradually came to an end. The comuneros seemed happy with the success of the event. This 

was reflected in the good organization of the event, the cooperation and involvement of all 

comuneros in the different tasks and competitions, and the presence of the important guests. 

 In sum, comuneros in Jilayhua are able to benefit from tourism: by appropriating symbols 

(such as Tupac Amaru) and folklore, they gain access to important resources. In such a 

context, symbols and performances allow the creation of a feeling of community, as they 

enable collective access to resources. This strategic use of public performances differs from 

other communities where celebrations are geared to the maintenance of community, as I 

illustrate below. 

Maintenance of community through the continuation of religious rituals: the case of 

Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta 

Fiesta cargos are also decreasing in number in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta. However, in the 

case of these communities the system of fiesta cargos continues to be important in the 

ascendancy of political hierarchy and prestige within the community (Ch. 3). Scholars have 

given different reasons for the diminishing number of cargos. For example, Mitchell (1991) says 

that it is due to the increasing poverty of the communities, while Seligmann (1997) blames it 

on the decrease in the status and prestige of political-religious cargos. In the limited number of 

places where cargos do still exist, the cargos are taken by migrants in order to maintain their 

linkages with the community (Paerregaard 1997; Cortes 2001). It is probable that the decrease 

in the fiesta cargos is a result of the changing livelihood patterns, including the increasingly 

multi-sited and multitasking livelihoods. Therefore the comuneros of these communities 

increasingly perceive fiesta cargos as a burden. 
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 In Mosocllaqta, there are fewer traditional cargos, but the comuneros still celebrate some 

cargos that are related to religious festivities, for example Virgen del Carmen or San Juan 

(patron of the community). In Yanampampa, the only cargo that is still held is the festivity of 

the cruz.310 This celebration takes place each year on 3 May (the start of the sowing season) and 

is celebrated in several communities throughout the department of Cusco.311 According to the 

ex-president of the community, it is still celebrated thanks to the financial support provided by 

migrants who live in the cities.312 

 These communal festivities can both provide some kind of shared feeling and be the very 

centre of conflict. Cargos have become the space where comuneros display the conflict 

between returning migrants and those who live in the community.313 Comuneros who are able 

to take more than one cargo in their lifetimes are usually residents of Arequipa or Lima.314 

Some comuneros complain that the cargos get more expensive each year, because there is 

competition over who brings the most well-known band to the event. In the case of these 

communities, the migrants try to show their successes as well as their difference from their 

fellow comuneros, while those from the community are confronted with economic limitations 

in comparison with the migrants. 

 For those in the comunidad, the cargos are increasingly seen as an obligation rather than an 

expression of their belief in the benefits of doing the cargo. As one comunero said: ‘Since we 

criticize each other in this way, what can we do? …. I take the responsibility for the cargo, so 

that I do not stay behind…. in other words, so that they do not criticize me or talk behind my 

back.’315 Like Señor Mendoza, it was generally young households that took (or had to take) 

responsibility for the cargo, even when they had to migrate to finance it. For example, a 

comunero who took a fiesta cargo in 2003 told me that it cost him 3,000 soles – the price of 

four or five cattle. As he is young and does not have many possessions, he had to migrate to 

Puerto Maldonado. For these young comuneros, taking the cargo is a way of fulfilling 

expectations and being able to live quietly in the community. For the migrants, however, it is 

an occasion to show off their success and a way to keep connected with the community. For 
                                                
310 Interview 25 Oct. 2002, ex-president of comunidad of Yanampampa ‘we had San Pedro and San Pablo and 8 
December we had Immaculada Concepcion. We used to also celebrate Carnivals. For this celebration of the cross 
people come from Lima and Cusco back to the communities. This is the only one that continues to be 
celebrated’ 
311 Cruz Velacuy. In the whole region the Cruz Velacuy is celebrated in May, but in the case of the community of 
Yanampampa the symbol and the date of the celebration is related to the patron of the community. 
312 Interview 15 Jan. 2004 with Señor Paucar, Yanampampa 
313 Taussig illustrates the same in his study of rituals in a Pacific coast of Colombia. Taussig, M. T. (1978) "Ritos y 
Cohesión Social en una Sociedad Exportadora de Mano de Obra. Caso del Litoral Pacífico." in (ed.) Destrucción y 
Resistencia Campesina, pp. 104-142. Bogotá: Punta de Lanza. 
314 Field notes 27 Oct. 2002 Yanampampa 
315 Interview 31 Jan. 2003 with Señor Mendoza. Como así nos criticamos, ni modo, que voy a hacer...cargo cumplir, para que 
no me quede...o sea para que no me critiquen, hablen detrás de mi...’ 
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the comuneros, cargos are no longer celebrations related to communal status and hierarchy, but 

opportunities to display distinction and status (for migrants) or to force communal obligations 

on new members. Migrants come from the cities with new modern goods and ideas, and these 

occasions are important moments for them to display their achievements. For the comuneros 

themselves, cargos make frictions and conflicts more visible. 

 However, many comuneros still consider fiesta cargos important, and cargos continue to be a 

way to maintain the community amidst all the transformations and changes. These festivities 

are continued for the sake of the community – as a religious practice – rather than for the sake 

of outside performance for access to resources and recognition, as in the case of Jilayhua. In 

this case, symbols such as the cross remain the same, and the goal is to maintain the 

community. This contrasts with the festivities carried out in Jilayhua, where public 

celebrations have the strategic role of gaining recognition and access to resources.  

 The importance of fiesta cargos does not mean that these comunidades do not have their 

own civic festivities. They do, although these festivities are less important than religious cargos. 

The anniversary of Yanampampa also reflects the community’s successes. Here, however, it is 

football competitions that are the centre of attention. The comunidad has participated 

extensively in the various competitions that are organized by the municipality of Sangarara, 

and comuneros from the community, and especially the comuneras (members of the Club de 

Madres), are proud that they had reached regional competitions.316 Although the anniversary 

lasts only a day, half of it is dedicated to the football competition, and the main ceremony is 

carried out in the afternoon.317 A band from another community had come to perform, some 

representatives of development institutions were there, and the mayor of the province of 

Sangarara briefly attended the event. A speech was given by the vocal (messenger) of the 

comunidad about the fact that this was the 40th anniversary of the community, along with 

information about the dates of its foundation etc. The dances were prepared without much 

professional assistance or special clothes from Cusco, and those who took part had just 

practised only one day in advance.318 After the food was distributed, the officials left and 

people gradually returned to their houses. 

 During the anniversary celebrations of the district of Mosocllaqta, there was a desfile of the 

various communities in the main square of the community of Mosocllaqta. While there were 

no uniforms, nor the professionals who were presented as successes in the case of Jilayhua, the 

desfile included the march of the comités de autodefensa, something the community was proud of. 
                                                
316 Interview 30 Jan. 2004 with Señora Paucar 
317 The event was delayed because there was no electricity on that day and they had to bring an electric generator 
from the municipality. 
318 Informal talk with comunera Yanampampa 
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As mentioned, the community of Mosocllaqta had experienced a terrorist attack and is still 

worried by the possible return of Sendero Luminoso, which is reflected in their daily 

conversations. Although comuneros did not refer to it during my fieldwork, the fact that they 

had been able to create a comité de autodefensa was seen as an achievement in the 

community. 

 Symbols such as football or comités de autodefensa also appeal to modernity; however, 

they are a result not so much of the conscious strategy of construction of community, as of 

some perceived need, namely to defend the community (comités de autodefensa) or to 

convocate the municipality (football matches). They are not symbols that are created and 

reproduced for the creation or maintenance of the community, and they do not appeal to 

other community members. These are not symbols that are able to create or mobilize the 

feelings of many comuneros.  

 In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, the limited influence of Protestantism coupled with 

leftist social movements related to hacienda exploitation and the heavy dependence on labour 

in the continuation of their livelihoods activities, have contributed to the maintenance of the 

importance of the cargo festivities through the maintenance of their symbols. These symbols 

are geared to the continuation of communal norms and values, and while they create 

contradictions they continue to unite the comunidad. While these religious festivities allow 

change through the incorporation of new elements, they are not meant for outside 

recognition, but for the continuation of existing solidarity and feeling of community.  

Final reflections 

The case of Jilayhua illustrates how comuneros were able to construct their community 

through the appropriation of symbols that were made available through the state. The symbols 

of Tupac Amaru and folkloric dances were presented by the state for the purpose of creating a 

national and regional identity. However, the comuneros appropriated them to advance their 

own goals, namely to access resources that are made available through tourism. 

 On the other hand, Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta use rituals and symbols for internal 

purposes, rather than to gain access to outside opportunities. In a context where communal 

norms of distribution of resources among members and reciprocity in access to labour 

continue to be important, cargo festivities may incorporate new values that appeal to progreso 

and modernity. This creates conflict and divisions. Although the civic-patriotic celebrations 

also demonstrate the introduction of new symbols, they are not strategically used to access 

resources, as in the case of Tupac Amaru’s Day. They are not symbols that appeal to the 
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whole community; they therefore lead to conflict rather than promote the creation of the 

feeling of community.  

 I have stressed the ability of comuneros to obtain successes through the appropriation of 

recognized symbols. In this way, they have been able to change the terms of recognition from 

negative (Indio) to positive (those who fought with Tupac Amaru against the Spanish). As I 

have illustrated, this appropriation allows the capacity to collectively imagine a community that 

is different from the nation – different in positive rather than negative terms. In this context, 

comuneros are able to feel pride, not only as citizens who fought against the Spanish but also 

as comuneros who take part in modernity and globalization.  
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Chapter 8 

Final reflections 

‘Freedom, the anchoring good to capabilities and development, has no lasting meaning 
apart from a collective, dense and supple horizon of hopes and wants’ (Appadurai 2004: 
82) 

The aim of my research was to explore local perceptions of poverty and well-being in three 

communities in the southern Andes of Peru and the way in which these perceptions influence 

the capabilities of comuneros in their struggles to deal with poverty and to improve their lives. 

Livelihood studies have provided important insights into the relationship between the assets 

of the poor and their portfolio of activities, but many of these studies are apolitical and 

oriented towards social and economic factors. They pay little attention to local perceptions 

and/or variability in aspirations, and many do not explain why rural households that have the 

same set of assets can choose different livelihood paths (Zoomers 2002: 113).  

 My overall aim was to contribute to a better understanding of social mobility by studying 

the diverse ways in which local people perceive poverty and well-being as well as their 

aspirations for the future (notions of a better life), and by exploring the factors that together 

shape people’s capabilities (Bebbington 1999) and their ‘capacities to aspire’ (Appadurai 2002). 

Acknowledging that aspirations often reflect power relationships, I also analysed to what 

extent ‘notions of a better life’ contribute or do not contribute to the reproduction of poverty. 

Local perceptions of poverty and well-being 

Exploring comuneros’ own definitions of poverty and well-being in terms of what is valuable 

to them, I found that – in addition to having access to livestock and land – people in the three 

comunidades gave much importance to a person’s ‘capacity to work‘ (labour) and the way they 

are embedded in social networks. During their lives, comuneros encounter snakes as well as 

ladders, which explains why people move into and out of poverty. Snakes can be related to 

climatic conditions as well as accidents, robberies or other misfortunes that can suddenly 

deplete a comunero’s assets. Ladders are mostly related to finding opportunities to diversify 

production (dairy production, fishery), finding a job and/or migrating. Whereas everybody 

runs the risk of encountering a snake, ladders are accessible only to a restricted group of 

people. An analysis of the factors that enable comuneros to take advantage of these 

opportunities showed that while social networks are important, access to information is a 

condition sine qua non (without information, people are not capable of taking advantage of new 
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opportunities). Access to information (and being able to take advantage of ladders) generally 

requires an outward looking orientation that may contradict communal norms and rules, 

which often emphasize the importance of reciprocity and maintaining social relationships 

within the comunidad. Not complying with communal rules often means that people are 

excluded from communal resources (land, water, labour, etc.). In this sense, searching for 

ladders and trying to escape from poverty by looking around will often create paradoxical 

situations. For example, by migrating and/or having outside jobs, comuneros can weaken 

existing communal networks and become marginalized from their comunidades. 

 At the same time, however, the exploration of social mobility through the metaphors of 

ladders and snakes revealed the importance not only of resources, but also of status and 

identity. In the Andes, people’s ‘capacity to aspire’ cannot be understood without taking into 

account the past experiences of the indigenous population as a marginalized group. They were 

placed outside the mainstream society and excluded from practical citizenship rights. They 

were considered by politicians and state officials as simply a category of ‘the other’; 

uneducated, rural traditional and poor (De la Cadena 2000). These past experiences are 

reflected in the comuneros’ aspirations. The aspirations of comuneros to obtain a better life – 

aspirations that are related to, for example, modernity and education – are also related to their 

desire to change the negative connotations connected to their culture and social relations, and 

to become part of the state’s modernization project.  

Pathways of poverty and well-being 

I have identified two pathways by which comuneros pursue social mobility or better life, 

namely the individual and exit path, and the collective and local path. I have argued that for 

the comuneros of Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, the path to social mobility is limited to the 

exit path, whereas in Jilayhua the comuneros also have a choice of a local path to improving 

their livelihoods and social mobility.  

 In Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, the only viable way to achieve upward social mobility is 

to develop an orientation towards the outside. Here, access to opportunities is based on the 

information that comes through migration, education and the media and through the 

comuneros’ social networks. In this context, some people choose to assimilate modern and/or 

urban notions of better life. In the case of education, the knowledge and practices learned at 

school that stress individual achievement often conflict with communal norms of reciprocity. 

However, many people consider getting an education and becoming a professional the only 
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way to escape from poverty. This is sometimes connected to the aspiration for urban-style 

consumption, even if this generates conflicts. 

 Individual paths to social mobility often conflict with communal life, and people aspiring 

to modern lives are forced to hide and/or run the risk of being marginalized from communal 

resources. People’s desire to be modern and educated in these comunidades should be seen in 

relation to the subordinate position of these communities. In other words, comuneros adopt 

urban occidental notions of modernity and citizenship as a way to escape the negative 

connotations related to the Indio. They want to become ‘somebody’ and not remain 

campesinos, even if this will not directly generate benefits. 

 The situation in Jilayhua is different. Here, the aspirations of the comuneros are less related 

to urban occidental notions of modernity; instead, they reflect their own collective successes 

in creating a community and a collective identity that is sufficiently strong to counterbalance 

modern notions of well-being. Rather than assimilating foreign elements that conflict with 

their livelihoods, the comuneros of Jilayhua collectively investigate, debate and explore risks 

and opportunities and define collective ways to lead them out of poverty. Communities can 

allow the working of imagination in reshaping boundaries and feelings of injustice as well as 

pride (Appadurai 2002: 7). People in Jilayhua build on shared experience – they have a 

collective desire (aspiration) to improve their lives (achieve well-being) – and search for ways 

to incorporate notions of a better life and to bring these into line with communal norms and 

rules. 

 Possibilities for social mobility and improving livelihoods are therefore not only individual 

but also collective. Much depends on what Appadurai calls the ‘capacity to aspire’. While a 

study of social mobility in terms of access to resources (natural, financial, physical, human and 

social capital) may be important in the promotion of individual social mobility, it should not 

ignore longer and collective processes that are related to the shaping of aspirations. 

Explorations of livelihood choices that are based on comuneros’ aspirations and notions of a 

better life can illustrate the agency of comuneros in following their aspirations, but can also 

conceal issues of power that are involved in the shaping of aspirations. Explorations of local 

perceptions have helped to bring to the fore the issue of power in the shaping of comuneros’ 

orientations and aspirations. 

Killing the snake of poverty: the relevance of cultural capital 

I have argued that the capacity to aspire is unevenly present in the comunidades I studied. 

What are the factors that led to these differences? Even though we cannot make 
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generalizations based on the study of just three comunidades, the multi-case study approach 

did yield some important insights. First, location, infrastructure and institutional presence 

came to the fore when comparing the three comunidades. The developments in Jilayhua seem 

to be strongly related to its favourable location. Infrastructure is crucial in enabling access to 

information. For example, its proximity to the town of Yanaoca enabled easier access to 

NGO staff (who provided information about cattle activities); access to education provided 

access to laws that enabled the reclamation of land from hacendados; and the improvement of 

the road provided easier access to cities such as Cusco and Sicuani. These were important, but 

are not enough to explain why other comunidades that have the same conditions are not 

experiencing the same improvements as Jilayhua.  

 Second, past successful experiences of collective action have been and continue to be 

important in the ability to share, debate and seek information, which in turn helps in the 

shaping of collective aspirations. Collective successes in reclaiming land and in dairy 

production provided the comuneros of Jilayhua with a sense of pride that allowed them to 

appropriate positive symbols that enabled the creation of rituals. However, as I have argued 

throughout this book, successes of collective action are related to the successes of the 

networks and associations in which comuneros are involved. This is a differentiated process: 

while some comuneros are able to benefit from it, others are not. The feeling of community is 

certainly not shared by all comuneros and this situation can create conflicts and tensions 

among comuneros. However, it is important to note that past experiences of collective action, 

which are often neglected by poverty studies, influence the capability to debate, creating 

opportunities for access to local knowledge.  

 Third, I have illustrated the power of rituals in the creation of community and the shaping 

of collective aspirations based on own experiences. While aspirations are often shaped 

through information that comes from outside the locality, reproducing aspirations that are 

fragmented and that conflict with local experiences and reproduce power inequalities, rituals 

allow the imagination to view alternatives and aspirations, promoting the creation of 

community and identity.  

 This study therefore stresses the importance of cultural capital, viz. cultural practices 

related to the place and society of residence. In livelihood discussions, Bebbington (1999) 

includes cultural capital as one additional capital that allows agency and capabilities. This study 

shows that while cultural capital is important, not all rituals can be considered as contributing 

to social mobility. If we consider the reduction of vulnerability and the access to recognition 

and citizenship as important in local perceptions of social mobility, we can argue that not all 
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rituals contribute to this movement. Mainly rituals that can create a feeling of identity and 

community (appealing to past and present experiences of comuneros) can be considered as 

contributing to capabilities. I have illustrated how the day of Tupac Amaru – the most 

important indigenous leader to lead a rebellion against the Spanish – allowed the creation of 

community as well as access to opportunities to diversify livelihoods close to the comunidad. 

Rituals, especially when they appeal to recognized symbols – thus pointing to the importance 

of opening spaces for recognition – can become the cultural force that enables change in 

terms of recognition. This feeling can become the fuel that enables comuneros to confront the 

social conditions that produce poverty. In other words, it provides the capacity to aspire, 

which can allow comuneros the capacity to change the categories of poor, indigenous or rural, 

which determine their inclusion in the nation in negative terms of recognition, further 

disempowering them from becoming agents of change. Through this ritual, comuneros in 

Jilayhua were able create a feeling of community involving a large number of comuneros. By 

participating in the events they show that they should be considered real citizens and displayed 

the fact that they are no longer Indios but campesinos modernos. At the same time, it allowed 

them to generate new sources of income and improve their livelihood. 

 All these factors have contributed to the creation of new mental horizons and to new 

capacities to aspire. In the case of Jilayhua, aspirations allowed changes in terms of recognition 

and access to opportunities without necessarily leading to fragmented livelihoods. This 

explains why greater number of comuneros in Jilayhua perceive their livelihoods as improving, 

while in the other comunidades the perception is that things have not changed much. Cultural 

capital, which allows the capacity to aspire, is important in allowing comuneros’ collective 

capacity to confront snakes and take advantage of ladders. Cultural capital is therefore central 

in processes of construction of community and the comuneros’ ability to deal with poverty.  

 As Appadurai states, freedom in relation to capability has meaning only when people have 

access to this collective, supple horizon of hopes and wants. An analysis of social mobility that 

does not consider the relationship between the aspirations and the capabilities of comuneros 

can be myopic because it ignores the power issues that are hidden in the choices of the poor. 

The way in which past experiences influence the shaping of local perceptions and aspirations 

is a crucial issue when we try to understand people’s ability to climb ladders, which in the long 

term could help them to kill the snakes of poverty. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GLOSSARY 

 
abuso A term used in the relationship Indio–hacendado to express abuse and 

exploitation 
academia Preparatory school 
ahijados  god-children 
al partir sharecrop 
albinos young fish  
alferado a person who is responsible for the expenses of a communal feast 
almuerzo lunch 
arroba local measurement for crop products. One arroba equals 25 lb. or 11 

kg. 
asperción  irrigation via sprinkling 
aynis reciprocal work 
bandelora big flag used for marching 
bayeta cotton cloth traditionally used for the making of clothing 
beneficiencia  charitable institution; in the case of Yanampampa, the landowner had 

given the lands to a charitable institution 
bosta dried manure  
campesino peasant 
canasta básica de consumo basic consumption needs of a person 
canchones open fields 
capacitador trainer 
cargos public function/person responsible for the organization of a feast 
chakra crop field 
chicha drink made of fermented maize/wheat 
chichería place where chicha is served 
chuño potatoes dried at high altitudes 
clausula clause 
colonos people working in hacendados’ lands 
combi small bus used as a taxi 
comités de autodefensa self-defence committee 
compadrazgo  god-parenthood 
compadres/comadres god-fathers/god-mothers 
compañera term used to refer to female members of the same comunidad 
comunal of the comunidad 
comuneros members of the comunidad 
comunidad campesina legally recognized peasant community 
comunidad indígena  indigenous community, replaced by comunidad campesina 
corregidor official responsible for collecting tribute; holds official and judicial official 

power over a corregimiento 
costumbres customs 
criollo creole 
cruz cross 
cumbia type of music 
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curaca Indians of noble descent, who were responsible for the indigenous 
population 

curacazgo territory governed by the curaca 
curatos predetermined territory from where the priest got a minimal contribution 

for his daily activities 
desayuno breakfast 
descanso break 
desfile march 
encomenderos Spanish authority in the colonized land in charge of controlling the 

indigenous population 
engorde de ganado fattening of cattle 
escenificaciones dramatizations 
Español Spanish 
fiestas de cargo main local feasts financed by the cargo 
fogón  hearth 
forasteros  people from other comunidades 
fracaso failure 
gamonales landowners who were seen as committing abuses against the Indigenous 

population 
guano de corral manure 
hacendado landowner 
hacienda estate 
hechizo spell 
huayno a type of dance 
indígenas indigenous people 
indigenismo movement in Latin America advocating a dominant social and political 

role for Indians in countries where they constitute a majority of the 
population 

indigenista related to indigenismo 
Indio term used to refer to indigenous people 
Ingeniera engineer 
inscrito de transacción transaction register 
Inspección de energías y minas energy and mines inspectorate  
institutos pedagógicos teacher training college 
jornal paid work 
juez de paz person in charge of administering justice in thinly populated 

communities 
junta directiva directorate of the communal assembly  
juzgado de tierras land tribunal 
kapak ‘rich’ in Quechua 
lo andino Andean 
lombricultura ecological way of fertilizing the land through the breeding of worms 
máchica a type of barley 
maestro de obras head of construction 
manjar caramelized milk 
mashua edible tuber grown in the Andes 
mate tea 
material noble noble material 
mejora de condiciones de vida improvement in life conditions 
mejoramiento de nivel de vida improvement in life level 
mestizaje ideology of mixed origins 
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mestizo person of mixed origin 
microcuenca micro basin 
mink’as work in exchange for goods 
mistis mestizo, usually called so by Indios 
mita payment in the form of work that indigenous people had to provide to 

the crown, either in mines or haciendas 
mito del progreso myth of progress 
modulo module 
multas  penalties 
native native 
naturistas naturist 
nombramiento  official life-time contract as a teacher 
oca edible tuber grown in the Andes 
oficio official letter 
ojotas rubber sandals 
organisaciones de base  base organizations 
padrinazgo compadrazgo 
padrinos god-parents 
padron official list 
partera midwives 
pasantías practical experience 
plan predial plan for agricultural production within the domestic unit 
pobre poor 
polleras type of skirt consisting of several layers often used in the comunidades 
posta post 
presupuesto participativo participatory budget 
profesión profession 
profesional professional 
profesionalisación  professionalization 
progreso progress 
reducciones comunidad of relocated indigenous people for administration purposes 
regidor councilman 
re-padronar rejoin membership to the community 
repartimientos lands donated to the conquerors by the Spanish crown 
República de Españoles  Republic of Spaniards 
República de Indios  Republic of Indians 
Revolución revolution 
se asquean  to sicken, revolt 
secano fields without irrigation 
sementera special bull for breeding 
socios partners 
sol monetary unit in Peru 
suero serum 
t’inka libation for the Pachamama 
técnicos technicians 
teniente gobernador deputy governor 
teniente-alcalde deputy mayor 
timpanismo abdominal swelling caused by gases 
trampolín  trampoline 
turismo vivencial home-stay tourism 
turnos turn 
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vacuno mejorado half-pedigree cattle 
varayoq local traditional Quechua authority 
vecinos  mistis living in the towns 
viento wind, which in the Andes is believed to cause several illnesses 
vocal  member of the junta directiva working as messenger 
wakcha ‘poor’ in Quechua 
yachachiqs ‘teacher’ in Quechua  
yanacona those who were working on the hacienda lands 
yanaconaje labour-service tenant 
yerna daughter-in-law 
yerno son-in-law 
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APPENDIX 2 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ADRA OFASA Agencia Adventista para el Desarrollo y Recursos Asistenciales (Adventist 

Agency for Development and Asistentialist Resources) 

DGIS Directorate General for International Cooperation  

FDCC Federación Departamental de Campesinos de Canas  (Peasant Federation 

of the Department of Canas) 

IAA Instituto para una Alternativa Agraria (Institute for an Agrarian 

Alternative) 

IFOCC Instituto de Fomento de la Comercialisación Campesina (Institute of 

Promotion of Peasant Commercialisation) 

IMA Instituto de Manejo de Aguas y Medio Ambiente (Institute of Water and 

Environmental Management) 

NGO Non Governmental Organisation 

PRODERM Programa de Desarrollo Regional de Microcuencas (Program of Regional 

Development of Micro-basins) 

UNSAAC Universidad Nacional de San Antonio Abad del Cusco (National 

University San Antonio Abad of Cusco) 
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APPENDIX 3 

Mentioned interviews and informal talks 

 
Sr. Arroyo comunidad Jilayhua 
Sra. Condori comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr./Sra. Mendoza comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr. Malqui comunidad Mosocllaqta 
Sr/Sra. Ccotto comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Gutierrez comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr. Contreras  comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr./Sra. Choque comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr./Sra.Ayala comunidad Jilayhua 
Sra. Pongo comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr./Sra. Soto comunidad Mosocllaqta 
Sr./Sra. Puertas comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr./Sra. Cornejo comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr. Ancco comunidad Jilayhua 
Sra. Barragan comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Gomez comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Huayta comunidad Mosocllaqta 
Sr./Sra. Champi comunidad Yanampampa 
Sr. Suta comunidad Mosocllaqta 
Sr. Ccalla comunidad Yanampampa 
Sra. Quispe comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Salas comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Huanca comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Puma comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Martinez comunidad Jilayhua 
carlos comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr./Sra. Callo comunidad Jilayhua 
Simon comunidad Jilayhua 
Sra. Lucia comunidad Mosocllaqta 
Sr. Vargas comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr./Sra.Ayala comunidad Jilayhua 
Sr. Paucar comunidad Yanampampa 
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Summary in English 

 

The research conducted for this study concerned social mobility of people (referred as comuneros) 

from the Southern Andes of Peru. Specifically, the study explored the way local perceptions of 

poverty, well-being and social mobility influence comuneros’ capabilities to improve their lives. 

Livelihood studies have highlighted the economic and social factors in the promotion of social 

mobility of poor people. These studies explored the relationship between the assets of poor 

people and their livelihood paths. However, these studies do not explain why people with similar 

assets choose different livelihood paths. The research conducted analysed the influence of local 

perceptions in livelihood choices. 

 

A multi-case study which examined local perceptions and aspirations provided a comprehensive 

understanding of social mobility. The multi-case included households of the communities 

(referred as comunidades) of Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua. These comunidades consist 

of about 150 households located between 3600 and 4000 mts. above sea level. These 

comunidades were difficult to reach due to poor infrastructure. In the past 20 years the region 

has undergone several changes in terms of infrastructure; access to education and markets; 

increasing national and international migration; the influence of mass communication, all of 

which have affected social mobility. However, a closer examination of the comunidades reveal 

differences; these differences form the background for the analysis.  

 

The dissertation discussed the factors that illuminated the different notions of ‘better life’ and 

their impact in comunero’s struggle to escape from poverty. The theoretical background was 

presented in chapter 1. The theme of social mobility was approached through the exploration of 

the factors that shape what Appadurai referred to as the ‘capacity to aspire’. From the research 

conducted, it was learned that in the Andes, people’s capacity to aspire is understood by taking 

into account past experiences of the indigenous population as a marginalised people. The 

indigenous population was marginalised by the mainstream society, excluded from practical 

citizenship rights and perceived as the ‘other’, which included classifications as uneducated, rural, 

traditional and poor. These past experiences were reflected in comunero’s aspirations. 

Comuneros aspired to become part of the state’s modernization project. Aspirations often 

reflected power relationships, and an exploration of the way aspirations are shaped. 
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In Chapter 2 an overview of the comunero’s history and livelihood was presented. The 

comunidad had been constructed as the prototype of the República de Indios, and the social and 

economic inclusion of the comuneros was constructed as the ‘other’. The livelihoods of the 

comuneros in terms of location, access, environment, activities and institutional presence, also 

reflected the marginal conditions in which they make a living. While the region has experienced 

macro-economic changes, climatic problems, institutional changes, each comunidad experiences 

reflected great diversity. In general terms, it was the community of Jilayhua whose accessibility to 

the market; availability of water irrigation, and activity of governmental interventions have given 

the comunidad a greater degree of social mobility.  

 

Chapter 3 provided a description of local notions of well-being and poverty. Notions of “better 

life” from the context of comunidades were related to the importance of natural and social assets, 

yet social capital appeared to be most important. Frequently, assets in the comunidad were 

described mainly as a ‘buffer’, that is, resources that are needed in case of bad life circumstances. 

There was a consensus in the comunidad that resources in the comunidad were not enough to 

improve one’s life, but assets which served as ‘buffers’ provided means to cope with vulnerability. 

Many in the comunidad reported that people in the “cities” are worse off because they have to 

work in order to be able to eat, whereas life in the comunidad meant that people could eat from 

their own land. In order to access these resources however, “good” relationships in the 

comunidad were essential. For this purpose, comuneros invested in for example compadrazgo ties, 

taking fiesta cargo responsibilities, and holding communal office. Those who failed to invest in 

keeping “good relationships” were victims of isolation and ostracism. Taken together, it appeared 

that access to resources, labour and social contacts played a significant role in local perceptions of 

poverty, well-being and social mobility. 

 

The comuneros reported that discourses of well-being and poverty were not enough to reflect 

the multi-tasking and multi-sided livelihoods of the comuneros. In-depth interviews and life story 

interviews revealed that access to external assets to the comunidad also played a role in local 

perceptions of poverty, well-being and social mobility. This was further explained in Chapter 4. 

Often life events were seen as influencing households in the same way; however, it became 

evident by interviews and life stories that households responded differently to life events. 

Therefore, the metaphor of snakes and ladders depicted the kind of life events that negatively or 

positively influenced a comunero’s livelihood. The snakes in this context were accidents, 

robberies and misfortunes in daily lives. For example, the death of a cattle or a family member, 
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extreme climate condition, a bicycle accident or a sickness such as appendicitis were classified as 

snakes. Whereas ladders related to work opportunities, which were facilitated by development 

institutions (e.g. dairy production, construction work, infrastructure development) or through 

migration. Attaining a “better life” related to the ability of comuneros to take advantage of these 

ladders emphasizing the relevance of access to information or human capital. 

 

Whereas Chapters 3 and 4 highlighted the importance of vulnerability and the relevance of access 

to assets, the metaphors of ladders and snakes pointed to modernity in notions of “better life”. 

The metaphors of snakes and ladders revealed local perceptions of poverty, well-being and social 

mobility were not only related to access to assets, but it also related to status and identity. The 

importance of status and identity in notions of “better life” are reflected in education and 

consumption, which were explained in Chapters 5 and 6. Accordingly, Chapter 5 discussed the 

importance of education in local perceptions of “better life”. The perception of comuneros was 

that education is one of the ladders and that they were not interested in ideology. While 

proponents of intercultural education blamed the current education system as alienating 

indigenous populations, this chapter showed that they embrace the current education as one 

important way to improve their lives and their children’s lives. There were two reasons 

comuneros consider education as important. First, education was seen as the best way to achieve 

profesionalisación and stable income, thereby contributing to the reduction of vulnerability. Second, 

education provided access to recognition. Profesionales are not longer considered as just campesinos, 

but comuneros who were able to become “something more”. Comuneros therefore pursue 

education even if it leads to conflicts in the comunidades. For example, sending children to 

schools often meant sacrificing labour on the farm. It also required considerable investments and 

resources as comuneros often had to travel long distances for quality education. The need for 

quality education and working on the farm sometimes created conflict. For example, in 

comunidades that have strong cohesion based on a history of collective struggle, education 

became an element of a collective project as a way to acquire recognition and citizenship. 

 

In Chapter 6 a discussion was made on consumption as a way to access modernity and a “better 

life”. The chapter illuminated the different shapes of modernity as described by the comuneros. 

Modernity in the comunidades was a complex notion; when modernity is related to notions of 

better life it can lead to conflicting views, but it can also connect in a meaningful way to past 

experiences showing the agency of comuneros in shaping modernity in different ways. In 

Mosocllaqta and Yanampampa modernity is related to dominant urban notions, in Jilayhua 
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modernity is hybrid, that is, it is a concept that was related to collective past experiences. In 

Jilayhua, consumption provided the tools to create new identifications; consumption was not 

only valued because it offered “escape” from the negative images associated with the “rural”, but 

also because it reflected the past experiences of success which became part of their identity.  

 

Explorations as to local notions of better life  – in terms of access to resources and modernity –  

showed the conflict that can exist between notions of “better life” and life in the comunidades. 

However, in the case of Jilayhua this conflict was present in a lesser degree than the other 

comunidades. What contributed to this difference? Chapter 7 explained these differences and 

show that these differences are related to comunero’s capacity to collectively shape aspirations. 

This aspiration was often shaped through shared symbols and the creation of rituals. Chapter 7 

described a way comuneros of Jilayhua used the symbols of Tupac Amaru and folkloric rituals, 

which were made available through the state. In the case of Jilayhua the use of these symbols 

allowed the citizenry to collectively imagine a community that is different from the image created 

by the nation. These served to symbolize citizens who fought against the Spanish and as 

comuneros who contributed to modernity. Although the other comunidades had rituals and 

symbols, they reproduced conflict and division rather than a feeling of community. The case of 

Jilayhua highlights the significance of cultural capital and collective action in the ability of 

comuneros to appropriate modernity. In this fashion, conflict does not disconnect past 

experiences and present life in the comunidades. 

 

In the conclusion, a reflection on the differences between comunidades in the capacity to aspire 

was made. In chapters 5, 6 and 7, two pathways by which comuneros pursue social mobility or 

better life were examined. The two pathways were the exit and individual path and the local and 

collective path. In the case of Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta, the only option for access to better 

life or social mobility was through exiting the comunidad. This had to do with the subordinate 

position of the comunidades, where comuneros’ aspiration was based on urban occidental 

notions of better life. In such a context comuneros aspirations conflict with communal life, and 

people aspiring to modern lives are forced to hide and/or run the risk of being marginalized from 

communal resources.  Comuneros of Jilayhua related their own collective experiences as part of 

modern life. Why does this difference matter? Because capacity to aspire allows freedom of 

choice. Comuneros of Jilayhua can choose between pursuing a better life within or external to the 

comunidad. Whereas, in Yanampampa and Mosocllaqta their only choice was external to the 

comunidad, therefore they must exit the comunidad. 
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These different realities illuminated that Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua experience 

different capacities to aspire. As previously stated, poverty studies often stress structural changes 

or external interventions as contributing to upward social mobility or the capacity to escape from 

poverty. This research revealed other factors that are equally important when consideration is 

given to the capacity to escape from poverty. They are: 1) location, infrastructure and institutional 

presence, 2) past successful experiences that promotes the capacity to debate, creating 

opportunities for access to local knowledge, and 3) cultural capital, understood as cultural 

practices related to place of residence, promoting the creation of community, locality and in some 

cases access to resources (as in the case of tourism). All these factors have contributed to the 

creation of new mental horizons and empowering notions of ‘better life’ that allows people with a 

capacity to aspire and freedom of choice. Many poverty studies underestimate the importance of 

cultural capital and past experiences. Cultural capital, which allows the capacity to aspire, is 

essential for comuneros’ in order for them to benefit from ladders and, in the long term, kill the 

snakes of poverty. 
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Resumen en Español 

 

El presente estudio exploró la manera en el que percepciones locales de pobreza, bienestar y 

movilidad social de comuneros en el sur de los Andes Peruanos, influye en sus capacidades de 

mejorar sus vidas. Estudios de estrategias de vida han permitido una compresión profunda sobre 

la relación entre los recursos de los pobres y su portafolio de actividades, resaltando la 

importancia de los factores económicos y sociales en la promoción de movilidad social. Sin 

embargo, estos factores no explican la razón por la que personas que poseen los mismos 

recursos, siguen diferentes trayectorias de movilidad social. Este estudio analizó la influencia de 

percepciones locales de pobreza en estas trayectorias de vida. 

 

El estudio presentó material de estudios de casos de tres comunidades en las comunidades altas 

del Cusco. Las comunidades de Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua consisten de cerca de 

150 hogares ubicados entre los 3,600 a 4,000 mts. sobre el nivel del mar. Estas comunidades se 

caracterizaban como pobres, el acceso a las cuales eran limitadas por la falta de carreteras 

asfaltadas. En los últimos 20 años el área de estudio ha experimentado muchos cambios en 

cuanto infrastructura, acceso a educación y mercados, el movimiento creciente de emigración, la 

influencia de los medios de comunicación, que han afectado la movilidad social de familias en 

estas comunidades. A pesar de que estos acontecimientos son generales a la región, situaciones 

específicas de la comunidad revelaron ciertas diferencias. Estas diferencias formaron la base del 

resto del análisis sobre las percepciones locales de pobreza y bienestar, procesos de mobilidad 

social y los esfuerzos de los comuneros en mejorar sus vidas. 

 

El capítulo 1 introdujo el marco teórico y metodológico que ha guiado el trabajo de investigación. 

Este estudio exploró el tema de movilidad social analizando los factores que han influído en lo 

que Appadurai se refiere como “capacidad de aspirar”. Reconociendo que aspiraciones reflejan 

relaciones de poder, también se analizó el grado en el que nociones de “mejor vida” contribuyen 

o no a la reproducción de pobreza. El estudio hizo evidente la relevancia de experiencias pasadas 

de las poblaciones indígenas como un grupo marginalisado. Los comuneros fueron marginados 

por la sociedad dominante y así excluidos de derechos ciudadanos como los ‘otros’, que los 

clasificaban como no educados, rurales, tradicionales y pobres. Este pasado se reflejó en las 

aspiraciones de los comuneros. Los comuneros aspiraban llegar a ser parte del proyecto de 

modernización del estado. Reconociendo que aspiraciones reflejan relaciones de poder, también 
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se analizó el grado en el que nociones de ‘mejor vida’ contribuye o no a la reproducción de la 

pobreza. 

 

El capítulo 2 presentó el contexto de las comunidades en relación a la vida diaria y pasado del las 

comunidades. Las comunidades fueron construídas como prototipos de la república de Indios, y 

la inclusión social y económica de los comuneros fue construída como el ‘otro’. Los esfuerzos de 

los comuneros en lograr reconocimiento  e inclusión, estuvieron claramente presentes en las 

aspiraciones e ideas de ‘mejor vida’ de los comuneros. La vida diaria de las comunidades en 

terminos de infraestructura, el medio en el que viven,  las actividades diarias y la presencia 

institucional también reflejan las condiciones marginales en el que viven. A pesar de que la región 

ha experimentado cambios que han afectado a toda la región, como cambios macro-económicos, 

problemas climáticos y cambios institucionales, cada comunidad ha tenido experiencias 

diferentes. En general, fue la comunidad de Jilayhua que, gracias a su mejor acceso al mercado, 

acceso a irrigación y la presencia de instituciones, ha experimentado un mayor grado de 

movilidad social.  

 

El capítulo 3 describió las percepciones locales de pobreza y bienestar. Ideas sobre una ‘vida 

mejor’ desde el contexto de las comunidades destacaron la importancia del accceso a recursos 

naturales y sociales. Sin embargo, el recurso social destacó como la más importante en el 

contexto de la vida diaria en las comunidades. Recursos naturales de la comunidad fueron 

importantes como reserva, en otras palabras, como recursos necesarios en caso de eventos 

negativos. Los comuneros en general consideraban que los recursos de la comunidad no son 

suficientes para mejorar sus vidas, pero estas reservas eran necesarias para vivir en un contexto 

vulnerable. En efecto, muchos comuneros expresaron que la gente que viven en ciudades viven 

en una mayor pobreza porque tienen que trabajar para poder comer. Sin embargo, para tener 

accceso a estos recursos un comunero tiene que mantener una buena relación en la comunidad y 

los comuneros inverten en relaciones de compadrazgo, tomando responsabilidades como cargos 

en la organisación de las fiestas comunales, o cargos politicos en la comunidad. Los comuneros 

que no invierten en establecer una buena relación en la comunidad pueden ser marginalizados y 

discriminados. Este capítulo demostró que el acceso a recursos y trabajo de la comunidad son 

importantes en percepciones locales de pobreza, bienestar y mobilidad social. 

 

Discursos sobre pobreza y bienestar no reflejaron suficientemente la vida pluriactiva y plurizonal 

de las vidas de los comuneros. Entrevistas a fondo e historias de vida revelaron que el acceso a 
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recursos fuera de la comunidad también tienen un rol importante en las percepciones locales de 

pobreza, bienestar y mobilidad social. El capítulo 4 ilustró el tipo de eventos que pueden afectar 

la mobilidad social de un comunero. Por medio de la metáfora de serpientes (eventos que afectan 

negativamente a hogares contribuyendo a una movilidad descendente) y escaleras (eventos que 

afectan positivamente a hogares contribuyendo a una movilidad ascendente), este capítulo 

demostró el tipo de eventos que puede influenciar en la movilidad social de los hogares. Entre las 

serpientes se mencionaron accidentes, robos y desgracias que se presentan en la vida diaria de los 

comuneros. Por ejemplo, se mencionaron la muerte de un miembro de la familia, o de un ganado, 

heladas o continuas lluvias, un accidente en bicleta o enfermedades como el appendicitis. Entre 

las escaleras se mencionaron las oportunidades de trabajo, las que son facilitadas generalmente 

por instituciones de desarrollo (producción lactea, trabajo relacionado a la construcción de 

infraestrucutras, pesca) o por medio de la migración. Mientras que las oportunidades de trabajo 

disponibles por instituciones de desarrollo son generalmente temporales, la migración fue el 

fuente más continuo de oportunidades de trabajo. La idea de una ‘vida mejor’ se relacionó 

también a la capacidad del comunero en tomar ventaja de estas oportunidades, destacando la 

importancia del acceso a información y capacidad de trabajo en esfuerzos para lograr una vida 

mejor.  

 

Los capítulos 3 y 4 destacaron la centralidad de vulnerabilidad en percepciones de pobreza y la 

importancia del acceso a recursos en la reducción de esta vulnerabilidad. Las metáforas de 

escaleras y serpientes destacaron igualmente la centralidad de estatus e identidad en percepciones 

locales de pobreza y bienestar. El capítulo 5 se enfocó en la manera en el que la educación 

contribuye a un mejoramiento de vida. A persar de que proponentes de una educación 

intercultural critican el actual sistema de educación como alienando a las poblaciones indígenas, 

este capítulo demuestró que los comuneros no están interesados en ideología sino ven el actual 

sistema de educación como una manera importante en mejorar sus vidas y las de sus hijos. Se 

distinguieron dos razones por las cuales la educación se valora. En primer lugar, la educación es la 

única manera de lograr la profesionalisación y consecuentemente un ingreso estable, contribuyendo a 

la reducción de vulnerabilidad. En segundo lugar, la educación permite el acceso a 

reconocimiento. Los Profesionales no eran considerados “solo” campesinos, pero comuneros que 

pudieron llegar a ser “algo más”. Fueron por estas razones que los comuneros ponen tanto valor 

al actual sistema de educación, a pesar de que el actual sistema conlleva a muchos conflictos con 

la vida actual de los comuneros en las comunidades. Por ejemplo, enviar los niños a colegios 

significaba sacrificar mano de obra, o grandes inversiones ya que los comuneros requieren viajar 
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para tener acceso a colegios de buena calidad. Sin embargo, el estudiar no siempre conllevaba a 

conflictos en la vida de las comunidades. En comunidades con un gran grado de cohesión 

basados en una historia de acción collectiva, la educación se conviertía en un proyecto colectivo 

para lograr reconocimiento y ciudadanía.  

 

El capítulo 6 exploró el consumo como manera de formar parte de la modernidad y ‘una vida 

mejor’. El capítulo se enfocó en las diferentes maneras de modernidad que se reflejan según la 

comunidad. La ‘modernidad’ en las comunidades fue una noción compleja: cuando la 

modernidad está relacionada a nociones de “una vida mejor”, ésta puede ser conflictiva con la 

vida de la comunidad, pero también puede conectarse de una manera significativa a experiencias 

pasadas, demonstrando la agencia de los comuneros en crear diferentes modernidades. En 

Mosocllaqta y Yanampampa la modernidad estuvo relacionada a nociones dominantes urbanos, 

en Jilayhua la modernidad era híbrida, es decir, es un concepto que se relaciona a las experiencias 

pasadas de la comunidad. En Jilayhua, el consumo les permitió crear nuevas identificaciones; el 

consumo no solo era valorado por significar una ‘salida’ de las imagines negativas sino porque 

refleja las experiencias pasadas de éxito y una parte de su identidad.  

 

La exploración a nociones locales de ‘una vida mejor’, en relación al acceso a recursos y 

modernidad, demostró que los conflictos que pueden existir entre nociones de ‘una vida mejor’y 

la vida en las comunidades. Sin embargo, en el caso de Jilayhua este conflicto se presentó en una 

menor intensidad. Que ha contribuido a esta diferencia? Este tema se exploró en el capítulo 7, la 

cual demuestra que la diferencia está en la capacidad de los comuneros en formar nociones 

colectivas de ‘una vida mejor’. La capacidad de Jilayhua se demostró en la manera en el que ellos 

crearon nuevas identificaciones como ‘campesinos modernos’ por medio de la apropriación de 

símbolos nacionales como el de Tupac Amaru y danzas folklóricas. La creación de rituales por 

medio de estos símbolos permitieron no solo reconocimiento pero también a recursos. El caso de 

Jilayahua fue comparado con las otras comunidades en donde rituales y símbolos reproducieron 

confictos y divisiones en vez de un sentimiento de comunidad. El caso de Jilayhua demostró que 

la apropiación de símbolos permitió la capacidad de imaginar collectivamente una comunidad que 

es diferente al rol marginal creada en el contexto de la nación; como ciudadanos que lucharon 

contra los Españoles y como comuneros que forman parte de procesos de modernización y 

globalisación. No solamente el acceso a recursos, pero también a reconocimiento, contribuyó al 

sentimiento de los comuneros en Jilayhua que sus vidas estában ‘mejorando’. El caso de Jilayhua 

demuestró la importancia del capital cultural y la acción colectiva en la capacidad de los 
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comuneros en hacer que la modernidad sea parte de su identidad de esa forma disminuyendo el 

conflicto que ésta crea en relación a la vida diaria de las comunidades y sus experiencias pasadas.  

 

En la conclusión, se hizo una reflección sobre las diferencias que existen entre las comunidades 

en esta capacidad de aspirar. A lo largo de los tres últimos capítulos se ha identificado dos 

maneras en el que los comuneros intentar lograr una movilidad social ascendente o ‘una vida 

mejor’: la de salida o camino individual de mobilidad social y la local o colectiva. En el caso de 

Yanampampa y Mosocllaqta, la única opción para acceder a ‘una vida mejor’ o movilidad social 

fue por medio de la migración permanente o salida de la comunidad. Esta opción sin embargo, se 

relacionaba con la posición subordinada de las comunidades, en donde la visión de ‘una vida 

mejor’ se basaba en ideas urbanas y occidentales. Comuneros que tenían aspiraciones de lograr 

una movilidad ascendente o mejorar sus vidas, buscaban lograrlo a pesar de tener que llevar una 

vida conflictiva y fragmentada, o ser víctimas de marginalisación y discriminación en la 

comunidad. En el caso de Jilayhua, las aspiraciones de los comuneros no eran ajenos a la realidad 

de los campesinos. Ellos podían identificar sus pasados colectivos como parte de la vida 

moderna. En otras palabras, en vez de sentir que la modernidad es ajena a sus vidas, ellos 

lograron hacer la modernidad algo suyo, incorporando el pasado colectivo como parte de una 

vida moderna. Por qué es importante esta diferencia? Como se ha demostrado en este estudio, la 

capacidad de aspirar proporciona una libertad de elección. Mientras que los comuneros de 

Jilayhua podían escoger entre lograr ‘una vida mejor’ dejando su vida de campesinos y comuneros 

o continuandolo, en las otras dos comunidades, la única opción para el logro de una mejor vida 

era saliendo de la comunidad,  incluso cuando ésta en muchos casos conlleva a una vida 

conflictiva y fragmentada.  

  

Las diferentes realidades de la comunidad de Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua han 

influenciado en la diferentes capacidades de aspirar. Como ya se ha mencionado, los estudios de 

pobreza resaltaron la importancia de cambios estructurales o intervenciones externas para el 

desarrollo de capacidades para combatir la pobreza. Sin embargo este estudio, mientras que 

reconociendo la importancia de estos factores, ha identificado otros factores que son igualmente 

importantes en la capacidad de aspirar. El estudio ha identificado los siguientes factores: 1) la 

ubicación, infraestructura y la presencia insitucional, 2) las experiencias exitosas que promueve la 

capacidad de debatir, crear oportunidades para acceder conocimiento local, y 3) el cultural capital, 

entendido como prácticas culturales relacionadas al lugar de residencia, promoviendo la creación 

de comunidad, localidad y en algunos casos el acceso a recursos (como en el ejemplo del 
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turismo). Todos estos factores han contribuído a la creación de nuevos horizontes mentales y 

capacidades de aspirar, permitiendo así una capacidad de elección. Este estudio ha resaltado la 

importancia de experiencias pasadas de acción colectiva y capital cultural en exploraciones de 

capacidades de aspirar. Estudios de pobreza no toman mucha importancia a estos factores. El 

capital cultural, que promueve la capacidad de aspirar, es importante no solo para que los 

comuneros puedan beneficiarse de las escaleras, sino que para que en un largo plazo puedan 

combatir la serpiente de la pobreza.  
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands 

 

Deze studie onderzocht de manier waarop lokale percepties over armoede, welbevinden en 

sociale mobiliteit van de lokale bewoners (in de dissertatie wordt hier naar verwezen als comuneros) 

in de zuidelijke Andes van Peru invloed hebben op de capaciteiten om hun leven te verbeteren. 

Studies over levensstrategieën (‘livelihood studies’) hebben belangrijke inzichten opgeleverd over 

de relatie tussen de middelen van de armen en hun portfolio van activiteiten, waarbij de 

economische en sociale factoren in de promotie van sociale mobiliteit speciale aandacht krijgen. 

Desondanks verklaart dit niet waarom mensen met dezelfde hoeveelheid middelen, verschillende 

paden van sociale mobiliteit ervaren. Deze studie had de invloed van lokale percepties over 

armoede, welbevinden in levenskeuzes geanalyseerd. 

 

Deze dissertatie presenteerde materiaal van casestudies van huishoudens in drie 

woongemeenschappen in de hoger gelegen delen van Cusco. De gemeenschappen Yanampampa, 

Mosocllaqta en Jilayhua bestaan uit ongeveer 150 huishoudens die op een hoogte liggen tussen 

3.600 en 4.000 meter boven de zeespiegel. Deze gemeenschappen waren arme 

boerengemeenschappen (in de dissertatie wordt hier naar verwezen als ‘comunidades’), wiens 

toegankelijkheid beperkt bleef tot een gebrek aan geplaveide wegen.  In de laatste 20 jaren heeft 

het gebied verschillende veranderingen ondergaan met betrekking tot de infrastructuur, toegang 

tot opleiding en markten, toenemende nationale en internationale migratie en de invloed van 

massacommunicatie, die de sociale mobiliteit hebben beïnvloed. Echter, een nadere kijk naar op 

de situatie van de gemeenschappen laat zien dat er verschillen zijn. Deze verschillen vormen de 

achtergrond voor de rest van de analyse. 

 

Hoofdstuk 1 was een inleiding over de theoretische uitgangspunten van mijn studie en de 

gebruikte methodiek. Ik benader het thema van sociale mobiliteit via het onderzoek van factoren 

die Appadurai “de capaciteit om te dromen” genoemd heeft. Uit de onderzoek is gebleken dat in 

de Andes de menselijke capaciteit om te inspireren niet begrepen kan worden zonder rekening te 

houden met ervaringen uit het verleden van de oorspronkelijke bewoners als een 

gemarginaliseerde groep. Zij werden buiten de normale gemeenschap gehouden en 

buitengesloten van praktische burgerschap rechten. Ze werden gezien als de ‘ander’; onopgeleid, 

plattelands, traditioneel en arm. Deze ervaringen uit het verleden worden weerspiegeld in de 

aspiraties van de comuneros. Comuneros wensen deel uit te maken van het 

moderniseringsproject van de overheid. Bevestigend dat aspiraties vaak machtsrelaties weergeven, 
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heb ik ook geanalyseerd in welke mate begripsvorming over “beter leven” wel of niet bijdragen 

aan de reproductie van armoede.  

 

In hoofdstuk 2 presenteerde ik de context in relatie tot het verleden en hedendaagse levens van 

comuneros. In de eerste sectie presenteer ik de geschiedenis van de comuneros in relatie tot de 

natie. De gemeenschap is ontworpen als het prototype van de Indianenrepubliek, en de opname 

van de comuneros werd in negative termen erkend De context waarin comuneros in hun 

levensonderhoud voorzien in termen van locatie, toegang, omgeving, activiteiten en institutionele 

aanwezigheid geeft aan in welke gemarginaliseerde context ze leven. Terwijl de regio normale 

veranderingen heeft ervaren zoals macro-economische veranderingen, klimaatproblemen, 

institutionele veranderingen, had iedere gemeenschap verschillende ervaringen. In het algemeen 

was het de gemeenschap van Jilayhua wiens toegang tot de markt, toegang tot irrigatie, en mate 

van interventie, de gemeenschap een grotere mate van sociale mobiliteit hebben gegeven.  

 

Hoofdstuk 3 was een samenvatting van mijn directe vragen over lokale noties van welbevinden 

en armoede. Noties van “een beter leven” zijn vanuit de context van comunidades gerelateerd 

aan het belang van natuurlijke en sociale middelen, maar sociaal kapitaal kwam er als de 

belangrijkste uit in het toegang tot middelen. Natuurlijke middelen in de gemeenschap werden 

aangeduid als belangrijk maar voornamelijk als ‘buffer’; middelen die nodig zijn in het geval dat 

zaken slecht gaan. Er was geen consensus in het feit dat middelen in de gemeenschap niet genoeg 

waren om een persoon toe te staan om diens leven te verbeteren, maar voor hen waren deze 

buffers nodig om te kunnen omgaan met kwetsbaarheid. Velen gaven aan dat mensen in de 

steden slechter af waren, omdat ze moeten werken om te eten. Om toegang te krijgen tot 

middelen is echter een goede relatie in de gemeenschap heel hard nodig. Voor dit doel 

investeerden comuneros in compadrazgo, namen fiesta verantwoordelijkheden, namen zitting in 

gemeenschapskantoren, etc. Zij die  niet investeerden in het onderhouden van goede relaties 

werden slachtoffers van uitsluiting en verbanning, en kozen voor een leven in de marges buiten 

de gemeenschap. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat toegang tot gemeenschapsmiddelen en daardoor 

arbeid een belangrijke rol speelt in lokale percepties over armoede, welbevinden en sociale 

mobiliteit.  

 

Discoursen over welbevinden en armoede waren niet genoeg om de vele taken en veelzijdigheid 

weer te geven van het levensonderhoud van comuneros. Diepte interviews en levensverhalen 

onthulden dat toegang tot middelen buiten de gemeenschappen ook een belangrijke rol spelen in 
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de perceptie over armoede, welbevinden en sociale mobiliteit. Hoofdstuk 4 beschreef het aantal 

gebeurtenissen die een effect kunnen hebben gehad op de sociale mobiliteit van comunero’s. 

Terwijl gebeurtenissen vaak gezien worden als dat ze huishoudens op dezelfde manier 

beïnvloeden, geeft dit hoofdstuk aan dat huishoudens op verschillende manieren reageren. Met 

de metafoor van slangen en trappen, toont dit hoofdstuk het soort gebeurtenissen aan dat effect 

kan hebben op het huishouden van een comunero op een positieve en negatieve manier. De 

slangen die genoemd zijn door comuneros zijn nauw gerelateerd aan ongelukken, overvallen en 

mislukkingen die nog steeds aanwezig zijn in de huidige levens van de comuneros. Voorbeelden 

zijn de dood van een schaap of een familielid, extreme kou of regen, een ongeluk met de fiets of 

een ziekte zoals een blindedarmontsteking. De trappen die genoemd worden zijn gerelateerd aan 

kansen op werk, die vaak gefaciliteerd zijn door ontwikkelingssamenwerkingsorganisaties (dier 

productie, werk gerelateerd aan infrastructuur constructie, visserij) of door migratie. Terwijl de 

mogelijkheden die door ontwikkelingssamenwerkingsorganisaties geboden werden vaak van 

tijdelijke aard zijn, schijnen migraties een continue bron van kansen op werk te geven. Beter leven 

is ook gerelateerd aan het vermogen voor comuneros om voordeel te behalen uit deze trappen, 

waarbij het belang van toegang tot informatie of humaan kapitaal wordt benadrukt in hun 

pogingen om een beter leven te bereiken.  

 

Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 benadrukten het belang van kwetsbaarheid in denkbeelden over armoede 

en het belang over toegang tot middelen om kwetsbaarheid te verminderen. De metaforen van 

ladders en slangen brachten het belang van status en identiteit naar voren. Hoofdstuk 5 

bediscussieerde het belang van opleiding als ladder om een “beter leven” te bereiken. Terwijl 

tegenstanders van interculturele opleidingen het huidige onderwijssysteem verwijten dat inheemse 

populaties worden buitengesloten, geeft dit hoofdstuk aan dat comuneros niet geïntegreerd zijn 

in ideologie, maar dat ze het huidige onderwijs omarmen als een belangrijke manier om hun eigen 

leven en dat van hun kinderen te verbeteren. Ik identificeerde twee reden waarom onderwijs 

gewaardeerd is. Ten eerste, wordt onderwijs vaak gezien als de beste manier om profesionalisación 

en een stabiel inkomen te bereiken, wat bijdraagt aan de vermindering van kwetsbaarheid. Ten 

tweede, geeft onderwijs toegang tot erkenning. Profesionales worden niet langer gezien als campesinos 

maar als comuneros die er in slaagden “iets meer” te worden. Comuneros verkiezen om door te 

gaan met hun opleiding, zelfs als dit tot conflicten in de comunidades leidt. Door bijvoorbeeld 

kinderen naar scholen te sturen betekent vaak opoffering van arbeid. Het hield ook behoorlijke 

investeringen en middelen in doordat comuneros lange afstanden moesten reizen om kwalitatief 

goed onderwijs te kunnen volgen. Echter, ondanks dat onderwijs soms leidt tot conflicten met 
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het levensonderhoud in de gemeenschappen, is het niet onvermijdelijk. In gemeenschappen die 

een sterke onderlinge band hebben die gebaseerd is op historische collectieve strijd, wordt 

onderwijs een element van een collectief project om erkenning en burgerschap te bereiken. 

 

Hoofdstuk 6 bediscussieerde consumptie als een manier van toegang tot moderniteit en “beter 

leven”. Dit hoofdstuk richtte zich op verschillende vormen die moderniteit aanneemt in de 

verschillende gemeenschappen. Moderniteit in de gemeenschap was een complex begrip; als 

moderniteit gerelateerd is aan begrippen over beter leven dan kan dat leiden tot conflicterende 

inzichten, maar het kan ook op een betekenisvolle manier wijzen naar ervaringen uit het verleden 

waarmee het agentschap van comuneros in het vormgeven van moderniteiten op verschillende 

manieren wordt aangegeven. Terwijl in Mosocllaqta en Yanampampa moderniteit gerelateerd is 

aan dominante stedelijke inzichten, is in Jilayhua moderniteit hybride, wat betekent dat het een 

concept is dat geformuleerd is over collectieve ervaringen uit het verleden in de gemeenschap. In 

Jilayhua, voorziet consumptie in de gereedschappen om nieuwe identiteiten te creëeren; 

consumptie werd niet alleen gewaardeerd omdat het een “uitweg” biedt aan de negatieve beelden 

die samenhangen met het “platteland”, maar doordat het de ervaringen uit het verleden weergeeft 

als succes en deel van hun identiteit.  

 

Onderzoek naar het begrip van beter leven, - in termen van toegang tot middelen en 

moderniteiten – geeft de conflicten aan die kunnen bestaan tussen inzichten of beter leven en 

leven in de gemeenschappen. Echter, in het geval van Jilayhua was dit conflict in mindere mate 

aanwezig. Wat droeg bij aan het verschil? In hoofdstuk 7 onderzoek ik dit thema verder en toon 

aan dat dit is gerelateerd aan comunero’s capaciteit om collectief begrippen te vormen van beter 

leven. Dit wordt geïllustreerd door de manier waarop Jilayhua nieuwe identificaties creëerde als 

“moderne campesinos” door zich de nationale symbolieken van Tupac Amaru en folkloristische 

dansen toe te eigenen. De creatie van rituelen rond deze symbolen gaven geen toegang tot 

herkenning maar ook tot middelen. Dit werd vergeleken met andere gemeenschappen waar 

rituelen en symbolen conflicten reproduceren en eerder een verdeeld gevoel dan een gevoel van 

gemeenschap geeft. Het geval van Jilayhua geeft aan dat de bestemming van symbolen de 

capaciteit toestond om een gemeenschap in te denken die verschillend is van een 

gemarginaliseerde rol die gecreëerd werd in het kader van de natie; zoals burgers die vechten 

tegen de Spanjaarden en als comuneros die deelnemen in moderniteiten en globalisatie. Dit 

betekent niet alleen toegang tot middelen, maar draagt ook bij aan het gevoel van comuneros in 

Jilayhua dat hun leven aan het ‘verbeteren’ is. Het geval van Jilayhua geeft het belang aan van 
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cultureel kapitaal en collectieve actie in de mogelijkheid van comuneros om moderniteiten toe te 

eigenen zodat het niet conflicteert met de ervaringen uit het verleden en het dagelijkse leven in de 

gemeenschappen.  

 

Om te concluderen, reflecteerde ik op de verschillen tussen gemeenschappen in het vermogen 

om te dromen. In de laatste drie hoofdstukken heb ik als een rode draad twee paden 

onderscheiden waarbij comuneros sociale mobiliteit of een beter leven nastreven, de uitgang en 

het individuele pad en het lokale en collectieve pad. In het geval van Yanampampa en 

Mosocllaqta, is de enige manier om toegang te krijgen tot een beter leven of sociale mobiliteit 

door uit de gemeenschap te stappen. Dit heeft te maken met de ondergeschikte positie van de 

gemeenschappen, waar de dromen van comuneros gebaseerd zijn op stedelijke indrukken van een 

beter leven. In zo’n context conflicteren de ambities van comuneros met het leven op het 

platteland, en mensen die dromen van modern leven zijn gedwongen om zich te verbergen en/of 

het risico te lopen om buitengesloten te worden van gemeenschapsmiddelen. In het geval van 

Jilayhua’s aspiraties van een modern leven is niet alleen te vinden buiten de realiteit van 

comuneros; zij kunnen hun eigen collectieve ervaringen formuleren als deel van een modern 

leven. In plaats van een gevoel dat moderniteit ver afstaat van hun eigen realiteit, hebben zij 

wegen gezocht die passen in de collectieve ervaringen van het verleden als deel van het moderne 

leven. Waarom doet dit verschil er toe? Het vermogen om te dromen geeft een keuzevrijheid. 

Terwijl comuneros van Jilayhua kunnen kiezen tussen het nastreven van een beter leven in de 

gemeenschap of daar buiten, is in Yanampampa en Mosocllaqta de enige keus van de comuneros 

om de gemeenschap te verlaten, zelfs wanneer sommige comuneros  zich gedwongen voelen om 

een conflictueus en gefragmenteerd leven te leiden.   

 

De verschillende realiteiten laten zien dat Yanampampa, Mosocllaqta and Jilayhua ervaren 

verschillende capaciteiten om te dromen. Als al gezegd, terwijl armoedestudies vaak het belang 

benadrukken van structurele veranderingen of externe interventies zoals toegang geven tot 

middelen, toonde deze studie aan dat er andere factoren zijn die belangrijk zijn bij het vormgeven 

van de capaciteiten om te dromen. Dit dissertatie sloot af door de factoren aan te geven die de 

collectieve capaciteit om te dromen hebben mogelijk gemaakt. Dit waren: 1) locatie, 

infrastructuur en institutionele aanwezigheid, 2) vroegere succesvolle ervaringen die de capaciteit 

om te debatteren promoten, en die mogelijkheden creëeren om toegang te krijgen tot locale 

kennis, en 3) cultureel kapitaal, begrepen als culturele praktijken die gerelateerd zijn aan de 

woonplaats, die de creatie van gemeenschappen, lokaliteit en in sommige gevallen toegang tot 
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middelen (zoals in het geval van toerisme) promoten. Al deze factoren dragen bij aan de creatie 

van een nieuwe mentale horizon en nieuwe capaciteiten om te dromen, en daardoor vrijheid van 

keuzes. Cultureel kapitaal, die de capaciteit om te dromen toestaat, is belangrijk voor de 

comuneros om voordeel te behalen uit ladders en in het lange termijn om te kunnen vechten 

tegen de slang van armoede. 
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